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1

     Introduction    

   Sexual Violence in Contemporary Muslim Societies 
 

 Male sexual violence against women and girls is a major problem in 
contemporary Muslim societies. Human rights and women’s rights 
organizations, media sources, and government reports regularly detail 
the frequent occurrence of numerous forms of such violence, including 
molestation, rape and incest, underage or forced marriage, abduction and 
forced prostitution, marital sexual abuse, genital mutilation, and honor 
killings, among others. The high incidence of male-female sexual violence 
in Muslim societies appears to be due in large part to sociocultural atti-
tudes and practices that are patriarchal or even misogynistic in nature, 
and that may contravene the dictates of the law in those societies. Factors 
such as poverty and economic stagnation, lack of education, absence of 
protective kinship structures, remoteness from urban centers or centers 
of judicial and governmental authority, and warfare or political unrest 
can exacerbate sexual violence against women and girls and can hinder 
the enforcement of women’s rights even where such rights exist in the 
law. However, the problem of sexual violence in Muslim societies cannot 
be analyzed only with reference to sociocultural, economic or political 
factors. Male-female sexual violence in Muslim societies is just as much 
a problem of the law itself. Legal institutions in many majority-Muslim 
states function to promote violence against women in systematic ways, 
ranging from establishing and enforcing male authority and power over 
females, to phrasing laws in ways that appear neutral but in fact are 
structurally discriminatory toward women, to providing legal cover for 
males who perpetrate violence against females. A review of well-known 
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cases and problematic laws will highlight some of the challenges in the 
area of sexual violence toward women and girls in Muslim states. 

 One of the countries that has received the most attention for its han-
dling of rape, and that demonstrates the potentially adverse impact the 
law can have in these cases, is Pakistan. From 1979 until 2006, the adju-
dication of sex crimes was governed by the  Hudood  Ordinances, which 
sought to impose severe  shar ı  � ‘a -based punishments – known as  h 	 udu � d  
(sing.  h 	 add ) – on those who engaged in extramarital sex, or  zina �  . The 
 Hudood  Ordinances had a devastating effect on female victims of sex-
ual violence. Between 1980 and 1988, the number of women impris-
oned on  zina �   charges jumped from 70 to 6,000.  1   By 2000, more than 
half the imprisoned women awaiting trial had been apprehended on  zina �   
charges.  2   

 Individual Pakistani cases reveal the types of problems caused by the 
 Hudood  laws: In 1983, sixteen-year-old Jehan Mina claimed to have been 
raped and impregnated by two relatives. The police in turn arrested her 
for engaging in fornication ( zina �  ). The court acquitted the two accused 
men on the grounds of insuffi cient evidence. However, under the  Hudood  
laws, pregnancy out of wedlock was seen as presumptive evidence of con-
sent to  zina �  , unless countermanding evidence of coercion could be shown. 
Because she did not have such evidence of coercion, Mina was sentenced 
to receive the  h 	 add  punishment for  zina �  , which was one hundred lashes.  3   
That same year, a blind girl – Safi a Bibi – claimed to have been assaulted 
and impregnated by her landlord and his son. In court, she was unable to 
identify her assailants, and so the charges against them were dismissed. 
Her pregnancy, however, was treated as evidence of consent to fornica-
tion, so she was sentenced to imprisonment for three years, fi fteen lashes, 
and a fi ne.  4   The following year, Rafaqat Bibi fi led a complaint of rape 

  1        Rahat   Imran  , citing the  Human Rights Commission of Pakistan Annual Report, 1999  
( Lahore :   1999 ) , and Asma Jehangir, “Women’s Commission and Hudood Ordinances” 
( www.peacewomen.org/news/Pakistan/newsarchive03/Zina.html ).  

  2        Rahat   Imran  , citing the report  Human Development in South Asia 2000: The Gender 
Question  ( Islamabad :  Mahbub-ul-Haq Human Development Centre ,  2000 ) .  

  3     This was later reduced to thirteen lashes and three years of jail time in view of Mina’s 
being a minor – an example of “lenience” by the court in light of her “crime.”    Moeen  
 Cheema  , “ Cases and Controversies: Pregnancy as Proof of Guilt under Pakistan’s  Hudood  
Laws ,”  Brookings Journal of International Law   32  ( 2006–07 ),  139–40  .  

  4        Rahat   Imran  , “ Legal Injustices:  The Zina Hudood Ordinance of Pakistan and Its 
Implications for Women ,”  Journal of International Women’s Studies   7 : 2  (November 
 2005 ),  78–101  . Also,    Asifa   Quraishi  , “ Her Honor: An Islamic Critique of the Rape Laws 
of Pakistan from a Woman-Sensitive Perspective ,”  Michigan Journal of International Law  
 18 : 2  (Winter  1997 ),  287–319  .  
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against Muhammad Suleman. But when it was found that she was preg-
nant, both woman and man were charged with (consensual) fornication. 
The court convicted Rafaqat Bibi for  zina �   and sentenced her to fi ve lashes 
and fi ve years in jail. The man, however, was acquitted.  5   Then, in 1992, 
a twenty-one-year- old mother of two named Shamim charged three men 
with abducting and violating her. In response, the police arrested Shamim 
herself on the charge of  zina �  .  6   That same year, Veena Hyat, daughter of 
a prominent politician, was gang raped in her own home by fi ve armed 
men, after which her father reported the attack. A judicial inquiry con-
cluded that there was insuffi cient evidence for conviction, and so the 
assailants went free.  7   Assaults on high profi le women such as Veena Hyat 
highlight the ways in which Pakistan’s rape laws worked against even 
women possessing more than most in the way of social, political, eco-
nomic, and legal resources. 

 After the turn of the century, public opinion began to mount against 
the handling of sex crimes under the  Hudood  Ordinances. A  turning 
point seems to have occurred in 2002, when a working class housewife 
named Zafran Bibi raised accusations against her brother-in-law. The 
court concluded that her accusation constituted an admission to  zina �  , 
and, as she was married, sentenced her to the capital  h 	 add  punishment 
of stoning. This was the fi rst widely publicized sentence of stoning to 
be pronounced under the  shar ı  � ‘a- based laws, and it provoked public 
outcry. After she had spent several months in prison, social pressure led 
then-president Pervez Musharraf to suspend the death sentence in her 
case. All the while, as was the norm during this period, the accused was 
never brought to trial.  8   By 2006, the activism of feminists and human 
rights groups began to show fruit, and Pakistan passed the Women’s 
Protection Bill, which amended the penal code to remove sexual violence 

  5     Fortunately, her sentence was later overturned on the grounds that her charge of rape 
should not be interpreted as a confession on her part to unlawful sex. Moeen Cheema, 142.  

  6     She was held in custody for six days, where police continued to brutalize her.    Asifa  
 Quraishi  , “ Her Honor ,” citing the Amnesty International 1993 report,  Pakistan: Torture, 
Deaths in Custody and Extrajudicial Executions  ( New York :  1993 ) .  

  7     Asifa Quraishi, “Her Honor.”  
  8     Hannah Bloch, “Blaming the Victim,”  Time Magazine  (May 20, 2002). Also, Seth 

Mydans, “Sentenced to Death, Rape Victim Is Freed by Pakistani Court,”  The New York 
Times  (June 8, 2002). In the mid-2000s, another case of unmarried pregnancy arose with 
nineteen-year-old “Fareeda.” Like Jehan Mina, Fareeda had no proof to show that she 
had not consented to the sex act, and so her claim of rape was considered unsubstan-
tiable. As a result, Fareeda was convicted of  zina �   and fl ogged twenty-fi ve lashes and jailed. 
(Dan McDougall, “Fareeda’s Fate: Rape, Prison and 25 Lashes,”  The Guardian-Observer  
[January 16, 2006].)  
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from under the governance of the  Hudood  laws and place it under the 
ordinary civil code. Consequently, the most unjust aspects of the law 
have been repaired. Nevertheless, Pakistan offers a particularly egre-
gious example of the problems that have arisen when countries have 
tried to adjudicate male-female rape according to classical construc-
tions of Islamic law. 

 Other  sharia -based jurisdictions have enacted or experienced similarly 
prejudicial laws against female rape victims. Nigeria has witnessed sev-
eral incidents in which women and girls have become entangled in laws 
regarding fornication and rape, particularly since the institution of such 
laws in 1999 in several Muslim-majority states.  9   In 2000, the unmar-
ried Bariya Magazu was found pregnant. When questioned, she claimed 
that three men had assaulted her. However, lacking witnesses to support 
her claim of coercion, she was sentenced to one hundred lashes for  zina �  ; 
she was also sentenced to an additional eighty lashes for unsubstantiated 
accusations of  zina �   against the three men. The accused men were not 
prosecuted.  10   A  short while later, in 2001, a thirty-fi ve-year-old divor-
c é e from Sokoto state named Safi ya Husaini gave birth to a child who 
she claimed was the result of rape. Her claim was dismissed for lack of 
evidence of coercion, and she was sentenced to death by stoning for con-
sensual adultery. International outcry, however, resulted in a suspension 
of her sentence.  11   An Amnesty International 2006 report concurs that the 
construction of rape in Nigerian  shar ı  � ‘a  codes fails to provide suffi cient 
protection and redress for victims, and that those codes put an unfair 
burden on rape victims to prove their nonconsent.  12   

 Other states with  shar ı  � ‘a -based laws have experienced similarly high 
rates of sexual violence, incrimination of females, and perpetrator impu-
nity. In Mauritania, for example, conviction of men for rape is exceed-
ingly low.  13   As in Pakistan, Mauritanian women who accuse men of 

  9     For an overview of sexual violence issues in Nigeria, see    Chineze J.   Onyejekwe  , 
“ Nigeria:  The Dominance of Rape ,”  Journal of International Women’s Studies   10 : 1  
(October  2008 ) ; also “Nigeria: Rape – the Silent Weapon” (November 2006, Amnesty 
International). For a review of  zina �   trials in the northern  sharia -based states of Nigeria, 
see    Gunnar J.   Weimann  , “ Divine Law and Local Custom in Northern Nigerian  zina �   
Trials ,”  Die Welt des Islams   49  ( 2009 ),  429–65  .  

  10     “Rape – the Silent Weapon,” 34.  
  11     “Sharia Court Frees Nigerian Woman,”  BBC News , Monday, March 25, 2002 ( http://

news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/1891395.stm , accessed 4/28/14).  
  12     Onyejekwe, 52, citing “Nigeria: Rape – the Silent Weapon,” 25ff.  
  13     “Mauritania: Justice Not Working for Rape Victims,”  IRIN Africa  (May 13, 2008) ( http://

www.wluml.org/node/4637 , accessed 12/31/12).  
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assault may themselves end up convicted of fornication and imprisoned.  14   
Twenty-two-year-old “Aminetou,” for example, reported to police that 
she had been raped by a stranger at home one night. She was simply 
told that she should not have let her virginity be taken from her and 
that she had lost her honor.  15   According to the Mauritanian Association 
for Maternal and Child Health, seven women who raised rape charges 
against their assailants ultimately were imprisoned on  zina �   charges in 
the year 2009 alone.  16   Similarly, in Malaysia, notably in states such as 
Kelantan and Terengganu,  h 	 udu � d  bills were passed in the 1990s, lead-
ing to problems for victims of sexual violence.  17   A report published by 
Refugees International in 2007 details the high incidence of sexual vio-
lence and the absence of legal avenues for women and girls in Sudan, as 
well.  18   Finally, the highly publicized case of the “girl from Qat 
  ı  � f” in Saudi 
Arabia, in which a victim of a gang rape was sentenced to ninety lashes, 
exemplifi es yet again how poorly equipped  shar ı  � ‘a -based legal systems 
are to adjudicate sexual violence in a gender-just manner. 

 The preceding review serves to highlight the problem of male-female 
sexual violence in Muslim societies. More than that, though, this review 
underscores some of the specifi c challenges faced by sexual assault victims 
in those legal systems. What is common to all the cases reviewed – despite 
their different histories, politics, and demographics – is that they tran-
spired in  shar ı  � ‘a  regimes. That is, they occurred in jurisdictions in which 
laws governing sexuality and gender relations are purportedly drawn 
from classical Islamic law ( shar ı  � ‘a ). As is made evident by the recurrence 
of the same types of problems in otherwise dissimilar contexts, the reli-
ance of these states’ legislative and judicial bodies and policies on  shar ı  � ‘a  
precepts means that their laws share certain similarities in structure – a 
structure that seems inevitably to work to the detriment of women and 

  14     Mohamed Yahya Abdel Wedoud, “Mauritania:  Rape Victims Fear Being Jailed for 
‘Zina � ,’ ”  CNN  (December 22, 2010)  ( http://www.wluml.org/node/6874 , accessed 
12/31/12).  

  15     “Mauritania: Rape Victims Seek Justice But Find Jail,”  IRIN  (May 11, 2009)  ( http://
www.wluml.org/node/5239 , accessed 12/31/12).  

  16     “Mauritania:  Rape Victims Seek Justice But Find Jail.”  IRIN  (May 8, 2009)  ( http://
www.irinnews.org/report/84302/mauritania-rape-victims-seek-justice-fi nd-jail , accessed 
4/20/14).  

  17        Mohammad Hashim   Kamali  , “ Punishment in Islamic Law: A Critique of the H � udu � d Bill 
of Kelantan, Malaysia ,”  Arab Law Quarterly   13 : 3  ( 1998 ),  203–34  . Also, Nik Noriani 
Nik Badli Shah, “Man Made Codifi cations of h � udu � d Law,”  Sisters in Islam  (October 26, 
2002) ( www.sisterinislam.org , accessed 12/31/12).  

  18        Adrienne L.   Fricke   and   Amina   Khair  ,  Laws without Justice: An Assessment of Sudanese 
Laws Affecting Survivors of Rape  ( Washington, D.C. :  Refugees International ,  2007 ) .  
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Introduction6

girls and to perpetuate male-female sexual violence in systematic ways. 
Thus, a larger point to be gleaned from examining the adjudication of 
rape in Muslim societies today is that classical Islamic law, far from being 
a medieval system devoid of contemporary signifi cance, continues to be 
highly infl uential in modern Muslim legal codes. 

 The framing of these states’ legal codes as “Islamic” or drawn from 
 shar ı  � ‘a  puts the weight of God and religion behind their sex-crimes stat-
utes, making those statutes uniquely authoritative and particularly dif-
fi cult to interrogate. Nevertheless, given the types of problems faced by 
victims of sexual violence in  shar ı  � ‘a  regimes, such interrogation is neces-
sary. One line of interrogation is to question the claim that modern appli-
cations of the  shar ı  � ‘a  are in fact continuous with classical Islamic law. For 
example, Asifa Quraishi has challenged the idea that Pakistan’s  Hudood  
rape laws were ever continuous with classical Islamic jurisprudence.  19   
Besides seeking discrepancies between classical jurisprudence and con-
temporary applications, another line of interrogation is to evaluate clas-
sical jurisprudence itself critically, to see whether contemporary injustices 
can legitimately be attributed to that system.  20   This is the type of analy-
sis offered, for example, by Kecia Ali in her work on classical Islamic 
marriage law.  21   In any event, the claim that contemporary Muslim laws 
refl ect  shar ı  � ‘a  or classical Islamic law generates confusion at multiple lev-
els, at the same time that the ostensible sanction of both God and tradi-
tion serves to legitimate practices and policies that are severely injurious 
to sexual assault victims. Furthermore, there is no indication that moves 
toward more “Islamic” or  shar ı  � ‘a -based laws are on the decline. Indeed, 
such efforts appear to be on the increase. The need for critical appraisal of 
these laws, on both human rights grounds and religious grounds, is there-
fore urgent. If a state claims that its sex crimes laws are in accordance 

  19     See    Asifa   Quraishi  ’s infl uential critique of the Hudood laws of Pakistan in “ Her 
Honor:  An Islamic Critique of the Rape Laws of Pakistan from a Woman-Sensitive 
Perspective ,”  Michigan Journal of International Law   18  ( 1997 ) .  

  20     Indeed, in some cases, courts have appealed to classical juristic doctrines in order to resist 
the types of application of  zina �   laws reviewed here. See various court opinions aimed at 
reducing sentences on women in alleged rape cases in Moeen Cheema, 144ff.  

  21     See    Kecia   Ali  ,  Marriage and Slavery in Early Islam  ( Cambridge, MA :  Harvard University 
Press ,  2010 ) ; and also, her chapter, “  Marriage in Classical Islamic Jurisprudence: A Survey 
of Doctrines ,” in  The Islamic Marriage Contract: Case Studies in Islamic Family Law , 
eds. Asifa Quraishi and Frank E.  Vogel ( Cambridge, MA :   Harvard University Press , 
 2008 ) . Perhaps her most direct deconstruction of classical marriage law and contem-
porary Muslim discourses on marriage is found in “  Progressive Muslims and Islamic 
Jurisprudence ,” Ch. 7 of  Progressive Muslims: On Justice, Gender, and Pluralism , ed. 
Omid Safi  ( London :  Oneworld ,  2003 ) .  
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Sexual Violence in Contemporary Muslim Societies 7

with religious law or seeks to modify its laws so as to comply better 
with religious law, then it is necessary to be able to assess its claims, 
given the power that laws acquire by being designated as “Islamic.” In 
short, the present legal situation cannot be properly deciphered without 
a solid understanding of how sexual violence was constructed in classical 
Islamic jurisprudence. 

 This book seeks to provide such an understanding of sexual vio-
lence in formative and classical Islamic jurisprudence ( fi qh ), particularly 
in the Sunn ı  �  tradition as represented by the two earliest schools of law 
( madhhab s) to grow out of that tradition, which were the H � anaf ı  �  and 
Ma � lik ı  �  schools. While the substance of this book is squarely focused on 
late antique and medieval discourses, it may be read in some ways as an 
extended critique of contemporary  shar ı  � ‘a -based rape laws. The manner 
of this critique is not through the fi elds of political science or legal policy, 
however, but through the discipline of religious studies and the fi eld of 
Islamic studies, particularly Islamic intellectual history. While my pur-
pose in writing this book is not directly activist in nature, I believe that 
understanding the construction of rape in early and classical juristic dis-
courses will enable us to assess better where we are today, and where we 
need to go. Thus, the question at the heart of this project is genealogical 
and etiological in nature: How did medieval Islamic legal discourses on 
sexual violation emerge and take their classical forms? How were these 
discourses and doctrines products of their particular ideal and material 
contexts? At the same time that this question is historical in nature, it is 
also in some ways oriented toward the potential: What can a study of the 
divergent ways in which Islamic doctrines evolved – and the very human 
ways in which jurists pursued the various lines of reasoning to which they 
were committed – tell us about the lines of reasoning not taken, about 
other directions in which these doctrines could yet develop? In the end, 
while this project is primarily about what Islamic jurisprudence has in 
fact said about sexual violation, it also hints at what it could have said, 
and what it might yet say. For while the political and social systems of 
the world have changed dramatically from the times in which the Prophet 
lived and in which the great traditions of Islamic theology and moral law 
were developed by their founding scholars, Islam is a living religion. It 
continues to be the guiding spiritual, devotional, and moral system of a 
billion people. For Muslims today as in the past, the quest to understand 
and refl ect the divine will and the divine word, to learn from the exam-
ple of the Prophet, his companions and his family, and to construct from 
these a moral vision that at once feels authentic to those sources and to 
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Introduction8

a contemporary sense of truth and justice is of the utmost importance. It 
is not enough for Muslims to wring their hands hopelessly in the face of 
sexual violence in the name of “Islamic law” and lament, “This is all we 
have. This is all that God ever wanted for us.” Rather, a comprehension 
of what jurists thought and how they reasoned, and of how they could 
diverge so radically from one another despite drawing from the same 
well in pursuit of their own visions of truth and justice should inspire a 
hopeful recognition of the potential of Islamic ethico-legal discourses to 
express a more woman-friendly and gender-just vision of the same.  

  Key Themes and Arguments of This Book 
 

 This book seeks to tell a story, the story of a particular legal idea – that 
of male sexual violence against females, or what we commonly refer to 
as “rape” – from its beginnings in the formative period of Islam through 
its maturation in classical Sunn ı  �  legal discourse. This story, at its most 
basic level, seeks to answer a set of questions: Does Islamic law possess a 
legal concept of sexual violation akin to contemporary Western concepts 
of rape? If so, how is it defi ned? How is it to be punished? What types of 
evidence and procedure are to be used to establish a victim’s claim, or to 
verify a defendant’s denial? How were Islamic legal doctrines on each of 
these points formulated, argued, and defended? In this book, I show that 
from the earliest period of Islam – indeed, perhaps from the time of the 
Prophet himself – Muslim legal authorities did in fact maintain a notion 
of sexual violation as a punishable crime. We will see how various early 
authorities defi ned sexual violation, on the basis of their understandings 
of the Qur’an and the Prophetic legacy, and within the theological, ethi-
cal, and cultural parameters in which they worked. I will show how the 
idea of sexual violation was elaborated over time, through the discourses 
of certain Sunn ı  �  jurists, and how the atomistic legal pronouncements 
of precedential fi gures of the formative period of Islam were gradually 
woven together and rationalized by later medieval scholars into increas-
ingly comprehensive theories about the interrelationships between divine 
claims and human claims, between sexuality and property, and among 
volition, legal capacity, and legal liability. 

 The story of rape’s construction in Islamic jurisprudence begins not 
with the Qur’an and the Prophet Muhammad, but rather, in the long cen-
turies of religious and legal development in the ancient Near East, and 
in the late antique period during which Islam emerged. This story begins 
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Key Themes and Arguments of This Book 9

in the pre-Islamic period because Islamic legal discourses on sexual 
 violation were themselves unlikely to have been purely “Islamic” in ori-
gin. That is, the specifi c principles, institutions, and practices that formed 
the core of Islamic doctrines concerning sexual violation were only par-
tially drawn from the theological and ethical content of the Qur’an and 
the Prophetic example ( sunna ). Rather, they seem to have stemmed in 
good part from religious, cultural, and legal systems that preceded them 
in both pre-Islamic Arabia and the larger late antique Near East. Indeed, 
many of the concepts and institutions that were critical to Islamic rape 
doctrines were not entirely unique to Islamic thought, nor entirely dis-
continuous from other late antique religious and legal systems of the 
Near East. Accordingly,  Chapter 1  reviews approaches to sexual violation 
in preexisting ethico-legal systems – Jewish (Biblical and rabbinic), Latin 
(Roman and Christian), and pre-Islamic Arabian – and sketches out some 
of the categories essential to this study. The central exploration of this 
chapter is the tension between theocentric and proprietary approaches to 
sexual violation prior to Islam, and the hybrid nature of many relevant 
laws in those systems. 

 In  Chapter 2 , we turn our attention to the Islamic context, particularly 
the formative period of Islam – the fi rst two centuries or so, when the 
classical Sunn ı  �  “schools of law,” or  madhhab s, were yet to be formed, and 
when legal practices and doctrines were in considerable fl ux. This chapter 
consists of two parts. In the fi rst part, I suggest that a number of religious, 
cultural, and ethico-legal trends fl owed together in the early Islamic period 
to form four themes or conceptual clusters that proved essential to the 
confi guration of classical rape doctrines. The fi rst of these was the germi-
nation, following the Qur’anic-Prophetic impetus, of an overpoweringly 
theocentric notion of ethics, at the center of which was a single, omniscient 
Deity who demanded virtuous conduct from His human subjects. This 
chapter examines how this theocentric ethics absorbed and assimilated 
into itself all areas of human activity, including sexuality, thereby making 
sexuality into a moralized space. A  second critical development in the 
early period of Islamic law was the formation of a language of rights or 
claims, and the further division of all rights or claims into the categories 
of divine rights ( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) and interpersonal rights ( h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d , 
also called  h 	 uqu � q a � dam ı  � ya ). The dichotomous scheme of divine and 
interpersonal rights and ensuing debates over the nature and relationship 
between these two types of rights were critical to the  conceptualization 
of rape in Islamic jurisprudence. A  third core set of ideas that took 
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Introduction10

shape in the formative period of Islamic law was related to questions 
of the divine address and moral agency ( takl ı  � f ), legal capacity ( ahl ı  � ya ), 
and volition ( ira � da , “intent,” or  rid � a �  , “consent”). Early consensus on the 
general principle that persons are spared punitive liability for incapacity 
or nonconsent was central to the development of Islamic rape law. The 
fourth and last set of ideas pivotal to the confi guration of Islamic rape 
law was related to the conception and institutionalization of female sex-
uality as a type of property or commodity. While sexuality  – or more 
specifi cally, sexual rights over females – had long and widely been con-
ceived in proprietary terms throughout the late antique Near East, the 
key development of this idea in the early Islamic period was its absorp-
tion and reframing within the new theocentric worldview of Islam. The 
problem was that this proprietary sexual ethics did not align readily with 
the theocentric sexual ethics in which it was being framed. Islamic legal 
discourse on the topic of sexual violation was thus, from the start, rent by 
two incongruent orientations, one theocentric, the other proprietary. The 
tension between these two orientations showed up nowhere more clearly 
than in discourses surrounding rape, particularly the rape of free women, 
who – unlike slave women – occupied a double space of both person and 
property, both ethical subject and sexual object. 

 Formative period sources describe several incidents of sexual violence. 
Information about these incidents, as well as about associated judgments 
and sentences, have reached us through late 2nd/8th to late 3rd/9th cen-
tury compilations of legal reports ( a � tha � r  or  h 	 ad ı  � th s).  22   In addition to 
rulings attributed to the Prophet himself or to his Companions – all of 
whom lived in the beginning of the formative period – these compilations 
include the legal opinions of a number of early juristic authorities. The 
second part of  Chapter 2  surveys the most relevant of these legal reports. 
On the basis of an analysis of these reports, I  suggest that by the end 
of the formative period, certain areas of consensus had emerged within 
Sunn ı  �  doctrine, and certain areas of divergence, as well: The points of 
consensus stemmed from an overarching adherence among all authori-
ties to a theocentric sexual ethics, while disagreement occurred over the 
extent to which proprietary concerns should be considered in the case of 
rape. This disagreement was expressed through a debate over monetary 
compensations, with the majority favoring compensations and a minority 

  22     These legal reports are known generally as  a � tha � r  (sing.  athar ), or as  ah 	 a � d ı  � th  (sing.  h 	 ad ı  � th ) 
when specifi cally relating the words and deeds of the Prophet. Here, I use  h 	 ad ı  � th s rather 
than  ah 	 a � d ı  � th  as the plural of  h 	 ad ı  � th .  
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Key Themes and Arguments of This Book 11

disapproving. Of particular historical importance were the geographical 
affi liations of those who resisted the dominant viewpoint: The minority 
of jurists who rejected monetary awards for rape tended to be centered 
in Ku � fa. This is noteworthy because it was out of Kufa that the H � anaf ı  �  
school of law – which alone of all Sunn ı  �  schools unanimously rejected 
monetary compensation for rape – emerged. A close reading of the  a � tha � r  
material thus proves to be an indispensable source in understanding the 
nascence of Islamic law on this topic. 

 The basic stances that emerged regarding sexual violation in the pre-
classical period provided both the precedents and parameters for doc-
trinal and theoretical development in the classical schools. In  Chapters 3  
through  6 , I trace the elaboration of relevant legal doctrines beyond the 
formative period and into the medieval period – that is, into the age of the 
classical Sunn ı  �  schools of law. The analysis I present in these later chapters 
specifi cally focuses on juristic discussion regarding the violation of free 
females in the H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  schools. My focus on the jurisprudence 
( fi qh ) of these two schools is due to two reasons. First, these two were the 
earliest extant schools to coalesce.  23   Second, and specifi cally to our inter-
ests, their ways of understanding sexual violence set the parameters for 
later juristic thought, such that the doctrines of the Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  and H � anbal ı  �  

  23     The rise and development of the Islamic schools of law have long been topics of schol-
arly inquiry, and much work has been published in this area – more than can be cited 
here. Suffi ce it to say that both medieval Muslim legal historiography and modern 
academic scholarship have generally concurred on the chronological primacy of the 
H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  schools of law, even if they have disagreed on the precise defi nition 
of what constitutes a school, the processes by which schools formed, and the causes 
for that formation. A number of key monographs on the overall history of Islamic law 
and the  madhhab s point out the chronological precedence of the H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  
schools:    Joseph   Schacht  ,  The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence  (Oxford:  Oxford 
University Press ,  1950 ) ;    N. J.   Coulson  ,  A History of Islamic Law  (Edinburgh:  Edinburgh 
University Press ,  1964 ) ;    Ahmad   Hasan  ,  The Early Development of Islamic Jurisprudence  
( Islamabad :  Islamic Research Institute ,  1970 ) ;    Bernard   Weiss  ,  The Spirit of Islamic Law  
(Athens:   University of Georgia Press ,  1998 ) ;    Wael   Hallaq  ,  A History of Islamic Legal 
Theories  (Cambridge:   Cambridge University Press ,  1997 ) ;    Christopher   Melchert  ,  The 
Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th–10th Centuries C.E.  (Leiden:  Brill ,  1997 ) ; 
and    Wael   Hallaq  ,  The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law  (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press ,  2005 ) .Some works focus on the history of particular schools or periods, 
and also corroborate the standing of the H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  schools as the earliest of 
the extant Islamic schools to coalesce. See, for example:     Harald   Motzki  ,  The Origins 
of Islamic Jurisprudence: Meccan Fiqh Before the Classical Schools , trans.   Marion   Katz   
(Leiden:  Brill ,  2002 ) ;    Nurit   Tsafrir  ,  The History of an Islamic School of Law: The Early 
Spread of Hanafi sm  (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press ,  2004 ) ;    Devin   Stewart  , 
 Islamic Legal Orthodoxy: Twelver Shiite Responses to the Sunni Legal System  (Salt Lake 
City:  University of Utah Press ,  1998 ) .  
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(and even Ja‘far ı  �  Sh ı  � ‘ ı  � ) schools often tended to mirror the arguments of 
one or the other.  24   I  focus on juristic arguments concerning the viola-
tion of free women, rather than of slave women, for two reasons: fi rst, 
because it was this topic (rather than the violation of slave women) that 
became the subject of salient and sustained polemic between the two 
schools; and second, because  shar ı  � ‘a  doctrines on male sexual violence 
toward free women are of far greater contemporary relevance than are 
doctrines on violence toward slave women. 

 In  Chapters 3  and  4 , I focus on substantive law – that is, the defi ni-
tion and punishment of male-female rape – in each school. I show that 
these two schools – the Ma � lik ı  �  school, based in Mad ı  � na and centered on 
the ideas of Ma � lik ibn Anas, and the H � anaf ı  �  school, based in Ku � fa and 
taking up the ideas of Abu �  H � an ı  � fa – inherited the majority and minority 
positions of the formative period, respectively. Those starting points, in 
turn, put the two schools on distinctive and irreconcilable trajectories in 
areas of substantive doctrine. Thus, while the authorities of each school 
both drew upon the same body of scriptural sources – the Qur’an and the 
 h 	 ad ı  � th s (and other  a � tha � r ) – they went in quite different directions as they 
theorized rape. I will argue that their intense and enduring substantive 
disagreement over monetary compensations for free rape victims signi-
fi ed fundamental divergences over the relationship between divine rights 
and interpersonal rights, between sexuality and property, and between 
marriage and prostitution. 

 While the divergence between the Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools over the 
substantive aspects of rape is fascinating in itself, it is not the end of the 
story: Their differences over how to defi ne and penalize sexual violation 
had far-reaching consequences for its adjudication in courts of law. The 
two schools’ distinctive evidentiary and procedural laws for rape consti-
tute the focus of  Chapters 5  and  6 . Indeed, it is only when we examine 
evidentiary and procedural rules regarding sex crimes in the mature sys-
tems of the classical Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools that we can truly real-
ize the legal ramifi cations of pre-classical differences over defi nition and 
penalization. I will argue that the H � anaf ı  �  prioritization of the theocentric 
approach over the proprietary approach to sexuality led them to a law 
of evidence and procedure that was entirely inadequate to fairly adjudi-
cating rape. At the same time, we will see that the Ma � lik ı  �  insistence on 

  24     For a brief overview of rape law in other classical schools, see    Hina   Azam  , “ Rape in 
Islamic Law ,” in  The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and Law , ed. Jonathan Brown 
( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  2013 ) .  
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Sources and Periodization 13

sexuality as a commodity led them to a far more nuanced and robust law 
of evidence and procedure, one that was more just to victims of sexual 
violence. 

 In the process of telling this account, I highlight diachronic changes 
in juristic discourse where possible. Precise dating of discursive develop-
ments in the formative period has not been attempted, in part because the 
precarious and contested nature of authentication methods makes such 
precision diffi cult if not impossible, and in part because such precise dat-
ing is neither necessary for the story I seek to tell nor the arguments I seek 
to make. However, I do suggest that certain key developments occurred 
during the fi rst two centuries or so, a suggestion grounded in a compari-
son of terminology in the Qur’an versus in the legal reports, as well as in 
secondary scholarship on the early development of Islamic law. A more 
precise periodization of trends and patterns in legal discourse is easier to 
establish for the Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools, from the time of their incep-
tion in the 2nd/8th centuries until the end of the 6th/12th century, where 
my account ends. Overall, I will show that both Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  dis-
courses became increasingly rationalistic and theoretically oriented over 
time, and that they both went through a particularly pronounced shift 
toward such rationalization and theorization in the 5th/11th century.  

  Sources and Periodization 
 

 In order to discover the way sexual violence was constructed in Sunn ı  � , 
and particularly H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  � , jurisprudence, I  have focused my 
analysis on the legal texts of two time periods. The fi rst is the formative, 
or pre-classical, phase of Islamic law, comprising the fi rst century and 
a half to two centuries after the death of Muhammad, i.e. the period 
ending 179/796.  25   This phase functions as the ‘black box’ for historians 
of Islamic law, because it is one for which we have little in the way of 
single-authored writings. We do, however, have both the Qur’an and a 
rich tradition literature that is attributed to this early period of Islamic 
history, some of it to the Prophet, some to his Companions, and some 
to later fi gures who were known as religious authorities in their day. These 

  25     The year 179/796 marks the death of Ma � lik b. Anas, the eponym of the Ma � lik ı  �  school of 
law. By this date, we can reasonably assume both the crystallization of the foundational 
legal doctrines upon which the classical schools of law ( madhhab s) were based, and the 
initial textualization of these bodies of doctrine. (On the formation of the Islamic legal 
schools, see Wael Hallaq,  The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law , 2005.)  
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traditions are generally referred to as  a � tha � r  (lit. “traces”), while the more 
specifi c term  h 	 ad ı  � th s is used to refer to  a � tha � r  about the Prophet. As not all 
traditions are legal in nature, it is primarily only the legal  a � tha � r  that form 
the core source for this study. While many collections of  a � tha � r  and  h 	 ad ı  � th s 
have come down to us, my utilization of these collections is for the pur-
poses of understanding legal positions and patterns in the formative period 
of Islam. Thus, I have largely limited my examination to the major Sunn ı  �  
collections of the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries, foregoing later collections. 
In order to glean biographical information about the transmitters of these 
reports, I have consulted biographical dictionaries, variously called  t 
 abaqa � t  
(generations) , tara � jim  (biographies) or  tawa � r ı  � kh  (chronologies). 

 Much scholarly attention has gone to the question of the historical 
authenticity of these reports, some concluding that they are largely fab-
ricated despite the authentication methods developed in by medieval 
Muslim  h 	 ad ı  � th  specialists, some concluding that the  h 	 ad ı  � th  specialists 
were generally reliable in their evaluations of authenticity, and others 
fi nding a stance somewhere in between. My approach to the authenticity 
of these texts is to take a middle ground, such as that of legal historians 
such as Noel Coulson, Harald Motzki, David Powers, among others, to 
say that the  h 	 ad ı  � th  literature – particularly that produced between the 
late-2nd/8th century and the late-3rd/9th century – provides us with a 
reasonably accurate snapshot of Islamic legal development in the forma-
tive period. In other words, even if we cannot say for sure that a particu-
lar decision or statement attributed to the Prophet or a Companion really 
originated with him or her in that exact form, it may well refl ect a similar 
statement or decision made by that fi gure, or alternately, by another early 
fi gure, which became authoritative in the early Muslim juridicocultural 
imagination. As for those reports that transmit statements of the later 
Successor fi gures, whose opinions form the real foundations of classical 
jurisprudence, I take those to be more historically accurate – that is, as 
more genuinely refl ecting the opinions and actions of the fi gures whom 
they describe. This refl ects the opinions of even more skeptical legal his-
torians such as Goldziher and Juynboll, who generally suggested that 
reports attributed to later fi gures were more reliable than those attributed 
to early fi gures.  26   

  26     For a more detailed presentation of my approach to the legal  a � tha � r , see    Hina   Azam  , 
“ Rape as a Variant of Fornication ( zina �  ) in Islamic Law: An Examination of the Early 
Legal Reports ,”  Journal of Law and Religion   28 : 2  ( 2013 ) .  
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Sources and Periodization 15

 Even if it is not possible to provide a defi nitive chronology of judicial 
and juristic evolution in the formative period, due to issues of dating 
sources, it is possible to identify overall developments that occurred dur-
ing this period. This can be done by comparing Qur’anic treatment of 
certain topics with the treatment of those same topics in the foundational 
texts of the law schools, or even with the opinions of jurists who lived 
toward the end of the formative period. One salient example of how 
such textual comparison can point to juridical development within the 
formative period is an examination of the doctrine that women’s testi-
mony is categorically excluded in certain criminal cases, including rape. 
The Qur’an does not contain such an exclusion, nor does any Prophetic 
saying. And yet, this principle comes to be unanimously upheld in all the 
schools of law, Sunn ı  �  and Sh ı  � ‘ ı  � . The extant sources do not offer any clear 
picture of when this principle came into force, nor who its original author 
was. The earliest clear proponent of this doctrine was the formative-era 
jurist Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � , who died in 124/742. While al-Zuhr ı  �  attri-
butes this principle to the Prophet, he includes no chain of transmission. 
Other jurists of his generation offer variant opinions on this topic, mostly 
without reference to any precedent. One gets the impression, then, that 
this principle does not date from the Prophetic period, but coalesced over 
the course of the formative period, such that by the end of that period, it 
was regarded as unarguable.  27   My analysis of legal thinking and practice 
in the formative period thus does not assume that foundational themes 
in Islamic law derived directly from the Qur’an or Prophet, but rather 
suggests that an evolution occurred on a variety of fronts – an evolution 
that took as its starting points pre-Islamic religious and cultural practices 
on one hand, and the Qur’ano-Prophetic intervention on the other – and 
that those elements that became the building blocks for Islamic laws on 
rape emerged as a result of that evolution. 

 The second period of Islamic law upon which I  focus is the period 
between the mid-2nd/8th century to the end of the 6th/12th century. 
As in the case of the formative period of Islamic law, the juristic writ-
ings from this medieval phase also show evolution of content and style. 
Thus, it would be truer to say that this particular four-and-a-half  century 
spread is composed of two phases, an earlier phase and a later one. 

  27     For a critical analysis of this legal doctrine, see    Hina   Azam  , “ The Exclusion of Women’s 
Testimony in the  H � udu � d : Toward a Rethinking ,” in  A Jihad for Justice: Honoring the 
Work and Life of Amina Wadud , eds. Kecia Ali, Juliane Hammer and Laury Silvers 
( 2012 ),  135–148  .  
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The nascent Ma � lik ı  �  school could be said to begin with Ma � lik b. Anas 
himself (d. 179/796) and to end with Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd al-Qayrawa � n ı  �  (d. 
386/996), while the middle phase could be said to begin with the  qa � d �  ı  �   
(judge) ‘Abd al-Wahha � b al-Baghda � d ı  �  (d. 422/1031) and to reach its matu-
rity with Ibn Rushd ‘al-H � af ı  � d’ (‘the grandson’) (d. 595/1198). H � anaf ı  �  
jurisprudence also demonstrates a maturation process. The early phase 
begins with the writings of Abu �  H � an ı  � fa’s two main disciples, the Kufans 
Muh � ammad b. al-H � asan al-Shayba � n ı  �  (d. 189/804) and Abu �  Yu � suf Ya‘qu � b 
(d. 182/798), and ends with the Transoxanian Abu � ’l-Layth al-Samarqand ı  �  
(d. 373–5/983–5). The later H � anaf ı  � s include the Baghda � d ı  �  al-Qudu � r ı  �  
(d. 429/1037) through al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  (d. 593/1197). I will show that the 
writings of early classical jurists tend to focus on stabilizing substantive 
doctrines and on anchoring these doctrines in the earliest generations 
of the Prophet, his Companions and the Successors, as well as in the 
founding fi gures of the respective school. The writings of later classical 
jurists, in contrast, pay less attention to establishing precedent and sta-
bilizing content, and attend more to justifying school doctrines on ratio-
nal grounds as well as smoothing over intraschool disagreements in an 
effort to create greater coherence and standardization. Developments in 
doctrine and style of argumentation will be highlighted in the appropri-
ate chapters.  

  Terminology: “Sexual Violence,” “Sexual Violation,” 

and “Rape” 
 

 Before commencing this inquiry into the treatment of sexual violation 
in Islamic (and also pre-Islamic) religio-legal discourses, a basic obser-
vation must be made: We do not fi nd in any of these very old systems of 
thought and practice a true equivalent to our modern concept of “rape,” 
which is based on fi rm notions of individual autonomy and the inviola-
bility of the (female) body. Ancient and late antique sytems were far more 
communally and patriarchally oriented, such that a woman’s or girl’s 
sexuality was not constructed as something in her individual control, but 
rather, something in the control of her father, her husband, or her owner 
if she was a slave. Neither the category of female sexual volition – nor 
that of male-female sexual coercion– is easy to isolate or to disentangle 
from other legal categories. These other categories include, for example, 
harlotry, bride abduction/abduction marriage, and consensual violation 
(“seduction”). Our modern notion of rape presupposes a number of 
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Terminology: “Sexual Violence,” and “Rape” 17

features that we must seek out in disparate discursive and legal cate-
gories when looking at late antique and medieval texts. Furthermore, 
the sources themselves, particularly those of the early Islamic period, are 
highly reticent, atomistic and topically uneven. What follows throughout 
this book is my attempt to create a unitary object of study out of ele-
ments that are not always explicitly connected in the texts, and to present 
a coherent theoretical and narrative account of how Islamic ethico-legal 
discourse came to construct categories that we would designate as rape, 
even if Muslim jurists (and their pre-Islamic predecessors) would not 
have produced the same account. 

 Modern social and legal conceptions of rape center on the notion 
that it is an act of violence, of harm. This harm is not necessarily only 
physical – a woman may not have any lasting physical effects from an 
act of sexual coercion, particular if the coercion is psychological rather 
than physical, and closer to duress rather than outright force. Rather, 
the violence of rape, at its most basic level, is that of violating anoth-
er’s autonomy – in this case, another’s sexual autonomy. It is the assault 
on the sovereignty of another human being, conceived as an individual 
ethico-legal agent, that is at the root of rape, as we understand it. In other 
words, the violence of sexual coercion is located in the violation of the 
individual autonomous human subject. The presence of this violation is 
what leads us to call a particular sex act “rape.”  28   

 The problem for an inquiry such as this one, that seeks to trace 
the construction of rape in classical Islamic jurisprudence, is that not 

  28     The defi nition of rape in Western nations, including the U.S., has changed over time. 
In the U.S., the defi nition continues to vary to some degree between states. The 2012 
Uniform Crime Report, issued by the U.S. Department of Justice, defi nes rape as “the 
penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or anus with any body part or object, 
or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person, without the consent of the vic-
tim.” ( http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2012/January/12-ag-018.html , accessed 4/28/14) 
Earlier U.S.  federal defi nitions of rape tended to include only vaginal penetration of 
a woman by a man not her husband, and to consider only certain types of coercion, 
duress or non-consent. Over time, legal defi nitions have broadened to include same-sex 
assault, penetration of the anus and mouth, and wider defi nitions of non-consent and 
its expression; forcible sex within marriage has also come to be designated a form of 
rape in the U.S. For overviews and histories of legal approaches to rape in Western 
countries, see    Susan   Estrich  ,  Real Rape  (Cambridge MA:   Harvard University Press , 
 1987 ) ;   Rape: Challenging Contemporary Thinking , eds. Miranda Horvath and Jennifer 
Brown (London:  Routledge ,  2013 ) ;    Susan   Caringella  ,  Addressing Rape Reform in Law 
and Practice  (New York:   Columbia University Press ,  2009 ) ; and    James   Hodgson   and 
  Debra   Kelley  ,  Sexual Violence: Policies, Practices, and Challenges in the United States 
and Canada  (Santa Barbara, CA:  Greenwood ,  2002 ) .  
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everything we consider to be sexual violence was considered a violation 
by medieval Muslim scholars, in the sense of an incursion or assault 
upon an inviolable autonomous other. At the same time, even if it was 
not considered “violent,” an act of sexual coercion may have been con-
structed as a “violation,” in the sense of a legal trespass or tort against 
another ethico-legal subject. That other ethico-legal subject could be a 
human being. For example, the male owner of a female slave was seen as 
the violated party in an act of sexual coercion against his female slave, 
while she herself was not legally constructed as having the legal or sex-
ual autonomy to suffer violence. Or the “other” violated party in an act 
of sexual violation could be God, who was also constructed in classical 
Islamic discourse as the supreme rights-bearer. And yet, no jurist would 
have considered an act of rape, which is clearly a  violation  against God, 
to be an act of  violence  against God. On the contrary, a violation against 
God was conceived as an act of violence against  oneself . The uneasy rela-
tionship between contemporary western conceptions of sexual violence 
and classical juristic conceptions of sexual violation can be seen in the 
fact that forcible sex within a lawful union such as marriage – which is 
increasingly considered to be a form of rape in western jurisprudence – 
was not viewed by medieval jurists as a violation at all. For if “violation” 
implies trespass and a crime, then it would not be possible to view male 
coercion of a female over whom he had a legal sexual right as a “vio-
lation,” even if juristic discourse recognized the violence of forcible sex 
within marriage, particularly in cases where physical force resulted in 
injury to the wife. Islamic juristic ideas of violation and violence were 
thus not synonymous, even if they overlapped in certain cases. Given 
this complexity, I alternate throughout this book in my use of the terms 
“rape,” “sexual violation,” and “sexual violence” to refer to coercive or 
non-consensual sexual intercourse. I use each term depending on which 
sense or aspect I seek to emphasize in that context. In some cases, where 
further precision is needed, I opt for “sexual coercion,” “coercive  zina �  ” 
( al-istikra � h ‘ala �  al-zina �  ), or “sexual usurpation” ( ightis � a � b ,). This desire 
to prevent any easy comparisons between modern legal understandings 
of rape on the one hand, and classical  fi qh  understandings of sexual vio-
lation and coercive sex on the other, is why I have refrained from putting 
“rape” in the title of this book.  

  Limits of This Study 
 

 This project is not exhaustive. I do not, indeed cannot, tell every story 
that can be told about sexual violation in classical Islamic jurisprudence, 
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Limits of This Study 19

nor even every story about such violation in the Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  tradi-
tions. The focus of this inquiry is violation committed by adult Muslim 
males against free females. This entails paying only cursory attention to 
at least four other areas of inquiry that are otherwise worthy of study. 
The fi rst area of inquiry is sexual violation where one or both parties are 
slaves rather than free persons. While slavery and distinctions between 
slaves and free persons were of major concern to premodern jurists, both 
the conceptualization and adjudication of sexual violation between slaves 
were quite different than violation among free persons, and could take 
up another entire volume. Given that slavery is all but a defunct personal 
status category today, and given the diffi culty of addressing sexual vio-
lation involving slaves while maintaining narrative coherence, I have set 
that topic aside, except as necessary, particularly in  Chapter 2 . 

 A second topic that I have chosen not to pursue in this study is that of 
marital rape. In part, this is due to the way that traditional jurisprudence 
handled non-consensual relations within marriage, which is do say, not 
really at all. In the minds of the jurists, sexual rights were the single most 
important thing a husband acquired upon marrying a woman, and so the 
possibility that a husband was violating or committing a crime against 
his wife by sexually coercing her simply did not arise. (The same can 
be said about sexual coercion within the other licit type of relationship, 
which was slave-concubinage.) Jurists  did  address injury in the course 
of sex, such as might occur during a particularly aggressive or force-
ful sex act, or due to the wife being too young to tolerate sexual inter-
course. The most common injury mentioned is that of perineal tearing, 
which was criminalized and for which wives could demand monetary 
compensations for injury ( diya ). However, in this project, I have chosen 
to remain squarely focused on delineating rape as the jurists understood 
it, i.e. non-consensual illicit sex, and not including coercion within mar-
riage or the issue of injury in addition to the violation itself. 

 A third important area of inquiry that I  have set aside is that of 
same-sex violation. While same-sex coercion is an important topic and 
deserves attention, it is heterosexual coercion that received the vast 
majority of attention in juristic discourses, and that formed the heuristic 
basis through which other types of violence – such as violence between 
persons of the same sex, violence causing bodily injury to the victim, or 
violation perpetrated by a minor – were addressed. If one understands 
the reasoning of the authorities regarding sexual coercion by an adult 
Muslim male against a free female, which is presented as the “standard” 
form of rape, then it becomes easier to understand the juristic construc-
tion of other forms of sexual violence. My decision to limit this analysis 
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Introduction20

to male sexual violence against women is dictated also by my own interest 
in understanding how Islamic jurisprudence has conceptualized gender 
differences between males and females – morally, legally and sexually – 
and also how it has envisioned licitness and illicitness in heterosexual 
contexts. 

 A fourth area of inquiry that is equally important from a contempo-
rary perspective is that of intercommunal sexual violence, both violence 
by Muslim men against Jewish and Christian women, and violence by 
Jewish or Christian men against Muslim women. While Muslim judges 
and jurists did address intercommunal violations, I have chosen not to 
address this topic at present. The two main reasons for this are fi rst, 
that Muslims were regarded as being bound by Islamic sexual morality, 
and therefore subject to particular penalties that were not seen as appli-
cable to non-Muslims; and second, that classical Islamic legal doctrines 
governing intercommunal relations were elaborated under the political 
assumption that non-Muslims constituted subject populations within the 
Muslim state. Sexual violations across communal lines therefore were 
regarded as international violations, and the standard principles govern-
ing such violations were overridden by “international” law. To analyze 
the development of pertinent doctrines in international law would take 
us far afi eld of the narrative I seek to present here. 

 In short, the above are all important and necessary areas of research 
and analysis, as indeed would be analysis of rape other schools of law, 
such as the Sha � fi ‘ ı  � , the H � anbal ı  �  and the Ja‘far ı  �  Sh ı  � ‘ ı  � . My hope through this 
book, which is to my knowledge the fi rst book-length treatment of rape 
in medieval Islamic jurisprudence, is to analyze the main lines of juristic 
discourse on this topic, and to pave the way for further studies.       
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    1 

 Sexual Violation in the Late Antique Near East    

  Male-female sexual violation received considerable attention in the 
 religious and legal systems of the late antique Near East. While the later 
Islamic construction of violation followed its own trajectory, it shared 
some features with these preexisting systems – something not unexpected, 
given overlaps of time, geography, and culture. Continuities between the 
cultures and societies of the late antique Near East seem to have been 
signifi cant enough that religion, ethics, and law may have developed 
along similar themes. Indeed, one sees throughout the Near East vari-
ous cultural and legal similarities. For example, we see common insti-
tutions such as blood money for homicide as an alternative to revenge 
or corporal punishment, and the use of the compurgatory oath.  1   One 
also observes a continuity throughout Near Eastern societies of certain 
commercial practices, such as the use of certain agricultural products as 
currency.  2   In Syriac Christianity, one notices inheritance rules regarding 
a wife’s portion from a husband’s estate that are similar to what would 
be promulgated in Qur’anic inheritance law.   3   The notion of marriage as 
a pecuniary exchange as crystallized in a bride-price, or dower, is seen 
in Semitic, Mesopotamian, and Arabian custom.  4   In the Roman East, as 

  1        Wael   Hallaq  ,  The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law  ( Cambridge :   Cambridge 
University Press ,  2005 ),  18  .  

  2     Hallaq, 24–5.  
  3        Victoria   Erhart  , “ The Development of Syriac Christian Canon Law in the Sasanian 

Empire ,” in  Law, Society, and Authority in Late Antiquity , ed. Ralph W.  Mathisen 
( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2001 ),  127  , citing    A.   Voorbus  , “ The Computation of 
the Inheritance of the Arabs ,” in  The Synodicon in the West Syrian Tradition , v. 2 ( Leuven, 
Belgium: Peeters ,  1976 ),  68–87  , 95–7.  

  4     Hallaq, 23.  
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Sexual Violation in the Late Antique Near East22

well as among the Jews of the Talmudic period, the bridegroom provided a 
nuptial gift to the bride as a compensation for her virginity.  5   

 The inhabitants of the Arabian peninsula were in close communication 
with neighboring societies. According to Wael Hallaq, the Arabs at the time 
of Islam’s advent were quite conversant with the cultural and legal systems of 
surrounding societies. Pre-Islamic Arabia – which has sometimes been por-
trayed as a backwater cut off from larger civilizational trends in that part of 
the world – was, he argues, in fact strongly tied through trade with both the 
Greco-Roman society to the west and the Mesopotamian and Indo-Iranian 
societies to the east.  6   Intercommunal political relationships cut right across 
the Arabian peninsula in the form of vassal states, from Byzantium through 
Abyssinia to the Yemen in one direction, and from the lands of the Sasanians 
southward to the Yemen in the other direction.  7   Intercultural familiarity 
included religion, as well. Despite a native polytheism, the Arabs seem to 
have been somewhat familiar with religious ideas and practices of Judaism, 
Christianity, and Zoroastrianism, even if only through their more localized 
forms. One reason for this was the long-standing presence in the Hijaz of 
what the Qur’an would favorably call the “People of the Book,” in refer-
ence to scripturalists, particularly Jews and Christians. A second reason was 
Mecca’s reliance upon commerce, in combination with the city’s conscious 
efforts to make the Ka‘ba a multireligious pilgrimage center, which resulted 
in merchants’ and travelers’ frequenting the city. Given the presence of and 
interactions among Jews, Christians, and Zoroastrians within the core Arab 
lands, such as through intermarriage, slavery, and trade, it is not surprising 
that the Arabs, after the advent of the Qur’an, came to conceive of their 
God, their scripture, and their Prophet along lines similar to those of preced-
ing and surrounding societies. There already existed in pre-Islamic Arabia 
the indigenous  h 	 an ı  � f ı  � ya  – a roughly defi ned Ka‘ba-centered cult that rejected 
polytheism, was devoted to the worship of Allah alone, and tended toward 
ascetic practices such as wearing rough hair clothes, abstaining from wine, 
maintaining purity, and avoiding pollutants – which may be regarded as 
the seed out of which Islam grew.  8   Indeed, Muhammad’s religion might be 
envisaged as an expansion or unfolding of the indigenous  h 	 an ı  � f ı  � ya  along 

  5        Judith Evans   Grubbs  ,  Law and Family in Late Antiquity: The Emperor Constantine’s 
Marriage Legislation  ( Oxford :  Clarendon Press ,  1995 ),  147  .  

  6     Hallaq, 4 and ch. 1, generally.  
  7     Hallaq, 9–10, 15.  
  8        Uri   Rubin  , “ Han ı  � fi yya and Ka‘ba: An Inquiry into the Arabian Pre-Islamic Background 

of D ı  � n Ibra � h ı  � m ,” in  The Arabs and Arabia on the Eve of Islam , ed. F.  E. Peters 
( Aldershot :  Ashgate Variorum ,  1999 ),  87/269  , 95/277, 98/280.  
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the lines of other scripturalist traditions, notably their principle of ethical 
monotheism and its conception of a single Deity who commands followers 
to virtuous conduct. 

 Given a history of regional interaction and cultural similarities, it 
stands to reason that the religio-legal tradition that sprang from Arabia 
would refl ect some of the same themes regarding sexuality and sexual 
violation that characterized other late antique traditions. Thus, it is 
worthwhile to look at the way sexual violation was constructed in these 
other religious and legal systems, in order to understand how Islamic 
jurisprudence compared with or differed from them. My objective here 
is not to draw direct lines from Jewish, Roman, or Christian traditions 
to Islamic theology, ethics, or jurisprudence; nor do I suggest that Islamic 
juristic discourses or Islamic notions of sexual violation were derived 
from the discourses of surrounding cultures in a direct or conscious way. 
Rather, certain socioeconomic forms and practices, and certain cultural 
perspectives, may have been common throughout this region at this time 
because of a more indirect sharing of habitus.  9   The historian Marshall 
Hodgson, in considering Islamic society within a history of religions per-
spective, draws attention to the position of Islam as the benefi ciary of late 
antique developments as a whole:

  [T] he Islamicate society was not only the direct heir, but in signifi cant degree 
the positive continuator of the earliest societies in the lands from Nile to 
Oxus. . . . Even those aspects of the [Islamicate] civilization which were most 
strikingly new – for instance, the Muslim religion itself – were formed in the 
context of the earlier Irano-Semitic traditions. The goals to be set, the norms to 
be abided by, had been adumbrated long before. . . . What differed under Islam 
was largely the relative weighting of different elements in the culture, the bal-
ance among them.  10    

  The objective of this chapter is to review approaches to sexual violation 
in preexisting religio-legal systems of the Near East in order to under-
stand better what would become Islamic approaches to the same. In this 
way, we may see what was common among all these traditions, and what 
unique contributions Islamic jurisprudence made to the overall develop-
ment of religious and sexual ethics in the region and period under study. 

  9     My use of habitus here is taken from    Pierre   Bourdieu  , as he developed it in works such 
as  Outline of a Theory of Practice  (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press ,  1977 )  and 
  The Logic of Practice  (Stanford, CA:  Stanford University Press ,  1980 ) .  

  10        Marshall G.  S.   Hodgson  ,  The Venture of Islam:  Conscience and History in a World 
Civilization , 3 vols. ( Chicago :  University of Chicago Press ,  1974 ), 1: 103–4  .  
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 The central theme in the following review is the tension between two 
general tendencies found in late antique approaches to female sexuality 
and the sexual coercion of women and girls: One was to regard the sexual 
violation of females as primarily a property crime, akin to  usurpation – 
the unlawful taking over of another’s possession for one’s own use – or 
abduction – the unlawful removal of live property from the control of 
its owner. In the case of sexual violation, the thing usurped was the sex-
ual (and thus reproductive) capacity of the woman in question. Because 
a woman’s sexual capacity in many of these systems carried a potential 
monetary value when exchanged in marriage (or in sale, in the case of 
a slave woman), sexual violation was often regarded as causing a loss 
of both monetary and symbolic capital to her, her kin, and her commu-
nity. The remedy, in this proprietary approach to sexuality and sexual 
violation, consisted of rectifying the damage and compensating for that 
loss through the payment of an indemnity to the wronged party. This 
wronged party was often not the woman herself, but rather her father or 
husband. 

 In contradistinction to this proprietary approach to rape, one also 
perceives in late antique religious and legal systems that sexuality was 
not only a sphere of proprietary interests, but also a moral domain, in 
which divine power was refl ected and the divine order maintained. In this 
view, certain acts were designated as virtuous and others as sinful, for 
the gods – and ultimately, in the case of the late antique Near East, the 
one God – demanded ethical conduct of each individual. A key tenet of 
the ethical vision of late antique religious and legal systems was the idea 
that God commands obedience not only in acts, but also in intentions, 
and that he defi nes goodness in signifi cant part as goodness to others. The 
particular type of theocentric ethics that with time came increasingly to 
dominate the Near East thus not only resulted in sexuality’s being drawn 
into the purview of divine surveillance, but also made possible the ethical 
and legal notion of female sexual volition, without which the very notion 
of rape – that is, sexual violation – would be impossible. 

 The property-oriented approach to sexual violation may be charac-
terized in two ways: First, it did not rely on the notion of a transcendent 
deity for its construction or redress, as the resolution of the crime was 
negotiated monetarily between the violator and the violated. Second, the 
volition or subjectivity of the abducted or coerced female was granted lit-
tle recognition or legal signifi cance. Indeed, the amount of the indemnity 
was frequently unaffected by whether or not she had consented or been 
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Sexual Violation in the Late Antique Near East 25

coerced. She was in this perspective simply the carrier of a sexual capacity 
that actually belonged to the nearest male, as marked by the fact that the 
woman herself was not normally the recipient of compensation for sex-
ual misuse. Critically, in this proprietary sexual ethics, sexual violation of 
a woman or girl did not necessarily entail violence toward her; she could 
have even consented to the indemnifi able act. 

 By contrast, sexual violation in the theocentric approach constituted 
an affront to and disruption of the divine order, effected through both 
corruption of the female sexual body and trespass against another’s will. 
Not simply the theft of sexual property from another human being, rape 
was also a transgression against God – not only a private wrong, but also 
a moral crime or sin. Insofar as Near Eastern legal systems refl ected this 
theocentric logic, the penalty for sexual violation often entailed some 
sort of disciplining of the body, rather than a purely material remedy, 
which only answered the proprietary interests of the violated party. If 
the proprietary approach described previously was characterized by the 
treatment of female sexuality as a type of capital and an undermining of 
a woman’s individual volition in the sex act, the theocentric approach 
pulled in the opposite direction: By constructing women as well as men 
as individual moral subjects before an ethical deity, the theocentric ori-
entation allowed for female sexual volition to possess legal signifi cance. 
In other words, the more that women were constructed as autonomous 
ethico-legal subjects, the more sexual  violation  of a woman (in the sense 
of infringement against another’s legal rights to a woman’s sexuality) was 
aligned with sexual  violence  against that same woman (in the sense of 
trespass against her subjectivity through an act of coercion). However, at 
the same time that theocentrism gave importance to the individual will in 
sex acts, it also made God, rather than humans, the arbiter of virtue – a 
principle refl ected in increasing demarcation between licit and illicit sex 
acts. This meant that only those forms of sexual coercion that occurred 
in illicit contexts received a criminal designation; coercion or violence 
against women within licit contexts was not criminalized. 

 The review I present in the following is not intended to be defi nitive, 
but rather tentative: I believe there is enough evidence to suggest the exis-
tence of these two orientations – the secular, proprietary approach and 
the theocentric approach – toward sexual violation in the religio-legal 
systems of the late antique Near East. Furthermore, overall trends in the 
Semitic, Biblical, Jewish, Roman, and Christian religio-legal traditions 
suggest a growing hegemony of theocentric ethics, with its consideration 
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of female subjectivity, over a more proprietary ethics, at least in matters of 
sexuality. The existence of these two orientations or trends becomes sig-
nifi cant when we consider that a similar tension manifested itself later, in 
Muslim discourses on sexual violation. 

  Ancient Mesopotamian Laws 
 

 The earliest set of religio-legal traditions that we will consider as part 
of the ancient pre-Islamic background are those that were centered in 
Mesopotamia. The Fertile Crescent witnessed the development of several 
major legal systems during antiquity for which we have texts: the Sumerian 
laws of Ur-Namma or Ur (r. 2112–2095 BCE), the Babylonian laws of 
the Eshnunna kingdom (ca. 1770 BCE), the laws of the Babylonian king 
Hammurabi (r. 1792–1750 BCE), the Middle Assyrian laws (14th c BCE 
to 1076 BCE), and the Hittite laws that prevailed in Anatolia (17th–12th c 
BCE). There is a good deal of similarity in the treatment of sexual violation 
in these sources, and we detect some of the basic lines along which it was 
conceived in the later Near East. In general, these ancient texts distinguish 
between the violation of free and slave women. With regard to the latter, the 
violation of virgins is given primary attention (versus the violation of non-
virgin, or “matron,” slave women). As for free women, the sources differ-
entiate among unbetrothed virgins, betrothed virgins, and married women, 
as do the Biblical-Jewish and Roman-Christian traditions. Common themes 
are the payment of a monetary indemnity  – often measured against her 
dower amount – to the violated girl’s father, the requirement that the viola-
tor marry his unbetrothed victim if the father so chooses, and execution of 
violators if the victim is betrothed or married. Collectively, the data point to 
a highly proprietary approach to female sexuality and to violation of that 
sexuality, particularly when the woman is unbetrothed. 

 In the Sumerian laws, if a free man abducted and forcibly defl owered 
an unbetrothed virgin, he had to compensate her father in the amount of 
her dower; he was also to marry her, if that is what her parents wished.  11   
In the Middle Assyrian laws, the father of a violated virgin could seek 
retaliatory rape of the violator’s wife, or, if the violator was unmarried, 
could demand a triple dower payment and require the violator to marry 
his daughter.  12   If she was a betrothed virgin, however, the perpetrator was 

  11     P7 and P8 of “Sumerian Laws Exercise Tablet,” in    Martha T.   Roth  , ed.,  Law Collections 
from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor  ( Atlanta :  Scholars Press ,  1995 )  44  .  

  12     AP55 of “Middle Assyrian Laws,” in Roth, 174–5.  
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to be executed.  13   If a man forcibly had sex with a betrothed or married 
woman, the Middle Assyrian law codes imposed death upon the viola-
tor; she was to receive no punishment.  14   Hittite law, however, regarded 
the violation of a betrothed virgin as akin to that of an unbetrothed vir-
gin and therefore imposed a dower compensation payable to her fi anc é , 
from whom she has been usurped.  15   The Hittite laws, like the Biblical 
laws, stated that a married woman apprehended for adultery could only 
claim innocence if the assault occurred “in the mountains”; if the assault 
occurred in her own (marital) home, then it was considered to have been 
consensual, and she was executed.  16   Finally, Sumerian and Babylonian 
laws both penalized the rape of a virgin slave woman monetarily only, 
and not corporally, presumably on the logic that she was purely prop-
erty; the violator was liable to compensate her owner fi nancially for the 
defl oration.  17   

 Certain themes come into view when we survey these ancient 
Mesopotamian legal codes side by side. The fi ne payable to the violated 
woman’s father or fi anc é  shows that sexual violation of a virgin was 
commonly viewed as a type of theft or depreciation of property, par-
ticularly because the compensation amounts are consistently measured 
against her dower amount or, if she is a slave, her market value. The fi nes 
were based on the fairly common tradition in Semitic and Mesopotamian 
societies of marriage involving payment of a bride-price, or dower, by the 
groom to the father of the bride, and seem to have been intended to func-
tion as compensation for the lost value that her virginal sexuality would 
otherwise fetch.  18   Importantly, the aggression in this framework is not 
between a man and a woman, but rather between one man and another. 
Marten Stol writes that marriage in the societies of Sumeria, Babylonia, 
and Assyria was a relationship in which “a man, the [groom], enters into 
a family relationship with a male person in the other [family]. The future 

  13     P6 of the “Sumerian Laws of King Ur-Namma,” in Roth, 17, and “Babylonian Laws of 
Eshnunna,” in Roth, 63.  

  14     AP12 of “Middle Assyrian Laws,” in Roth, 158.  
  15     P28A of “Hittite Laws,” in Roth, 221.  
  16     P197 of “Hittite Laws,” in Roth, 237. This geographic notion of evidence, whereby the 

location of the crime is considered evidence of consent or resistance on her part, is seen 
in other legal systems as well.  

  17     “[P8] If a man acts in violation of the rights of another and defl owers the virgin slave-
woman of a man, he shall weigh and deliver fi ve shekels of silver.” P8 of “Sumerian Laws 
of Ur-Namma,” in Roth, 18. Also, “Babylonian Laws of Eshnunna,” in Roth, 64.  

  18     See, for example,    Marten   Stol  , “ Women in Mesopotamia ,”  Journal of the Economic and 
Social History of the Orient   38 : 2  ( 1995 ),  123–44  .  
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Sexual Violation in the Late Antique Near East28

wife is the passive object of this transaction. The woman acquires the sta-
tus ‘wife’ [at] the moment of paying the brideprice,” or betrothal, which 
could precede the actual relocation of a wife to the domicile of her hus-
band.  19   Indeed, the generality of scholarship on marriage in ancient Near 
Eastern societies indicates sometimes quite fl uid boundaries between 
marrying off and selling one’s daughter, and between marrying a woman 
and purchasing her.  20   

 Violation of an unmarried girl resulted in both dishonor to the family 
and real economic loss. The penalty of forcing a violator to marry his 
victim was likely both sociocultural in nature, as it provided a solution 
for the diffi culty of marrying off a girl who had been dishonored, and 
economic in nature, because it relieved her family of having to support 
an unmarriageable woman for the rest of her life.  21   Joann Scurlock, in her 
work on sexual violation in Mesopotamian law, suggests that this was 
the logic supporting the father’s right to seek the marriage of his daughter 
to her violator:

  [W] hat is treated in the Sumerian laws . . . is not rape at all, but the “ruination” 
of an unmarried girl. Provisions forbidding the forcibly married “rapist” from 
divorcing his new bride strongly suggest that at least part of the problem caused 
by the “rape” was trying to fi nd any third party who was willing to marry the 
victim afterwards.  22    

  A review of ancient Near Eastern legal systems on the topics of sexual-
ity and sexual violation further suggests that they were not regarded in 
particularly religious terms – that is, as embodying or expressing alle-
giance to a deity – but rather primarily in interpersonal, economic terms. 
Corporal – including capital – punishments are invoked in cases when the 
woman is married or betrothed to another, but without reference to reli-
gious themes. These ancient law codes also show a concern to distinguish 

  19     Stol, 125.  
  20     Stol, 127.  
  21     For sex crimes in Sumerian laws, see    J. J.   Finkelstein  , “ Sex Offenses in Sumerian Laws ,” 

 Journal of the American Oriental Society   86 : 4  (October–December  1966 ),  355–72  . The 
economic value of sexual honor may be understood through Bourdieu’s notion of “sym-
bolic capital,” through which honor and marriageability are transposable into monetary 
value: The honor of a woman is valued by means of the dower amount that she can com-
mand, which in turn is based upon her virginity. Retaliatory rape would be, in this view, 
a retaliatory devaluing of the perpetrator’s sexual property.  

  22        Joann   Scurlock  , “ But Was She Raped?: A Verdict through Comparison ,”  NIN: Journal of 
Gender Studies in Antiquity   4  ( 2006 ),  90–1  .  
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between female sexual consent and coercion, but primarily when the 
woman is married or betrothed. As Scurlock explains, our modern notion 
of female sexual volition as a discrete and meaningful legal category is 
not easily found in these ancient law codes. “The real concern of the 
law,” she writes, “is adultery, and not rape” as we conceive it – that is, 
about the violation of another man’s sexual property, and about dishon-
oring her, more than coercing her. In the case of unmarried, unbetrothed 
women, the question of her volition nearly falls out of view.  23   Scurlock 
thus hints at the problematic relationship between sexual violation and 
sexual violence, and the diffi culties of applying the word “rape” in the 
context of ancient legal systems. She writes,

  [T] he Sumerian laws do not seem overly worried about whether the virginal vic-
tim of the sex offense resisted her unmarried assailant. There is no reference to 
the whole host of possible aggravating circumstances which we have seen in the 
laws on married women, nor any mention of the use of force and violence on the 
part of the man.  24    

  Scurlock points to a similar lack of concern for the unbetrothed vir-
gin’s sexual volition in other ancient Near Eastern laws. In the Middle 
Assyrian Laws, for instance, the violator of a virgin had to pay dam-
ages to the girl’s father regardless of her consent or resistance to the 
act, and the father retained the right to make the violator marry her in 
any event.  25   This tendency to treat sex with unbetrothed virgins without 
signifi cant regard to her volition, and in proprietary terms (through the 
payment of damages and forcing the violator to marry her), is in marked 
contrast to the attention paid to the sexual volition of married women, 
who were expected to uphold their honor as women over whom sexual 
rights had already been claimed and paid for. Similar principles man-
ifest themselves in the Semitic-Jewish and Latin-Christian traditions, 
although, as we shall see, these later traditions take on a greater reli-
gious coloring.  

  23     Nearly, but not entirely. Alhena Gadotti has argued against Scurlock that ancient 
Sumerian literature and laws  do  demonstrate a distinction between consent and coercion 
in the case of sex with virgins. Perhaps a way to reconcile the two is to say that while 
a virgin’s volition may have been recognized at a sociocultural and thus literary level, 
it does not seem to have made much signifi cant impact on  legal  outcomes. See    Alhena  
 Gadotti  , “ Why It Was Rape: The Conceptualization of Rape in Sumerian Literature ,” 
 Journal of the American Oriental Society   129 : 1  (January–March  2009 ),  73–82  .  

  24     Scurlock, 74–5.  
  25     Scurlock, 75–6.  
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  Mosaic and Rabbinic Laws 
 

 By the advent of Islam in Arabia, Jewish law had long moved out of 
its Biblical and Temple phase, and was fi rmly established as the prov-
ince of the rabbis, with major centers of religious production in Palestine 
and Iraq. Arabian Jewry, however, seems to have stood somewhat out-
side the overall transition into the Talmudic phase, and to have remained 
anchored in the Mishna rather than the Talmud. Judaism likely became 
established in Arabia primarily after the destruction of the First Temple 
in 70 CE, before the rabbinic movement had matured. In addition, the 
Jews of pre-Islamic Arabia were likely predominantly descended from 
an indigenous prosyletic community rather than from an immigrant 
group. The doctrines and practices of Arabian Judaism consequently may 
have differed somewhat from those of the larger Jewish  community.  26   
The disparity between the doctrines and practices of Arabian Jewry and 
of surrounding Jewry is highlighted by the literary historian Ah � mad 
al-H � u � f ı  � , who writes that “the Jews of Damascus and Aleppo in the third 
century CE denied that there were any Jews in the Arabian peninsula, 
because the latter did not adhere to the religion nor submit to the laws 
of the Talmud.”  27   The divergence between Arabian Judaism and other, 
more strongly Talmudic Judaism may be somewhat exaggerated in 
such writings, however. Early Islamic literature indicates some connec-
tions between the Jews of Yathrib and those of Babylonia, which would 
have made sense given the good standing of Jews in Sasanian territories 
and the likely permitting of intra-Jewish communication and travel in 
the pre-Islamic period.  28   Moshe Gil notes, for example, that according 
to al-T � abar ı  � , the Jews of Yathrib knew Persian.  29   Whatever the precise 
nature of Arabian Jewish doctrine and practice in pre-Islamic Arabia, a 
knowledge of Biblical texts and rabbinic doctrines on topics related to 
sexual violation is helpful to understanding the religious and ethico-legal 
landscape in which Islam emerged, and an important comparative lens 
through which to view Islamic jurisprudence. 

 The Biblical texts provide us a window into Semitic sexual ethics of 
the 10th to 6th centuries BCE, the period during which these texts were 

  26     See, e.g.,    Moshe   Gil  , “ The Origin of the Jews of Yathrib ,” in  The Arabs and Arabia on the 
Eve of Islam , ed. F. E. Peters ( Aldershot :  Ashgate Variorum ,  1999 )  160–1  /218–19.  

  27        al-H � u � f ı  �  ,  Ah � mad Muh � ammad  ,  Al-Mar’ah fi ’l-Shi‘r al-Ja � hil ı  �   ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Fikr al-‘Arab ı  �  , 
n.d.)  27  .  

  28     Gil, 147/205.  
  29     Gil, 148/206.  
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likely composed.  30   Several key principles relating to unlawful sex, both 
consensual and coercive, are found in Deuteronomy 22:13–29: If a hus-
band fi nds his new bride not a virgin, but her parents can prove she is 
a virgin, then the husband is chastised and must pay a hundred silver 
shekels to her father for slandering her; the marriage stands; and the hus-
band may never divorce her. But if the charge is proven true – presumably 
because her parents cannot provide proof of her virginity – then she is 
to be stoned for committing harlotry ( zenut ) “in her father’s home.” On 
this point, consideration must also be given to Exodus 22:16, in which 
the text says that a man who seduces an unbetrothed virgin must give her 
father a dower payment and offer his hand in marriage; her father, how-
ever, has the right to refuse his hand and take the dower amount only. 
The two passages might be reconciled by differentiating “harlotry” from 
“seduction,” where the former connotes greater moral degradation than 
the latter. 

 The Deuteronomy passage further indicates that if a married or 
betrothed woman is found with a man other than her husband, then both 
are to be put to death. (Leviticus 20:9 confi rms the death penalty for 
both parties when the woman is married.) In both situations described, 
in the case of the virgin and of the betrothed/married woman, consent of 
the woman is assumed, because the act occurred within the city, where 
she could have cried for help had she been assaulted. If a man coerces a 
betrothed woman “in the fi eld,” however, he is to be put to death, but not 
she, as there was no one to save her and so she cannot be held responsible 
for the sin.  31   Finally, if a man coerces a virgin – even within the city – and 

  30     The Bible contains three narratives concerning sexual violence/violation as well:  The 
ravishing of Dinah by Shechem in Genesis 34; the attack on the Levite’s concubine by the 
men of Benjamin and subsequent bride abductions, in Judges 19–21; and the incestual 
violation of Tamar by her half brother Amnon, son of David, in 2 Samuel 13. There is no 
single obvious way to relate these narratives to either Biblical law or later rabbinic law, 
as the descriptive intent of these narratives challenges the drawing of any clear ethical or 
legal injunction from them. However, these narratives do indicate that male-female sex-
ual violence was a topic of consideration for Biblical authors, and was a medium through 
which ideals and norms of political, social, and gender relations could be explored. For 
discussions of these Biblical rape narratives, see    Sandie   Gravett  , “ Reading ‘Rape’ in the 
Hebrew Bible: A Consideration of Language ,”  Journal for the Study of the Old Testament  
 28 : 3  ( 2004 ),  279–99  ; also    Louis   Feldman  , “ Philo, Pseudo-Philo, Josephus and Theodotus 
on the Rape of Dinah ,”  The Jewish Quarterly Review   94 : 2  (Spring  2004 ),  253–77  .  

  31     Biblical authors established the legal facts of consent and coercion not upon direct evi-
dence, but upon particular expectations both about the behavior of women who are sex-
ually assaulted and about the society at large. On the basis of these expectations, volition 
and culpability were anchored to geography in what we might phrase a “geographic” 
principle of evidence:  The “city,” symbolizing that which is civilized, protected, and 
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is discovered, then, too, she is relieved of responsibility for the act; how-
ever, rather than suffer lapidation, as when she is a betrothed or married 
woman, the coercer is to pay her father fi fty silver shekels and marry her. 

 In the previous passages, then, we fi nd the following types of unlaw-
ful sex addressed: consensual sex in the forms of seduction or harlotry 
between a virgin woman and any man, consensual sex between a betrothed 
or married woman and any man, coercive sex between a virgin woman 
and any man, and coercive sex between a betrothed woman and any 
man. The penalties are as follows: The woman who voluntarily engages 
in “harlotry” ( zenut ) is stoned whether she is unbetrothed, betrothed, or 
married. The man who engages in consensual sex with a betrothed or 
married woman is put to death, and the betrothed or married woman 
in this case is also put to death. The man who engages in consensual 
sex with (seduces) an unbetrothed woman must pay her father a dower 
amount and offer to marry her; no punishment for her is mentioned. The 
man who coerces a betrothed or married woman is put to death, but if 
she is considered to have been coerced then she is relieved of liability to 
punishment. The man who coerces an unbetrothed woman must marry 
her along with paying her father an indemnity. 

 Biblical legislation on the topic of male-female sexual violation can 
be analyzed according to a few interrelated themes or factors. One is 
the factor of female volition, something that one would expect to be an 
obvious element, but that turns out not to be a simple factor to recognize 
in the law. As explained earlier, the legal signifi cance of female sexual 
volition was not assumed in the religious or legal systems of this period, 
but rather, surfaces as a matter of signifi cance only in certain contexts. 
Accordingly, some Biblical laws valued female consent and coercion, 
while others disregarded it, giving primacy instead to whether or not a 
sex act infringed on the proprietary rights over that female’s sexuality. 
Indeed, the language used in the relevant passages often obscures the 
elements of consent or coercion in sexual contexts through the use of 

stable, also signifi ed a place in which a woman’s volition and culpability could be estab-
lished according to normal standards of evidence. According to these normal standards, 
“crying out” indicated resistance, while silence on her part implied consent. (One sees 
the same principle at work in Islamic law, most notably in the law of betrothal, in which 
a woman’s silence indicates her consent.) The “open fi elds,” on the other hand, symbol-
ized that which was wild and insecure, a liminal area “where extraordinary events can 
occur and danger lurks” (   Angeliki   Laiou  , “ Sex, Consent and Coercion in Byzantium ,” 
in  Consent and Coercion to Sex and Marriage in Ancient and Medieval Societies , ed. 
Angeliki E. Laiou [ Washington, DC :  Dumbarton Oaks ,  1993] ,  167)  .  
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ambiguous words, such as “seduce” and “lie with.” A second theme along 
which Biblical legislation regarding sexual violation may be analyzed is 
that of licitness, in a religious or moral sense. This theme, too, surfaces 
in an uneven manner, for Biblical laws vacillate between prioritizing the 
moral designation of an act and the extent to which an act causes mon-
etary loss to another. Also, licitness is differently defi ned on the basis of 
gender: What was lawful for a man was different from what was law-
ful for a woman. Notably, marriage placed greater sexual restrictions 
on women than on men, making adultery and harlotry key themes in 
the case of women. A third axis for analyzing Biblical sex crimes laws is 
that of penalties, which may be separated into monetary penalties (such 
as payment of the dower, or  mohar , by the violator to the father of a 
seduced or abducted virgin) and corporal punishments (such as stoning 
of a man who had sex with a betrothed or married woman). The type of 
penalty assigned to different sex crimes refl ects, I suggest, whether the act 
was conceived primarily as a property violation or a moral violation, as a 
tort or a sin: A monetary payment for usurped virginity would benefi t the 
aggrieved owner of her depreciated sexuality, while a capital punishment 
imposed upon a male violator clearly had no human benefi ciary, but is 
presented as satisfying the command of God. 

 One of the most striking aspects of Biblical law regarding sex with 
an unbetrothed woman is that her consent or coercion makes virtu-
ally no impact upon the sentence  – a feature we have encountered in 
our review of ancient Near Eastern law codes. Along these lines, Louis 
Epstein has argued that the Biblical authors made no distinction between 
the virgin who is “seduced” and the one who is “raped.” He points out 
that later Jewish scholars of the classical Roman era, such as Philo and 
Josephus, made no distinction between the consenting and the coerced 
virgin either.  32   In the previous passages addressing a man’s relations with 
an unbetrothed virgin, the man is required to pay her bride-price to her 
father and then – unless her father refuses – marry her. What is implied 
here is that the crime is not the sexual coercion of the woman, which is 
legally inconsequential, but rather the use of her sexuality without pay-
ing the bride-price. In a properly arranged betrothal, the girl’s marriage 
guardian (normally her father) would have received the dower ( mohar ) 
from the bridegroom in what was essentially a commercial transaction.  33   

  32        Lewis M.   Epstein  ,  Sex Laws and Customs in Judaism  ( New York :  Bloch ,  1948 )  181–3  .  
  33        Judith Romney   Wegner  ,  Chattel or Person? The Status of Women in the Mishnah  

( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  1988 ),  21ff  .  
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Even under normal circumstances, writes Rachel Biale, a virgin in Mosaic 
law had no active right of self-disposal; her volition in marriage was 
limited to assenting to or rejecting a match made by her father.  34   Now, 
because of the damage to her virginity, he would be unable to fetch as 
high a price for her and would be fortunate if he could marry her off at all. 
Therefore, the true victim is not the girl but her father, who has suffered 
a fi nancial loss due to the ruination of his property.  35   How the damage 
to his property occurred – whether through her consent or coercion – is 
irrelevant. “The man who defl owers a virgin ruins a valuable asset and 
must compensate its owner (in this case, the father) for the damage . . . 
whoever destroys her virginity, whether by marriage, rape or seduction, 
must pay bride-price or an equivalent fi ne to the father. . . . Defl oration 
reduces her value by the same amount no matter how it happened.”  36   

 In this thoroughly proprietary view of female sexuality and sexual 
violation, the imposition of the dower indemnity upon the violator, 
payable to the violated girl’s father, constitutes a form of damages.  37   
Conceived purely as the infringement of the father’s personal right – a 
tort – sexual violation of a virgin is remedied through a “civil” award, in 
this case a retroactive “sale” of the daughter’s sexuality to the seducer/
abductor. Sandie Gravett thus writes that the Hebrew Bible largely pres-
ents what we would call “rape” as a theft of sexual property from the 
property-holder: “a sexual assault violates the man who holds the rights 
to a woman’s sexuality, typically her father or her husband, and not the 
woman herself.”  38   A father’s primary interest, as refl ected in the texts, 
would not be to denounce or punish the sex act itself on moral grounds, 

  34     “[T]he bride’s consent was closer to acquiescence than to choice.” (   Rachel   Biale  , 
 Women and Jewish Law:  An Exploration of Women’s Issues in Halakhic Sources  
[ New York :  Schocken Books ,  1984]   60 ) .  

  35     Wegner writes that in the Semitic worldview, at least through the period of the Mishnah, 
minor daughters were essentially chattel. In the earliest (i.e., pre-biblical) period, pater-
nal ownership of a daughter likely included not only guardianship over her sexuality, 
but usufructory rights as well. This would explain the glaring omission of a prohibition 
against father-daughter pairing in Biblical law, for which she cites Leviticus 18:6–20 and 
20:10–21 (27–8). By the time of the Mishnah, father-daughter pairing is clearly viewed 
as illicit, but the minor daughter’s status as little higher than a slave remains in force – 
indeed, Mishnaic authors continue to affi rm the Biblically decreed right of a father to sell 
his daughter as long as she is under the age of twelve (14–15).  

  36     Wegner, 23. In the Mishnah, the dower ( mohar ) for a virgin is set at twice that of a non-
virgin. (Wegner, 21. See also Wegner, 23–4, citing Exodus 22:15–16 and Deuteronomy 
22:28–9.)  

  37     Biale, 242.  
  38     Gravett, 280.  
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which was of little economic consequence, but rather to recoup the 
monetary loss from a bride-price that was unpaid and simultaneously 
place the irregular relationship on an honorable footing.  39   Writes Helena 
Zlotnick, “According to Deuteronomy 22, a rape of an unbetrothed 
woman is a crime only if the rapist refuses to pay the bride price to the 
girl’s father.”  40   

 Biblical legislation regarding sex with virgins clearly refl ects a proprie-
tary approach to sexual violation rather than a theocentric morality, and 
a greater emphasis on female sexuality as an object of exchange than on 
the woman herself as a person possessing a sovereign will. Sexual viola-
tion in this worldview was consequently not so much an act of violence 
against an autonomous ethico-legal subject as an act of abducting sex-
ual and reproductive property. Indeed, we read these Biblical texts erro-
neously if we see them as being about “rape” as we conceive it. Rather, 
what appear to us as stories and legislation about rape are more properly 
read as stories and legislation about abduction marriage, or ways that 
men might acquire “conjugal property” outside the bounds of patriar-
chal and familial control. According to Rachel Biale’s study of women in 
 halakhic  sources, “Rape was not seen as a crime of sexual assault against 
a random woman  . . . but rather as a calculated attempt by a man to 
acquire a woman as his wife against her and her parents’ wishes. Thus 
rape is analogous to illegal seizure.”  41   In the same vein, sexual violation 
in the Biblical imagination is not presented as being born out of ill will 
of the aggressor, but as stemming from desire, even love. In support of 
this, we see that Shechem, violator of Dinah, “was strongly attracted to 
Dinah, daughter of Jacob, indeed was really in love with the girl,” that he 
“endeavored to win her affection,” and that he also asked his father, “Get 
me this girl for a wife.”  42   Zlotnick suggests that the story of Dinah and 
Shechem should be seen not as one of rape, but of competing strategies of 
marriage.  43   Likewise, in the story of Amnon’s rape of Tamar, we read that 
“David’s son Absalom had a beautiful sister named Tamar, and David’s 

  39     Biale, 240.  
  40        Helena   Zlotnick  ,  Dinah’s Daughters: Gender and Judaism from the Hebrew Bible to 

Late Antiquity  ( Philadelphia :  University of Pennsylvania Press ,  2002 )  38  .  
  41     Biale, 241. Also,    Susan   Brownmiller  ,  Against Our Wills:  Men, Women and Rape  

( New York :  Simon & Schuster ,  1975 )  7  . Brownmiller’s pioneering book was one of the 
fi rst comprehensive and ambitious examinations of sexual violence in a global historical 
perspective.  

  42     Genesis 34.  
  43     Zlotnick, 39.  
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son Amnon loved her.”  44   In light of this erotic framing of sexual violence, 
the cruel treatment of the Levite’s concubine stands out as highly abnor-
mal and may account in part for the far more negative response to her 
violation than to the violation of the other women in the aforementioned 
passages. An understanding of the early Semitic notion of sexual viola-
tion as a gateway to marriage makes sense both of the narratives and 
of the relative equanimity with which this crime is met in Biblical leg-
islation. Similarly, the acceptability of capturing women during warfare 
for partnering purposes becomes comprehensible.  45   Susan Brownmiller 
suggests that abduction marriage was a common practice in many early 
societies, and the Biblical texts bear this out.  46   

 While the seduction or abduction of unbetrothed virgins was treated 
as a compensable usurpation of sexual property, Biblical law treated sex 
with betrothed or married women more seriously, and the penalty was 
much more severe. One might expect to see the same tortious logic one 
fi nds in the case of a man’s having sex with an unbetrothed virgin, except 
that in the case of adultery, the victim of the property violation might 
be construed as the girl’s husband rather than her father. This would 
be harmonious with the idea that the person who possesses or controls 
her sexuality is the one whose property rights are compromised in case 
of violation. If the proprietary logic that dictated compensation to the 
virgin’s father were extended to the betrothed or married woman’s hus-
band, then he would receive a monetary payment of some sort. Instead, 
the scriptural laws moved in an entirely different direction, commanding 
a death penalty of stoning, both for the betrothed or married woman and 
for the man who dares to lie with her. This begs the question, Why was 
the penalty for sex with a betrothed or married woman not simply an 
indemnity payable to the husband? Why was it punished by death? 

 The reason, I  suggest, is that Biblical sexual ethics were not purely 
proprietary in nature, but refl ected a dualistic moral sensibility: While 
sex with an unbetrothed woman was more easily construed as purely a 
property violation, sex with a betrothed or married woman also consti-
tuted a moral transgression, a sin against God, due perhaps to a religious 
framing of marriage. The immoral nature of adultery as a transgression 
against divine injunctions is refl ected in the fact that the husband had no 
right to forgive her for the act, nor accept a monetary compensation as 

  44     2 Samuel 13.  
  45     Deuteronomy 20:10–14 and 21:10–14.  
  46     Brownmiller, 7.  
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a way to blot out her sin. The crime of adultery was not seen to be in his 
jurisdiction, nor, for that matter, in any human being’s. In an act of adul-
tery, the role of the husband as the injured party was downplayed.  47   This 
dualistic approach to sexual violation may be part of the reason why the 
ravishing of the Levite’s concubine is met with such outrage, even as the 
wholesale violation and abduction of virgins are suggested by Israelite 
elders as a perfectly acceptable solution to the paucity of marriageable 
women. In the case of the Levite and his concubine, the interest in pun-
ishing the men of Gibeah may not have been due to a concern for sexual 
violence toward women per se. Rather, the “outrage” and “ corruption” 
may be explained in part by the fact that the concubine – unlike Dinah or 
Tamar – was already sexually bound to a man. Violating her was an act 
of adultery, not simply of fornication. While damages against the prop-
erty of a fellow member of the community could be remedied through a 
fi ne, transgression against an ethical deity could not, for God has no need 
for money, but rather, commands virtue. In this logic, moral transgres-
sions could only be remedied corporally, through a disciplining of the 
transgressor himself, in body. Indeed, so removed is adultery from the 
realm of secular property violations that the Biblical texts assign it no 
monetary fi ne at all.  48   

 As we have stated, the logic of the proprietary approach to female 
sexuality gave relatively little legal importance to female sexual volition 
or female ethico-legal subjectivity, placing primary value instead on the 
economic value of females as repositories of sexual and reproductive 
capacity. The theocentric ethical orientation, by comparison, opened a 
discursive space through which female ethical and sexual autonomy – 
and thus volition  – could be constructed. Because the crime of adul-
tery was so much more infused with theocentric concerns than was the 
secular-proprietary crime of sex with a virgin, Biblical legislation throws 
the betrothed or married woman’s volition into much higher relief than 
that of the virgin, making it pivotal to whether or not she is punished. 

  47     Epstein, 196ff.  
  48     Biale offers an alternate explanation, based on the previously introduced idea that sexual 

violation was normally perpetrated as a means of obtaining a wife: “Rape is not con-
ceived here as a sadistic or perverse act but as a socially improper way of taking a wife” 
(243). Because a married woman cannot be made into a wife, she says, Biblical legislation 
does not present any distinct penalty for sexually coercing her. Insofar as a man cannot 
acquire an already married woman, she would not be – and, Biale implies, could not be – 
raped. While Biale’s explanation is insightful and does not necessarily confl ict with my 
narrative of a broader religious and ethico-legal development in late antiquity, it does not 
explain why the penalty for sexual congress with a married woman should be execution.  
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This is consistent with the idea that adultery – as opposed to sex with an 
unmarried woman – is a transgression against a deity who is concerned 
with intentions. Intentional sexual infi delity by or with a legally bound 
woman is framed in Biblical legal discourse as infi delity to God and a 
capital offense. A betrothed or married woman who is coerced to adul-
tery, on the other hand, is regarded as blameless, and the punishment is 
to fall upon the male party alone. In summary, we see within the early 
Semitic moral economy a hybrid between a proprietary view of women’s 
bodies and sexuality and a theocentric view of women as moral subjects 
whose volition is supported by and subject to judgment by an ethical 
God. The result is a dualistic law that encompasses a proprietary ethics of 
sexual violation when the victim is an unmarried virgin and a theocentric 
ethics when the victim is betrothed or married. 

 The rabbinic period in Jewish law began with the destruction of the 
Second Temple in 70 CE. After this date emerged the two central texts of 
Jewish legal literature, which are the Mishnah (redacted approximately 
200 CE) and the Talmud. This latter more precisely refers to two discrete 
works, the Palestinian Talmud (redacted approximately 400 CE) and the 
Babylonian Talmud (redacted approximately 500 CE).  49   In what follows, 
I point to some of the rabbinic modifi cations to Biblical law on sexual 
violation and related acts, for it is this late antique and Hellenized legal 
discourse, rather than Mosaic law proper, that was generally in force by 
the time of Islam’s advent. 

 Generally speaking, rabbinic law retained Biblical defi nitions of illicit 
sexuality, both adulterous and nonadulterous, at least in theory. The ston-
ing punishment, however, gradually fell into disuse.  50   According to Biale, 
 halakhic  texts indicate that rabbinic law replaced the capital punishment 
for adultery with fl ogging, public humiliation, and banishment.  51   The 
gender-differentiated nature of the Biblical notion of adultery – that is, 
that marriage prohibits a woman from relations with any man other than 
her husband, while it does not create the same restrictions on a man – 
was maintained.  52   Also, in cases of adultery, rabbinic law maintained the 

  49     Epstein, 5–8ff, and Biale, Appendix.  
  50     Epstein, 164–5.  
  51     Biale, 189. The disuse of the Biblical punishment of stoning for adultery, and its replace-

ment with lesser penalties such as public humiliation and banishment, is affi rmed in 
Muslim  h 	 ad ı  � th  sources.  

  52     “A married woman is forbidden to have sexual relations with all men except her hus-
band: she is ‘forbidden to the whole world’. . . . But a married man is free to have sexual 
relations with any other woman as long as she herself is single and available” (Biale, 183).  
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Biblical tendency to downplay the role of the husband as the victim of 
a property crime, emphasizing instead the immorality of the act.  53   At 
the same time, the rabbis broadened the scope of morally reprehensible 
sexual relations, placing sex with unbetrothed virgins, previously adjudi-
cated through a proprietary ethics, within the purview of religious moral-
ity  54  : “Fornication,” or sex between a man and an unmarried woman, 
was categorized for the fi rst time as  zenut , or “harlotry.”  55   The doctrine 
of acquiring of a wife through intercourse, or betrothal “by act” – which 
was the legal basis for abduction marriage and was approved by Mishnaic 
sources, provided the father of the bride was retroactively compensated – 
was gradually dismantled. The later rabbis of the Talmudic period now 
made these relations illicit and punishable by fl ogging.  56   

 Also signifi cant for our present concern is that rabbinic law attended 
to an unmarried woman’s volition in sexual matters. Whereas the Biblical 
texts do not differentiate between the willing and the unwilling woman, 
that is, between “seduction” and “rape,” the rabbis did. The fi rst, said 
Talmudic teachers, constituted a violation of the father’s property only, 
while the second represented a violation of the father’s property  and  of 
the girl’s will.  57   As such, they made the penalty for coercing an unmarried 
woman harsher than for seducing her: While for seduction, the man could 
choose between offering to marry the woman or paying the fi fty-shekel 
dower amount, for coercion the man had to pay the dower amount  and  
offer to marry her; furthermore, if her father accepted the marriage offer, 
the rabbis maintained that the coercer could never divorce her (as in 
Biblical law), but added that  she  was free to initiate divorce later, since 
the restriction was on him, not on her.  58   The rabbis also supplemented the 

  53     Epstein, 186ff. According to Biale, a woman’s relationship to her husband in the rab-
binic tradition, while akin to that of property to its owner, was not identical to it. The 
word used is  hekdesh  (“set apart”) or  kadosh  (“holy” or “sacred”). In other words, she 
is set apart from all other men, the giving of the dower acting to bind her exclusively 
to him (46–8). The Hebrew terminology is similar to the Arabic term  h 	 ara � m , meaning 
both “sacred” and “prohibited.” The  fuqaha � ’ , for example, usually describe an unmarried 
woman as being  h 	 ara � m  to all men, in that she is unavailable to them sexually. As such, 
she is not the property of any other human being. Once married, she continues to be 
 h 	 ara � m  to all except the one man who possesses the right to enjoy her.  

  54     The shifting of moral sensibilities was not the only reason for a tightening of betrothal 
rules. Another likely reason was the attempt to place marriage under paternal control. 
See, e.g., Biale, 55.  

  55     Epstein, 167–8.  
  56     Biale, 53.  
  57     Epstein, 185–6.  
  58     Epstein, 190, and Biale, 243.  
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Biblical dower payment for consensual sex with an unmarried woman by 
adding fi nes for humiliation and blemish, and a further fi ne for pain and 
suffering specifi cally in cases of coercion.  59   In the texts of the Mishnah, 
the various fi nes continue to go to the father of the violated girl.  60   The 
later Talmudic scholars, however, channeled the compensatory dower 
payment ( mohar ) directly to the girl herself.  61   This doctrinal shift, I sug-
gest, signifi es a growing tendency among Jewish scholars to recognize 
sexual violation as a type of violence against a female ethical subject, and 
to designate the victim of sexual violation as the woman herself, rather 
than her father. 

 Thus, we see that rabbinic discourses displayed a continued tension 
between proprietary and theocentric approaches to sexual violation.  62   At 
the same time, we see in rabbinic approaches to sexuality (as compared 
with Biblical approaches) a gradually increasing construction of women 
as autonomous subjects before an ethical deity, of sexuality as a religious 
domain, and of the body as a locus of moral conduct. This reframing of 
sexuality was not achieved by discarding the older, proprietary ethics. 
Rather, the proprietary and the theocentric ethics continued in an uneasy 
coexistence. As Wegner writes in her comment on the ambivalence toward 
women in Mishnaic texts: “[T] he sages sometimes treat women as prop-
erty of men – chattels possessing neither morality nor intellect – whereas 
at other times they view women as both moral and intelligent, hence as 
persons with legal rights, duties and powers.”  63    

  Roman and Christian Imperial Legislation 
 

 Classical Roman  64   and Christian laws concerning sexual violation devel-
oped gradually through the reigns of several emperors, during which it was 
defi ned in contradistinction to licit forms of conjugality. Principal laws 
related to sexual conduct were set down by Augustus (r. ca. 30 BCE–14 CE) 

  59     The “blemish” or “disfi gurement,” says Wegner, is the tearing of the hymen (26). See also 
Epstein, 186, and Biale, 245.  

  60     Wegner, 25–6.  
  61     Epstein, 189.  
  62     An example of this tension between proprietary and ethical orientations is that in the 

Mishnah, the fi nes for disfi gurement are based upon how her value would have depreci-
ated had she been a slave, and that the fi ne for “disgrace” goes to the girl’s father, even 
while the dower goes to the girl herself (Wegner, 26–7).  

  63     Wegner, 8. See also 18–19.  
  64     The “classical” period of Roman law is roughly considered to be between 100 BCE and 

230 CE (Evans Grubbs, 1–15).  
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in what are generally referred to as the Julian law/s ( lex/leges iuliae ) and 
were updated signifi cantly by the Christianized Constantine I (r. 306–337 
CE) and then by Justinian (r. 527–565 CE). The primary type of legally 
recognized conjugal union in classical Roman law was marriage, loosely 
defi ned as a relationship between a free man and a free woman, of equal 
social status, established through the consent of both parties and their 
guardians (normally their parents, especially the patriarch).  65   The second 
type of legally recognized union was concubinage, defi ned as the pairing 
of social unequals, primarily for the purpose of companionship and sexual 
enjoyment, and in which the concubine possessed some marital rights.  66   
Other more temporary relationships, such as those between a “respect-
able” man and a male or female prostitute, a male or female slave, or a 
male or female of lower class, were socially tolerated but unrecognized in 
the law. In determining the legal status of any sex act, the “respectable” 
man’s marital status was irrelevant; he could pair in any of the specifi ed 
ways without social or legal comment. 

 In classical Roman law, there were two categories into which illegiti-
mate sexual behavior might fall, and in which coercive relations could be 
criminalized. The fi rst, known as  stuprum  (“corruption”), constituted a 
man’s extramarital cohabitation with an unmarried woman of the hon-
orable class.  67   While the medium of  stuprum  was sexual intercourse, it 
was primarily a crime of honor, whereby a woman – and through her, 
her family – was humiliated. Classical Roman thought evinced a jealousy 
over female honor that is exemplifi ed by the founding myth of the rape 
of Lucretia, wherein the ravished wife prefers suicide over dishonor.  68   

  65     David Hunter describes classical Roman marriage: “Although it was a state with serious 
legal implications, marriage itself was a private act that took place between free persons 
(slaves could not contract legal marriage until the third century CE). No formal contract 
was required, except when the transfer of a dower was involved; nor was it necessary 
for a ceremony to be held. . . . Marriage itself was a matter of intention: if two persons 
lived together intending to be husband and wife, legally they were regarded as mar-
ried” (   David   Hunter  , trans. and ed.,  Marriage in the Early Church  [ Minneapolis :  Fortress 
Press ,  1992 ],  6 ) .  

  66        Olivia F.   Robinson  ,  The Criminal Law of Ancient Rome  ( Baltimore :   Johns Hopkins 
University Press ,  1995 ),  70  .  

  67     In classical Roman society and law, social status and moral status were conceived as mir-
rors to one another. Society was divided into two basic classes, that of the  honestiores  (or 
“more honorable”) and that of the  humiliores  (or “more lowly”). Women of the honor-
able class were held to higher standards of modesty than those of the lower class (Evans 
Grubbs, 62).  

  68     Evans Grubbs, 331, and    Jennifer J.   Thompson  , “ ‘Accept This Twofold Consolation, You 
Faint-Hearted Creatures’: St. Augustine and Contemporary Defi nitions of Rape ,”  Studies 
in Media and Information Literacy Education   4 : 3  (Aug  2004 ),  1–17  .  
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Sex with a lower class woman, a slavewoman, or a prostitute was not 
 considered  stuprum , as these three classes were already degraded.  69   As 
Angeliki Laoui points out, “[O] ne could have sexual relations with a 
woman either of ill repute or of a low social class . . . without committing 
 stuprum .”  70    Adulterium  (adultery), a variant of  stuprum  denoting sex 
with a betrothed or married woman or another’s concubine, was crim-
inalized by Augustus. In dividing illicit cohabitation into two distinct 
categories based on the marital status of the woman alone, Roman law 
was consonant with both Biblical and Mesopotamian law. A summary 
description of classical Roman sexual morality is given in the following 
by Judith Evans Grubbs, who notes that classical Roman attitudes were 
maintained in Christian moral discourse, as well:

  A man, married or unmarried, who had sexual relations with a married woman of 
respectable status, was guilty of adultery; if his lover was an unmarried virgin or a 
widow, it was  stuprum  (the general term for illicit sex) and probably equally repre-
hensible. But if the same man chose to sleep with his own slaves (male or female), 
he acted within the bounds of acceptable behavior. . . . Respectable women, on the 
other hand, could not behave equally freely with slave men – strict marital fi delity 
was required of them, and unmarried women were expected to be celibate. . . . [T] his 
[gender- and status-differentiated system] continued throughout late antiquity and 
can be found in the fi fth century among Christian aristocrats and even some church 
leaders.  71    

  The basic form of  stuprum  (including adultery) was conceived by classical 
Roman law to be consensual. Thus, when sexual “corruption” was accom-
plished through coercive means, the jurists designated it as a special variant 
of  stuprum , called  per vim stuprum , or “corruption through violence.”  72   
While consenting parties to  stuprum  were both liable to seizure of half their 
property, the use of violence against a woman resulted in punishment of 

  69     Evans Grubbs, 62.  
  70     Laiou, 115.  
  71     Evans Grubbs, 62.  
  72     The Latin  vis  encompassed the sense of both “violence” and “violation.” Legally,  vis  

denoted not simply an interpersonal violence, but also political violence, such as armed 
robbery. It also included nonviolent forms of violation against the body politic, such as 
abuse of offi ce, seditious actions, and public disturbance, which were conceived as out-
rages against both state and society. Its application to illegitimate sexual relations was 
a secondary development, to cover looting and sexual assaults that might occur during 
periods of lesser state control. When compounded with another crime, violence func-
tioned to make that crime more grievous. For example, Roman law posited a distinction 
between simple theft and  rapina , which is theft-plus-violence, i.e., “deprivation of prop-
erty by violence or threats of violence” (Robinson, 28–30).  
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the coercer alone, and in her acquittal.  73   Sex with a minor male or female 
was always considered  per vim stuprum , even if the minor consented.  Per 
vim stuprum , or “corruption through violence,” was thus one framework 
in terms of which classical Roman law envisioned what we would think of 
as rape. 

 Sexual violation could occur in another legally recognized context as 
well. This was the context of  raptus , from which our English words “rape” 
and “ravishment” derive. Unlike  stuprum ,  raptus  was neither a crime of 
honor, nor even primarily one of sex. Rather, it was a property crime, the 
“abduction” or “carrying off” of something from its rightful owner, includ-
ing both slave women and free women who were physically removed from 
the protection and control of their owners or families. James Brundage sum-
marizes the ancient Roman legal concept of  raptus  as follows:

  In the ancient Roman law,  raptus  consisted in the abduction and sequestration of 
a woman against the will of the person under whose authority she lived. Sexual 
intercourse was not a necessary element of ancient  raptus . The specifi c malice of 
the offence consisted not in the sexual ravishment of the woman, but in stealing 
her away from her parents, guardian or husband.  Raptus  might also be used to 
describe theft of property as well as of a person, so long as violence was employed 
in the act. It is also important to note that in the ancient law  raptus  was not a 
public crime; rather it was a private wrong against the man who had legal power 
over the woman or property violently seized by the  raptor .  74    

  Notably, the victim in an act of  raptus  was not the abducted woman or 
girl, but rather the one who possessed or controlled her person. This was 
also so in the case of sexual abduction, specifi cally – that is,  raptus ad 
stuprum  (abduction for the purpose of sex) – in which the proprietary 
nature of the crime meant that the victim was the woman’s father or hus-
band.  75   In the eastern Roman lands, the proprietary nature of  raptus  was 
even more pronounced, by virtue of the custom there of dowers paid by 
bridegrooms to their brides’ families, conceived as compensation for loss 
of virginity.  76   Even in the central regions of the Roman Empire, where 

  73        Adolf   Berger  ,  Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law  ( Philadelphia :   American 
Philosophical Society ,  1953 ),  719  .  

  74        James A.   Brundage  ,  Sex, Law and Marriage in the Middle Ages  ( Aldershot, 
NH :   Variorum ,  1993 )  271/63  . Brundage here observes the similarity between Roman 
and Mosaic-Rabbinic law, in which “rape” is also viewed as an offence against the girl’s 
family rather than the girl herself.  

  75        Diane   Wolfthal  , ed.,  Images of Rape:  The “Heroic” Tradition and Its Alternatives  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  1999 ),  9  .  

  76     “In the eastern Mediterranean, it seems to have been customary, especially among Semitic 
peoples, for the prospective bridegroom to present a gift (often substantial) to his fi anc é e. 
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male-initiated dowers were not the norm, but rather female-initiated 
dowries, classical Roman law permitted the father of an abducted girl 
to choose between seeking criminal penalties or compensation for 
damages.  77   

 The relationship between  stuprum  (including coercive stuprum) and 
 raptus  (including sexual  raptus ) must be noted here:  Raptus  allowed for 
but did not necessarily include  stuprum , and the  stuprum  that occurred 
in the context of  raptus  could conceivably have been either coercive or 
consensual, as in the case of elopement. Furthermore,  raptus  was not 
limited to women of the higher class, as was  stuprum ; any woman could 
be abducted.  78   Indeed, the more objectlike a woman, the more appropri-
ate her categorization as abducted property. Bifurcated into these two 
categories, Roman legal discourse in its classical phase did not possess a 
single coherent category of sexual violation, but rather separated sexual 
violation into either  per vim stuprum  or  raptus , on the basis of a wom-
an’s social and legal status.  79   As Olivia Robinson writes, “Rape, sexual 
intercourse against the woman’s will, [is] surprisingly diffi cult to detect in 
the sources.”  80   Over time, however, some conjoining of the categories of 
 stuprum  and  raptus  occurred. By the time of Cicero (ca. 50 BCE),  raptus  
and  per vim stuprum  were frequently used interchangeably in the law.  81   
By the early Christian era,  raptus  was used to refer to both abduction 
marriage – that is, abduction of a virgin with or without her consent – 
and rape (without the element of marriage) and was not limited by social 
class.  82   At the same time,  per vim stuprum  continued to refer to sexually 
coercive relations with women of a certain pedigree.  83   

 Classical Roman jurists did not consider either  stuprum  or  raptus  
to be a crime against the state. Until the turn of the millennium, acts 
of sexual misconduct, including sexual violation, were considered pri-
vate crimes that required a petitioner. Domestic punitive action was 

This prenuptial gift . . . was often seen as a compensation for her loss of virginity” (Evans 
Grubbs, 147).  

  77        James A.   Brundage  ,  Law, Sex and Christian Society in Medieval Europe  
( Chicago :  University of Chicago Press ,  1987 )  (hereafter  Law ), 48.  

  78     Wolfthal, 9.  
  79     Evans Grubbs, 185.  
  80     Robinson, 72.  
  81        Diana   Moses  , “ Livy’s Lucretia and the Validity of Coerced Consent in Roman Law ,” in 

 Consent and Coercion to Sex and Marriage in Ancient and Medieval Societies , Angeliki 
E. Laiou, ed. ( Washington, DC :  Dumbarton Oaks ,  1993 )  50  .  

  82        Corinne   Saunders  , “ Classical Paradigms of Rape in the Middle Ages ,” in  Rape in 
Antiquity , Susan Deacy and Karen F. Pierce, eds. ( London :  Geral Duckworth ,  1997 )  245  .  

  83     Saunders, 246.  
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unrestricted:  A  father, husband, or slave owner was within his rights to 
ignore a violation, or to beat one or both parties, or, particularly in cases of 
adultery, to slay them. A jilted husband could also simply divorce his wife 
and keep the dowry.  84   Furthermore, a woman could be punished by her 
father or husband for an act of  stuprum , particularly if she were married 
(i.e., if it was an adulterous union), even if she had been coerced, on the logic 
that her defi lement and the corruption of the family lineage had occurred 
regardless of her nonconsent. As Jennifer Thompson explains, “In Roman 
terms, Lucretia’s guilt is purely external and objective; it lies, not in [her] 
will or desire, but in the raw fact of having had adulterous sex. This alone is 
enough to contaminate Lucretia’s purity and Collatian bloodlines.”  85   

 Toward the Christian era, however, sexual misconduct and its regulation 
became greater areas of state focus. The fi rst emperor to penalize sexual 
misconduct specifi cally was Augustus, who in 17 or 18 BCE made adultery 
( adulterium ) – as well as prostitution – punishable under his  lex Iulia de 
adulteriis coercendis .  86   For the fi rst time in Roman law, regulating sexuality 
became an affair of the state, and misconduct became a cause for offi cial 
intervention as opposed to simply a private wrong between families. This 
induced an expansion of offi cially enforced punitive measures. The hus-
band of an adulterous wife was now obligated to divorce her, whether she 
was caught in the act or convicted after the fact through judicial fi nding.  87   
Convicted parties to adultery were banished; in addition, a convicted adul-
terer lost half of his wealth, while the convicted adulteress lost the right to 
half of her dowry and to one-third of her remaining wealth.  88   Conversely, 
private handling of illegitimate relations was now restricted: A father was 
permitted to slay his married daughter and her lover only if they were 
caught in the act, in his own home, and if the paramour was not of the 
honorable class. Husbands could in the same circumstances take the life of 
adulterers, but not that of their own wives.  89   On another front, Augustus 

  84     Robinson, 58.  
  85     Thompson, 4. She continues that “although the death of a male adulterer might be just, 

the death of an adulteress was socially necessary.”  
  86     Laoiu, 114. Augustus’s law has not passed to us directly, but is preserved in  Justinian’s 

Digest , which contains a synthesis of pre-Constantine imperial law.  
  87     Robinson, 62. The husband who kept his wife despite her unfaithfulness could himself be 

prosecuted for pimping ( lenocinium ).  
  88        George   Long  , “ Adulterium ,” in  A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities , William 

Smith, ed. ( London :   John Murray ,  1875 ), p.   1   ( http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E  
 /home.html ).  

  89     Long, wp1. Augustus’s laws can also be reconstructed through the opinions of classi-
cal Roman jurists. See, for example, the  Opinions  of Paulus, 2.26.1–8, 10–12, 14–17, 
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emended (through his  lex Iulia de vi publica ) ancient Roman property law 
to decree that property transactions accomplished through violence were 
ineffective, thus indirectly undermining  raptus .  90   The increased attention to 
sexual conduct on the part of the state paved the way for an offi cial law of 
sexual abduction, whereby removing and cohabiting with a woman against 
the will of her guardian would render any ensuing union illegitimate. 

 Given the intertwining of politics and religion in Roman cultural ide-
ology, the integration of sex crimes into state law seems to have paral-
leled the attribution of religious signifi cance to sexual conduct. Classical 
Roman religion had not hitherto been highly concerned with interper-
sonal ethics or internal disposition, including pious intention. The gods, 
though numerous and colorful, were not seen as dictating behavior or 
being concerned with private moral exertion, a feature that made them 
not unlike the ancient Near Eastern dieties. “Roman state religion was 
not concerned with the question of how its devotees should lead the 
moral life,” write Alan Watson.  91   Rather, the deities of the Roman pan-
theon were primarily concerned with propitiation through the correct 
and timely performance of ceremonies, formulae, and sacrifi ces.

  [State religion was] a matter of keeping man . . . in proper contact with the gods. 
The functions of the priests were to ensure that ceremonies were correctly and 
formalistically carried out in every detail. . . . What counted for the maintenance of 
good relations was the proper performance of the appropriate acts, and the state 
of mind of the participant was not relevant.  92    

  Augustus’s decision to make sexual conduct an affair of state signaled 
its importance to religion and augured a shift toward an increasingly 
ethical orientation in Roman religion. Augustus’s law was the fi rst in a 
series of imperial edicts that would reframe Roman notions of sexual 
virtue and vice in religious terms: The legislation of Diocletian in 295 
and of Constantine in 325, for example, urged citizens to obey classical 
norms of modesty ( pudor ) and chastity ( castitas ) specifi cally for the sake 

where he comments on the Julian law ( www.unrv.com/government/julianmarriage.php ). 
Also, see the commentary of Papinianus and Ulpinus on the Julian law in    S. P.   Scott  , 
trans., “ Corpus Iuris Civilis: The Digest and Codex: Marriage Laws ,” in  The Civil Law  
( Cincinnati :  The Central Trust ,  1932 ) , reprinted in    Richard   Golden   and   Thomas   Kuehn  , 
eds.,  Western Societies: Primary Sources in Social History , vol. 1 ( New York :  St. Martin’s 
Press ,  1993 )  ( www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/cjc-marriage.htm ).  

  90     Brundage,  Law , 48.  
  91        Alan   Watson  ,  The State, Law and Religion: Pagan Rome  ( Athens :  University of Georgia 

Press ,  1992 ),  6  .  
  92     Watson, 5, 10.  
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of pleasing the gods.  93   Slowly but surely, the gods of Rome – and later, 
the single God of Christianity – were becoming invested in the moral and 
sexual conduct of Roman subjects. 

 Augustus’s law on “corruption” and adultery was signifi cant because 
it moved sexual misconduct into the sphere of the state. However, it did 
not precisely address the issue of male-female sexual violation, or of 
female volition. In framing adultery as a crime, for example, the law did 
not address the possibility that a married woman might be coerced by 
the adulterer. The same can be said of the next signifi cant development 
in Roman law pertaining to sexual misconduct, which was Constantine’s 
(r. 311–337) law making the sexual abduction of women ( raptus ) a pub-
lic crime and capital offense.  94  

  If someone who has not previously made any agreement with a girl’s parents 
should seize her [ rapuerit ] [when she is] unwilling or if he should lead her away 
[when she is] willing, the girl herself shall be made guilty by association in the 
crime. . . . And if voluntary assent is revealed in the virgin, she shall be struck with 
the same severity as her abductor [ raptor ]. Impunity shall not be offered to those 
girls who are abducted against their will either, since they too could have kept 
themselves at home till their marriage day and, if the doors were broken down by 
the abductor’s audacity, they could have sought help from the neighbours by their 
cries and could have defended themselves with all their efforts. But we impose a 
lighter penalty on these girls, and order that only legal succession to their parents 
is to be denied to them.  95    

  Constantine’s law can easily be interpreted as regulating and criminaliz-
ing sexual violence against women, or what we think of as rape. Thus it 
is worth examining more closely what it says about women’s volition in 
matters of sexual abduction. Constantine’s law certainly moved Roman 
law in the direction of designating as a crime the forcing of a woman to 
have sex against her will: The man who abducted and coerced a woman 
was to be executed. However, the preceding quote shows that the emperor 

  93     Evans Grubbs, 100–1.  
  94     Laiou, 141–2; and    James A.   Brundage  , “ Rape and Seduction in Medieval Canon Law ,” 

in  Sexual Practices and the Medieval Church , Vern Bullough and James Brundage, eds. 
( Buffalo, NY :   Prometheus Books ,  1982 ) (hereafter “Rape”),  141–2  .  Raptus  is defi ned 
as follows by    Adolf   Berger  : “ The abduction of a woman against the will of her parents. 
The abductor ( raptor ) was punished with death from the time of Constantine, under 
whom  raptus  became a  crimen publicum  [a public crime], and so was the woman (until 
Justinian) when she had consented. Justinian’s enactment (C. 9.13.1) extended the penal-
ties for  raptus  (death and seizure of property) on  raptores  of widows and nuns ( santimo-
niales ) .”  Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law  ,  Volume 43 ( Philadelphia :  American 
Philosophical Society ,  1953  [2002],  667 ) .  

  95     Evans Grubbs, 183–4.  
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also clearly suspected that most women who were abducted were not 
opposed to the crime, but consenting.  96   Even in instances when women 
were coerced, he considered them blameworthy; an honorable woman 
would have spent her life in protected seclusion and, should her walls 
have been breached, would have fought off her assailant and risked death 
rather than degradation. In other words, even the apparently unwilling 
woman was in reality willing at a fundamental level. In this way, the 
Constantinian law of  raptus  simultaneously posited women as moral sub-
jects whose resistance had legal effect (because the willing woman was 
punished more severely than the resisting woman) and negated female 
subjectivity by reading the abductee’s resistance as well-disguised (but 
not well-enough disguised) consent. In fact, Constantine’s law directly 
addressed neither sexual corruption ( stuprum ) nor adultery, but rather 
the abducting of a woman from her family. Whether or not cohabitation 
took place was apparently irrelevant, judging by the omission of the topic 
from the law. Contemporary scholarship has generally argued that what 
is being criminalized here is neither the sex act nor the coercion, but 
rather the removal of the woman from her family for purposes of mar-
riage, a practice that had signifi cant historical precedent.  97   In making  rap-
tus  punishable by death, not only for the man but also for the consenting 
woman, the emperor was apparently attempting to eliminate a practice 
that threatened the social order and undermined parental authority. 

 This ambivalence in later Roman law toward women’s volition in mat-
ters of sexuality, and toward the real possibility of sexual violence, might 
itself indicate a growing tension between regarding females as autono-
mous ethico-legal subjects, and regarding female sexuality in terms of 
symbolic and monetary capital. The symbolic value of women as holders 
of familial honor and communal virtue has been touched upon previ-
ously. The material value of women, while not as obvious, is refl ected 
in the language of the law: The sexual abduction of a woman is called 
 raptus , which is related to the word  rapina , defi ned as “deprivation of 
property by violence or threats of violence.”  98    Rapina  is distinct from 

  96     According to Laiou, Constantine’s assumption that the victim of  raptus  is in fact a con-
spirator is consistent with the general Mediterranean worldview at that time, “which 
consider[ed] that all abducted girls have agreed to the abduction” (Laiou, 142).  

  97     Evans Grubbs, 185–93. For an excellent discussion of abduction marriage as refl ected in 
the Biblical account of Dinah and Shechem, see Zlotnick, 33–48.  

  98     Robinson, 28–30. Indeed,  rapina  is nearly identical to the Islamic religio-legal concept 
of  h 	 ira � ba , or brigandry. The closeness of  rapina  to brigandry is explained by Robinson, 
who writes, “ Vis  began as a circumstance, a circumstance which separated  rapina  from 
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 raptus  in that the former denotes the illegitimate seizure of things, while 
the latter denotes the illegitimate seizure of persons. Yet the two have one 
important feature in common: Just as in the property crime of  rapina , 
the theft occurs by the removal of the object from its owner, in  raptus , 
the theft occurs by removal of the woman from the one who controls her. 
Her consent or resistance to the abduction in no way impacts the fact 
that her person was abducted. According to the proprietary logic of  rap-
tus , the forcible seizure of a woman from her home is legally equivalent 
to her seduction, that is, her voluntary elopement: In both cases, she – as 
a sexual body – has been removed from her guardian against  his  will. 
Thus, Constantine’s undermining of the female abductee’s volition was 
essentially in line with the notion of theft, in which the subjecthood or 
volition of the stolen property was legally inconsequential. 

 Constantine’s law was modifi ed during the reign of Justinian 
(527–565). In 533, Justinian made all cases of abduction ( raptus ) punish-
able by death and expanded the category of possible victims of abduction 
to include married women, widows, freedwomen, consecrated virgins, 
and even slaves.  99   This was a signifi cant move toward the equalization 
of all women as possessing bodily sanctity, and a wholesale rejection of 
the classical Roman distinction between women of the honorable and 
the humiliated classes. Also, unlike the conception of  raptus  until then, 
which placed greater weight on the abduction (physical removal) of the 
woman than upon whether or not a sexual violation took place, Justinian 
assumed that abduction always included sexual intercourse, and he made 
that illegitimate sexual union his central focus. Thus, in Justinian’s legis-
lation we fi nd an effective uniting of the hitherto distinct crimes of  raptus  
with  per vim stuprum  into a distinct category of sexual  raptus  – perhaps 
the earliest emergence, at least in the Latin tradition, of something like 
what we think of in modern times as “rape.” His new conceptualization 
of sexual  raptus  had punitive ramifi cations in the direction of leniency for 
the victim, for now the male party alone was held accountable, and the 
woman always held to be innocent. Any consent a woman might display 
under the circumstances was to be legally invalidated as consent under 

theft, but [ vis ] became a crime; [and]  rapina  in its turn rejoined the criminal sphere as 
something close to  latrocinium , banditry” (Robinson, 29).  

  99        Evans   Grubbs  ,  Law , 193, and also her “ Virgins and Widows, Show-Girls and 
Whores:  Late Roman Legislation on Women and Christianity ,” in  Law, Society and 
Authority in Late Antiquity , Ralph W. Mathisen, ed. ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press , 
 2001 ),  225  . Also see    Gillian   Clark  ,  Women in Late Antiquity  ( Oxford :  Oxford University 
Press ,  1993 ),  37  ; and Brundage,  Law , 119.  
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duress. So although an abducted and violated woman might be socially 
dishonored, she was no longer punishable, under any circumstances, by 
the state.  100   Critically, Justinian’s conception of sexual  raptus  maintained 
its proprietary sense even while granting importance to the ethico-legal 
autonomy of female victims, and thus, in addition to imposing death 
upon the abductor, Justinian instituted fi nancial reparations payable to 
victims: The perpetrator now lost not only some but all of his property, 
and this property was to be disbursed directly to the coerced woman.  101   

 The assumption of sexual violence in all cases of abduction and the 
awarding of damages directly to the coerced woman signaled a broader 
trend in the conception of sexual violation in Latin jurisprudence: The 
ancient Roman notions of  raptus  as purely a property crime, or  stuprum  
as a crime of honor, without heed in either case to the woman’s volition, 
were gradually being reformulated so as to designate the woman herself 
(not her father, husband, family, or community) as a legal subject who had 
been violated.  102   At the same time, Justinian’s emphasis on sexual purity 
and on preventing illicit relations, even when the woman consented and 
her parents did not object to the union (e.g., in cases of “seduction,” or 
even when the “abductor” was the girl’s own fi anc é ),  103   reveals the pri-
macy of sexual purity and licitness over female autonomy. Although a 
woman’s volition was of growing importance in Roman law, it was not 
as important as sexual purity. If the exercise of a woman’s volition led 
her to sexual laxity, then punishing that laxity trumped her autonomy.  104   
This framing of sexual violation/violence is important to our study, for it 
was remarkably similar to what would later emerge in Islamic discourse. 

 The increasing weight given in Roman imperial law to women’s legal 
subjectivity in the context of sexual violation cannot be considered apart 
from the emergence of Christianity, its particular emphasis upon a theo-
centric ethics, and its absorption of the body and sexuality into the moral 
sphere. The Christian move to subsume ever greater spheres of life under 
its moral regulation is seen in non-Latin Christianity as well, such as 
in Syriac Christianity under the Sasanians. In her study of the Synodicon 
Orientale, the key source for the canonical law of Eastern Christendom 
for the period 410–775 CE, Victoria Erhart observes that God was seen 

  100     Laiou, 142.  
  101     Robinson, 57–8.  
  102        Kathryn   Gravdal  ,  Ravishing Maidens: Writing Rape in Medieval French Literature and 

Law  ( Philadelphia :  University of Pennsylvania Press ,  1991 ),  7  .  
  103     Brundage,  Law , 119.  
  104     Gravdal, 10.  
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as caring increasingly about the details of personal behavior, such as 
pecuniary matters that were hitherto viewed as secular. Erhart character-
izes the Eastern Church during this period by “its tendency to expand 
into areas not usually considered matters of religious concern, specifi cally 
property and inheritance laws.”  105   

 The refi guring of sexual violation from the viewpoint of personal 
moral responsibility toward God, as the coercion of a sovereign will and 
not simply the theft of a material object or symbolic capital, is further 
exemplifi ed in the moral theology of St. Augustine. In her illuminating 
essay on Augustine’s response to the rape of the Roman nuns during the 
Gothic attack on that city in 410 CE, Jennifer Thompson shows how 
Augustine deliberately rejected the Roman categorization of sexual viola-
tion as either theft or defi lement and constructed it instead as sex against 
a woman’s will.  106   The result was a valorizing of the internal over the 
external, the spiritual over the corporal, of purity of volition over purity 
of the body.

  St. Augustine . . . redefi nes pagan chastity to fi t with Christian ideals by shifting it 
from an external, honor-based quality to an internal, guilt-based one. He argues, 
in essence, that we should defi ne rape not as theft of a woman’s physical purity, 
but as forced sex that violates a woman’s will and Christian chastity. . . . Since 
Augustine’s time, we have defi ned rape as the violation of an invisible, intangible, 
and purely internal will.  107    

  Augustine’s privileging of innocence before God over honor before the 
people is an inversion of the classical Roman moral economy exemplifi ed 
in the rape of Lucretia. Thompson continues,

  [Augustine] rejects the Roman concepts of honor, virtue and name that motivate 
Lucretia’s suicide. [Instead, he] sets himself the task of deriving a widely-accepted 
value – chastity – from radical new premises by turning chastity from an external 
social condition into an inward, spiritual one.  108    

  Whereas sexual violation was categorized in classical Roman law and 
culture as a crime of the body only, with only partial regard for the wom-
an’s intention, Augustine now gave primary consideration to the internal 
over the external, to the spiritual (or moral) over the corporeal. Her voli-
tion became pivotal to the determination of her innocence or guilt, and 

  105     Erhart, 115. For example, usury was prohibited to the clergy in 410, and then to all 
Christians in 585 (Erhart, 126–7).  

  106     Thompson,  op cit .  
  107     Thompson, 1.  
  108     Thompson, 3.  
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to the categorization of the act as one of elopement or abduction. Sexual 
violation in the theocentric ethics of late antique Christianity was a crime 
against the woman and to be punished by God; the woman, by virtue 
of her pure intentions alone, remained innocent. Under the infl uence of 
Augustine’s moral theology, then, it became possible to redefi ne the rav-
ished nuns of Rome as, in fact, chaste. Augustine’s move – and the general 
shift toward a theocentric ethical approach to sexual violation – paved 
the way for the sexually coerced woman to be held blameless not only in 
moral but also in legal terms.  109   

 Overall, then, we see signifi cant shifts in the framing of sexuality and 
sexual violation in the Latin religio-legal tradition. Gradually, through a 
series of imperial efforts and the writings of Christian moralists, sexual 
violence was reformulated in terms of a new theocentric ethics, as the 
coercion of a moral and legal subject to sexual transgression. This new 
morality, with its emphasis on interiority and volition, gradually came to 
compete with, and in some cases replace, ancient notions of sexual viola-
tion as theft or defi lement.  

  109     Post-Islamic Byzantine law continued to affi rm this trend away from external con-
cerns of theft and defi lement, and toward internally oriented concerns of volition and 
sin. For example, Roman imperial law was substantially revised in 741 in the form 
of the Isaurian code, enacted under Pope Leo III and Emperor Constantine V. Under 
this code, also known as the  Ecloga , sex crimes were reorganized along purely moral 
lines, in terms of adherence to the ethical demands of the Christian deity. That code 
legally affi rmed the then recently emerged moral category of  porneia , “fornication,” 
into which all illicit behavior fell (Laiou, 114ff).The radical nature of this new cat-
egory of  porneia , or “fornication,” was refl ected in the consideration of the marital 
status of the  man  in the evaluation of sexual conduct. As we have seen in this sur-
vey, all religious and legal systems of the pre-Islamic Oikumene were unanimous in 
deeming the marital status of the male irrelevant to the moral and legal status of sex 
acts. Now, in the Isaurian reorganization of sex crimes, the married man was under-
stood, for the fi rst time in the Latin tradition, as being subject to similar ethico-legal 
demands as the married woman; the marital status of men would be given a moral 
and legal weight. In considering the  Ecloga , Laiou writes, “The use of the marital 
condition of the man as a means of differentiating punishment [for sex crimes] . . . is 
novel” (Laiou, 119–20). The only other late antique religio-legal system in which we 
see the marital status of the man as legally critical is the Islamic one: The Qur’anic 
and Prophetic presentation of  zina �   as a crime and a punishment that applies equally 
to men and women was highly unusual in its social and historical context.The atten-
tion given to interior life over external conditions was not always uniform, however, 
even in canon law. While the general trend was to regard the sexually violated woman 
as chaste because she did not will the fornication foisted upon her (a position illus-
trated by Augustine), others (such as the Byzantine era canonist Balsamon) held her 
to be defi led by the act, in accordance with the older notion of sexual violation as 
defi lement (Laiou, 191–4).  
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  Pre-Islamic Arabian Custom 
 

 Given what we know about the framing of sexual violation in late antique 
societies, it would be anachronistic to seek in pre-Islamic Arabian materials 
reference to a modern concept of “rape,” which presupposes strong notions 
of female sexual volition and ethico-legal subjectivity. However, if we look 
for references to sexual violation as found in other religious and legal systems 
of the late antique Near East, our search is more fruitful. In fact, mention 
of sexual violation is found in pre-Islamic poetry as one of multiple “com-
peting strategies of marriage” of the type that existed in Mesopotamian, 
Biblical-Jewish, Roman, and Latin-Christian discourses. Arabian society prior 
to the advent of Islam seems to have tolerated a spectrum of sexual-conjugal 
unions. According to Robertson Smith, the likely most common and honor-
able form of union in the immediate pre-Islamic period was patrilocal patri-
lineal polygamy, or the marriage of “dominion.” In dominion marriage, the 
bride would move to her husband’s domicile, where he might have other wives 
or slave-concubines as well. This was in essence the one type of marriage that 
remained indisputably in force after the Prophetic-revelatory intervention. 

 In pre-Islamic customary law, a woman could enter a marriage of domin-
ion in one of two ways. The fi rst was by contractual agreement ( nika � h 	  ) 
between a girl’s father and the bridegroom, who would pay her father a 
dower ( mahr ) in exchange for conjugal rights over her. That the  mah ı  � ra  
wife – or more specifi cally, her sexual-reproductive function – was envi-
sioned as an object of exchange is further evident upon closer inspec-
tion: The word  mahr , or dower, became in Islamic usage interchangeable 
with  s � ada � q , which also means dower. In pre-Islamic usage, however,  mahr  
and  s � ada � q  were distinct:  Mahr  was given to the father of the bride, while 
 s � ada � q  was given to the bride herself. The  mah ı  � ra  wife was thus quite literally 
the woman who has been purchased from her parents; while not a slave-
woman, her sexuality was the property of her husband. Writes Smith:

  In Islam  s � ada � c  simply means a dowry and is synonymous with  mahr . But origi-
nally the two words were quite distinct:  s � ada � c  is a gift to the wife, and  mahr  to the 
parents of the wife. The latter therefore belongs to the marriage of dominion (as 
constituted by contract instead of capture), where the wife’s people part with her 
and have to be compensated accordingly. Indeed the lexicographers . . . say that 
the daughter was welcomed as an addition to her father’s wealth, because when 
he gave her in marriage he would be able to add to his fl ocks the camels paid to 
him as her  mahr .  110    

  110        W. Robertson   Smith  ,  Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia  ( Boston :  Beacon Press , n.d. 
[ 1903 ]),  93–96  .  
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  Smith highlights the similarity of contractual marriage in Arabia with 
marriage in other Semitic systems: “In fact marriage by purchase is found 
throughout the Semitic races where the husband is the wife’s  ba‘al  or 
lord. The Arabic  mahr  is the same word with the Hebrew  m ō har , which 
is also paid to the damsel’s father . . . and the Syriac  mahra �  , . . . ‘whatever 
the son-in-law gives to the parents of the bride.’ The etymological sense 
is simply ‘price.’ ”  111   

 An alternate path to dominion marriage in the pre-Islamic period 
was bride capture, or abduction ( ghas � b ), which seems to have been a 
heroic practice in which one tribe would seize the women of another and 
thereby assert its superiority over the latter.  112   A possible confi rmation of 
the practice of bride abduction in pre-Islamic Arabia is the use of distinct 
terminology in pre-Islamic poetry for wives attained through payment 
of a dower and those attained through capture: A bride who has been 
won through capture is called a  sab ı  � ya , while one who has been acquired 
through contract is called a  mah ı  � ra .  113   Notably, the terms for both types 
of bride –  mah ı  � ra  and  sab ı  � ya  – are strongly economic in character, a fact 
that guides our understanding of contractual marriage ( nika � h 	  ) and sex-
ual abduction ( ghas � b ) in early Arabia. If  nika � h 	   entailed payment of a 
bride-price,  ghas � b  was taking a wife or slave-concubine without paying 
the dower.  114   When a woman was abducted from the tribe, it was not 
only she who was stolen, but the wealth that she could have commanded. 
Importantly, while abduction could involve sexual relations, that was not 
its primary meaning. Rather, as in the Latin  raptus , the primary violation 
was the physical removal of a women – that is, sexual property – from 
the control of her father. 

 Smith argues that the capture of women was not incidental to but a 
central aim of the bedouin raid. “At the time of Muhammad,” he writes, 
“the practice was universal. The immunity of women in time of war . . . 
is a modern thing; in old warfare the procuring of captives both male 
and female was a main object of every expedition.”  115   Ilse Lichtenst ä dter 

  111     Smith, 96.  
  112     On the practice of  saby  as a method of infl icting humiliation on one’s enemy, particu-

larly if she were of the elite or wealthy, see al-H � u � f ı  � , 464–7.  
  113     Smith, 89ff; al-H � u � f ı  � , 465.  
  114     I have used the term “slave-concubine” in order to distinguish these women from con-

cubines in the Latin tradition, wherein the women were not necessarily slaves but were 
simply of a lower class than their husbands.  

  115     Smith, 89. See also al-H � u � f ı  � , 466, 470.  
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has also found reference to bride capture in the  ayya � m al-‘arab  litera-
ture, which recounts the battles of old. There one fi nds common phrases 
describing the taking of livestock and women: “They fi lled their hands 
with camels and captive women,” “They fi lled their hands with booty, 
camels and women,” and, “They captured many women.”  116   Nor were 
only unmarried women taken; married women could also be captured 
and redistributed among the men of the victorious tribe, their previous 
marital status no longer in effect.  117   

 Bride abduction (called either  saby  or  ightis � a � b  in the literature) seems 
to have been not only a socioculturally legitimate but prestigious way to 
acquire women, from the perspective of vanquishing tribes and the ethics 
of the raid. Taking the women of another tribe was a way of asserting 
one’s superiority over one’s enemy, and thus was central to the Arabian 
sense of honor and virility ( muruwwa ). Ah � mad al-H � u � f ı  �  cites many poets 
whose verses boast of their ability to steal women.  118   We may examine, 
for instance, the following verses by the pre-Islamic poet H � a � t 
 im al-T � ayy ı  � :

  They did not give us – the [men of T � ayy] – their daughters in marriage; 
    but [rather,] we wooed them against their wills with our swords. 
 And with us captivity brought no abasement to them: and 
    they neither toiled in making bread nor boiled the pot. 
 But we commingled them with our noblest women: and they 
    bore us fi ne sons white of face [i.e., of pure descent]. 
 How often shalt thou see among us the son of a captive bride: 
    who staunchly thrusts through heroes 
    when he meets them in the fi ght.  119    

  The sexual aspect of such abduction is indicated in the advice of 
Durayd b.  al-S � umma to Ma � lik b.  ‘Awf before the battle of H � unayn, 
which took place during the Prophetic period. Durayd clearly expects 
that Muh � ammad will not regard himself as victorious simply by sub-
duing the men, but that he will also take the women and expose them 
to shame. Urging Ma � lik to remove the women and children from the 
battleground, Durayd says:  “If the day  . . . goes against you, ye have 

  116        Ilse   Lichtenst ä dter  ,  Women in the Aiya � m al-‘Arab: A Study of Female Life during Warfare 
in Preislamic Arabia  ( London :   Royal Asiatic Society ,  1935 ),  24  : “ Mala’u �  aydiya-hum 
min al-amwa � l wa’l-saby ,” “ Mala’u �  aydiya-hum ghana � ’ima wa ibilan wa nisa � ’an ,” and 
“ Saba �  sabyan kath ı  � ran ,” respectively. I am grateful to Samer Ali for his assistance with 
these verses and others in this section.  

  117     Lichtenst ä dter, 29.  
  118     al-H � u � f ı  � , 466–8.  
  119     Smith, 91.  
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exposed your wives and children and wealth to shame and plunder.”  120   
The same Durayd praises Yaz ı  � d b. ‘Abd al-Mada � n for freeing his female 
captives without sexually dishonoring them in the following verse: “He 
returned the women still in their purity; had it been other than Yaz ı  � d, 
he would have shamed [them].”  121   

 The specifi c use of the proprietary term  ghas � b  to denote the abduction 
of women is attested in the poetry of Mut 
 awwah �  b. ‘Uthma � n al-Taghlib ı  � , 
who boasts over the Ban ı  �  Numayr that his tribe can abduct the women 
they wish to marry, but no one can abduct women from them:

  [Our men] are betrothed through abduction to your young women 
    Openly, and the worst of things to be done openly is abduction. 
 Yet not a [single] captive woman of ours is found among any people, 
    Nor is our wealth be found among others’, taken in plunder.  122    

  That female war captives ( saba � ya �  ) were thought of as property is under-
scored by the fact that once in the territory of the victors, they would be 
distributed along with the rest of the spoils, that they could be redeemed 
for money, and that their free release ( fakk ) was viewed as generosity on 
the part of the captors.  123   Already a source of shame to the tribe of the 
captured woman ( sab ı  � ya ), the proprietary approach to female sexuality 
made her abduction an economic loss as well. 

 While sexual abduction seems to have been the primary way of under-
standing of sexual violation in pre-Islamic Arabia, rather than sexual 
coercion, we cannot say for certain that female sexual volition was mean-
ingless to assessing the extent of the violation caused by such an act. 
Poetry sources make some references to the coercive or violent aspect 
of bride abduction, thus suggesting that female sexual volition was rec-
ognized in pre-Islamic Arabian society at some level. For example, the 
 ayya � m  contains a passage in which Ziya � d b. Habu � la captures the married 
woman Hind. Lichtenst ä dter translates the passage thus, suggesting that 
Hind may have been unwilling:

  Ibn Habu � la approached [Hind] and played with her. Then he asked her: “What 
dost thou think now, what [your husband] H � ujr would do, if he knew, that I am 

  120        Charles James   Lyall  ,  Translations of Ancient Arabian Poetry  ( London :   Williams and 
Norgate ,  1930 ),  467  .  

  121     al-H � u � f ı  � , 473.  
  122     al-H � u � f ı  � , 486.  Hum unkih 	 u �  bi’l-ghas � bi min fataya � tikum jiha � ran, wa min sharr il-muja � harat 

il-ghas � bu, / wa ma �  ka � na minna �  ‘inda qawmin sab ı  � yatun, wa ma �  ka � na min amwa � li-na �  
‘inda-hum nahbu.  (My translation.)  

  123     Lichtenst ä dter, 29–33.  
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at this moment with thee?” She answered him: “ . . . By Allah, he will not cease 
pursuing thee, till he will see the red castles (of Syria).”  124    

  In the poetry of ‘Urwa al-‘Abas ı  � , too, the coercive aspect of sexual abduc-
tion is also highlighted. Here, not only does Layla �  bt. Sha‘wa � ’ detest 
her abduction – she is taken, crying and against her will ( kurhan ) – but 
also, we see a comparison between her sexual use and consumption of a 
commodity (the wearing of a garment). The proprietary framing of sex-
ual violation is further attested by reference to her as property usurped 
( maghs � u � ba ).

  If you took Asma � ’ for only an hour, 
    Then our taking of the virgin Layla �  was even more astonishing. 
 Long did we wear her beauty and her youth, 
    Until she was returned to Sha‘wa � ’, his head grey [with grief], 
 Like our taking of [another] beauty, she all the while hating it, 
    The tears of an abducted one, on the morning of agony, overfl owing.  125    

  The preceding materials suggest that sexual violation was understood 
in pre-Islamic Arabia as the forcible taking of a woman or girl from 
her kinship group, whether or not she was married, with the intent of 
sexual use and reproduction, whether through the vehicle of marriage 
or slave-concubinage. They further suggest that sexual abduction was 
perceived primarily through the lens of both tribal honor (or dishonor) 
and property usurpation, because of the institution of  mahr  (dower) that 
accompanied the more standard, contractual form of dominion marriage 
( nika � h 	  ) that was in ascendancy at the time of Islam’s advent. 

 We must also consider here another type of pre-Islamic sexual union, 
because of the semantic weight it would carry later, in Islamic discourse. 
Smith hypothesizes that there existed in Arabia an older form of mar-
riage that was matrilocal and matrilineal, in which a woman might have 
multiple “husbands,” or male visitors, from whom the woman collected 
payments in the form of “dower” ( s � ada � q ). It is this older matrilineal type 
of marriage that Smith believes was condemned by Muhammad and 
in the Qur’an as  zina �  . This sort of conjugal arrangement, to the extent 
that it existed, was, according to Smith, on the wane in the immedi-
ate pre-Prophetic period, to be overtaken by the patrilineal patrilocal 

  124     Lichtenst ä dter, 37.  
  125     al-H � u � f ı  � , 465.  In ta’khudhu �  Asma � ’a mawqifa sa � ‘atin, fa-ma’khadhu Layla � , wa hiya 

‘adhra � ’u, a‘jabu. / Labisna �  zama � nan h 	 usna-ha �  wa shaba � ba-ha � , wa ruddat ila �  Sha‘wa � ’a, 
wa’l-ra’su ashyabu / Ka-ma’khadhi-na �  h 	 asna � ’a kurhan, wa dam‘u-ha �  – ghada � t al-lawa �  – 
maghs � u � batan, yatas � abbabu.  (My translation.)  
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polygynous type previously described as “dominion” marriage, or  nika � h 	  . 
Smith surmises that  zina �   denoted

  a practice of polyandry in a form so rude that one can hardly speak even of a tem-
porary husband . . . in which no weight is laid even on temporary fi delity to one 
man. . . . We have had evidence before us that forms of polyandry . . . to our view 
indeed no better than prostitution – went on down to the time of the prophet, 
and that legitimate sons were born of them. These indeed are the unions which 
Mohammad called fornication.  126    

  While we cannot be certain of the accuracy of Smith’s description, it 
appears that there was a notion of  zina �   in the pre-Islamic period, denot-
ing the far end of a spectrum of conjugal unions, and an accepted, if 
less than honorable, sexual practice. As a form of matrilocal matrilineal 
polyandry, it would have been in opposition to male-centered domin-
ion marriage. The economic aspect of  zina �   suggests a parallel to the 
ancient Semitic practice of harlotry mentioned in the Bible. As Smith 
points out,  zina �   is semantically related to the Hebrew term for harlotry, 
or  zenut . W. M. Watt, too, fi nds evidence for the existence of polyandry 
in pre-Islamic Arabia, the more promiscuous type being essentially har-
lotry, in which multiple men would visit a woman in her home.  127   Some 
key points are to be made here in relation to  zina �  , with an eye to how 
sexuality would be reconfi gured as a result of the Prophetic-revelatory 
intervention. First,  zina �   seems to have been a recognized sexual-conjugal 
practice in pre-Islamic Arabian society, denoting a particular range of 
matrilocal matrilineal polyandrous relations, and not a general catch-all 
for all sexual relations standing outside the patrilocal patrilineal polygy-
nous category of dominion marriage. Second, while perhaps not an hon-
orable form of conjugality,  zina �   does not seem to have been prohibited, 
punishable, or seen as sinful. These observations are critical, for it is part 
of my hypothesis that pre-Islamic Arabia did not know a notion of “sin-
ful” sexuality as such. The type of sexual immorality that  zina �   would 
come to indicate would require a moral framework that had yet to form. 

 The preceding review suggests that the arena of sexuality in pre-Islamic 
society centered on themes such as honor, status, ownership, lineage. 
Female sexuality itself seems predominantly to have been understood in 
pre-Islamic Arabia as a form of symbolic capital, with rights to a wom-
an’s sexuality being conceived in proprietary terms:  Marriage entailed 

  126     Smith, 205.  
  127        W. Montgomery   Watt  , “ Women in the Earliest Islam ,”  Studia Missionalia (Women and 

Religions )  40  ( 1991 ),  162  .  
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the acquisition of those rights, whether through payment of the dower 
or abduction. This sexual economy, comprising both legitimate and ille-
gitimate exchanges, seems to have been viewed in purely interpersonal or 
“secular” terms, without strong reference to religion. Moralistic notions 
of piety and sinfulness, of obedience to and rebellion against the dictates 
of an ethical deity, are little in evidence. Arabian social practices and 
cultural ideals regarding sexuality and sexual violation do not seem to 
refl ect the growing theocentrism that we see in the other religious dis-
courses and legal traditions of the contemporary Near East. With the 
advent of Islam, this would change dramatically.  

  Conclusion 
 

 The purpose of this chapter has been to provide a summary overview of 
the way male-female sexual violation was constructed in the religious 
and legal traditions of the late antique Near East, so as to provide some 
context for the later Islamic juristic discourses on the topic. Common to 
most Near Eastern religio-legal traditions was a tension between regard-
ing female sexuality as a type of commodity or property, on one hand, 
and as the extension or locus for the individual’s relationship with the 
gods or God, on the other. The result in such cases was often a hybrid 
legal treatment, such that sexual violation was at times viewed as a pri-
vate tort to be remedied through fi nancial compensation, and at other 
times as a moral transgression to be punished through state imposition of 
more severe punishments, including death. The evidence from pre-Islamic 
Arabia indicates something of an exception to this overarching pattern, 
and perhaps a similarity with ancient Near Eastern societies, in that nei-
ther theocentric concerns nor the legal signifi cance of female sexual voli-
tion can be clearly deciphered. 

 The Prophetic-revelatory event that brought forth both the Islamic 
scriptures and Islamic religious discourses altered Arabian approaches 
to female sexuality and sexual violation signifi cantly, introducing a 
framework that was much more in line with surrounding religio-legal 
patterns. Islamic jurisprudence came to refl ect a tension between theo-
centric and proprietary approaches to sexual violation similar to that 
which manifested itself in the religio-legal discourses of surrounding 
societies, even while the particularities of its elaboration and reso-
lution were unique. It is outside the purview of this work to detail 
the plausibility or implausibility of the possibility that early Muslims 
directly absorbed the legal discourses of their historical and regional 
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contemporaries. However, an understanding of larger and more endur-
ing trends in the region provides a framework through which to 
understand Islamic developments, to appreciate continuities between 
pre-Islamic and Islamic ethico-legal discourses and practices without 
falling into an Islamic exceptionalism, and to appreciate the contribu-
tions of Muslim jurists to premodern conceptions of the interrelation-
ships between sexuality, subjectivity and property.       
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    2 

 Tracing Rape in Early Islamic Law    

  In the  previous chapter , I  showed that late antique Near Eastern laws 
concerning sexual violation often exhibited both tension and synthesis 
between a proprietary sexual ethics, on one hand, and a theocentric sex-
ual ethics, on the other. It was suggested that in contrast, sexual ethics 
in Arabian society functioned on a different pattern: Legitimate sexual 
relations, as structured through various forms of marriage and slav-
ery, appear to have been viewed primarily as matters of interpersonal 
 concern – of economic interest and tribal honor. In this framework, ille-
gitimate enjoyment or use of a woman’s sexuality – such as in the case of 
abduction – was understood as a usurpation of symbolic capital, a theft 
of sexual property that served a blow to both the wealth and the honor 
of the violated woman’s clan. The proprietary ethics that governed sexual 
relations does not seem to have been linked in any direct way to religious 
beliefs or practices. While the prevailing rites of Arabia certainly posited 
the existence of deities, including Allah, these dieties do not seem to have 
been overly concerned with sexual conduct. Muhammad and the message 
he conveyed in the Qur’an inaugurated a radical shift in Arabian religion 
in the direction of ethical monotheism and sought to recast sexual mat-
ters in theocentric terms. This chapter concerns itself with the ramifi ca-
tions of the Qur’anic-Prophetic intervention for the legal construction of 
sexuality in general, and of sexual violation in particular. 

 The intensely theocentric framework forwarded by the Qur’an and 
the Prophet effected a reconfi guration of sexuality in theocentric terms – 
that is, a moralization of sexuality. This moralization of sexuality made 
it meaningful to speak of certain sex acts as licit in the eyes of God, 
and others as transgressions against his command. The latter types of 
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transgressive sex acts were largely gathered in Islamic discourse under 
the category of  zina �   – a term that would serve as an anchor in juristic 
discussions of sexual violence. Sexual violation, which had previously 
been conceived largely in interpersonal, proprietary terms, came in early 
Islamic discourse to be conceived in theocentric terms, as a type of  zina �  , 
and therefore a violation against God. Islamic legal discourse thus dis-
played the same tension between a proprietary sexual ethics and a theo-
centric sexual ethics that characterized other religio-legal systems of the 
late antique Near East. The theocentric ethics emphasized by the Qur’an 
and the Prophet was also highly individualist and interiorist in nature, 
interpellating the individual subject as the unit of God’s moral command 
and judgment. Internal dispositions – including volition – became central 
elements of the individual believer’s connection with God and, accord-
ingly, subject to his command and judgment. This emphasis on individual 
volition made notions such as consent and coercion (broadly understood 
to include force, duress, and invalid consent) legally meaningful, includ-
ing in the area of sex acts. The theocentric approach to sexuality and the 
establishment of the individual moral subject together paved the way 
for a discrete legal category of rape in Islamic jurisprudence, defi ned as 
coercing an individual moral subject to unlawful intercourse, or  zina �  . 

 This theocentric reframing of sexuality did not cause early legal 
authorities to set aside the proprietary sensibility that they had inherited 
from pre-Islamic times, and that had pervaded Near Eastern ideals and 
practices for centuries. Far from abandoning a proprietary sexual ethics, 
the Qur’an and the Prophet, as depicted in the tradition literature (the 
 h 	 ad ı  � th s and the  a � tha � r ), continued to uphold it. This proprietary approach 
to sexuality remained visible in practices of marriage and concubinage 
(sexual slavery), both of which were based on the legal denotation of 
sexuality as a type of commodity, usufructory rights over which could 
be obtained through wealth exchange – that is, trade. The new theocen-
tric sexual ethics and the older proprietary sexual ethics were not always 
compatible, however, and this incompatibility was refl ected in early judi-
cial rulings and juristic opinions on the topic of sexual violation. The 
confl ict between theocentric and proprietary approaches to rape became 
most strident with regard to the coercion of free women, likely because 
of the ambiguousness of free women as both loci of sexuality and fully 
individuated moral subjects, as syntheses of person and thing, of proprie-
tor and property. In the fi rst part of this chapter, we will examine in detail 
four central themes that together formed the foundations for Islamic legal 
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doctrines on sexual violence, some of which have been briefl y introduced. 
In the second part, we will survey historical reports of early judgments 
and legal opinions pertaining to sexual violation and identify areas of 
agreement and disagreement among formative era authorities. 

 The sources for this chapter are the legal reports, or  a � tha � r , found in 
the collections of the late 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries. These reports 
are notoriously diffi cult to work with, and a great deal of scholarship 
has gone into assessing their authenticity and transmission, the upshot of 
which is that one must be careful about defi nitively attributing particu-
lar words or deeds to particular individuals. But there is another notable 
characteristic that makes these sources challenging both for constructing 
historical accounts and for explaining early legal doctrines. This is their 
atomistic and exoteric quality. The legal reports, which describe judg-
ments and opinions of early legal authorities among the fi rst generations 
of Muslims, provide little in the way of background or extended narra-
tive to enable their contextualization or interrelationship. They remain 
externally focused, describing events, judgments, and opinions, typi-
cally without enough comment to help us decipher either the actors’ or 
transmitters’ motivations. The lack of theoretical explanation in these 
legal reports does not mean that those judgments and opinions were not 
 theoretically  – or at least, ideologically  – grounded, any more than it 
means that the events described had no historical context. What it does 
mean is that those theoretical or ideological underpinnings are not trans-
parent, but require from present-day readers greater synthesis and a more 
fundamental type of interpretation than do the classical juristic texts, 
which are far more voluble. In this chapter, I present selected texts that 
together exemplify or indicate the doctrinal developments that I contend 
took place in the formative period, and leave the reader to remember that 
these doctrinal developments are usually not explicitly stated in the texts, 
but must be gleaned through an interstitial reading of them. 

 Because of the complexities of dating the legal  a � tha � r  (including the 
Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th s), it may not be possible to say with certainty that a 
specifi c sentence was passed, or a specifi c opinion was pronounced, by 
the Prophet or any particular Companion. However, my thesis does not 
depend upon precise dating of individual data. Rather, as I state in the 
Introduction, I seek to present formative-era developments in a more gen-
eral fashion, as trends or positions that emerged between the Prophet’s 
lifetime and the close of the second Islamic century, by which time the 
foundations for classical formulations of rape had been determined. It is 
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important to remember that Islamic law in the formative period – that 
is, in the fi rst two centuries or so – was not static but evolving, as early 
generations sought to establish the parameters of the new religion and 
adapt their own ideas and practices to what they believed the Qur’an 
and the Prophet taught. I suggest that doctrinal developments during the 
formative period can be roughly tracked in two ways: First, the marked 
disparity between the Qur’anic usage of certain key terms and their usage 
in the legal reports suggests the occurrence of signifi cant semantic shifts 
during the fi rst two centuries of Islam. Second, the assumption that opin-
ions and judgments attributed to Successors likely enjoy greater authen-
ticity than those attributed to the Prophet and his Companions allows 
us to speak with more assurance about doctrinal positions in the latter 
part of the formative era than the earlier. This is important for construct-
ing an Islamic legal history of sexual violence, as the infl uence of the 
Successors on Islamic law is considerable: The later Successors were the 
direct teachers of the founding fi gures in classical jurisprudence, as well 
as the fi rst compilers of the legal reports. The reliability of reports about 
later formative-era authorities, as well as biographical information about 
them, allow us to draw fairly direct doctrinal and geographical lines from 
them to classical Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  positions, as we will see. 

  Theocentric Ethics and the Moralization of Sexuality 
 

   Theocentric Ethics in the Qur’an   and the Notion of Moral 
Boundaries ( H � udu � d )  

 The pre-Islamic Arabian religion depicted Allah as a remote high god 
standing over a pantheon of lower deities who divided power among 
themselves and who seem to have demanded little in the way of inter-
personal ethics. Pre-Islamic Arabian religion itself seems to have been 
syncretistic, an amalgam of deities of different sorts with various pow-
ers. Spirits such as jinn were believed to dwell in particular objects and 
places, such as sacred stones or wells. Some of the deities were personifi ed 
natural forces, such as Quzah � , the storm god, and Mana � t, the goddess of 
destiny.  1   As with Roman religion, the demands of the local deities do not 
appear to have been highly ethical in nature. Rather, Arabian religion was 
by and large of the cosmological type, with emphasis upon propitiation 

  1        Joseph   Henninger  , “ Pre-Islamic Bedouin Religion ,” in  The Arabs and Arabia on the Eve of 
Islam , ed. F. E. Peters ( Aldershot :  Ashgate Variorum ,  1999 ),  8/114ff  .  
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of deities through external rituals in order that they may in turn bless 
petitioners with favors. There seems to have been no concept of prayer 
as a devotional practice in pre-Islamic polytheism. Instead, a primary 
form of devotion was that of sacrifi ces, both blood sacrifi ces, such as the 
ritual slaughter and communal consumption of animals, and nonblood 
offerings, such as of milk.  2   While indigenous Arabian religion did support 
belief in a supreme deity (Allah), no coherent theistic ethics seems to have 
derived from that belief. Standing above all the lesser dieties and spirits, 
transcendent Creator of all, he seems to have been too remote to have any 
real ethical impact. According to Joseph Henninger, Allah was “one of 
those great supreme gods who created the world but who plays a minor 
role in the actual cult.”  3   

 The advent of Islam into the late antique Arabian milieu altered the 
religious landscape and made obedience to Allah the center of religious 
devotion. The Qur’an categorically rejected the power or existence of 
any divinity other than Allah, who was presented as omniscient and 
 omnipotent  – unlike the earlier deities, who were limited in powers 
and jurisdictions.  4   The once-distant high god was now drawn close, and 
any spiritual intermediaries who might have buffered the human-divine 
encounter were eliminated. Furthermore, the God of the Qur’an did 
not only demand rituals of worship or propitiation (indeed, the Qur’an 
emphasizes the independence of Allah from any needs), but was also 
intensely concerned with human interpersonal ethics. The deity once too 
remote to take an interest in his subjects’ daily lives appears in the Qur’an 
as possessing a panoptic gaze, observing and judging even the most minor 
deeds. In the ethical scheme of the Qur’an, fulfi llment of one’s covenant 
with God is intertwined with ethical treatment of one’s fellow human 
beings, and salvation depends on both. This theocentric ethical vision, in 
which divine approval depends on and is measured by virtuous deeds, is 
attested throughout the Qur’an in phrases referring to “those who keep 
faith and do good works.”  5   God’s attention to the details of human con-
duct is seen, for example, in the idea that “whosoever does an atom’s 

  2     Henninger, 12/118. Also,    Uri   Rubin  , “ Han ı  � fi yya and Ka‘ba: An Inquiry into the Arabian 
pre-Islamic Background of D ı  � n Ibra � h ı  � m ,” in  The Arabs and Arabia on the Eve of Islam , 
ed. F. E. Peters ( Aldershot :  Ashgate Variorum ,  1999 ),  105/321  .  

  3     Henninger, 12/118.  
  4     On Alla � h’s omniscience, many verses may be cited, among them the following: 10:61, 

59:22–4, 6:59, 6:103, 17:55, and 24:64. On Alla � h’s omnipotence, too, many verses may 
be referenced, among them these: 2:165, 6:73, 7:54, 10:3, 10:31, and 20:6–7.  

  5     Q 29:58, 3:57, 32:19, 42:23, 38:28, 24:55, 19:96, 22:50 and many others.  
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weight of good will see it, and whosoever does an atom’s weight of evil 
will see it.”  6   In the ethics of the Qur’an, there is no domain that lies out-
side God’s purview or judgment, nowhere one might hide or escape, no 
possibility of a profane ethics. 

 A salient Qu’ranic metaphor expressing this theocentric ethics is 
that of the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  – that is, the “boundaries” or “limits” of God.” 
These  h 	 udu � d Alla � h , as presented in the Qur’an, are the divinely ordained 
parameters of morally permissible conduct. These boundaries must not 
be crossed, nor indeed, even approached. For example, after delineating 
rules for marital intimacy during Ramadan, the Qur’an states, “Those 
are the boundaries of God ( h 	 udu � d Alla � h ), so do not approach them” 
(Q 2:187). Crossing those boundaries constitutes in the fi rst instance nei-
ther a material loss nor a loss of face, but rather something entirely differ-
ent – an outrage against God himself, that is, a sin. Consequently, one who 
crosses the boundaries and fails to repent will enter hellfi re: “Whosoever 
disobeys God and His messenger and transgresses His boundaries will be 
entered into everlasting fi re” (Q 4:14). 

 The notion of the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  is invoked in the tradition literature as 
well. One of the most prominent  h 	 ad ı  � th s in the Sunn ı  �  collections evokes 
the Qur’anic  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  through the vibrant image of Allah as the 
heavenly king, full of power and majesty, who has established within his 
divine kingdom a protected sanctuary ( h 	 ima �  ). Believers are warned not to 
stray too close to this sanctuary, which cannot be entered except at great 
peril to themselves.

  The Prophet said: That which is lawful is clear, and that which is prohibited is 
clear, and between the two of them are unclear matters about which few know. 
Whosoever guards himself against these doubtful matters vindicates his religion 
and his honor. But whosoever falls into these doubtful matters, he falls into a 
prohibited [space], like the shepherd who pastures around a sanctuary, all but 
grazing therein. Truly, every king has a sanctuary, and truly, the sanctuary of 
Allah is his prohibitions.  7    

  This  h 	 ad ı  � th  echoes the Qur’anic notion of the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h , similarly 
emphasizing the nature of these boundaries as related not so much 
to beliefs as to acts (pasturing and grazing): Avoiding the boundaries 
of God’s sanctuary is equated with maintaining discipline over one’s 
conduct. 

  6     Q 99:7–8.  
  7        al-Nawaw ı  �   ,  Forty H � ad ı  � th , trans.   Ezzeddin   Ibrahim   and   Denys   Johnson-Davies   

( Beirut :  Holy Qur’an Publishing House ,  1976 ),  43   (#6), my translation.  
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 Finally, the Qur’anic notion of sin, or transgression against the bound-
aries of God ( h 	 udu � d Alla � h ), is markedly social in character. That is, the 
 h 	 udu � d  do not purely treat the individual’s relationship with God, in the 
sense of worship or service ( ‘iba � da ). Rather, the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  signify an 
ethical concept delimiting interpersonal interactions through the frame-
work of the human-divine relationship. Transgression of the boundaries 
is thus always presented as a violation against others as much as against 
the divine. Indeed, a review of the incidences of this phrase ( h 	 udu � d Alla � h ) 
in the Qur’an demonstrates this integration of meanings. Q 2:229–230, 
for instance, links transgression of the  h 	 udu � d  with injustice to oth-
ers: “Do not transgress [the boundaries of God]; whosoever transgresses 
God’s boundaries ( h 	 udu � d Alla � h ), those are the unjust ( z � a � limu � n ).” The 
Qur’anic message seems to be that there are certain boundaries in our 
relations with others that we must not cross, and if we do, then we simul-
taneously commit a trespass against God. Obedience to God and preser-
vation of the boundaries, by contrast, are manifested in just and ethical 
behavior toward others.  8   In the Qur’anic-Prophetic moral economy, just 
and kind treatment of one’s fellow human beings secures entry into para-
dise; injustice, on the contrary, provokes God’s wrath and bars one from 
everlasting bliss.  

   Sexual Virtue and  Zina �   as a Transgression against God  

 The scripture and Prophet of Islam introduced the idea of a single 
all-seeing deity who witnesses and evaluates not only external actions but 
also the hidden intentions of each and every subject, in each and every 
area of his or her life, and who has issued a host of ethical commands and 
prohibitions. All human interactions were to be governed, either directly 
or indirectly, by the divine will, rather than be left to human negotiation, 
whether communal or individual. The Qur’anic-Prophetic intervention 
in this way initiated a moralization of most spheres of life. Sexuality was 
thus brought within the ambit of religious concern and became a site of 
intense divine attention. Whereas in pre-Islamic Arabia, sexual unions 

  8     The shift in emphasis to ethical conduct did not entail a demolishing of “cosmological” ele-
ments of religion, such as purity/pollution, sacrifi ce and ritual. Rather, the Qur’an infused 
existing cosmological notions with moral value by deploying existing symbols as indica-
tions of divine power, justice, and mercy. For Islam’s ethical reframing of pre-Islamic reli-
gious cosmology and cultural ideology, see    Toshihiko   Izutsu  ,  Ethico-Religious Concepts 
in the Qur’an  (Montreal:  McGill Queens University Press ,  2002 ) , and the essays in    F. E.  
 Peters  , ed.,  The Arabs and Arabia on the Eve of Islam  (Brookfi eld:  Variorum ,  1999 ) .  
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seem to have been determined by a combination of material and status con-
cerns, proprietary matters were now signifi cantly downplayed in favor of 
concern for the divine will and maintaining the boundaries ( h 	 udu � d ) of God. 
This meant that sex acts were more than human interactions. Rather, in 
any sex act, God was a third party, serving as witness and judge. Above and 
beyond the consent of the human actors or negotiators in a sex act, Muslims 
had also to secure the “consent” of God. In this voluntaristic framework, 
divine approval or opprobrium functioned as the standard for the legiti-
macy or lawfulness of sex acts, now cast in terms of virtue and sin. 

 The Qur’an set forth a clear distinction between virtuous and sinful 
sex acts. Virtuous sexual conduct meant limiting oneself sexually to one’s 
spouse or, in the case of men, one’s slave-concubines. Having sexual rela-
tions outside these relationships was described not only as a shameful 
practice ( fa � h 	 isha ), but, more signifi cantly, as  zina �  . As we have seen,  zina �   
in the pre-Islamic period appears to have described a type of matrilocal 
polyandry comparable to the Semitic idea of harlotry, or  zenut . Although 
it may have been frowned upon or lacking honor,  zina �   prior to Islam 
does not seem to have been criminalized, punished, or regarded as a sin – 
that is, as a moral transgression against the divine. Arguably, it could not 
have been, because the notion of sexual transgression required a theocen-
tric ethics of the type that had yet to crystallize. The Qur’an and early 
Islamic discourse (including the Prophetic  sunna ) did not so much intro-
duce novel terms through which to articulate the new theocentric sexual 
ethics, as bend preexisting terms to serve a new moral function. Thus, the 
term  zina �  , which during pre-Islamic times seems to have had a limited 
meaning of “harlotry” or “promiscuity,” was now broadened to include 
all sexual activity that stood outside the union of dominion (patrilo-
cal patrilineal polygyny) – including what was generally understood in 
late antique societies as “adultery” (sex between a man and a married 
woman) as well as sex between unmarried persons. Just as importantly, 
 zina �   did not simply constitute a social or cultural violation; it was also 
a moral violation, a transgression against God. Adherents of the new 
religion were commanded to refrain from  zina �  : “Nor come nigh to  zina �  , 
for it is a shameful deed ( fa � h 	 isha ) and an evil road.”  9   The Qur’an extols 
“those who protect their private parts, except from their spouses or those 
whom their right hands possess, for such are without blame. And whoso-
ever desires beyond that, such are transgressors.”  10   The Islamic casting of 

  9     Q 17:32.  
  10     Q 23:5–7.  
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 zina �   as sinful sexual relations signaled a transvaluation of sexuality from 
an interpersonal sphere into a moralized sphere. 

 A critical upshot of this new theocentric approach to sexuality was 
that the licitness or legitimacy of a sex act was determined primarily 
by the extent to which it met divine approval. Human approval or dis-
approval – that is, the consent or nonconsent of the parties involved – 
was legally signifi cant, but the will of human subjects was of secondary 
importance compared with the will of God, the ultimate subject. This pri-
macy of divine over human volition had important ramifi cations for the 
legal construction of sexual violence. It meant that only after the moral 
classifi cation of a sex act had been determined – that is, its licitness or 
illicitness – did human volition – in our case, that of the female party – 
become legally meaningful. Put another way: Coercion within marriage 
or concubinage might be repugnant, but it remained fundamentally legal. 
Conversely, an illicit relationship of  zina �   was always sinful, even if the 
parties were consenting. The theocentric approach to sexuality, and the 
resultant notion of  zina �   as illicit or transgressive regardless of volition, 
would be foundational for constructions of rape in Islamic discourse. 
For it meant, on one hand, that  zina �   included both consensual and coer-
cive (or nonconsensual) sex, and conversely, that rape was defi ned as a 
coercive form of fornication. In classical Sunn ı  �  jurisprudence, then, what 
jurists understood by “rape” was, fi rst and foremost, “coercive  zina �  .”  11    

   The Legalization of the  H � udu � d  and the Designation of  Zina �  
 as a  H � add  Crime  

 The  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  appears in the Qur’an as a moral and ethical concept, 
denoting certain boundaries on human action vis- à -vis God and thereby 
vis- à -vis others. It is not a  legal  concept, insofar as the Qur’an does not 
list specifi c deeds that constitute either upholding or crossing the  h 	 udu � d,  
and does not affi liate the term with any worldly jurisdiction or discipline .  
During the formative period of Islamic law, however, the understanding 
of the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  underwent a signifi cant transformation  – one that 
would be critical not only for juristic conceptions of rape, but for Islamic 
jurisprudence as a whole. By the end of the formative period, although 
it retained the Qur’anic connotation of divinely imposed boundaries to 

  11     For a more detailed argumentation of  zina �   as constituting both consensual and coer-
cive sex, and the primacy of licitness over volition in sex acts, see    Hina   Azam  , “ Rape 
as a Variant of Fornication ( zina �  ) in Islamic Law: An Examination of the Early Legal 
Reports ,”  Journal of Law and Religion   28 : 2  (Spring  2013 ) .  
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human action, the term  h 	 udu � d  had taken on a particular and concrete 
meaning, suitable for integration into a legal framework. This transfor-
mation may be called a “legalization of the  h 	 udu � d .” 

 We can anchor the semantic shift from an abstract, ethical meaning 
of  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  to a particular, legal meaning by noting several specifi c 
differences between the Qur’anic and classical juristic uses of the term.  12   
According to Fazlur Rahman, the Qur’an uses the term  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  to 
mean simply “limits (prescribed by) God” and so to indicate the general 
parameters of virtuous behavior, without much specifi cation. The abstract 
usage of  h 	 udu � d  in the Qur’an is refl ected in the fact that it always appears 
as a plural noun and never in the singular ( h 	 add ). The unspecifi ed nature 
of the Qur’anic usage of  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  possibly suggests even a communal 
or cultural determination of content. Accordingly, Fazlur Rahman notes 
that the term  h 	 udu � d  in the Qur’an is best understood in the sense of 
 ma‘ru � f , or “that which is known (socio-culturally) to be good.”  13   

 The deployment of the term  h 	 udu � d  in the classical  fi qh  works, in con-
trast, refl ects a narrowing and concretization of content, signaled by fre-
quent use of the term  h 	 add  in the singular. In those texts, the term  h 	 udu � d 
(Alla � h)  is used to denote, fi rst, divinely imposed prohibitions on a handful 
of particular acts. According to the jurists ( fuqaha � ’ ), these prohibited acts 
were theft ( sariqa ), fornication ( zina �  ), false accusation of  zina �   ( qadhf ), 
brigandry ( h 	 ira � ba ), and wine consumption ( sharb khamr ). According to 
some lists, apostasy ( irtida � d ) and murder also fell under the  h 	 udu � d , as 
they both provoked a death penalty, the latter by way of retaliation, or 
 qis � a � s �  .  14   Second, the  fi qh  works use the term  h 	 udu � d  not only to refer to 
the preceding prohibited or sinful acts, but also to the “fi xed, mandatory 
punishments” ( ‘uqu � ba � t muqaddara ) to be imposed on those who commit 
such acts.  15   The addition of a punitive element to the classical concept of 
 h 	 udu � d  has been observed by Mohammed H. Kamali, who writes: “On no 

  12     The disparity between the Qur’anic usage of the term  h 	 udu � d  and its usage in the  a � tha � r  
and later juristic works has been discussed or alluded to by several scholars. See in par-
ticular:     Christian   Lange  ,  Justice, Punishment and the Medieval Muslim Imagination  
(Cambridge:   Cambridge University Press ,  2008 ) ;    Mohammad Hashim   Kamali  , 
“ Punishment in Islamic Law: A Critique of the Hudud Bill of Kelantan, Malaysia ,”  Arab 
Law Quarterly   13 : 3  ( 1998 )  203–34  ; and    Fazlur   Rahman  , “ The Concept of  H � add  in 
Islamic Law ,”  Islamic Studies   4  ( 1965 )  237–51  .  

  13     Rahman, “The Concept of  H � add ,” 238–40.  
  14     See Lange, 185.  
  15        Rudolph   Peters  ,  Crime and Punishment in Islamic Law  (Cambridge:   Cambridge 

University Press ,  2005 ),  53  . Also, Rahman, 237, who describes the juristic defi nition of 
 h 	 udu � d Alla � h  as “fi xed punishments” or “punishments of an unchangeable quantum.”  
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occasion has the Qur’an . . . used  h 	 add  or  h 	 udu � d  in the specifi c sense of 
punishment, fi xed or otherwise. When we compare the Qur’anic usage of 
 h 	 add  with the use of this term in  fi qh , we notice that a basic development 
has taken place, which is that the term  h 	 add  has been reserved to signify 
a fi xed and unchangeable punishment that is laid down in the Qur’an or 
Sunnah.”  16   

 A few additional points should be highlighted regarding the classical 
legal meaning of  h 	 udu � d  as compared with the Qur’anic meaning: First, 
the Qur’an describes the  h 	 udu � d  – meaning general moral boundaries – as 
divinely designated; postformative juristic discourse transfers this same 
divine authority – and therefore, fi xed, unchanging quality – to the nar-
row, legalized construction of  h 	 udu � d . Second, classical jurisprudence uses 
the term  h 	 udu � d  in the context of entirely different areas of conduct than 
does the Qur’an. Indeed, classical jurists never apply the term  h 	 udu � d  to 
its Qur’anic referents, which are largely related to domestic relations.  17   
Conversely, the Qur’an never uses the term  h 	 udu � d  in connection with 
that handful of crimes and associated punishments found in classical lists. 
In fact, the areas of interpersonal conduct in relation to which the Qur’an 
sternly warns believers not to cross the  h 	 udu � d  are typically disregarded 
in later jurisprudence as having any relation to the divine boundaries 
or legal prohibitions. Third and fi nally, classical  fi qh  conceives the term 
 h 	 udu � d  instrumentally, as something to be enacted or imposed, in contrast 
to the Qur’an, in which the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  are portrayed as ontological in 
nature: It is possible to  maintain  or to  transgress  the boundaries of God, 
but not to  impose  them, as they are not instruments to be grasped or 
wielded by human beings. In legal discourse, by contrast, the  h 	 udu � d  are 
very much disciplinary instruments, to be applied in this world and not 
left to God’s judgment in the next. 

 All of the preceding discussion suggests that the Qur’anic notion of 
 h 	 udu � d  was undergoing a process of semantic concretization during the 

  16        M. H.   Kamali  , “ Punishment in Islamic Law: A Critique of the H � udu � d Bill of Kelantan, 
Malaysia ,”  Arab Law Quarterly   13 : 3  ( 1998 ), p.  219  . Also, on p. 220: “It is thus evident 
that the Qur’anic concepts of  hudud  and  hudud  Allah are not meant to consist of pun-
ishments, nor of purely punitive and mandatory sanctions. They are used in the Qur’an 
to imply a set of broad moral and legal guidelines which must be observed and upheld. 
The basic concern is clearly with the moral limits of conduct in the sense of identifying 
what is generally good and righteous as opposed to that which must be avoided and 
discouraged.”  

  17     Q 2:229–30 and Q 65:1 deal with divorce; Q 2:187 addresses conjugal sex during the 
nights of Ramad � a � n; Q 4:13–14 concern inheritance; Q 58:4 pertains to the  kaffa � ra  for 
 z � iha � r ; and Q 9:97 and 9:112 are general in import.  
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formative period, which in turn explains the fl uid use of the term in the 
legal reports ( a � tha � r ). For example, the term  h 	 udu � d  is prominently used 
in the Qur’an in relation to divorce, but divorce is not among the clas-
sical lists of  h 	 add  violations. However, the inclusion of divorce among 
the  h 	 add  violations is preserved in a legal opinion attributed to Ibra � h ı  � m 
al-Nakha‘ ı  � , who said, “The testimony of women is not permitted in the 
 h 	 udu � d , and divorce is among the strongest ( ashadd ) of the  h 	 udu � d .”  18   
Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  died in the mid-2nd/8th century and was a contem-
porary of Abu �  H � an ı  � fa. His inclusion of divorce among the  h 	 udu � d  at such 
a late date underscores the instability of the legal category of  h 	 udu � d  in the 
formative era. Along the same lines, a  h 	 ad ı  � th  in Bukha � r ı  � ’s  S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	   assigns 
a corporal punishment – which later became a hallmark of the  h 	 add  sen-
tences – to six deeds: idolatry, theft, fornication, slander, rebellion, and 
infanticide. As any perusal of classical  h 	 udu � d  lists will reveal, idolatry 
and infanticide fell by the wayside. Indeed, some matters regarding the 
identifi cation of the  h 	 udu � d  remained unsettled even into the classical 
period, most notably male sodomy, which Abu �  H � an ı  � fa did not regard as 
the equivalent to the  h 	 add  crime of  zina �  .  19   The overarching point is that 
neither the determination of which acts constituted  h 	 add  violations, nor 
the idea of  h 	 add  violations entailing fi xed corporal punishments, is found 
in the Qur’an. Rather, both were the result of a concretization or legali-
zation process in the formative period. 

 Central to the idea of the  h 	 udu � d  as it came to be legally articulated 
was the corporal nature of the assigned penalties. Whether amputation, 
fl ogging, stoning, or exile, the penalties for  h 	 add  crimes were always to 
be exercised on the body of the perpetrator. That the corporal punish-
ment was essential to the legal concept of  h 	 add  is evinced by the fact that 
the four offenses for which the Qur’an prescribes a bodily punishment – 
theft, brigandry, fornication, and slander – all appear in classical  h 	 udu � d  
lists.  20   The idea that violations against God must be penalized through a 
scourging of the body is thought-provoking. The language and imagery 

  18       Sa  h �   nu � n  (d. 240/854),  Al-Mudawwanat al-Kubra �  , 5 vols. ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya , 
 1994 ), 4: 25–6   (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  

  19     See, e.g., Lange, 199ff. He writes that “the very existence of [Companionate reports on 
the question of  liwa � t 
  ], according to the anti- h 	 add  H � anaf ı  � s, was proof that no divinely 
ordained ( muqaddar shar‘an ) punishment had existed in early Islam. In fact, the varie-
gated ways in which the Companions had dealt with sodomites attest to a confusing 
situation of legal uncertainty” (Lange, p. 204).  

  20     Conversely, by the end of the formative period, it was agreed upon that injuries to 
property could not be corporally penalized, but only be penalized through fi nes and 
indemnities.  
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surrounding the  h 	 udu � d  in Islamic discourse suggest that the link between 
transgression of the divine boundaries and the punishment of the body 
lies partly in the idea of the relationship between the servant and the 
divine king, and partly in the idea of penance through mortifi cation of the 
body. Indeed, the notion of God as the ultimate king and sovereign looms 
large in the Islamic religious imagination and is deployed throughout the 
Qur’an and tradition literature, as exemplifi ed previously in the famous 
Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th  about the shepherd who dares to graze his fl ock within 
the sanctuary of the king. The identifi cation of the Qur’anic  h 	 udu � d  with 
corporal punishments invokes a monarchical image of power and chas-
tisement. Just as an earthly king brooks no challenge to his authority 
from his subjects, so God brooks no challenge. Just as an earthly king 
must defend his realm against trespass, so must the divine king. And just 
as an earthly king has no choice but to punish subjects who trespass 
against him if he is to sustain his authority and maintain order, so must 
God chastise those who violate his sanctuary. No monetary expiation 
can suffi ce; rather, redemption can occur only via an exemplary punish-
ment, through an inscribing of the sacred boundaries upon the very body 
of the transgressor. Along these lines, Michel Foucault has explained the 
premodern notion of crime as a transgression against the person of the 
sovereign, who must then retaliate through a physical display of absolute 
power. In his analysis of medieval torture and the public execution, he 
describes the body of the criminal as the site upon which the power of 
the king is revealed to all:

  Besides its immediate victim, the crime attacks the sovereign. . . . The intervention 
of the sovereign . . . is a direct reply to the person who has offended him. . . . Over 
and above the crime that has placed the sovereign in contempt, [the monarch’s 
punishment] deploys before all eyes an invincible force. Its aim is not so much 
to re-establish a balance as to bring into play . . . the dissymmetry between the 
subject who has dared to violate the law and the all-powerful sovereign who 
displays his strength. . . . There must be an emphatic affi rmation of power and of 
its intrinsic superiority. And this superiority is not simply that of right, but that of 
the physical strength of the sovereign beating down upon the body of his adver-
sary and mastering it.  21    

  The punishment for violating the divine boundaries, the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h , 
in this view, must not only be corporal, but also severe. For this sort 

  21        Foucault ,  Michel  ,  Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison , trans.   Alan   Sheridan   
[orig.  Surveiller et Punir:  Naissance de la prison ] ( New  York :   Random House ,  1977  
[1975]),  47–9  .  
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of punishment is not meant to be proportional: Equity may be sought 
between God’s creatures, but between God’s creatures and God himself, 
the relationship envisioned is one of overwhelming power and domina-
tion. A transgression against the sacred territory of God himself is thus to 
be answered with a swift and severe display of God’s punitive capacity. 

 And yet, while displaying God’s power, the corporal  h 	 add  punish-
ments also are envisioned in Islamic discourse as avenues for redemption, 
a scourging of the body enabling a purifi cation and thus reconciliation 
with one’s Lord. It is in this sense that the eponymic founder of the 
Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  school quotes the Prophet as saying that the  h 	 add  punishments 
have been sent down by God as a means of atonement for sins.  22   This 
redemptive capacity of the  h 	 add  punishment is prominent throughout 
the  h 	 ad ı  � th s on  zina �  , in which perpetrators seek out the Prophet in order 
to ask that he punish them and relieve them of sin. The theme of atone-
ment through blood sacrifi ce is notable in the accounts relating to Ma � ‘iz 
al-Aslam ı  � , who confessed committing  zina �   to the Prophet and sought 
the  h 	 add  punishment, saying, “O Messenger of God! Purify me! ( ya �  
rasu � l Alla � h, t 
 ahhir-n ı  �  ).”  23   An even more direct reference to the redemp-
tive capacity of the corporal  h 	 add  punishments is found in the  h 	 ad ı  � th s 
about two women from the tribes Gha � mid (al-Gha � mid ı  � ya) and Juhayna 
(al-Juhan ı  � ya), respectively. These two women, like Ma � ‘iz, sought out the 
Prophet on their own, seeking purifi cation ( t 
 aha � ra ) from their sin of 
 zina �   through application of the  h 	 add . After their deaths, the Muslims 
expressed confusion over whether they were to be prayed for or cursed. 
In the case of the woman of Juhayna, the Prophet declared, “Indeed, 
her repentance is so great that were it to be distributed among seventy 
residents of Mad ı  � na, it would shelter them ( law qusimat bayna sab‘ ı  � n 
min ahl il-Mad ı  � na la-wasi‘at-hum ). Have you ever seen a repentance 

  22      La‘alla’l-h 	 udu � d nazalat kaffa � ratan li’l-dhunub . Lange, 285, n. 26.  
  23     The stoning of Ma � ‘iz is found in multiple versions and sources. See    Muslim b.   al-H � ajja � j  , 

 al-Ja � mi‘ al-S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  , 8 vols. ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Ma‘rifa , n.d.), 5: 117–20   (K.  al-H � udu � d);    Abu �   
 Da � wu � d  ,  Sunan , 3  vols., ed. Muh � ammad al-Kha � lid ı  �  ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya , 
 1998 ) 3: 163   (#4466);   al-Bukha � r ı  �  ,  Matn S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  al-Bukha � r ı  � , bi H � a � shiya al-Sind ı  �  , 4 vols 
in 2 ( Cairo :   Da � r Ih � ya � ‘ al-Kutub al-‘Arab ı  � ya , n.d.)  (cited hereafter as  “MSB” ), 4:178 
(K. al-H � udu � d wa’l-Muh � a � rib ı  � n); and    Abu �    H � an ı  � fa  ,  Musnad (riwa � yat al-H � askaf ı  � ) , ed. ‘Abd 
al-Rah � ma � n H � asan Mah � mu � d ( Cairo :   Maktabat al- Ā da � b wa Mat 
 bu � ‘a � ti-ha �  ,  1981 ),  114   
(K. al-H � udu � d, #5).The “Ma � ‘iz” in the previous accounts may be same as the “Aslam ı  � ” 
(the man of the tribe Aslam) in the following accounts, which is what Muslim suggests. 
See Muslim, 5:116 (K. al-H � udu � d, #116);    Ma � lik  ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  (riw. Abu �  Mus � ‘ab) , ed. Bashsha � r 
‘Awwa � d Ma‘ru � f and Mah � mu � d Muh � ammad Khal ı  � l ( Beirut :  Mu’assasat al-Risa � la ,  1993 ), 
2: 16   (K. al-H � udu � d, #1756); al-Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:176–8 (K. al-H � udu � d wa’l-Muh � a � rib ı  � n) 
and 4:238 (K. al-Ah � ka � m).  
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better than that of one who sacrifi ced her life for God the Exalted?”  24   
In a similar situation during the stoning of the Gha � mid ı  � ya, when a cer-
tain follower insulted her, the Prophet exclaimed, “By the One in whose 
hand is my life, she has repented [so sincerely] that if a brigand were 
to repent likewise, God would forgive even him.”  25   In all these situa-
tions, the infl iction of the  h 	 add  is clearly associated with purifi cation 
and atonement.  26   

 The articulation of the  h 	 udu � d  as a legal category was of central impor-
tance to the development of Islamic rape law because  zina �   was among the 
acts that came to be defi nitively listed as a  h 	 add  crime. Although there 
appears to have been some disagreement over the inclusion of various 
other crimes among the  h 	 udu � d , the inclusion of  zina �   does not appear to 
have elicited debate, and it appears in nearly if not all transmitted early 
lists.  27   The inclusion of  zina �   among the  h 	 udu � d  was likely encouraged by 
Qur’anic and Prophetic specifi cation of corporal punishments for it. In 
the Qur’an, the punishment for  zina �   is given as fl ogging:

  The woman who commits  zina �   (lit.  za � niya ) and the man who commits  zina �   (lit. 
 za � n ı  �  ), fl og each of them with a hundred stripes, and do not let compassion for 
them overtake you in [a matter of] God’s religion, if you are believers in God and 
the last day.   (Q 24:2)  

  In the  h 	 ad ı  � th  literature, as shown previously, the Prophet is recorded as 
imposing death by stoning ( rajm ) in some cases of  zina �  .  28   Stoning for  zina �   
is also depicted in the  h 	 ad ı  � th  of the laborer ( ‘as ı  � f ),  29   and in a case in which 
Muh � ammad was asked to adjudicate regarding an adulterous Jewish 
couple.  30   Although there seems to have been some initial contention after 

  24     Muslim, 5:121 (K. al-H � udu � d). For a closer study of the narrative of the Juhan ı  � ya, see 
   Pavel   Pavlovitch  , “ The Stoning of a Pregnant Adulteress from Juhayna:  The Early 
Evolution of a Muslim Tradition ,”  Islamic Law and Society   17  ( 2010 )  1–62  .  

  25     Muslim, 5:120 (K. al-H � udu � d). The term  maks  here refers to one who commits extortion 
through threats or deeds of violence, thus a brigand or highwayman. It is worth noting 
here that the Prophet seems to regard  maks  as a worse sin than  zina �  .  

  26     The interrelationships among sacrifi cial violence, atonement, and communal purifi cation 
have been fruitfully explored by    Rene   Girard  . See, in particular, his  Violence and the 
Sacred , trans.   Patrick   Gregory   ( Baltimore :  Johns Hopkins University Press ,  1977 ) , and 
  The Scapegoat  ( Baltimore :  The Johns Hopkins University Press ,  1986 ) .  

  27     For a detailed discussion of early lists of  h 	 add  violations, as well as of the relation-
ship between the legal category of  h 	 udu � d  and the scriptural delineation of “grave sins” 
( kaba � ’ir ), see Lange, especially pp. 185ff, 199ff, and 104–5.  

  28     See, e.g., Ma � lik b. Anas,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  (riwa � yat Ab ı  �  Mus � ‘ab) , 2:16.  
  29     This  h 	 ad ı  � th  will be discussed in full, later.  
  30     See, e.g., Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:177  & 182 (K.  al-H � udu � d wa’l-Muh � a � rib ı  � n); and Muslim, 

5:121–3 (K.  al-H � udu � d). While no authorities of the formative period seem to have 
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Muhammad’s death over the precedential value of his stoning sentences, 
Sunn ı  �  authorities reached a consensus during the formative period that 
the correct punishment for fornication ( zina � )  by an unmarried person 
(that is, a virgin, or  bikr ) is fl ogging (and exile for free males, according 
to some), while the correct punishment for those who are currently or 
previously married (that is, those of  thayyib  or  muh 	 s � an  status) is death by 
stoning.  31   The specifi cation of a bodily penalty for  zina �   in the scriptural 
texts thus supported, and was supported by, the emerging legal category 
of  h 	 add  crimes as acts that constitute a trespass against the sacred bound-
aries of the divine sovereign, and that inexorably provoke divinely fi xed 
corporal punishments.  

   Ramifi cations of Classifying  Zina �   as a  H � add  Crime  

 The inclusion of  zina �   as one of the  h 	 add  crimes was critical in several 
ways. First, because rape was understood as a coercive form of  zina �  , the 
categorization of  zina �   as a  h 	 add  violation meant that rape, too, was con-
sidered a  h 	 add  violation, with all that implied of transgressing against 

doubted that the Prophet stoned fornicators, there seems to have been some initial doubt 
as to the precedential value of his decisions to do so, as it was not certain whether he 
passed the decisions for stoning before or after the Qur’anic injunction to fl og fornica-
tors. (See Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:176 [K. al-H � udu � d wa’l-Muh � a � rib ı  � n].) Early controversy sur-
rounding the stoning penalty is also attested in a hadith of ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b. (See 
Ma � lik b. Anas,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �   [ riw. Abu �  Mus � ‘ab ], 2:21 [K. al-H � udu � d, #1766].) Yet however 
much there may have been a difference of opinion, the prevailing position by the close of 
the formative period of Islamic law was that the Prophet’s decisions to stone carried full 
precedential weight. For a provocative discussion about the murky origins of the ston-
ing penalty for  zina �  , see    John   Burton  , “ The Origin of the Islamic Penalty for Adultery ,” 
 Trans. Glasg. Univ. Orient. Soc.   26  ( 1978 )  16–27  .  

  31     This bifurcation of the penalty based on sexual-marital status is expressed in the follow-
ing two reports, the fi rst about fl ogging unmarried persons, the second about stoning 
previously-married persons:

  From Zayd b. Kha � lid al-Juhan ı  � : Regarding the one who commits  zina �   and is not  muh 	 s � an , 
I heard the Messenger of God order a hundred stripes and yearlong exile. 

 Ibn Shiha � b said:  ‘Urwa b.  al-Zubayr informed me that ‘Umar b.  al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b exiled 
[those who commit  zina �  .] After this the Sunna has not ceased. (Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:181 
[K. al-H � udu � d wa’l-Muh � a � rib ı  � n])  

  And:

  From ‘Abd Alla � h: The Messenger of God said: “It is not permitted [to shed] the blood 
of a Muslim who testifi es that there is no god but God and that I am the messenger 
of God, except in one of three [cases]: a life for a life, the  thayyib  who commits  zina �  , 
and the apostate from the religion who leaves the community. (Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:187 
[K. al-Diya � t])    
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God and necessitating an expiatory corporal punishment.  32   Second, treat-
ing  zina �   as a  h 	 add  crime meant that it was to be governed by a legal 
principle of profound consequence in Islamic jurisprudence. This prin-
ciple, which was also taking shape in the formative period of Islamic 
law, discouraged imposing the  h 	 add  punishments except in the narrowest 
circumstances. Therefore, at the same time that the ethical category of the 
 h 	 udu � d Alla � h  was being reformulated into a legal category of tremendous 
punitive potential, Muslim juristic discourse was developing a constraint 
on that same potential, perhaps in response to the jurists’ (and perhaps 
even the Prophet’s) abhorrence of such severe punishments. This con-
straint was expressed in an important pair of oft-recited maxims: The 
fi rst instructed that  h 	 add  punishments should be averted in cases of doubt 
( idra’u � ’l-h 	 udu � d bi’l-shubuha � t ), and the second, that  h 	 add  punishments 
should be averted as much as possible  (idra’u � ’l-h 	 udu � d ma �  istat 
 a‘tum ).  33   
This meant that the  h 	 add  punishment for  zina �   was only to be imposed 
in cases of absolute certainty, and that a judge would ideally seek not to 
impose it. We will see later the impact of these maxims on Islamic rape 
law, for they functioned to turn adjudicators away from punishing those 
who committed  zina �  , whether in consensual or coercive contexts. 

 A third signifi cant effect of designating  zina �   as a  h 	 add  crime was 
that female testimony was categorically excluded from its establish-
ment. During the course of the formative period, the majority of Sunn ı  �  
legal authorities concluded that only male testimony was permissible in 
 h 	 add  cases, including  zina �   cases.  34   In our later examination of Ma � lik ı  �  
and H � anaf ı  �  evidence law, we will see in detail how this gender exclusion 

  32     For more on the early category of rape as a subtype of  zina �  , see Azam, “Rape as a 
Variant.”  

  33     These particular maxims, so important in Islamic law, do not fi gure highly in the  h 	 ad ı  � th  
compilations, only occurring in one of the six Sunn ı  �  collections. Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba cites the 
principle, attributing it not to the Prophet but to ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, who said, “I prefer 
to suspend the  h 	 udu � d  on the basis of doubts, rather than to implement them.” Analysis of 
the  a � tha � r  compilations have prompted many scholars to conclude that this pair of max-
ims emerged in the formative rather than Prophetic period. For discussions of these max-
ims, see the following: Lange, 192ff;    Intisar   Rabb  , “ Islamic Legal Maxims as Substantive 
Canons of Construction:  H � udu � d -Avoidance in Cases of Doubt ,”  Islamic Law and Society  
 17  ( 2010 ),  63–125  ; and    Maribel   Fierro  , “ Idra’u �  l-H � udu � d bi’l-Shubuha � t: When Lawful 
Violence Meets Doubt ,”  Hawwa   5 : 2–3  ( 2007 )  2008–38  . Rabb argues that while the 
maxim as we now know it is attributed to the Prophet, it is presented as an anony-
mous saying in the earliest works (Rabb, 63–4 and 70). Both Fierro and Rabb highlight 
Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  � ’s (d. ca. 96/717) role in supplying the earliest version of this maxim 
in this wording.  

  34     For the post-Prophetic development of this doctrine, See Hina Azam, “Testimony.”  
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affected the ability of victims to establish rape in court. For now, it is suf-
fi cient simply to point out that the classifi cation of  zina �   as a  h 	 add  crime 
not only was substantively important, but had critical consequences for 
evidence law as well.   

  Legal Agency and Its Impediments 
 

   Interpellating the Individual as Subject of the Divine Address  

 Although our knowledge of pre-Islamic Arabian religion is limited, we 
have suggested that the ancient dieties of the Near East did not take much 
interest in the ethical conduct of their devotees, or in their interior con-
dition. The gaze of the ancient Arabian gods seemed largely focused on 
external and communal acts and less on the individual and his or her con-
science, even as the surrounding Jewish, Christian, and even Zoroastrian 
traditions cultivated fairly robust notions of a single all-powerful deity 
who commanded not only virtuous deeds but virtuous thoughts of each 
and every individual. I have outlined how the Qur’anic-Prophetic inter-
vention initiated a transformation in the Arabian concept of divinity in 
the direction of its neighbors, such that all the lesser deities were united 
into a single deity, Allah, absolute in power and oversight. This section 
addresses a second thematic development initiated or reinforced by the 
Qur’an, corollary to that just discussed and equally pivotal to Muslim 
juristic constructions of sexual violation. This second theme comprises 
two elements:  fi rst, a positing of the individual as the subject of the 
divine address and the unit of moral action and evaluation, and second, 
an emphasis not only on external acts but also on interior dispositions – 
that is, on matters of volition. 

 Islamic theocentrism postulated human beings as accountable before 
a single omnipotent and omniscient God whose commands and judg-
ment govern all aspects of life, including sexuality. Although such a theo-
centric ethics could have been communally oriented, the Qur’an leaned 
toward individualism. Muhammad’s revelation, while it spoke of com-
munities and nations, insisted that it is as an individual that each must 
stand before God on the Day of Reckoning. The utter aloneness of one’s 
position before God is emphasized in Q 31:33, which reads, “O mankind, 
fear your Lord and fear a Day when no father will avail his son, nor will a 
son avail his father at all,” and again at Q 19:95: “And every one of them 
will come alone to Him on the Day of Resurrection.” The insistence on 
the individual as the unit of moral earning and accountability can be read 
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in verses such as Q 17:15, which declares, “Whoever goes right, goes right 
only for his own benefi t. And whoever goes astray, goes astray to his own 
loss. None laden with burdens can bear another’s burden.”  35   Similarly, at 
Q 35:18, we fi nd, “And no bearer of burdens shall bear another’s burden, 
and if one heavily laden calls another to (bear) his load, nothing of it will 
be lifted even though he be near of kin.”  36   The relationship between indi-
vidual judgment and the all-encompassing vision of God is highlighted in 
passages such as Q 60:3: “Of no profi t to you will be your relatives and 
your children on the Day of Judgment: He will judge between you: for 
Allah sees well all that you do.” One of the cardinal passages on this 
theme of individual moral responsibility is found in the oft-recited last 
two verses of the chapter “The Cow” (al-Baqara), in Q 2:286: “Allah 
does not burden ( la �  yukallif ) a soul beyond its capacity. In its favor is 
that which it has earned, and against it is that which it has earned.” As 
Watt has observed, the Qur’anic-Prophetic moment served to leaven a 
process in which social and religious structures were already changing 
to conform to “the new individualistic society.”  37   The theocentric ethics 
forwarded in the Qur’an clearly established the individual, and not the 
group, as the true subject of the moral law. 

 Louis Althusser’s description of how ideologies interpellate subjects 
is useful here.  38   Althusser’s notion of interpellation, of calling persons to 
subjectivity, fi nds its unexpected parallel in the Islamic juridical notion of 
 takl ı  � f , or individual moral burdening. This notion of  takl ı  � f  appears in Q 
2:286, quoted previously.  Takl ı  � f  is based on the idea that God – the sub-
ject par excellence – addresses human beings. That is, it is not  speaking , 
but  being spoken to , that calls a person into relationship with the divine, 
and that makes one into an ethico-legal subject. The  mukallaf  is one who 
has been addressed, or “hailed,” in Althusser’s language, by the normative 
speech of God. At the same time that the divine address interpellates all 
human individuals as ethical subjects, it simultaneously establishes hier-
archies. Accordingly, classical Islamic legal ideology envisioned a hierar-
chy of legal subjectivity, such that certain individuals were seen as fuller 

  35     Also see Q 41:46.  
  36     See also Q 6:164.  
  37        W. Montgomery   Watt  , “ Belief in a ‘High God’ in Pre-Islamic Arabia ,” in  The Arabs and 

Arabia on the Eve of Islam , ed. F. E. Peters ( Aldershot :  Ashgate Variorum ,  1999 )  163  .  
  38        Louis   Althusser  , “ Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses ,” in  Lenin and Philosophy 

and Other Essays , trans. Ben Brewster ( New York :  Monthly Review Press ,  1971 )  170ff  ; 
and    Stuart   Hall  , “ The Problem of Ideology: Marxism without Guarantees ,” in  Critical 
Discourses in Cultural Studies  ( London :  Routledge ,  1996 )  30  .  
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legal subjects than others. In classical jurisprudence, the lesser  takl ı  � f  – and 
thus, lesser legal autonomy – of women, slaves, and children was linked 
to their not being seen as “hailed” to the same extent as the fullest of 
ethico-legal subjects, the free adult male. Among women, sexual-marital 
status also became a factor in determining legal agency, with the nonvir-
gin ( thayyib , or “matron”) sometimes granted greater agency than the 
virgin ( bikr ). These hierarchies were consistently reproduced in Islamic 
law through differential valuations of bodies and wills. Despite this dif-
ferentiation, the notion of human beings as individually called into the 
ethico-legal burden by the divine address remains constant. 

 Furthermore, the individualized judgment of God, as presented in the 
Qur’an, is based not only on external behavior, but also on one’s inner 
thoughts and intentions. In the Qur’an, the emphasis upon one’s inte-
rior stance is expressed in the symbolism of the “heart”: The one who 
will be brought to the Garden is “he who comes to God with a sound 
heart ( qalb sal ı  � m ),”  39   who comes to God “with a devout heart ( qalb 
mun ı  � b ).”  40   Indeed, intention is not simply an adjunct to God’s evalua-
tion of human conduct, but its foundation: It is possible to distinguish 
between what a person  does  and what he or she  intends  to do. Volition is 
thus established in the Qur’an as morally signifi cant. “God will not call 
you to account for careless speech ( laghw )  . . . but rather by what your 
hearts have earned ( bi-ma �  kasabat qulu � bu-kum ).”  41   A person is forgiven 
for error, and is judged only by what is in the heart: “There is no blame 
on you if you make a mistake in the matter, but rather [what counts 
is] the decision in your hearts ( ma �  ta‘ammadat qulu � bu-kum ).”  42   In the 
 h 	 ad ı  � th  literature, as well, one fi nds the elemental principle that actions 
are judged by intentions: The Prophet is reported as saying, “Works are 
[measured] by intentions ( innama’l-a‘ma � l bi’l-niyya � t ), and to every man 
is [attributed] only that which he intends.”  43   In Islamic moral discourse, 
God’s ability to see into the heart and to evaluate intentions functioned as 
a double-edged sword: On one side, it meant that the collectivity offered 
no refuge from His all-seeing gaze. On the other, it meant that one might 
plead before God and the court that one had acted without volition even 
when committing prohibited acts, and thereby hope for exoneration. The 

  39     Q 26:89.  
  40     Q 50:33.  
  41     Q 2:22.  
  42     Q 33:5.  
  43       Bukha � r ı  �  ,  S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  al-Bukha � r ı  �  , 3  vols. ( Cairo :   Da � r al-H � ad ı  � th , n.d.)  (cited hereafter as 

“ S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  ”), 1:2 (K. Bad’ al-Wah � y).  
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Qur’anic-Prophetic discourse thus opened up the possibility for the type 
of argument that St. Augustine made in regard to the ravished nuns of 
Rome, when he argued for their spiritual and moral integrity through the 
purity of their volition, despite the violation of their bodies. 

 The positing of the individual ethico-legal subject, as well as the empha-
sis on inner dispositions in addition to external actions, was critical to 
juristic constructions of sexual violence. First, the Qur’anic-Prophetic 
message established females  – even female slaves  – as subjects of the 
divine address, as moral agents responsible for their deeds before God 
and the law. A man who violated a woman or girl had not simply uti-
lized an inanimate object or usurped another’s property, but had violated 
another human subject, one engaged in her own individual relationship 
with the Lord. Second, the Qur’an’s emphasis on intention or volition 
made it meaningful to consider different degrees and types of consent 
and coercion, on one hand, and different types of legal capacity, on the 
other. Making volition relevant to the moral and legal evaluation of acts 
allowed legal authorities to consider seriously claims of force, duress, 
and invalid consent when determining culpability and sentencing. Such 
consideration became particularly important in the case of the  h 	 add  pun-
ishments, the undesirability of which was becoming a consensus point 
among jurists. 

 The theocentric ethics of Islam, then, not only moralized human 
conduct, including sexual conduct. It also created a new locus for the 
encounter between divinity and humanity:  the individual subject. This 
ethics was articulated through the notion of the solitary moral agent who 
can choose to submit to the divine command or violate it, who can con-
sent or be coerced in the realm of human interactions, and whose moral 
and legal culpability depended upon his or her individual choices. It was 
the interpellation of the individual as a moral subject that enabled a dis-
tinction between perpetrators and victims in the arena of sex acts.  

   Complete versus Defective Legal Capacity  

 The notion of individual  takl ı  � f , or moral burdening, was foundational 
to the Islamic moral vision. Because God’s evaluation of an individual 
subject was seen to be based upon his or her deeds, and one’s deeds were 
in turned judged on intentions, volition was viewed as crucial in deter-
mining a person’s moral and legal standing. The moralization of sexu-
ality and the transformation of  zina �   into a punishable violation against 
God meant that volition in acts of  zina �  , too, became paramount:  If the 
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scriptures declared that intentional or consensual  zina �   was one of the worst 
sins one could commit, a transgression of the sanctuary of God meriting 
temporal and even eternal punishment, then they also suggested the utmost 
importance of exonerating anyone who had been made to participate in 
 zina �   without intention or consent. 

 Legal doctrines of nonculpability were articulated in early legal discourse 
through two foundational principles. One was the principle that coercion 
lifts culpability – such coercion being understood to include both physical 
force and threat of harm (duress). That is, coercion ( ikra � h  or  istikra � h ) con-
stitutes an external, situational impediment to legal capacity, by prevent-
ing the normal functioning of an otherwise sane adult’s will.  44   The other 
foundational principle was that certain internal, structural characteristics 
impede legal capacity – or cause a defective legal capacity – such that a per-
son possessing those characteristics cannot give legally valid consent. The 
factors generating such defective legal capacity that concern us most were 
minority, insanity (mental incapacity), and “sleep” (unconsciousness). Yet 
another factor impacting legal capacity was personal status, by which we 
mean the categories of freedom and slavery. The principle of differential 
legal liability based on personal status was refl ected in various doctrines 
and debates related to sex crimes.  45   One doctrine was that  zina �   punishments 
should be halved for slave perpetrators (whether male or female), making 
the stoning penalty moot.  46   Another doctrine that was articulated by early 
authorities was that indemnities incurred by slaves in the case of rape were 
to be shouldered by their owners, as opposed to free perpetrators, who 

  44     Two other temporary, situational factors seen as impeding culpability, those of error and 
ignorance of the law, were generally addressed under the separate category of  shubha  
(doubt or ambiguity), which I will address later, in evidence law.  

  45     Muslim jurists distinguished between the free and the slave in various ways. The free per-
son, whether male or female, Muslim or  dhimm ı  �  , is constructed in the Qur’an, the  a � tha � r , 
and later jurisprudence as a complete subject, fully accountable morally and legally for 
his or her deeds, possessing fully effective volition and legal agency. The slave, on the 
other hand, is constructed as a partial subject, with restricted legal agency and only par-
tially effective volition.In the area of interpersonal law, it is more precise to speak of the 
difference between the free and the slave as a difference between persons and objects, or 
between proprietors and property. A free person is one whom no one else owns or – put 
another way – one who owns him- or herself. A slave is one who does not own himself, 
but rather, is owned by another, in both body and function, and can be purchased, sold, 
damaged, and indemnifi ed as any other possession can.  

  46     The protojurists ruled that the slave who commits  zina �   receives only fi fty lashes as 
opposed to one hundred for a free person, on the basis of their interpretation of Q 
4:25: “If [slave-concubines] commit sin ( fa � h 	 isha ), then upon them is half the punishment 
of that which is upon free women ( muh 	 s � ana � t ).” The doctrine that the slave woman is 
never stoned for  zina �  , no matter how many times she transgresses, may be found, for 
example, in Muslim, 5:123–4 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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shouldered their own indemnities. Debate arose over whether slaves who 
committed  zina �   should be banished as free persons were, the problem being 
that their banishment would result in fi nancial loss to their owners through 
no fault of those owners. Despite their partial legal subjecthood, and insofar 
as they were regarded as human beings addressed by God, slaves were sub-
ject to the same two basic principles dictating nonculpability as were free 
persons. These two principles – of coercion lifting liability and of defective 
legal capacity – fi gured profoundly in the conceptualization of rape in early 
Islamic jurisprudence and were critical to the consensus doctrine that the 
 zina �   punishment was to be averted from rape victims. 

 The Qur’an provides a basis for exonerating those who act under 
compulsion. For example, the Qur’an exempts one who is coerced 
to apostasy from the punishment that otherwise awaits the apos-
tate: “Whosoever rejects God ( kafara b’illa � h ) after faith (  ı  � ma � n ), except-
ing one who is coerced ( ukriha ) while his heart remains secure in faith 
( mut 
 ma’inn ) . . . on those is the wrath of God and a great penalty.”  47   We 
have seen previously, too, the Qur’an’s emphasis on intention in acts. 
However, it is in the  h 	 ad ı  � th  literature that the two foundational princi-
ples identifi ed earlier, regarding coercion and incapacity, are expressed, 
in the form of two legal maxims attributed to the Prophet. The fi rst 
maxim asserts that God forgives acts committed as a result of coercion, 
error, or forgetfulness: “God has overlooked from my community three 
[things]:  that which they do in error, in forgetfulness, and that which 
they are coerced to do” ( Taja � waza ‘an/li ummat ı  �  al-khat 
 a’ wa’l-nisya � n 
wa ma � ’stukrihu �  ‘alay-hi ).  48   The second key maxim declares that sleep, 
insanity, and youth avert moral and legal responsibility:  “The pen is 

  47     Q 16:106.  
  48        ‘Abd al-Razza � q  ,  Mukhtas � ar al-Mus � annaf , 4 vols., ed. Mus � t 
 afa �  b. ‘Al ı  �  al-‘Awad �  ( Beirut :  Da � r 

al-J ı  � l ,  1997 ), 2: 580   (K.  al-T � ala � q, #3952/11416) (cited hereafter as  Mukhtas � ar ); also, 
   Bayhaq ı  �   ,  Kita � b al-Sunan al-S 	 agh ı  � r , 2 vols, eds. ‘Abd al-Sala � m ‘Abd al-Shaf ı  �  and Ah � mad 
Qabba � n ı  �  ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Kutub al-‘ Ī lm ı  � ya ,  1992 ) 2: 251   (K. al-H � udu � d, #00/3496). Variant 
versions of this  h 	 ad ı  � th  replace “overlooked” with “put away from” ( wad � a‘a ‘an ) and 
“forgiven” ( ‘ufi ya ).Medieval  h 	 ad ı  � th  scholars debated whether this maxim is Prophetic or 
Companionate. Da � raqut 
 n ı  �  lends greater credibility to the Companionate version going 
back to ‘Al ı  �  and ‘Umar and transmitted by al-A‘mash. (See    Da � raqut 
 n ı  �   ,  al-‘Ilal al-Wa � rida 
f ı  � ’l-H � ad ı  � th al-Nabaw ı  � ya  [ Riyadh :  Da � r T � ayba ,  1985 ] 3: 72–3   and 3:192.) ‘Abd al-Razza � q 
gives a slightly different version of this report attributed not to the Prophet but to the 
successor Qata � da b. Di‘a � ma (d. 118/736): “There are three [acts] over which a child of 
Adam will not be destroyed:  [Acts done in] error, forgetfulness, and that which he is 
coerced into doing ( ma �  ukriha ‘alay-hi ).” (‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mukhtas � ar , 2:580 [K. al-T � ala � q, 
#3953/11417].)To the contrary, the Prophetic origin of this saying is asserted in the col-
lections of Ibn Ma � jah and al-Nasa � ’ ı  � ; in the collections of al-Bayhaq ı  � , al-T � abara � n ı  � , and 
al-Tabr ı  � z ı  � ; in the work of Ibn Ab ı  �  H � a � tim; and generally, by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr.  
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lifted from three: from the sleeper until he wakes, from the minor until 
he matures and from the insane until he comes to his senses” ( Rufi ‘a 
al-qalam ‘an thala � tha  – ‘an al-na � ’im h 	 atta �  yastayqiz �  wa ‘an al-s � agh ı  � r 
h 	 atta yakbur wa ‘an al-majnu � n h 	 atta �  ya‘qil aw yuf ı  � q ).  49   While the pre-
cise wording and Prophetic attribution of these maxims were contested, 
they were profoundly infl uential and reveal the trend in early Sunn ı  �  
jurisprudence to defi ne both volition and legal capacity as necessary 
for culpability. Through introducing these key terms – coercion versus 
consent, error or ignorance versus intent and knowledge, insanity ver-
sus sanity, minority versus majority – these maxims set the parameters 
within which sex acts came to be evaluated and penalized. Thus, just 
as the construction of sexual violence in Islamic jurisprudence required 
a notion of  zina �  , so it also required a notion of individual subjectivity, 
with all that denoted of volition, capacity, and culpability.   

  Proprietary Sexual Ethics and the Idea of Sexual Usurpation 
 

   Sexuality as Commodity in Early Islamic Discourse  

 Muhammad and the Qur’an injected into the Arabian religious and social 
context an intensely theocentric ethics, one that assimilated the sphere of 
sexuality and recast it in terms of obedience to God. However, this did 
not mean that the proprietary approach to sexuality that was charac-
teristic of pre-Islamic Arabia, and that had been infl uential throughout 
the Near East for so long, was now entirely supplanted. On the con-
trary, the Qur’an and the legal  a � tha � r  exhibit a continued adherence to the 
notion of female sexuality as a type of commodity that could be owned, 
purchased, or sold, and whose illegitimate use was viewed as an inter-
personal affront to be remedied through monetary compensation. In the 
early Islamic period, this preexisting notion of sexuality as commodity 
was absorbed and delimited by the overarching theocentric framework 
established in the Qur’an. Through this integration, early juristic posi-
tions regarding sexuality – as well as sexual violation – displayed some 
of the same hybridities and tensions seen in other late antique religious 
and legal systems. 

  49     Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, Nu‘ma � n b. Tha � bit (d. 150/767),  Musnad,  171 (K. al-Ah � ka � m, #5). This and 
similar wordings have been narrated as a Prophetic saying in Ibn Ma � jah, al-Tirmidh ı  � , 
al-Nasa � ’i, Abu �  Da � wud, Bayhaq ı  � , and al-Da � raqut 
 n ı  � .  
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Proprietary Sexual Ethics and the Idea of Sexual Usurpation 85

 In this section, I focus on ways in which early Islamic legal discourse 
retained a proprietary approach to sexuality, even as it upheld theocen-
tric concerns for female legal subjectivity and sexual volition. The idea 
of sexuality as commodity is manifest in rules regarding lawful versus 
unlawful relations. For early jurists, sexual relations were only lawful 
in those contexts where the man possessed a usufructory right over the 
sexuality of the woman in question. Such ownership ( milk ) could only 
be acquired through purchasing those rights from the proprietor of 
her sexuality through payment of an exchange value (later called  ‘iwad �   
or  badal ). This notion of female sexuality as commodity was in turn 
bisected by the notion of status difference – that is, by the distinction 
between freedom and slavery. Early authorities seem to have generally 
agreed on the following distinction between the slave woman and the free 
woman: Insofar as a slave was always by defi nition another’s property, a 
slave woman’s sexuality ( bud � ‘ ) was acquired through paying her owner a 
purchase price, or  thaman . This was the institution of slave concubinage 
( milk al-yam ı  � n , lit. “property of the right hand”), in which the body and 
sexual function of a female slave became the property of her owner, who 
was free to enjoy her exclusively as long he owned her. Q 33:50 confi rms 
the basic sexual right of a man over his female slaves: “O Prophet, indeed 
We have made lawful to you your wives to whom you have given their 
compensations ( uju � r ) and those whom your right hand possesses ( ma �  
malakat yam ı  � nu-ka ).” In Q 23:5–6, the permission to have relations with 
slave women in addition to (free) wives is similarly acknowledged: Those 
“who guard their chastity, except from their wives or those whom their 
right hands possess” shall be free from blame.  50   

 To be free, on the other hand, signifi ed being owned not by another, 
but by oneself. Freedom was conceived as self-ownership, that is, owner-
ship over one’s own body and its functions. Accordingly, the free woman 
was conceived as owning her own sexuality. Once married, she main-
tained ownership over her own body. Ownership of the exclusive right to 
enjoy her sexuality ( bud � ‘ ), however, was transferred to her husband, as a 
usufructory right secured through paying a dower ( mahr, s � ada � q,  or  ‘uqr ). 
This dower was to be given not to any third party as in the case of the 
slave woman, but directly to her, as she was the original proprietor of her 
own sexuality. This was the institution of marriage ( nika � h 	  ) and was the 

  50     See the same at Q 70:29–30.  
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only permissible context for sexual relations with a free woman, as a free 
woman could not be taken as a concubine. Q 4:4 outlines the require-
ment for a dower payment, as well as the spouse’s right to negotiate the 
actual amount: “And give the women (on marriage) their dowers as a free 
gift ( nih 	 la ). But if they, of their own good pleasure, remit any part of it to 
you, then take it and enjoy it with good cheer.” The principle that lawful 
sex – here, marriage – is based on monetary compensation is also found 
at Q 4:24, which provides a general permission for men to marry women 
to whom they are not related by blood:

  And lawful to you are [all others] beyond these, [provided] that you seek them 
with your property ( an tabtaghu �  bi-amwa � li-kum ), desiring chastity, not fornica-
tion ( muh 	 s � in ı  � n ghair musa � fi h 	  ı  � n ). So for whatever you enjoy ( istamta‘-tum ) from 
them, give them their due compensation as an obligation ( a � tu � -hunna uju � ra-hunna 
far ı  � d � atan ). And there is no blame upon you for what you mutually approve 
( tara � d � ay-tum ) beyond the obligation.  

  In this verse, terms such as  amwa � l  (wealth or property) and  uju � r  (wages or 
compensation) underscore the proprietary conception of marriage, while 
the use of  istimta � ‘  (enjoyment) sets forth a vision of male-female sex rela-
tions as usufructory in nature. The negotiability or “market value” of 
the dower amount is suggested in the last line of the passage. Finally, the 
essential interdependence of lawfulness ( h 	 ill ı  � ya ) and wealth exchange is 
highlighted in the phrase “desiring chastity, not fornication.”  51   Overall, 
early legal sources bear out Kecia Ali’s argument that despite some dif-
ferences, marriage and concubinage were not qualitatively distinct in the 
minds of the early jurists: Both had at their cores the exchange of wealth 
for legitimate sexual access.  52   

 The idea of female sexuality as a commodity was also refl ected in the 
early legal idea that the sexuality of both slave women and free women 
was something that should be valuated according to the sexual-conjugal 
“market.” This idea came to be expressed in juristic dicta about deter-
mining the correct price of a slave woman, and the equitable or fair 
dower ( mahr al-mithl ) of a free woman. Notions of defect, consumption, 
and depreciation further indicate a commodifi ed view of female sexu-
ality and undergirded distinctions between dower amounts for virgins 

  51     A similar interdependence between wealth exchange and lawfulness is propounded 
at Q 5:5.  

  52        Kecia   Ali  ,  Marriage and Slavery in Early Islam  ( Cambridge, MA :   Harvard University 
Press ,  2010 ) , especially her section on “dower” in ch. 1, “Transacting Marriage.”  
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( bikr s) versus matrons ( thayyib s) and sound versus defective brides.  53   
On the same logic, dower disbursements and divorce settlements were 
determined by whether or not a man had consummated the marriage.  54   
We will see these various proprietary themes surface in the legal reports 
specifi cally on sexual violation, later, for it was in contexts of illicit sex 
( zina �  ), even more than in the context of legitimate sex, that these under-
lying principles were brought into relief. For the moment, it is suffi cient 
to note a pervasive attention to material concerns in early legal discourse 
on sex relations, alongside or despite the equally clear emphasis therein 
on evaluating sexual acts along theocentric lines. 

 The practice of dower payments directly to free females in marriage 
presents a striking example of the complexity of integrating theocentric 
and proprietary sexual ethics in early Islamic legal discourse. On one 
hand, free women’s sexuality continued to be presented in the early 
texts as a commodity over which rights were acquired through pay-
ment to the proprietor. On the other hand, the practice emphasized 
the free female’s status as an autonomous ethico-legal subject who was 
the proprietor of her own sexuality and whose volition in sexual mat-
ters was legally signifi cant. In addition to a free woman’s right to her 
dower, early attention to female consent in marriage refl ects an amal-
gamation between a theocentric emphasis on individual volition and an 
otherwise proprietary institution:  In one  h 	 ad ı  � th , the matron Khansa � ’ 
bt. Khidha � m is forcibly married off by her father, for which she com-
plains to the Prophet, who annuls her marriage.  55   In another, a virgin 
complains of the same, and the Prophet gives her the choice to leave her 
marriage.  56   In yet another  h 	 ad ı  � th , the Prophet tells his wife ‘ Ā ’isha that 
women – including virgins – are to be asked their consent in marriage.  57   

  53     ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b thus pronounced that a man who marries a woman but later fi nds 
out that she has psychological or physical problems, yet has sex with her, must pay her 
her full dower, but may seek compensation from her guardian. (   Ma � lik  ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  [riwa � yat 
Yah 	 ya �  b.  Yah 	 ya �  al-Layth ı  �  [d. 234/848]) , ed. Bashsha � r ‘Awwa � d Ma‘ru � f [ Beirut :   Da � r 
al-Gharb al-Isla � m ı  �  ,  1997 ],  357   [K. al-Nika � h � , #1108].)  

  54     See Q 2:236–7, which refers to the  far ı  � d � a , here the obligatory compensation in marriage. 
The Companion ‘Abd Alla � h b. ‘Umar opined that a woman divorced before consumma-
tion is to receive half her dower amount, as opposed to the full dower amount that would 
be payable had consummation occurred; the difference in payable amount is directly 
tied to sexual use. (   Ah � mad b. Idr ı  � s   al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �    [d. 204/820],  Musnad al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �   [ Beirut :  Da � r 
al-Fikr ,  1996 ]  277   [Ch. al-Yam ı  � n wa’l-Sha � hid, #737].)  

  55     Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:201 (K. al-Ikra � h).  
  56        Abu �    Da � wud  ,  Sunan  ( Riyadh and Amman :   Bayt al-Afka � r al-Duwal ı  � ya , n.d.)  (hereafter 

“Bayt al-Afka � r”) 239 (K. al-Nika � h � , #2096).  
  57     Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:201ff (K. al-Ikra � h); see also Muslim, 4:140–1 (K. al-Nika � h � ).  
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The modifi cation of property-oriented sexual norms to align them with 
the new theocentric sexual ethics is evidenced in legal reports on other 
topics as well. For instance, a slave owner’s right to rent out his slave 
women for profi t was curtailed, as expressed in  h 	 ad ı  � th s outlawing “the 
earnings of a slavewoman”  58   and prohibiting “the harlot’s dowry” 
( mahr al-bagh ı  �  ).  59   Nevertheless, even if the Qur’anic-Prophetic message 
restricted the most reifying or commodifi ying aspects of sexual rela-
tions, it did not replace the fundamentally proprietary conception of 
sexuality. Rather, it overlaid the proprietary framework with a theo-
centric one. And while these two frameworks could often be integrated, 
it was not always possible to do so. The theocentric and proprietary 
approaches to sexuality were founded on divergent logics that were not 
necessarily or always compatible, as we will see.  

  Sexual Transgression in a Proprietary Framework 

 While theocentric and proprietary approaches to sexuality dovetailed 
relatively well in juristic constructions of legitimate or licit sex, the two 
approaches were not as smoothly reconciled in cases of illegitimate 
or illicit sex. Specifi cally, proprietary and theocentric ethics proposed 
entirely distinct remedies or punishments for those who engaged in  zina �  . 
The nascent Islamic notion of  zina �   was seen as a violation of the bound-
aries ( h 	 udu � d ) of God, one that provoked a corporal punishment alone. In 
a proprietary approach, however, if legitimate sex was that which took 
place within a context of ownership, then illegitimate sex denoted sex 
without ownership – that is, without the man’s having paid the purchase 
price for that usufruct. The violated party in the proprietary perspective 
was not God, but rather the sexual proprietor, who was being cheated 
of the exchange value to which he or she would otherwise be due. I have 
shown that in other Near Eastern legal systems, sex outside ownership 

  58       Bukha � r ı  �  ,  S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  al-Bukha � r ı  �  (Arabic-English) , 9 vols., trans.   Muhammad   Matraji   ( New 
Delhi :  Islamic Book Service ,  1995 ) (hereafter “ SBAE ”), 3: 350   (K. al-Ija � ra, #2283):

  From Abu �  Hurayra: The Prophet forbade earning from slavewomen ( kasb al-ima � ’ ).  

  Earning from slave women is also grouped with other prohibited fi nancial transactions, 
such as the sale price of blood ( thaman al-dam ) and the sale price of dogs ( thaman 
al-kalb ). (See also Bukha � r ı  � ,  SBAE , 3:314–15 [K. al-Buyu � ‘, #2238]. The English transla-
tion in this edition is highly unreliable, but the Arabic text is sound.)  

  59     Bukha � r ı  � ,  SBAE , 3:350 (K. al-Ija � ra, #2282):

  From Abu �  Mas‘u � d al-Ans �   a � r ı  � : The Prophet forbade the price of a dog, the dowry of a 
harlot, and the price of a soothsayer ( h 	 ulwa � n al-ka � hin ).    
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was often viewed as a form of theft or property usurpation, with minimal 
attention to female volition in the act. In those systems, the correct rem-
edy often entailed payment of an indemnity to the owner of that sexual 
property, most notably to the father of a free virgin. 

 The theocentric ethics forwarded by the Qur’an and Muhammad, how-
ever, posed serious challenges to any simple framing of  zina �   as usurpation 
of sexual property. First, by organizing legitimate and illegitimate sex 
along moral lines of licitness and illicitness, the theocentric logic entirely 
omitted – if not rejected – defi ning  zina �   in material terms. Unlawful sex 
was not described as a theft to be compensated by material exchange, but 
a transgression of the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  that could only be “paid for” non-
materially, through a disciplining of the body.  60   The Qur’anic-Prophetic 
message threw a second wrench into the proprietary framework by ele-
vating the ethico-legal subject status of females, particularly free females, 
and by making the sexual volition of free females a meaningful category, 
as we have seen. The vexed relationship between theocentric and proprie-
tary sexual ethics gave rise to two potentially contradictory axioms: First, 
as proprietor of her own sexuality, the free female became a potential 
claimant to indemnities for  zina �  , coercive or not; and second, because 
consensual  zina �   was a violation of the  h 	 udu � d Alla � h , it would be morally 
problematic for a woman who had consented to  zina �   to claim an indem-
nity. In fact, the textual record of the Qur’an and the legal reports depict 
the Prophet, Companions, and Successors consistently rejecting mone-
tary indemnities for acts of consensual  zina �   on the part of free, sane adult 
females.  61   A more proprietary approach would have considered  zina �   with 
a free female a compensable violation, regardless of her consent, but this 
was no longer viable. Rules regarding (consensual)  zina �   thus elucidated 
ways in which theocentric and proprietary sexual ethics stood in uneasy 
tension. 

  60     The metaphors of virtuous behavior as profi table commerce with the divine, of sinful 
behavior as profi t in this world at the expense of loss in the hereafter, of divine justice as 
perfect scales of commerce, and of God as the infi nitely wealthy and perfectly equitable 
lender who makes loans to impoverished humanity are found throughout the Qur’an 
and too numerous to list here. See, for example, 2:81, 2:86, 2:102, 2:225, 2:281, 2:286, 
3:25, 3:161, 3:181, 4:74, 4:111, 5:38, 6:120, 9:111, 11:2, 14:51, 15:84, 26:207, 36:65, 
13:14, 24:11, 35:15, 41:17, 52:21, 111:2.  

  61     The reports are harder to gauge in the case of consensual  zina �   with female slaves. While 
their volition is considered in deciding whether or not to impose the  h 	 add zina �  , volition is 
not clearly isolated in determining compensations for sexual usurpation of slave women, 
who were depreciated in value regardless of their consent by the sex act.  
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 Among the numerous Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th s and post-Prophetic  a � tha � r  on 
the topic of consensual illicit sex, one stands out as particularly illustra-
tive. This is the widely reported  h 	 ad ı  � th  of the laborer ( h 	 ad ı  � th al- ‘ as ı  � f ). 
Even if this narration does not refl ect an actual Prophetic decision, it 
nonetheless refl ects the experience of the early community as it moved 
to institutionalize the nascent conception of  zina �   as a violation against 
a deity whose concern in sexual misconduct was the disciplining of the 
individual rather than property exchange. The story depicts a juncture 
during the Prophetic period, when Muhammad’s legislation on sex-
ual misconduct had already been promulgated among the urban pop-
ulace, but seems not to have yet taken hold in outlying areas, among 
the bedouin, or  a‘ra � b . Among these latter segments of the population, 
the narrative suggests, sexual relations of marriage, divorce, and adultery 
continued to be governed by pre-Islamic customary practices, even while 
these new Muslims considered themselves beholden to the new Qur’anic 
ideals and the authority of the Prophet and sought to conform to those 
ideals when possible. 

 In this text, two bedouin went to the Prophet asking him to judge 
between them. The plaintiff in the case is the father of a young man 
who was employed in the household of the defendant, during which time 
he committed adultery with his employer’s wife. The defendant is the 
wronged husband of the adulterous wife. Upon discovering the illicit liai-
son and prior to approaching the Prophet, the two men had agreed to a 
customary arrangement by which the laborer’s father compensated the 
offended husband one hundred sheep and a slave girl on behalf of his 
son – a hefty sum. This compensation was intended to spare the life of 
the laborer, which would otherwise be forfeit on account of his trespass, 
and the offended husband was apparently satisfi ed with the payment. 
Now, however, the father of the youth seeks to reopen the dispute, which 
is why the two have now gone to the Prophet:  After paying his son’s 
employer, the father learned that the customary arrangement between the 
two men – that is, an exchange of property – failed to conform to the new 
moral standards of God and his emissary. He hears that according to the 
new law, his ransom has gone in vain, and that his son’s life was never 
at risk. On the contrary, it was the adulterous wife who was guilty of a 
capital offense. Thus, the youth’s father seeks the return of his hundred 
sheep and slave girl. The husband, whether in an effort to keep the prop-
erty or to save his wife’s life, refuses to return the property. Now, both 
seek to enlist the Prophet and the “Book of God,” which each believes 
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will vindicate his own claim against that of his opponent. After hearing 
them, the Prophet issues his judgment, enlisting a bystander – referred to 
only as “Unays” – to interrogate the wife and carry out the sentence. The 
report reads as follows:

  Qutayba b. Sa‘ ı  � d [and] Muh � ammad b. Rumh �  – al-Layth – Ibn Shiha � b – ‘Ubayd 
Alla � h b.  ‘Abd Alla � h b.  ‘Utba b.  Mas‘u � d  – Abu �  H � urayra and Zayd b.  Kha � lid 
al-Juhan ı  � : 

 A bedouin came to the Messenger of God and said:  “O Messenger of God, 
I  implore you by God to give me none other than a judgment according to 
the Book of God.” A second claimant, wiser than [the fi rst], said: “Yes, decide 
between us according to the Book of God, and permit me [to speak].” So the 
Messenger of God said [to the latter]: “Speak.” [The second man] said: “My son 
was a laborer in [this man’s] house, and he committed  zina �   with his wife. I was 
informed that my son should be stoned. So I paid a ransom ( fi dya ) of a hundred 
sheep and a slave-girl [on his behalf]. Then, I asked the people of knowledge ( ahl 
al-‘ilm ) [about it]. They informed me that rather, my son was to receive one hun-
dred lashes and be exiled for one year, and that this man’s wife was to be stoned.” 

 Thereupon God’s Messenger said: “By Him who holds my life in His hand, I will 
indeed decide between you two according to the Book of God. The slave-girl 
and the livestock are to be returned, and upon your son are one hundred lashes 
and exile for one year. And you, Unays! Go to this woman, and if she confesses, 
stone her.”  62   

 The narrator said: [Unays] went to her and she confessed, so the Messenger of 
God gave the command regarding her and she was stoned.  63    

  According to the customary settlement, as depicted in this tradition, the 
moral dimension of the illicit act was subsumed by the economic. The 
Prophet turns this relationship on its head: He gives primacy to the sex-
ual violation and eliminates the economic element entirely. In doing so, 
the Prophet denies the role of “plaintiff” to either of the litigants, reserv-
ing it instead for God, to whom alone sexual fi delity is now owed as a 
branch of piety. By returning the ransom amount, the Prophet starkly 
rejects the secular proprietary ethics that had long governed sexual rela-
tions in pre-Islamic Arabia and throughout the late antique Near East. 
Instead, he is shown guiding the sexual ethics of his community along a 
trajectory similar to that which we see in Jewish and Christian moral law 
in that period. This narrative and the sentence given in it together confi rm 

  62     Ibn H � ajar in his commentary on this  h 	 ad ı  � th  writes that he has not found anywhere any 
additional details or the identities of these personalities.  

  63     Muslim, 5:121 (K. al-H � udu � d). The same  h 	 ad ı  � th  is also found in Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:178 & 
181–3 (K. al-H � udu � d wa’l-Muh � a � rib ı  � n), and 4:244 (K. al-Ah � ka � m).  
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the doctrinal stance of all other legal reports on the topic of consensual 
 zina �   with free females, in that no monetary exchange is indicated. Indeed, 
by the end of the formative period of Islamic law, the tension between 
proprietary and theocentric approaches to consensual  zina �   – especially 
involving free women (or girls) – had been resolved in favor of a purely 
theocentric approach. (Early authorities more or less continued to sup-
port compensation for  zina �   with slave women, presumably because their 
object status was uncontested.) It was agreed that among free adults, 
consensual  zina �   was not to be seen as sexual misappropriation, but rather 
constituted a transgression against God alone. As proprietary concerns 
had no role to play in consensual fornication, the remedy could not be a 
monetary payment. Instead, the violator of the divine boundaries had to 
suffer the punishment upon his or her very body, and against that punish-
ment there was no ransom.  

   Proprietary Sexual Ethics as Foundational to Islamic 
Rape Law  

 Early Islamic legal discourse retained the proprietary approach to sexu-
ality and sex crimes that was common throughout the late antique Near 
East, absorbing and reconfi guring it within the new theocentric param-
eters forwarded by the Qur’an and its emissary. The continued infl uence 
of this principle was most visible in legal doctrines pertaining to marriage 
and concubinage, in which licit sex hinged upon payment of an exchange 
value, in return for exclusive right over the woman or girl’s sexuality. This 
proprietary framework proved critical to the development of Islamic rape 
law, for it paved the way for the possibility of defi ning sexual violence 
not only as a moral transgression against God, but also as an interper-
sonal violation against the woman or girl whose sexuality had been mis-
appropriated. According to this defi nition, rape constituted a usurpation 
of sexual property, for which the sexual proprietor – the owner if she were 
a slave, or she herself if she were free – should be compensated. The prob-
lem with this proprietary defi nition of rape was that it seemed to ignore 
the new theocentric vision. In that theocentric vision, rape may have 
entailed an interpersonal offense, but its interpersonal, proprietary quality 
was eclipsed by its central element, which was  zina �  . And, as we have just 
seen, formative era legal authorities determined that  zina �   should defi nitely 
 not  be adjudicated along proprietary lines, but should be punished only 
through the corporal  h 	 add . This is, in fact, the direction suggested unani-
mously by the Qur’an and the earliest judgments of rape cases attributed 
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to the Prophet and his Companions, where one sees no mention of indem-
nities, but only the  h 	 add . The rejection of monetary compensations not 
only for consensual  zina �  , but also for rape, underscores the dominance of 
theocentric over proprietary sexual ethics in the earliest part of the for-
mative period. The rulings attributed to the Prophet and his Companions 
categorize rape as no more than a coercive variant of  zina �  . 

 However, the rejection of indemnities for both consensual and coer-
cive  zina �   that appears to be a consensus position among the Prophet 
and the earliest judicial authorities seems to give way in the latter part 
of the formative period to a more discordant picture. In the judgments 
and opinions attributed to later fi gures, especially among the Successor 
generations,  64   a doctrinal fault line appears: While all later fi gures of the 
formative era continued to agree that consensual  zina �   provoked no mon-
etary compensation, they diverged on compensations for coercive  zina �  , 
or rape, particularly where the victim was free and clearly not an object 
of ownership. Numerous later fi gures held that while a man need not 
pay an indemnity for consensual  zina �   with a free female, he must do so 
for rape (coercive  zina �  ), because that constituted an act of sexual usur-
pation – to the slave owner a depreciation amount if the victim was a 
slave woman, and to the free woman the amount of her equitable dower. 
For these fi gures, this indemnity for sexual violence was to be imposed in 
addition to the  h 	 add zina �  , such that the perpetrator was liable for offend-
ing both God and the human victim. In a surprising turn, the view that 
rape is penalized both corporally and monetarily – or what I  term the 
dual-penalties doctrine – appears to have become ascendant by the end of 
the formative era. The  h 	 add- only position on rape, which seems initially 
to have prevailed, became a minority doctrine. Although the legal reports 
are reticent regarding the juristic logics underlying various doctrines, 
the dual-penalties doctrine was unmistakably grounded in a proprietary 
approach to sexuality.   

  Divine Rights ( H � uqu � q Alla � h)  and Interpersonal Rights 

( H � uqu � q al-‘Iba � d ) 
 

 One fi nal theme remains to be discussed in our survey of critical 
formative-era developments. This is the development of a language of 
“rights,” or  h 	 uqu � q , which gained importance in classical Islamic law as 

  64     That is, the three generations following the Companion generation.  
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a whole, including in juristic constructions of sexual violation. Classical 
Islamic law is based on the notion of ethico-legal rights – that is, claims 
or obligations – that must be maintained within society, and that peo-
ple must work individually and collectively to uphold. These rights were 
constructed in legal discourse as either accruing to the individual or to 
society, while wrongs were constructed as violations of – or failures to 
uphold – those rights. According to Sunn ı  �  jurisprudence, rights or claims 
were divisible into two broad categories:  those of God ( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) 
and those of persons ( h 	 uqu � q a � dam ı  � ya  or  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d ). Divine rights, 
or  h 	 uqu � q Alla � h , were conceived as those that are established by God 
directly, and thus immutable, incapable of modifi cation through human 
legislation or negotiation. Ebrahim Moosa describes the rights of God as

  those rights and duties that have a revealed imperative and a religious rationale. 
They can be both mandatory obligations of a devotional kind such as ritual obli-
gations, or they could involve the performance of actions that benefi t the entire 
community. . . . The provision of services that result in the protection of the com-
munity from harm and the promotion of good in the broadest sense can also be 
included in the category of “rights of God.”  65    

  One area of divine rights concerned worship, such as the command to 
fulfi ll the cultic practices of prayer and fasting ( ‘iba � da � t ). The other area of 
 h 	 uqu � q Alla � h  concerned the preservation of communal well-being through 
the prohibitions on the  h 	 add  crimes, including theft, brigandry, consump-
tion of intoxicants, and, relevant to our study, fornication ( zina �  ) and 
slander ( qadhf ). The imposition of the scripturally fi xed corporal punish-
ments for these  h 	 add  crimes was confi gured in classical jurisprudence 
as fulfi lling the right of God upon perpetrators. Importantly, violations 
of divine rights were not conceived as producing an individual human 
victim, and so were not prosecuted on the initiative of an individual peti-
tioner, but rather through the testimony of third-party witnesses alone. 

 Interpersonal rights, on the other hand, attended to the specifi c needs 
of human individuals. Moosa writes that the rights of persons “are overtly 
world affi rming – secular and civil – in their imperatives and rationales. 
They are attached to individual and social interests.”  66   Interpersonal 
rights were to be expressed and maintained through contractual agree-
ments, whether those contracts be explicit or implied, whether specifi -
cally negotiated or based on a general template. The  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d  were 

  65     See    Ebrahim   Moosa  , “ The Dilemma of Islamic Rights Schemes ,”  Journal of Law and 
Religion   15 : 1–2  ( 2000  –2001), for a defi nition of rights of God, rights of persons, and 
dual rights. For this quotation, see 192.  

  66     Moosa, 192.  
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anchored in the idea of the individual as proprietor, and so this type 
of right was particularly invoked in matters of property, such as mone-
tary transfers and claims for damages.  67    H � uqu � q al-‘iba � d , in contrast to 
 h 	 uqu � q Alla � h , were not viewed as immutable; rather, they were amenable 
to negotiation by the parties involved. Because they were rights held by 
individuals, violations of them could only be redressed through petition. 
On the punitive side, fi nes and indemnities were seen as appropriate rem-
edies for interpersonal violations, as opposed to the fi xed corporal pun-
ishments that were generally linked with crimes against God.  68   

 Importantly, these two categories  – divine rights and interpersonal 
rights – were not mutually exclusive. Classical jurisprudence held that 
some institutions and practices involved both, and that some crimes vio-
lated both.  69   Marriage, in particular, was an institution seen to combine 
both divine and interpersonal rights, as it involved both sexuality (God’s 
domain) and fi nancial agreements (a human domain). As for crimes that 
violated both types of rights, one was slander, which received a  h 	 add  
punishment but in which some jurists also saw a victim who may or must 
initiate charges. Another dual-rights violation was theft, which provoked 
amputation but also return of the stolen good to the wronged party. This 
division between divine and interpersonal rights, and the idea of crimes 
that violated one or both of these types of rights, is critical to under-
standing juristic disagreements over how to punish rape, for it reached to 
the heart of the dispute between the H � anaf ı  � s and the Ma � lik ı  � s: Was rape 
to be understood as a violation of a divine right only (here, the theocen-
tric right of individuals to refrain from  zina �  ), an interpersonal right only 
(here, the proprietary right of the female victim to dispose of her own 
sexual capital), or of both? 

 One of the hallmarks of classical jurisprudence is a fairly precise and 
coherent scheme of divine and interpersonal rights, such that within 
the particular schools of law, the designation of particular violations as 

  67     For the fundamental juristic defi nition of the individual as proprietor and the connection 
between this defi nition and the category of  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d , see    Anver   Emon  , “  H � uqu � q 
Alla � h  and  H � uqu � q al-‘Iba � d : a Legal Heuristic for a Natural Rights Regime ,”  Islamic Law 
and Society   13 : 3  ( 2006 ),  325–91  . Emon himself draws on    Baber   Johansen  , “ Sacred and 
Religious Elements in Hanafi te Law – Function and Limits of the Absolute Character of 
Government Authority ,”  Islam et Politique au Maghreb , ed. Ernest Gellner et al. ( Paris , 
 1981 ),  281–303  .  

  68     The notion of God’s rights versus personal rights is much discussed in the Islamic legal 
tradition. For a discussion of the notion of  h 	 aqq  in Islamic law, see    Mohammad H.  
 Kamali  , “ Fundamental Rights of the Individual: An Analysis of  H � aqq  (Right) in Islamic 
Law ,”  American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences   10  (Fall  1993 ) .  

  69     See Moosa, and see Kamali, “H � aqq,” 350.  
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infringements upon one or both categories is presented in a tone of cer-
tainty. In reality, the defi nition and function of divine versus interpersonal 
rights – indeed, of rights in general – were the product of a long inter-
pretive process.  70   In the formative era, which is the focus of this chapter, 
this theory was yet in its fl edgling stages. Rather than emerging directly 
out of the Qur’an and the Prophetic period, the classical theory of  h 	 uqu � q  
seems to have been articulated gradually over the course of the fi rst two 
centuries, alongside the notion of  h 	 udu � d , with which it came to be over-
laid. One indication of the rather late development of rights theory is 
the fact that despite its profound signifi cance for Islamic rape law, it is 
not mentioned in the legal  a � tha � r  on the topic of sexual violation. This is 
noteworthy in comparison with ideas such as  h 	 udu � d ,  zina �  , dower, voli-
tion, and coercion, which all regularly surface in those texts. In the legal 
reports on rape, one can only make out the beginnings of rights theory, 
as I will show. Another indication of this theory’s post-Prophetic prov-
enance is the absence of the phrases  h 	 uqu � q Alla � h  and  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d  
(or any version thereof) in the Qur’an. There, one does not see the term 
 h 	 uqu � q  by itself at all, but only the singular,  h 	 aqq . Furthermore, in the vast 
number of instances of the word  h 	 aqq , it is not used to denote “right,” 
but rather “truth” ( al-h 	 aqq ), such as in a descriptor for God. This is not 
to say that the Qur’an does not allude to rights owed by the individual 
to either God or other persons, such as the poor  71   or relatives upon the 
division of an estate,  72   or that it does not establish individuals as having 
rights over others, such as the right to life  73   or fair trial.  74   The point is 
rather that the Qur’an only planted the seeds for classical rights the-
ory, seeds that were cultivated over the course of the early Islamic cen-
turies by judges and jurists alike. To this end, Kamali points out that the 
 h 	 aqq Alla � h / h 	 aqq al-‘abd  distinction is interpretive, rather than scriptur-
ally given. “One  mujtahid  may conclude that a certain right is a right of 
God, while another may be able to justify classifying it as a right of the 
individual. Their conclusions may also differ in the degree of emphasis 
assigned to one or the other of these rights.”  75   Anver Emon has similarly 
argued that the  h 	 uqu � q Alla � h/h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d  division represented more a 
heuristic than a descriptive framework, through which jurists separated 

  70     See, e.g., Kamali, “H � aqq,” 354.  
  71     Q 51:19 and Q 70:24.  
  72     Q 2:180.  
  73     Q 25:68 and Q 17:33.  
  74     Q 39:75.  
  75     Kamali, “Fundamental Rights,” 354ff.  
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out the various rights claims that could be said to exist when a crime 
was committed.  76   Ebrahim Moosa has remarked as well on the “tangible 
dissonance between the sources of Islam – the Qur’an and the prophetic 
tradition” – and later legal hermeneutics, such as produced this rights 
scheme.  77   That this pivotal concept of  h 	 uqu � q  emerged over the course of 
the formative period is signifi cant, because it helps to explain the fl uidity 
and variety of early doctrines regarding rape: Far from being scripturally 
given categories, both the  h 	 uqu � q Alla � h  and the  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d , as well as 
the relationship between them and with the  h 	 udu � d , were discursive con-
structions that were yet in the process of stabilization, through the efforts 
of early authorities as they sought to locate the constituent elements of 
rape within a religious and legal terrain that was itself unsettled. It is not 
surprising that even if different early authorities concurred on the general 
notion of divine and interpersonal rights, they imagined the relationship 
between divine and interpersonal rights differently, or they defi ned sexual 
violence differently within this heuristic framework. 

 The emergence of the theory of rights, and its intertwining of divine 
rights with the notion of  h 	 udu � d  and of interpersonal rights with mone-
tary concerns, was pivotal for the development of Islamic rape law, for it 
divided what at fi rst appears as a single crime into two distinct violations, 
one theocentric and one proprietary: Rape, as a form of  zina �  , could be 
defi ned as a violation of a divine right, and the  zina �   punishment as fulfi ll-
ment of a divine claim. Rape, as the usurpation of sexual property, could 
also be defi ned as an interpersonal violation, and any monetary com-
pensation as fulfi llment of an interpersonal claim. Rape thus appeared 
to straddle the two opposing categories forwarded in this dichotomous 
rights scheme and could not be properly understood or adjudicated until 
one had determined the relationship  between  these two categories. Did 
divine and interpersonal rights exist in a hierarchy, such that divine rights 
took priority over interpersonal rights, or vice versa? Or were they equal, 
such that both should be fulfi lled? In the case of rape – or coercive  zina �   – 
should theocentric concerns prevail over proprietary concerns, or vice 
versa, or should they both be upheld? I contend that disagreements over 
the fundamental relationship between divine and interpersonal rights – a 
disagreement complicated by the identifi cation of the former with the 
“boundaries of God” – stood at the center of early doctrinal disagree-
ments over how to penalize rape. For even if the reports concerning  zina �   

  76     Emon, “ H � uqu � q Alla � h  and  H � uqu � q al-‘Iba � d ,” 390.  
  77     Moosa, 194.  
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and rape do not explicitly reference this scheme of divine and interper-
sonal rights and the tension between them, the signs of this scheme can 
be perceived.  78    

  Constructions of Rape in the Legal   Ā tha � r   

 In this section, I  review legal reports addressing sexual violation as 
found in the major Sunn ı  �   h 	 ad ı  � th  and  a � tha � r  collections of the 2nd/8th to 
3rd/9th century. While I have consulted the well-known collections such 
as the “Six” ( S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  al-Bukha � r ı  � , S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  Muslim, Sunan Ab ı  �  Da � wu � d ,  Sunan 
al-Nasa � ’ ı  �  ,  Ja � mi‘ al-Tirmidh ı  �  , and  Sunan Ibn Ma � ja ) and  musnad  collec-
tions such as that of al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  and Ah � mad b.  H � anbal, they have only 
been of limited use, since they focus only on Prophetic reports. By far the 
most useful collections have been the  Mus � annaf s of Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba and 
of ‘Abd al-Razza � q, which are gold mines of information regarding early 
legal decisions, practices, and opinions.  79   Within these collections, I have 
located approximately thirty legal reports ( a � tha � r ) – some of which have 
multiple variants – that directly address male-female nonconsensual sex in 

  78     The two schemes – that of  h 	 udu � d , and that of  h 	 uqu � q  –were sometimes at cross-purposes, 
and the result was a sometimes uneasy fi t between them. This is highlighted in    Fazlur  
 Rahman  ’s provocative article, “ The Concept of  H � add  in Islamic Law ,”  Islamic Studies   4  
( 1965 ),  237–51  .  

  79     Much scholarship has been conducted on these collections. Of this scholarship, some has 
specifi cally addressed the relationship between the legal  h 	 ad ı  � th s/ a � tha � r  and early Islamic 
law ( fi qh ), as well as on the usefulness of these collections as sources of legal history. The 
reader is directed to the following:     Christopher   Melchert  , “ Traditionist-Jurisprudents 
and the Framing of Islamic Law ,”  Islamic Law and Society   8 : 3  ( 2001 ),  383–406  ;    Scott 
C.   Lucas  , “ Where Are the Legal  H � ad ı  � th ? A Study of the  Mus � annaf  of Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba ,” 
 Islamic Law and Society   15  ( 2008 ),  283–314  ;    Abdel-Magid   Turki  , “ Le  Muwat 
 t 
 a �   de 
Ma � lik, ouvrage de  fi qh , entre le  h 	 ad ı  �  t   et le  ra’y  ,”  Studia Islamica   86  ( 1997 ),  5–35  ;    Harald  
 Motzki  , “ The Mus �   annaf of ‘Abd al-Razza � q al-S � an‘a � n ı  �  as a Source of Authentic Ah � a � d ı  � th of 
the First Century A.H. ,”  Journal of Near Eastern Studies   50 : 1  (Jan.  1991 ),  1–21  ;    Harald  
 Motzki  ,  The Origins of Islamic Jurisprudence: Meccan Fiqh Before the Classical Schools , 
trans.   Marion   Katz   ( Leiden :   Brill ,  2002 ) ;    Sahiron   Syamsuddin  , “ Abu �  H � an ı  � fah’s Use of 
the Solitary H � ad ı  � th as a Source of Islamic Law ,”  Islamic Studies   40 : 2  (Summer  2001 ), 
 257–72  ;    Yasin   Dutton  , “ ‘Amal v H � ad ı  � th in Islamic Law: The Case of Sadl al-Yadayn 
(Holding One’s Hands by One’s Sides) When Doing the Prayer ,”  Islamic Law and Society  
 3 : 1  ( 1996 )  13–40  ;    Yasin   Dutton  ,  The Origins of Islamic Law: The Qur’an, the Muwat 
 t 
 a’ 
and Mad ı  � nan ‘Amal  ( Richmond :   Curzon ,  1999 ) ;    G. H. A.   Juynboll  , “ Some Notes on 
the Islam’s First fuqaha � ’ Distilled from Early h � ad ı  �  t  Literature ,”  Arabica   39 : 3  (Nov. 
 1992 ),  287–314  ;    Susan   Spectorsky  , “ Ah � mad ibn H � anbal’s  Fiqh  ,”  Journal of the American 
Oriental Society   102 : 3  (July–October  1982 )  461–5  ;    Christopher   Melchert  , “ Ah � mad ibn 
H � anbal and the Qur’an ,”  Journal of Qur’anic Studies   6 : 2  ( 2004 )  22–34  ;    Scott   Lucas  , 
“ The Legal Principles of Muh � ammad b.  Isma � ‘ ı  � l al-Bukha � r ı  �  and their Relationship to 
Classical Salaf ı  �  Islam ,”  Islamic Law and Society   13 : 3  ( 2006 )  289–324  .  
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illicit contexts; some of these involve only free persons while others involve 
slaves also.  80   These roughly thirty reports represent a little more than fi fty 
discrete judicial decrees or juristic opinions. Among these, only one report 
narrates a Prophetic decision. The remaining judgments and opinions are 
attributed to an array of Companionate, Successor, and post-Successor fi g-
ures. The Companions who are recorded as having ruled or pronounced 
opinions on nonconsensual  zina �   are Abu �  Bakr (d. 12/634, Mad ı  � na), the 
fi rst caliph; ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b (d. 23/644, Mad ı  � na), the second caliph; 
‘Al ı  �  b. Ab ı  �  T � a � lib (d. 40/661, Ku � fa), the embattled fourth caliph; and ‘Abd 
Alla � h b.  Mas‘u � d (d. ca. 33, Ku � fa), who held administrative positions in 
the post-Prophetic period. Among the Umayyad rulers who issued judg-
ments on the topic are the fi fth caliph, ‘Abd al-Ma � lik b. Marwa � n (d. 87/705, 
Damascus); and the famed later caliph ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Az ı  � z (d. 101/720, 
Damascus). Then, in rough order of death date, one fi nds either judgments 
or opinions attributed to the following Successors:  Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  
(d. 96/717 or 108/726, Ku � fa), ‘ Ā mir al-Sha‘b ı  �  (d. 110/728, Ku � fa), H � asan 
al-Bas � r ı  �  (d. 110/728, Mad ı  � na/Bas �   ra), ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h �  (d. 114–115/732, 
Yemen/Mecca), al-H � akam b. ‘Utayba (d. 112–115/730–733, Ku � fa), Qata � da 
b.  Di‘a � ma (d. 117/735, Bas �   ra), H � amma � d b.  Ab ı  �  Sulayma � n (d. 120/737, 
Ku � fa), Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  �  (d. 124/742, Mad ı  � na/Damascus), Ibn Shubruma 
(d. 144/761, Ku � fa), and Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  �  (d. 161/778, Ku � fa/Bas �   ra). 

   Consensus on the Theocentric Framing of Rape  

 The relevant legal reports demonstrate unanimity on what I have intro-
duced as the theocentric framing of the crime. That is, judges and jurists 
alike seem to have agreed that any adult male who engaged in  zina �   with 
an adult or minor female without valid consent had transgressed the lim-
its ( h 	 udu � d ) of God and was consequently liable to the  h 	 add  punishment 
for  zina � .  This was so regardless of the personal status (that is, the freedom 
or slavery) of the perpetrator or the victim. Judgments explicitly indicat-
ing the  h 	 add zina �   for sexual violence are found in several reports: In the 
sole case reported as having gone before the Prophet, a woman accuses a 
man of imposing himself upon her, and so the Prophet has the perpetra-
tor stoned.  81   When a case is taken before the caliph Abu �  Bakr in which 

  80     These thirty-some  a � tha � r  do not concern types and aspects of sexual violation not 
addressed in this work, such as same-sex coercion, manual penetration, and genital 
injury in the course of sex. (Please see Introduction.)  

  81     This  h 	 ad ı  � th  is widely transmitted by the Companion Wa � ’il b. H � ujr and has two basic vari-
ants, a long one and a short one. The long version is found in    al-Tirmidh ı  �  ,  Muh � ammad 
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a guest assaults one of the women of his host’s household, the caliph has 
the man fl ogged and banished.  82   Abu �  Bakr’s successor, the caliph ‘Umar 
b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, is presented in the literature as having adjudicated multiple 
rape cases. In one, a man assaults a woman (or a girl) so violently that he 
causes perineal tearing; ‘Umar commands that he be fl ogged.  83   In another 
case, a male slave is given administrative oversight over some war cap-
tives and assaults one of the slave women in his charge; ‘Umar imposes 
fl ogging and exile on him.  84   Later, a free woman brings charges against a 
male slave who coerced her. H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  � , who is the presiding judge, 
has the man beaten in fulfi llment of the  h 	 add zina �  .  85   When an Abyssinian 
(H � abash ı  � ) slave commits rape, the caliph ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Az ı  � z imposes 
the  h 	 add zina �   on him as well.  86   

 The correctness of imposing the  h 	 add zina �   on those who commit sex-
ual assault is confi rmed in many subsequent juristic opinions. Ibn Shiha � b 
al-Zuhr ı  �  and Qata � da b. Di‘a � ma both opine that whosoever has sex with 

b.  ‘ Ī sa �   ,  al-Ja � mi‘ al-Kab ı  � r , 6 vols, ed. Bashsha � r ‘Awwa � d Ma‘ru � f ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Gharb 
al-Isla � m ı  �  ,  1996 ), 3: 122–3   (K. al-H � udu � d, #1454); in    Ah � mad b.   H � anbal  ,  Musnad , 12 vols. 
( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  2008 ), 11: 234   (Musnad al-Qaba � ’il, #28001); and in 
Abu �  Da � wud (Bayt al-Afka � r edition), 3:138 (K. al-H � udu � d, #4379).The short version is 
found in    Ibn Ab ı  �    Shayba  ,  Mus � annaf , 15  vols., ed. Usa � ma b.  Ibra � h ı  � m b.  Muh � ammad 
( Cairo :   al-Fa � ru � q al-H � ad ı  � tha li’l-T � aba � ‘a wa’l-Nashr ,  2008 ) (hereafter “Cairo edition”) 
9: 294   (K.  al-H � udu � d, Ch. f ı  � ‘l-Mustakraha, #27993); in    Ibn   Ma � ja  ,  Sunan , 2 vols in 1, 
ed. Muh � ammad Fu’a � d ‘Abd al-Ba � q ı  �  ( Cairo :   Da � r Ih � ya � ’ al-Kutub al-‘Arab ı  � ya ) 2: 866–7   
(K. al-H � udu � d, #2598); in al-Tirmidh ı  � ,  al-Ja � mi‘ , 3:122 (#1453); in    al-Da � raqut 
 n ı  �   ,  Sunan , 
3  vols. ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Ma‘rifa ,  2001 ) 3: 17   (K.  al-H � udu � d wa’l-Diya � t, #3093); in Ibn 
H � anbal, 7:621 (Musnad al-Ku � f ı  � y ı  � n, #19385); and in    Bayhaq ı  �   ,  al-Sunan al-Kubra �  , 10 vols. 
( Hyderabad :  Da � ’iratul Ma‘a � rif ,  1925 ) 8: 215   (K. al-H � udu � d, #16712), at  www.islamport  
 .com .  

  82     Transmitted via Na � fi ‘ in    Ibn Ab ı  �    Shayba  ,  Mus � annaf , 9  vols., ed. Muh � ammad ‘Abd 
al-Sala � m Sha � h ı  � n ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  1995 )  (hereafter “Beirut edition”) 
5:501 (K.  al-H � udu � d, #28413); also    ‘Abd   al-Razza � q  ,  Mus � annaf , 11  vols., ed. H � ab ı  � b 
al-Rah � ma � n al-A‘z � am ı  �  ( Beirut :   al-Majlis al-‘Ilm ı  �  ,  1970 ) (hereafter “A‘zam ı  �  edition”) 
7: 204  ; and via the Companion S � af ı  � ya bt. Ab ı  �  ‘Ubayd in al-Bayhaq ı  � ,  al-Sunan al-Kubra �  , 
8:223 (#16751).  

  83     In this case, he also imposes one-third blood money, or  diya , upon the man, payable to 
the woman as compensation for her injury. Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:450 (K. al-Diya � t, #27887) 
(Beirut edition); and in    ‘Abd   al-Razza � q  ,  Mus � annaf , 12  vols., ed. Ayman Nas �   r al-D ı  � n 
al-Azhar ı  �  ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  2000 )  (hereafter “Azhar ı  �  edition”) 7:409 
(#13663) and 9:377–8 (K. al-‘Uqu � l, #17668 & 17670).  

  84     al-Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:201 (K. al-Ikra � h); also in Ma � lik b. Anas,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �   ( riw. Yah 	 ya � ) , 594 
(K. al-H � udu � d, #1507); in ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mus � annaf , 7:345 and 358 (A‘zam ı  �  edition); 
and in Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba,  Mus � annaf , 5:501 (K. al-H � udu � d, #28412) (Beirut edition).  

  85     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:501 (K. al-H � udu � d, #28417) (Beirut edition).  
  86     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:501 (K. al-H � udu � d, #28414) (Beirut edition).  
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a woman against her will is to receive the  h 	 add zina �  .  87   When al-H � akam 
b.  ‘Utayba and H � amma � d b.  Ab ı  �  Sulayma � n are asked their opinions 
regarding a male slave who violates a female slave, they reply that he is 
to receive the same.  88   In another report, ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h �  and H � asan 
al-Bas �   r ı  �  both assert that the  h 	 add  is due upon a man who violates a 
woman in this way.  89   Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  is recorded as concurring.  90   The 
unanimity of authorities on the appropriateness of the  h 	 add zina �   for rape 
is further attested by the fact that I have found no dissenting judgment 
or alternate opinion on this topic. Wherever a report confi rms the occur-
rence of unlawful male-female sexual relations, the cited judge or jurist 
commands the  h 	 add  punishment, thereby establishing the fundamental 
theocentric framing of sexual violation. 

 The second point of consensus among early Muslim authorities also 
stems from this theocentric sexual ethics. This was the doctrine that 
female sexual volition is legally signifi cant, and that a woman or girl who 
is made to participate in  zina �   against her will or without valid consent 
is absolved of culpability. Accordingly, she is acquitted, and the  h 	 add  lia-
bility falls away from her. This is illustrated in the Prophetic judgment 
cited previously, in which in addition to commanding that the man be 
punished, he says to the victim, “Go your way, for God has forgiven you.” 
In Abu �  Bakr’s decision against the houseguest, too, the narrator specifi es, 
“But he did not beat the woman.” Previously, we encountered ‘Umar’s 
decision to fl og and banish the slave who raped one of the female slaves 
in his charge. That report, too, specifi es that he did not fl og the slave girl, 
“because he had coerced her.”  91   Furthermore, in addition to the many 
decisions attributed to ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b in which the identity of the 
assailant is known, one also fi nds him passing judgments in cases in which 
the perpetrator is unknown, and in which an unmarried pregnant woman 
is taken before him and simply claims to have been coerced. In this latter 

  87     ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mus � annaf , 7:327–9 (K.  al-T � ala � q) (Azhar ı  �  edition). See also Bukha � r ı  � , 
 MSB , 4:201 (K. al-Shaha � da � t), for al-Zuhr ı  � ’s assertion of the same in the case of a free 
man who defl owers a virgin slave girl.  

  88     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:501 (K. al-H � udu � d, #28418) (Beirut edition).  
  89     al-Bayhaq ı  � ,  al-Sunan al-Kubra �   8:236.  
  90        Abu �    H � an ı  � fa  ,  Ja � mi‘ al-Masa � n ı  � d , ed. Muh � ammad b.  Mah � mu � d al-Khwa � rizm ı  �  (d. 665), 

2  vols. ( Lailpur :   al-Maktabat al-Isla � m ı  � ya , n.d.)  (hereafter “Lailpur edition”) 2:198 
(B. al-H � udu � d).  

  91     Ma � lik,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  (riw. Yah 	 ya �  ), 594 (K.  al-H � udu � d, #1507); ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mus � annaf  
7:345 (#13468) and 7:358 (#13471) (A‘zam ı  �  edition); Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba,  Mus � annaf  5:501 
(K. al-H � udu � d, #28412) (Beirut edition); al-Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB  4:201 (K. al-Ikra � h).  
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type of case as well, ‘Umar usually exonerates the woman simply on the 
basis of her claim of coercion. In one such case, a woman explains her 
pregnancy out of wedlock by saying that she had been attacked one night 
while praying; ‘Umar accepts her statement and releases her.  92   In other 
case, a woman explains her pregnancy as the result of an assault while 
asleep in her courtyard. ‘Umar averts the  h 	 add zina �   from her – despite 
the press of the mob that took her to him – and exclaims, “Had I exe-
cuted her, I would have feared hell-fi re breaking out upon the two sacred 
mountains of Mecca.”  93   

 In some reports, women are relieved of liability even when they have 
consented to  zina �   under duress. In one report, a woman traveling alone 
and overcome by thirst comes upon a shepherd, whom she asks for some-
thing to drink. The shepherd agrees, on condition that she will have sex 
with him, and she consents to this. Later, when she appears pregnant, 
she is taken to the caliph ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, who averts the  h 	 add  from 
her on account of duress.  94   In another decision also attributed to ‘Umar 
b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, a woman trades sex for food – three handfuls of dates. 
Afterward, she informs the caliph of her deed. Choosing to interpret the 
exchange as having a legitimizing function, ‘Umar exclaims, “Dower, 
dower, dower. Let each handful be as dower,” and then averts the  h 	 add  
from her.  95   In a third case of sex under duress, the same ‘Umar is pre-
sented not as averting the  h 	 add  from the woman entirely, but as reducing 
her liability from stoning to fl ogging: Word comes to the caliph that a 
poor Yemeni woman in the environs of Mad ı  � na has committed  zina � .  In 
her own defense, she says that she is alone and without family, imply-
ing that she is prostituting herself in order to survive. After confi rming 
her conditions, ‘Umar provides her with clothing and basic supplies and 
sends for her family to take her back to Yemen and house her properly. 
Despite the fact that she is a matron ( thayyib ) and would normally merit 
stoning for  zina � ,  ‘Umar reduces her punishment to a hundred stripes and 

  92     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:409 (#13664) (A‘zam ı  �  edition); and in Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:507 
(K. al-H � udu � d, #28486) (Beirut edition).  

  93      Law qatal-tu ha � dhihi, khash ı  � -tu ‘ala � ’l-Akhshabayn al-na � r.  In Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:508 
(K. al-H � udu � d, #28492) (Beirut edition).  

  94     One version has ‘Umar consult ‘Ali b.  Ab ı  �  T � a � lib, and it is the latter who comes up 
with the verdict. In    Abu �    H � an ı  � fa  ,  Ja � mi‘ Masa � n ı  � d al-Ima � m al-A‘z  am , 2  vols., compiled 
by Muh � ammad Mah � mu � d al-Khwa � rizm ı  �  (d. 665/1266) ( Hyderabad :   Da � ’irat al-Ma‘a � rif 
al-Osma � nia/Osma � nia Oriental Publications Bureau ,  1913 ) (hereafter “Hyderabad edi-
tion”) 2: 212–3   (K. al-H � udu � d); and ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:407 (#13654) (Azhar ı  �  edition); and 
in al-Bayhaq ı  � ,  al-Sunan al-Kubra �  , 8:236.  

  95     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:406–7 (#13652–3) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
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commands that her family, once back in Yemen, not speak of what she 
did in Mad ı  � na.  96   

 The doctrine of averting the  h 	 add zina �   from nonconsenting or invalidly 
consenting females is attested in several early juristic opinions, as well. 
Al-Zuhr ı  � , al-Sha‘b ı  � , and H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  �  are given as declaring, “There 
is no  h 	 add  upon the coerced female.”  97   Al-Zuhr ı  �  and Qata � da state this 
again elsewhere specifi cally in regard to both virgins ( bikr s) and matrons 
( thayyib s) who are coerced.  98   Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  �  went so far as to say 
that a woman who claims coercion (that is, who says  ghus � ibat nafs ı  �  ) is 
to be spared the  h 	 add zina �  , even if she is unmarried and pregnant – a 
point that foreshadows a classical division between the H � anaf ı  �  school 
(which took heavily from Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  � ) and the Ma � lik ı  �  school over 
the evidentiary weight of pregnancy out of wedlock.  99   Jurists among the 
Successor generations also addressed unlawful sex between adults and 
minors. As discussed previously, minority was conceived as an impedi-
ment to legal capacity; that meant that the consent of a minor to  zina �   
was deemed invalid and did not lead to punitive liability on the minor’s 
part. Along these lines, H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  �  opined that when an adult com-
mits  zina �   with a minor, it is always the adult who is liable for the  h 	 add  
punishment. “Whether a minor male has sex with an adult female, or an 
adult male has sex with a minor female, the  h 	 add  is imposed on the adults 
[only].”  100   Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  �  similarly declared, “The  h 	 add  is imposed 
on the adult, and there is no  h 	 add  on the minor.”  101   

 In summary, early Sunn ı  �  legal discourse, as viewed through the legal 
 a � tha � r , appears to have been unanimous on the nonculpability of females 
who were sexually coerced. Furthermore, these reports indicate that 

  96     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:405–6 (#13649–51) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
  97      Laysa ‘ala �  al-mustakraha h 	 add . In Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:501 (K.  al-H � udu � d, #28415–6) 

(Beirut edition).  
  98     ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mus � annaf  7:327–9 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13728) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
  99     In ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  al-Mus � annaf , 7:409 (#13660) (A‘zam ı  �  edition).  

  100     ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mus � annaf , 7:271 (K.  al-T � ala � q, #13472) (Azhar ı  �  edition). The issue 
of  zina �   between adults and minors in Islamic juristic discourse is highly complex. 
Complications surround the intersection of age and gender in such cases, the assump-
tion that sexual intercourse ( wat 
 ’ ) always originates with the male party, and the notion 
that prepubescent girls are not suitable for sexual relations and thus may not provide a 
valid locus ( mah 	 all ) for  zina �  . Different emphases on age versus gender are evidenced in 
H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  � ‘s opinion at Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:555 (K. al-H � udu � d, #28962) (Beirut edi-
tion), and in Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  � ’s opinion at ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:271 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13471) 
(Azhar ı  �  edition). Because of the complexity of this topic, it will not be dealt with in the 
current study.  

  101     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:271 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13473) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
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coercion, even in early legal discourse, did not need to include physical 
force in order to effect nonculpability; the concept of coercion included 
duress due to psychological or economic factors, and even consent by the 
legally incapacitated. The likelihood of unanimity on averting the  h 	 add  
in cases of “coercion” is bolstered by the fact that of the many reports 
found in the  a � tha � r  collections on this topic – and of which the preceding 
selection is not exhaustive – I have not found a single one in which the 
coerced female is herself held liable for any sort of punishment, whether 
the  h 	 add  or any sort of lesser discretionary punishment ( ta‘z ı  � r ). Together, 
the agreement among early Sunn ı  �  authorities on the liability of sexual 
violators, and the exoneration of victims due to lack of volition, demon-
strates the infl uence of the theocentric approach to rape in early Islamic 
jurisprudence.  

   Disagreement over the Proprietary Framing of Rape  

 The unanimous commitment of early legal authorities to a theocen-
tric framing of sexual violence – that is, to viewing it through the lens 
of  zina �    – obscures their considerable confl ict regarding its proprietary 
aspects. The most vehement and enduring disagreement to emerge in the 
formative period was over the right of the free female victim to monetary 
compensation for sexual violation, as well as the relationship between 
her right to compensation and God’s right to imposition of the  h 	 add  
punishment on the perpetrator. The crux of the contention was over the 
extent to which one could treat sexuality as a commodity  – one that 
could be purchased, sold, consumed, stolen, depreciated, and compen-
sated through damages – within the parameters of that theocentric sex-
ual ethics. The view that a proprietary ethics could be upheld alongside 
a theocentric ethics  – that is, that rape constitutes a property usurpa-
tion – was expressed in the principle that violators must compensate their 
victims. This principle served as the basis for a variety of positions that 
may collectively be termed the dual-penalty or pro-indemnity doctrine, 
because an indemnity was added to the  h 	 add  punishment. In contrast, 
the view that theocentric claims always trounce proprietary claims – that 
is, that rape’s  zina �   designation nullifi es its designation as sexual usurpa-
tion – is expressed through a rejection of compensation to victims. This 
may be termed the single-penalty, anti-indemnity or  h 	 add -only doctrine. 

 Those who favored compensation distinguished between the violation 
of a slave woman and the violation of a free woman, and used distinct ter-
minology for compensations in each case. Beyond differentiating between 
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the recipients of compensation – the victim’s owner in the fi rst case, the 
victim herself in the second – we see that indemnities for the violation 
of slave women were often explicitly calibrated according to the slave 
woman’s sexual status (whether she was a virgin or a matron); penalties 
for violating virgins were generally higher than for violating matrons, 
presumably on the logic that sexuality is a commodity, and that a slave 
woman’s value was reduced with use (a consumption model of female 
sexuality). Furthermore, the compensation for the violation of slave 
women is usually called price ( thaman ) or value ( q ı  � ma ) in the sources, 
and less often dower ( s � ada � q  or  ‘uqr ), as some examples will show. 

 Compensation schemes for violations of slave women were organized 
differently by different authorities. One scheme entailed payment of 
one-tenth her price if she was a virgin and one-twentieth her price if she 
was a matron. This scheme is attributed to the Companions ‘Al ı  �  b. Ab ı  �  
T � a � lib (d. 40/661, Mecca/Mad ı  � na/Ku � fa) and ‘Abd Alla � h b. Mas‘u � d (d. ca. 
32/652, Mecca/Mad ı  � na/Ku � fa) and is supported by the later Successor 
authority Qata � da b. Di‘a � ma (d. 117/735, Bas �   ra).

  From Ma‘mar [b. Ra � shid, d. 153/770, Bas �   ra/Yemen]: 

 Qata � da said: If a matron ( thayyib ) slavewoman is coerced ( ustukrihat ), then [the 
perpetrator must pay her owner] a half of one-tenth of her price ( thaman ), but if 
she was a virgin ( bikr ), then one-tenth.  

  From ‘Abd al-Kar ı  � m [al-Jazar ı  � , d. 127/745, Bas �   ra/Mecca]: 

 ‘Al ı  �  and Ibn Mas‘u � d both said about a slavewoman who is coerced: If she was a 
virgin, then [he must pay] one-tenth of her price, and if she was a matron, then a 
half of one-tenth of her price.  102      

  According to some, rape of a matron slave woman provoked no indem-
nity at all, the implication being that the whole of the slave woman’s 
sexual value lay in her virginity, and so nothing had been depreciated or 
usurped in her case. Along these lines, Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  �  (d. 124/742, 
Mad ı  � na/Damascus) opined that the perpetrator was to indemnify her 
owner her entire value ( q ı  � ma ) if she was a virgin but pay nothing if she 
was a matron:

  Regarding the free man who defl owers a virgin ( bikr ) slavewoman: The judge 
fi nes [the perpetrator] in the amount of her value, and fl ogs him. [But] there is no 
fi ne ( ghurm ) for the matron ( thayyib ) slavewoman, according to the judgment of 
the religious leaders; he only receives the  h 	 add .  103    

  102     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:410 (#13668) (A‘zam ı  �  edition).  
  103     al-Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:201 (K. al-Shaha � da � t) and  SBAE  9:75 (K. al-Ikra � h, #6949).  
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  Yet another approach is linked to H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  �  (110/728, Mad ı  � na/
Bas �   ra), who states in one report that one who defl owers a virgin slave 
woman must pay her dower ( s � ada � q ), presumably to her owner.  104   
Finally, ‘Umar b.  al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b (d. 23/644, Mad ı  � na) is credited with a 
judgment in which he imposed a one-third  diya  (blood money) fi ne 
on a man who raped a slave woman, on the logic that defl oration 
was akin to a  ja � ’ifa , that is, an interior wound normally provoking 
one-third  diya .  105   Early Sunn ı  �  legal discourse thus demonstrates a con-
sistent view of slave women’s violation as a property crime requiring 
compensation, even if they disagreed on methods of assessing damages. 
Furthermore, they starkly differentiated between virgins and matrons, 
suggesting that less devaluation resulted from the misappropriation of 
a matron than of a virgin. 

 Legal decisions and opinions regarding the rape of free women dif-
fer in several ways from that of slave women. First, reports indicating 
compensation for the rape of free women refl ect less consistent con-
cern for sexual status difference (virginity or matronhood) and greater 
consistency of compensation type. Second, the terminology used for 
compensations to slave owners versus those to free women is dissim-
ilar: The indemnities payable to free victims of violations are called 
dower ( s � ada � q  or  mahr ) or  ‘uqr  (compensatory fi ne equivalent to the 
dower amount), and words like  thaman  and  q ı  � ma  are never used. 
Through the use of language, then, early authorities were careful to 
maintain the difference between those women who were property and 
only partial moral subjects, and those women who were proprietors 
and full moral subjects. 

 We begin our review with juristic opinions that distinguish between 
compensations for virgins and those for matrons. Among those who 
upheld the virgin-matron distinction were ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h �  (d. 114/732, 
Yemen/Mecca), Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � , and, in a qualifi ed way, Sufya � n 
al-Thawr ı  �  (d. 161/778, Ku � fa/S � an‘a � ’/Bas �   ra). ‘At 
 a � ’’s response to his disciple 
Ibn Jurayj (d. 150/767, Mecca) is transmitted as follows:

  104     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:410 (#13669) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
  105     Transmitted discontinuously by ‘Amr b. Shu‘ayb (d. 118, Mad ı  � na/T � a � ‘if) using the word 

 iftad � d � a  (“defl owered”) in ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:409 (#13663) (A‘zam ı  �  edition); and in 
   Ibn   H � azm  ,  Muh � alla �  , 11 vols., ed. Ah � mad Muh � ammad Sha � kir ( Cairo :  Ida � ra al-Mat 
 ba‘a 
al-Mun ı  � r ı  � ya , 1347 ah) 10: 517   (K. al-Dima � ‘ wa’l-Qis �   a � s �    wa’l-Diya, #2092). But by the 
same transmitter with the word  afd � a �   (“tore”) in ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 9:377–8 (K. al-‘Uqu � l, 
#17668 and 17670)  (A‘zam ı  �  edition); and in Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:450 (K.  al-Diya � t, 
#27887) (Beirut edition).  
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107Constructions of Rape in the Legal Ātha�r

  From Ibn Jurayj: 

 I asked ‘At 
 a � ’ [about] a virgin who is coerced against her will. He said:  [She is 
entitled to] a dower equivalent to other women of her [class]. . . . I said: And the 
matron? He said: I haven’t heard anything in her case.  106    

  Similarly, al-Zuhr ı  �  is recorded as thinking along similar lines:

  From Ibn Jurayj: 

 [‘At 
 a � ’ and al-Zuhr ı  � ] said: If she [the free rape victim] was a virgin, then [he pays 
her] the ‘ uqr  and [receives] the  h � add , but if she was a matron, then [he receives] 
the  h � add  [only].  107    

  Elsewhere, al-Zuhr ı  �  cites a decision on a rape case by the caliph ‘Abd 
al-Ma � lik b. Marwa � n (d. 87/705)). Although ‘Abd al-Ma � lik himself does 
not seem to have limited the compensation to only virgins, al-Zuhr ı  �  inter-
prets his precedent as meaning so.

  From Ibn Jurayj: 

 Ibn Shiha � b [al-Zuhr ı  � ] said, in the case of a virgin who is defl owered ( uftud � d � at ), 
that she is to receive the dower of her women. [Al-Zuhr ı  � ] said:  ‘Abd al-Ma � lik 
judged the same.  108    

  One notices that al-Zuhr ı  �  held a similar position in regard to the violator 
of a slave woman, arguing that he is to pay her value if she is a virgin and 
pay nothing if she is a matron. Finally, in his treatment of sex between 
adults and minors, Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  �  specifi es a dower for coerced virgins 
alone, without mentioning matrons.  109   

 Unfortunately, it is impossible to know with certainty the logic behind 
the position that only free virgins are entitled to a dower compensation 
for rape, and not free matrons. As mentioned, the legal reports are exceed-
ingly terse and rarely offer explanation for positions. The proprietary 
logic behind dower indemnities for rape, which we introduced earlier, did 
not preclude payments to matrons, since lawful intercourse with a free 
woman in marriage would have required a dower payment regardless of 
her sexual status. Similarly, a concubine would presumably have a price 
and a value even if she were not a virgin. In any event, the doctrine speci-
fying a dower compensation only for coerced virgins did not endure into 
classical jurisprudence. We must therefore regard the doctrine of dower 
compensations only to free virgins, and not to free matrons, as an early 
position that ultimately fell by the wayside. 

  106     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:408 (#13655) (A‘zam ı  �  edition).  
  107     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba,6:241 (#17587) (Cairo edition).  
  108     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:408 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13659) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
  109     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:271 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13471) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
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Tracing Rape in Early Islamic Law108

 While sexual status remained determinative for the authorities named, 
others argued that free victims of rape were to receive their fair dowers 
regardless of sexual status. As we will see in the following chapters, this 
is the version of the dual-penalty doctrine that endured into the classical 
phase of Sunn ı  �  jurisprudence. The earliest authorities who are presented as 
holding this position are the Companions ‘Al ı  �  b. Ab ı  �  T � a � lib and ‘Abd Alla � h 
b. Mas‘u � d, who are both recorded as having opined: “In the case of the vir-
gin who is coerced, she gets the  s � ada � q  of her equal, and for the matron is the 
 s � ada � q  of her equal.”  110   The earliest judgment along these lines is credited to 
the Umayyad caliph ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa � n (r. 692–705):

  From Ibn Shiha � b [al-Zuhr ı  � ]: 

 ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa � n decided in the case of a woman assaulted against her 
will ( us �  ı  � bat   mustakrahatan ), that her dower ( s � ada � q ) is due upon the one who did 
that to her.  111    

  Al-H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  �  is also reported by Ibn Jurayj to have sentenced a 
man who assaulted a free woman to receive the  h 	 add  and pay the  ‘uqr ; 
no distinction based on the victim’s sexual status was made by him.  112   
Qata � da b.  Di‘a � ma also seems to have provided the coerced matron a 

  110     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:408 (#13657) (A‘zam ı  �  edition).  
  111        Ma � lik b.   Anas  ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  (riwa � yat Suwayd b. Sa‘ ı  � d al-H � adatha � n ı  �  [d. 240/854]) , ed. ‘Abd 

al-Maj ı  � d Turk ı  �  ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Gharb al-Isla � m ı  �  ,  1994 )  229   (K. al-Aqd � iya, #284); and 
also in al-Bayhaq ı  � ,  al-Sunan al-Kubra  8:236.  

  112     al-Bayhaq ı  � ,  al-Sunan al-Kubra �   8:236. Some early authorities offered alternatives in the 
case of a slave’s rape of a free woman, where the perpetrator presumably had no prop-
erty of his own with which to compensate her. We see at least two judges awarding 
ownership of the slave to the free victim, who could then sell him and keep the revenue. 
One was H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  �  (d. 110/728), who acted as judge under Marwa � n b. al-H � akam 
(r.64/683-65/684):

  From Abu �  H � urra (d. 152/769, Bas �   ra): 

 A slave coerced a woman to sex. The two of them came arguing to al-H � asan, who was 
a judge in those days. He fl ogged [the slave perpetrator] [in fulfi llment of the]  h 	 add  and 
ruled that he be awarded to the woman ( qad � a �  bi’l-‘abd li’l-mar’a ). (Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 
5:501 [K. al-H � udu � d, #28417] [Cairo edition].)  

  The later caliph, ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Az ı  � z (d. 101/720), appears to have followed H � asan’s 
precedent when he was confronted with a similar case and decreed that ownership of the 
perpetrator be transferred to the victim.

  Abu �  Bakr – Mu’tamar b. Sulayma � n al-Zarq ı  �  – H � ajja � j (b. Art 
 a � h, d. 149, Ku � fa): 

 An Abyssinian man coerced a woman from among his own people. So ‘Umar b.  ‘Abd 
al-‘Az ı  � z imposed the  h 	 add  upon him and awarded her possession of him ( amkana-ha �  min 
raqabati-hi ). (Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 5:501 [K. al-H � udu � d, #28414] [Cairo edition].)  

‘ Raqaba ’ literally means “neck,” but refers metonymically to possession, or legal owner-
ship. On the concept of ownership in Islamic law, see    David F.   Forte  , “ Lost, Strayed or 
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109Constructions of Rape in the Legal Ātha�r

dower compensation.  113   While the legal reports offer no insight as to the 
theory behind the dower indemnity, I suggest that its long-term success 
was based on the proprietary approach to sexuality, and, specifi cally, the 
logic of dower as exchange value for sexual right. 

 Despite the variance among the cited authorities over the value of virgin-
ity and the different ways of compensating slave women and free women, 
the preceding judgments and opinions are all united by the belief that a pro-
prietary, dual-penalty approach is compatible with a theocentric,  h 	 add -only 
approach. This integrative approach was not the only one to be found in 
early legal discourse, however. In opposition to those who supported indem-
nities for coercive  zina �  , there were those who rejected any sort of com-
pensation, whether for the violation of free or slave women. Among these 
were the Kufan fi gures ‘ Ā mir al-Sha‘b ı  �  (d. 110/728) and ‘Abd Alla � h ibn 
Shubruma (d. 144/761), both of whom opposed a  s � ada � q  payment. To our 
benefi t, al-Sha‘b ı  �  provides a rare bit of legal reasoning for his opposition:

  From Ja � bir [b. Yaz ı  � d al-Ju‘f ı  �  (d. 127–128 or 132, Ku � fa)]: 

 I [i.e., Ja � bir] asked him [i.e., al-Sha‘b ı  � ] about the man who coerces a slavewoman. 
He [al-Sha‘b ı  � ] said: If the  h 	 add  is imposed on him, then the  s � ada � q  is invalidated. 

 [‘Abd al-Razza � q continues] From Ibn Shubruma: 

 Like the opinion of al-Sha‘b ı  � .  114    

  Al-Sha‘b ı  �  and Ibn Shubruma imply here that while sexual violation might 
provoke both the  h 	 add  punishment and a monetary remedy, there is an 
incompatibility between these two. By prioritizing the  h 	 add , they cancel 
any right to a dower compensation. In another statement, al-Sha‘b ı  �  hints 
at a different logic for rejecting a monetary indemnity for coercive  zina �  :

  From Ja � bir: 

 [Al-Sha‘b ı  � ] said: There is no  ‘uqr  (compensation for wrongful sex) upon the for-
nicator ( za � n ı  �  ).  115    

  That is, because rape is a variant of  zina �  , and an act of  zina �   cannot 
provoke a monetary compensation, a dower payment is categorically 

Stolen: Chattel Recovery in Islamic Law ,”  Islamic Law and Jurisprudence , ed. Nicholas 
Heer ( Seattle :  University of Washington Press ,  1990 ) . Thus, even when the perpetrator 
was personally incapable of paying his free victim an indemnity, these pro-indemnity 
fi gures found a way of compensating her for usurpation of her sexuality.  

  113     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:408 (K.  al-T � ala � q, #13656) (A‘zam ı  �  edition). The language of this 
report makes Qata � da’s stance diffi cult to pinpoint; the report may also point to a change 
of mind by al-Zuhr ı  � , toward equating remedies for raped virgins and matrons.  

  114     ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  Mus � annaf  7:409 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13661–2) (A‘zam ı  �  edition).  
  115     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 6:241 (#17585) (Cairo edition).  
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excluded as a remedy. In this statement, al-Sha‘b ı  �  does not give primacy 
to the  h 	 add  over the dower, as in the fi rst statement, but, rather, plainly 
states that an unlawful sex act can never provoke a monetary claim .  

 Al-Sha‘b ı  � ‘s fi rst line of reasoning – on the incompatibility of the  h 	 add  
and an indemnity – is echoed and elaborated in an opinion ascribed to 
Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  (d. ca. 96/717 or 108/726, Ku � fa):

  From H � amma � d [ibn Ab ı  �  Sulayma � n, d. 120/737, Ku � fa]: 

 Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  said: Whosoever rapes a woman, free or slave, is liable to the 
 h 	 add , and there is no  s � ada � q  on him. 

 He said: If the  s � ada � q  is imposed, then the  h 	 add  is averted from him. And if the 
 h 	 add  is imposed, then the  s � ada � q  falls from him.  116    

  In another report, Ibra � h ı  � m asserts, “The  h 	 add  and the  s � ada � q  are not 
joined upon the fornicator ( za � n ı  �  ).” And in yet a third, he says, “If I impose 
the  h 	 add  upon [a perpetrator], then I do not take  ‘uqr  from him.”  117   The 
two types of penalties – the corporal and the monetary – are, for Ibra � h ı  � m 
and the others, clearly incompatible. Not only one must choose between 
them, but in the case of rape, the choice must go in the direction of the 
 h 	 add . The interpersonal, proprietary right to monetary redress for sexual 
violation, under this model, can never be viable, as the  h 	 add  will always 
trump the right to compensation. 

 Ibra � h ı  � m’s position was upheld by his disciples, H � amma � d b.  Ab ı  �  
Sulayma � n and al-H � akam b.  ‘Utayba (d. 112–115/730–733, Ku � fa). 
H � amma � d concurred with Ibra � h ı  � m that the  h 	 add  and the  s � ada � q  may not 
be conjoined on a fornicator.  118   Accordingly, concerning the violation of 
a slave woman, al-H � akam and H � amma � d specifi ed that the violator is to 
receive the  h 	 add  but is not liable to pay a dower fi ne.

  From Shu‘ba (b. al-H � ajja � j, d. 160/776, Bas � ra): 

 I asked al-H � akam and H � amma � d about a male slave who defl owers a female slave. 
They said: Upon him is the  h 	 add , but not the  s � ada � q .  119    

  116     Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, (Lailpur edition).  
  117     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 6:241 (Cairo edition).  
  118     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 6:241 (Cairo edition).  
  119     Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 9:295 (K. al-H � udu � d, #29000) (Cairo edition). The word for “defl ow-

ered” ( iftara’a ) is found in other editions alternately as “snatched” ( intaza’a ). The mean-
ing, in any case, is that he had unlawful sex with her against her will, as indicated by the 
 h 	 add  punishment.  
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111Constructions of Rape in the Legal Ātha�r

  Elsewhere, they offer a colorful response to their questioner, Shu‘ba:

  From Shu‘ba: 

 I asked al-H � akam and H � amma � d about the male slave who rapes a free woman. 
They said: There is no  ‘uqr  due upon him. How does it affect you if she is free 
or slave?  120    

  In an illuminating report, al-H � akam’s and Ibra � h ı  � m’s rejection of a dower 
fi ne for violation is juxtaposed with H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  � ’s support of the same:

  From Shu‘ba: 

 Said al-H � akam and Ibra � h ı  � m: If a male slave defl owers a female slave, there is no 
 s � ada � q  upon him. 

 Shu‘ba said: 

 But Mans � u � r from al-H � asan, who said: There  is  a  s � ada � q  upon him.  121    

  The anti-indemnity position forwarded by the preceding authorities was 
thoroughgoing. They categorically opposed any sort of payment to rape 
victims, regardless of personal or sexual status. As we have seen, the posi-
tion upholding a monetary compensation is left entirely unexplained in 
the legal reports, and it would take centuries of juristic elaboration to 
theorize it. In contrast, those who opposed compensations left telling yet 
easily overlooked clues as to the logic underlying their stance. Although 
these reports are exceedingly compact and their language often oblique, 
these few phrases are the key to understanding the development of inter-
school discourse on the topic of sexual violence over the course of the 
next several centuries: On one hand, they rejected the idea of monetary 
awards in any  zina �   context, voluntary or coercive. On the other hand, 
while they recognized the validity of monetary claims in sexual crimes, 
they held that any such claim was overshadowed by the need to impose 
the  h 	 add  punishment.  

   Comparing Doctrinal Prevalence and Geographical Affi liation  

 The foregoing evaluation of legal judgments and opinions on sexual 
violation in the formative period of Islamic law yields two central fi nd-
ings: First, the dominant approach in (Sunn ı  � ) jurisprudence by the close 
of the formative period seems to have been that which regarded sexual 
violation (coercion to  zina �  ) as a usurpation of sexual property, whether 

  120      La �  yad � urru-ka, h 	 urra ka � nat aw ama . Ibn Ab ı  �  Shayba, 6:241 (Cairo edition).  
  121     ‘Abd al-Razza � q, 7:410 (#13669) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
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the victim was a slave or a free woman, and therefore specifi ed a dual 
penalty (the  h 	 add zina �   plus a monetary compensation) for the perpe-
trator. The dominance of this approach is attested in part by the sheer 
number of extant reports and cited authorities who assign an indemnity 
versus those who reject one. A careful examination shows that among 
Successor-level fi gures, only four categorically rejected indemnities for 
rape: H � amma � d b. Ab ı  �  Sulayma � n, al-H � akam b.  ‘Utayba, al-Sha‘b ı  � , and 
Ibn Shubruma. All the rest assigned some sort of compensation for sex-
ual violation or were not recorded as having made a pronouncement 
on the topic. A second key fi nding is that the  h 	 add -only position is in 
the formative era entirely restricted to Ku � fan authorities. Those who are 
recorded as supporting indemnities for rape – whether  s � ada � q  or  ‘uqr  for 
free women, or a depreciation amount for slave women – are all affi liated 
with other cities, such as Mecca, Mad ı  � na, Bas �   ra, Yemen, or Damascus. 
These were ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, ‘Al ı  �  b. Ab ı  �  T � a � lib, ‘Abd Alla � h b. Mas‘u � d, 
‘Abd al-Ma � lik b. Marwa � n, Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � , H � asan al-Bas �   r ı  � , Qata � da 
b. Di‘a � ma, ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h � , and Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  � . (The one excep-
tion to this is Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  � , who is Kufan, and who allowed for 
an  ‘uqr  payment to free minor virgins.) The geographical concentration 
of anti-indemnity opinions among Ku � fan authorities is signifi cant from 
a legal historical perspective, because it enables us to construct a fairly 
direct lineage from formative period doctrines to the doctrines of the 
classical schools on this topic: The highly theocentric  h 	 add -only position 
that was fi rst articulated in Ku � fa went on to become a hallmark of the 
H � anaf ı  �  school of law, in contrast fi rst with the Ma � lik ı  �  school and later 
with all other Sunn ı  �  schools, and it was out of Ku � fa that the H � anaf ı  �  
school of law developed.  122     

  122     One of the few scholarly publications that focus specifi cally on the geographical distri-
bution of juristic authorities in the early period, with emphasis on school affi liation, is 
that of    Monique   Bernards   and   John   Nawas  , “ The Geographic Distribution of Muslim 
Jurists during the First Four Centuries AH ,”  Islamic Law and Society   10 : 2  ( 2003 ) 
 168–81  . On the history of the Islamic schools of law in general, see the following:    Joseph  
 Schacht  ,  The Origins of Muhammad Jurisprudence  ( Oxford :  Clarendon Press ,  1967 ) ; 
   Christopher   Melchert  ,  The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law: 9th–10th Centuries 
C.E.  ( Leiden :  Brill ,  1997 ) ;    Wael   Hallaq  , “ From Regional to Personal Schools of Law? 
A Reevaluation ,”  Islamic Law and Society   8 : 1  ( 2001 )  1–26  ;    Peri   Bearman  ,   Rudolph  
 Peters  , and   Frank E.   Vogel  , eds.  The Islamic Schools of Law: Evolution, Devolution, and 
Progress  ( Cambridge, MA :  Harvard University Press ,  2005 ) ;    Wael   Hallaq  ,  The Origins 
and Evolution of Islamic Law  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2005 ) . On the 
history of the H � anaf ı  �  school of law in particular, please see the following:    Eerik   Dickinson  , 
“ Ah � mad B. al-S � alt and His Biography of Abu �  H � an ı  � fa ,”  Journal of the American Oriental 
Society   116 : 3  (July–September  1996 )  406–17  ;    Brannon   Wheeler  ,  Applying the Canon 
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  Conclusion 
 

 Over time, the debate over indemnities for the rape of slave women 
became attenuated, and in classical juristic discourse, the question was 
absorbed into broader theories addressing the ownership of an object 
( ‘ayn ), its usufruct or benefi t ( manfa‘a ), and its yield ( ghalla ), as well as 
the liability of the usurper ( gha � s � ib ). The issue of compensations to free 
women, on the other hand, neither subsided nor faded to the background 
with time. Unlike the consensus positions that consensual  zina �   between 
free persons was to be treated purely as a  h 	 add  violation, and that coer-
cive  zina �   with slave women should be treated as both a  h 	 add  violation and 
a property crime, the disagreement over how to characterize and penal-
ize the rape of free women did not resolve itself in the formative period. 
Rather, it was carried into the period of the classical schools, where this 
disagreement acted as a doctrinal scaffold around which proponents and 
detractors elaborated increasingly nuanced principles about the relation-
ships among sexuality, property, morality, and rights, and cultivated those 
principles along substantive, evidentiary, and procedural lines. In the fol-
lowing chapters, we will see how this debate and these principles were 
developed, on one hand, by the heirs of the Ku � fan tradition – that is, 
the H � anaf ı  �  school  – who maintained the  h 	 add -only position, and, on 
the other hand, by those who continued to insist on compensating rape 
 victims – that is, the Ma � lik ı  �  school.       

in Islam:  The Authorization and Maintenance of Interpretive Reasoning in H � anaf ı  �  
Scholarship  ( Albany :  State University of New York Press ,  1996 ) ;    Christopher   Melchert  , 
“ How H � anafi sm Came to Originate in Kufa and Traditionalism in Mad ı  � na ,”  Islamic Law 
and Society   6 : 3  ( 1999 )  318–47  ;    Ah � mad   al-Naq ı  � b  ,  al-Madhhab al-H � anaf ı  � : Mara � h 	 ilu-hu 
wa T � abaqa � tu-hu,  Ḍ awa � bit 
 u-hu wa Mus � t 
 alah 	 a � tu-hu, Khas � a � ’is � u-hu wa Mu’allafa � tu-hu , 
2 vols. ( Riyad :  Maktabat al-Rushd ,  2001 ) ;    Nurit   Tsafrir  , “ The Beginnings of the H � anaf ı  �  
School in Is �   faha � n ,”  Islamic Law and Society   5 : 1  ( 1998 )  1–21  , and also    Tsafrir  ,  The 
History of an Islamic School of Law:  The Early Spread of Hanafi sm  ( Cambridge, 
MA :  Harvard University Press ,  2004 ) .  
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    3 

 Rape as a Property Crime: 
The Ma � lik ı  �  Approach    

  Thus far, we have seen that the judges and jurists of the formative period 
of Islamic law were fairly unanimous on a number of points regarding 
the defi nition and adjudication of rape. First, they agreed that any sex 
act between a man and a woman outside the bonds of either marriage 
or concubinage was to be considered an act of  zina �  . They concurred that 
 zina �   fell under a particularly egregious category of acts known as  h 	 add  
crimes and so provoked a corporal punishment – either stoning if the 
subject was previously married ( thayyib ) or fl ogging and exile if the sub-
ject was never married ( bikr ). This punishment was regarded as fulfi lling 
the “right” or “claim” of God ( h 	 aqq Alla � h ) upon the transgressor of his 
boundaries. Second, early authorities agreed that legal liability, particu-
larly in the case of  h 	 add  crimes and punishments, was strictly correlated 
with legal capacity, and that  h 	 add  punishments should be averted where 
legal capacity was defective because of factors such as “sleep,” insanity, 
minority, or coercion (physical or in the form of duress). This axiom was 
regarded by all preclassical jurists as applicable in  zina �   cases, because 
 zina �   was categorized as a  h 	 add  crime. 

 Early unanimity on the preceding legal principles – that only those 
who committed  zina �   in a state of full legal capacity and with full volition 
could be held liable for the  h 	 add  punishment, and that victims of sexual 
coercion were free of liability for that punishment – constituted more 
than an agreement on a specifi c penalty; it represented a wide-ranging 
consensus on the idea that an act of rape is not so much an act of vio-
lence by one human being against another as a sin against God, who 
can only be satisfi ed with a scourging of the body. Yet as we have seen, 
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many early Muslim juristic authorities asked a second question: Did an 
act of sexual violence also have a human victim, one who deserved rec-
ompense? Most jurists of the formative era seem to have held that it did, 
and that that victim should be indemnifi ed; a minority disagreed. Among 
those who upheld monetary awards for rape, further questions arose 
over the extent to which the personal and sexual status of perpetra-
tors and victims should be considered in fi xing compensation amounts. 
Overall, early sources indicate greater agreement regarding the violation 
of slave women than of free women. Most formative era authorities 
seem to have regarded sexual utilization of another’s slave woman  – 
whether coercive or consensual – as a usurpation or misappropriation 
of that person’s sexual property, provoking damages due to what later 
classical jurists would refer to as “depreciation” ( naqs �  min al-thaman ). 
Even if early authorities differed over precisely how the degree of depre-
ciation or damage should be calculated, they seem to have been united 
on the proprietary sexual ethics that undergirded the institution of slav-
ery itself. 

 In comparison with the relative agreement over the need to compen-
sate slave owners for the violation of female slaves, early legal discourse 
was quite discordant over the question of monetary compensations to 
violated free women – which, as we now begin to understand, was in 
fact two questions: The fi rst was whether or not the free woman coerced 
to  zina �   was, indeed, a rights holder whose interpersonal rights had been 
violated, and the second was whether or not the sexuality of free women 
held a monetary value the way the sexuality of slave women did. In other 
words, did a proprietary sexual ethics – clearly applicable in the context 
of slavery – make sense when adjudicating the rape of free women, or did 
their free status limit the extent to which their sexuality could be mone-
tized? Could the sexual violation of free women be adjudicated through 
the lens of property, or only through the theocentric lens of  zina �  ? As we 
have shown, the dominant trend in the preclassical period was to compen-
sate free victims of rape with a monetary award of some sort – often the 
dower amount, but also other amounts depending on the circumstances. 
The minority opinion among formative era authorities was to reject com-
pensation of any sort to free victims, even if those same authorities sup-
ported compensations for violation of slave women. The cleavage that 
emerged in the formative era between those who upheld indemnities to 
free women and those who rejected them endured to become the central 
disagreement between the two earliest-emerging Sunn ı  �  legal schools – the 
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Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools – on the subject of rape. Far more than simply 
a dispute about penalties, this disagreement was rooted in fundamentally 
different substantive understandings of sexual violation; these divergent 
substantive defi nitions in turn gave rise to radically divergent approaches 
to adjudication. 

 The remaining chapters of this book are devoted to the story of how 
the Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools took the inherited doctrines of their for-
mative era predecessors concerning rape – particularly of free women – 
and elaborated them into highly complex theories about the nature of and 
relationships among sexuality, property, agency, and rights. The sources 
for these remaining chapters are not the Qur’an or  a � tha � r , but rather, the 
juristic ( fi qh ) treatises that were produced by authorities of these respec-
tive schools ( madhhab s). These treatises not only were written at a later 
period than the  a � tha � r  compilations, but are qualitatively different. The 
legal reports, as we have seen, provide us with numerous accounts detail-
ing the decisions and opinions of judges and jurists of the fi rst century 
and a half or so, and thus a window into the array of early approaches to 
sexual violence. What the legal reports do not provide is legal theory: We 
may know  that  al-Zuhr ı  �  favored giving a dower ( s � ada � q ) to a free virgin 
victim of rape, but we do not know  why . Why did he offer her a dower, 
and not some other sum? Why did he specify that she should be a vir-
gin, and did this mean that he would not have offered a free matron the 
same? In the same way, we may know that Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  rejected 
imposing both a dower compensation and a  h 	 add  punishment on viola-
tors of free women, but we are not given much insight into why this is so. 
Why could the violator not receive a dual sentence? The atomistic reports 
that have reached us through the  a � tha � r  compilations do not elucidate the 
principles underlying early fi gures’ decisions and opinions. Such theoret-
ical expansion and explication are only found once we move out of the 
formative period of Islamic law and into the writings of the classical legal 
schools that began to take shape toward the end of the 2nd/8th century – 
the writings that serve as that textual source material for this chapter and 
those that follow. 

 The following investigation of classical Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  jurispru-
dence does not reveal what preclassical judges and jurists were thinking 
when they acted and spoke as they did. Indeed, that was not something 
the later jurists could really do: School jurists could refer to the widely 
reported and soundly regarded  h 	 ad ı  � th  in which the Prophet stoned a 
man who raped a woman, but none of them could truly explain why 
the Prophet did not also provide the victim with a monetary award, or 
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why at a later point, the caliph ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Az ı  � z  did  assign her one. 
What later scholars could do, and often did do, is retroject legal ratio-
nales onto their predecessors – rationales that supported the particular 
doctrines that they had inherited, and to which they were committed. The 
school traditions are therefore both continuous and discontinuous with 
the legal discourses that preceded them: They represent particular trajec-
tories that grew out of the myriad starting points that materialized in the 
fi rst century and a half of Islam, and that thereafter became their own 
independent discursive traditions. School jurists selected, interpreted, and 
interwove the materials of the formative period into rational architec-
tures that became increasingly nuanced and increasingly self-refl exive. 
Differences in detail notwithstanding, the Ma � lik ı  �  approach to rape was 
in essence a continuation of the dominant, dual-penalty approach of the 
preclassical era, which put proprietary claims on a par with theocentric 
claims in the arena of sex crimes; the H � anaf ı  �  school represented and fur-
ther refi ned what had been the minority,  h 	 add -only perspective on the 
issue, which held theocentric claims to override proprietary claims in that 
same area. By exploring the Ma � lik ı  � –H � anaf ı  �  debates over adjudicating the 
rape of free women, we can step into these edifi ces and study their struc-
ture from the inside. 

 In this chapter, we examine the substantive construction of sexual viola-
tion as put forward by several early and midclassical thinkers of the Ma � lik ı  �  
school, beginning with the school’s Madinan eponym, Ma � lik b. Anas (d. 
179/796), composer of that school’s foundational text, the  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  .  1   
Our review of the sources will reveal a trend toward ever-increasing 
precision and nuance in legal reasoning. Early classical fi gures, such 
as Ma � lik b.  Anas himself (d. 179/796), ‘Abd al-Rah � ma � n b.  al-Qa � sim 
al-‘Utaq ı  �  (d. 191/806), ‘Abd al-Ma � lik b.  H � ab ı  � b (d. 238/853),  2   Sah � nu � n 
b. Sa‘ ı  � d al-Tanu � kh ı  �  (d. 240/854),  3   Muh � ammad b. Ibra � h ı  � m b. al-Mawwa � z 

  1     On Ma � lik b.  Anas, see:     Muhammad Yusuf   Guraya  , “ Historical Background of the 
Compilation of the Muwat 
 t 
 a’ of Ma � lik b. Anas ,”  Islamic Studies   7:  4  (December  1968 ), 
 379–92  ;    Abu �  Zahra ,  Muh � ammad  ,  Ma � lik: H � aya � tu-hu wa ‘As � ru-hu,  Ā ra � ’u-hu wa Fiqhu-hu  
( Cairo :   Da � r al-Fikr al-‘Arabi ,  1963–1964 ) ;    al-Ra � ‘ ı  �  ,  Muh � ammad  ,  Original Islam: Ma � lik 
and the Madhhab of Madina , trans.   Yasin   Dutton   ( London :   Routledge ,  2006 ) ; 
   ‘Abd-Alla � h ,  ‘Umar F.  ,  Ma � lik and Medina:  Islamic Reasoning in the Formative Period  
( Leiden :  Brill ,  2013 ) .  

  2     The Andalusian Ibn H � ab ı  � b was a student of Ibn al-Qa � sim’s and was instrumental in 
spreading Ma � likism in his homeland. He is the author of  al-Wa � d � ih 	 a , upon which Ibn Ab ı  �  
Zayd relies, and was the teacher of Muh � ammad b. Ah � mad al-‘Utb ı  � .  

  3     ‘Abd al-Sala � m b. Sa‘ ı  � d, known as S � ah � nu � n, was the compiler of the  Mudawwana , the ear-
liest of the extant and highly infl uential compendia of early Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence. In this 
work of the  masa � ’il  genre, S � ah � nu � n relies extensively on answers by Ibn al-Qa � sim.  
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(d. 269/883 or 281/894),  4   Muh � ammad b. al-H � a � rith al-Khushan ı  �  (d. ca. 
371/981),  5   Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd al-Qayrawa � n ı  �  (d. 386/996),  6   and Ibn al-Jalla � b 
(d. 378/988), focused on articulating the substance of the law – namely, 
affi rming the correctness of the combined penalty, confi rming that this 
was in fact what Ma � lik or other predecessors espoused, and defi ning the 
type of “coercion” that would avert the  h 	 add zina �   from victims. In con-
trast, the writings of later fi gures such as ‘Abd al-Wahha � b al-Baghda � d ı  �  
(d. 422/1031),  7   the Andalusian Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d al-Ba � j ı  �  (d. 474/1081) and 
his student Abu �  ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 463/1071), Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d Ibn 
Rushd “the Grandfather” ( al-jadd ) (d. 520/1126), and Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d Ibn 
Rushd “the Grandson” ( al-h 	 af ı  � d ) (d. 595/1198),  8   the Damascene Yu � suf 
b.  Du � na � s al-Fandala � w ı  �  (d. 543/1148),  9   and the Maghrib ı  �  judge ‘Iya � d �  
b. Mu � sa �  (d. 544/1149)  10   are highly rationalistic in nature. Rather than 
emphasize substantive continuities with earlier judgments and opinions, 
these later authors emphasized logical coherence and ratiocinative conti-
nuities, often with little reference to scriptural sources or reference to pre-
decessors. This gradual rationalization of Ma � lik ı  �  discourse will become 
evident as we look at the texts.  11   

  4     Muh � ammad b.  Ibra � h ı  � m b.  al-Mawwa � z was a prominent Ma � lik ı  �  who hailed from 
Alexandria and then moved to Damascus. He was the foremost Ma � lik ı  �  of Egypt and 
studied under Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n, Ibn ‘Abd al-H � akam, As �   bagh, and Yah � ya �  b.  Bukayr, 
among others. He taught Ibn Ab ı  �  Mat 
 ar, Ibn Mubashshir, and the latter’s son, Bakr. 
His compendium of  fi qh , known as  al-Mawwa � z ı  � ya , was highly infl uential through the 
4th/10th century. See al-Dhahab ı  � ,  Tadhkirat al-H � uffa � z �   2:679,  http://islamport.com  
(accessed 6/20/12); al-S � afad ı  � ,  al-Wa � f ı  �  bi’l-Wafa � ya � t  1:145,  http://islamport.com  (accessed 
6/20/12);    al-Dhahab ı  �   ,  Siyar A‘la � m al-Nubala � ’ , ed. Shu‘ayb Arna’u � t 
  ( Beirut :  Mu’assasat 
al-Risa � la ,  1982–1983 )  13 : 6   (#2) at  http://islamport.com  (accessed 6/20/12).  

  5     Muh � ammad b. al-H � a � rith al-Khushan ı  �  was from Qayrawa � n and lived many of his years 
in Andalusia.  

  6     This immensely infl uential Qayrawa � n ı  �  is the author of the concise  Risa � la  and the  Nawa � dir 
wa’l-Ziya � da � t , which preserves the  fi qh  of key early Ma � lik ı  � s such as Ibn al-Mawwa � z, 
al-‘Utb ı  � , and Ibn H � ab ı  � b.  

  7     Abu �  Muh � ammad ‘Abd al-Wahha � b b.  Nas �   r of Baghda � d was highly infl uential in 
strengthening Ma � likism in ‘Ira � q and carried on the tradition of his teacher, Ibn al-Jalla � b, 
also of Baghda � d.  

  8     On Ibn Rushd ‘al-H � af ı  � d,’ see    Yasin   Dutton  , “ The Introduction to Ibn Rushd’s  Bida � yat 
al-Mujtahid  ,”  Islamic Law and Society   1 : 2  ( 1994 )  188–205  ; and    Maribel   Fierro  , “ The 
Legal Policies of the Almohad Caliphs and Ibn Rushd’s  Bida � yat al-Mujtahid  ,”  Journal of 
Islamic Studies   10 : 3  ( 1999 )  226–48  .  

  9     Yu � suf b. Du � na � s al-Fandala � w ı  �  was one of the foremost teachers of Ma � likism in Damascus 
and was particularly staunch in his defense of his school and of Sunnism in general. He 
went to battle against the Crusaders at an advanced age, when he met his death.  

  10     Qa � d �  ı  �  ‘Iya � d �  b. Mu � sa �  was a judge in Ceuta, Granada, and Marrakesh.  
  11     For scholarship on the Ma � lik ı  �  school and its jurisprudence, see the following:     M. Y.  

 Guraya  ,  Origins of Islamic Jurisprudence: With Special Reference to Muwat 
 t 
 a Imam 
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  Sexuality as a Commodity and the Dower as an 

Exchange Value 
 

 The particularities of Ma � lik ı  �  discourse concerning rape can only be 
understood within a proprietary sexual ethics, whose foundations we 
introduced in previous chapters, and which became a keystone for all 
the legal schools. Despite the theocentric casting of sexual relations as 
lying within the boundaries ( h 	 udu � d ) of God’s sacred territory, all classical 
jurists, regardless of school affi liation, continued to conceive sexual rela-
tions to a greater or lesser extent within this broader proprietary framing 
of human subjectivity and relationships. Baber Johansen has observed 
that Islamic law was formulated in a societal context in which private 
ownership of property was a central practice. “Almost everything could 
become private property, even the human being.”  12   Not only persons, 
but even particular functions of persons, conceptualized as usufructs 
( mana � fi ‘ ), were potentially property. In this context, Johansen points out 
that the proprietor became the prototype of the legal subject in classi-
cal jurisprudence.  13   Johansen’s observations, while intended to describe 
H � anaf ı  �  thought, are equally applicable to Ma � lik ı  �  conceptions of the legal 
subject – and perhaps even more so, as we shall see. For medieval Muslim 
jurists, to be free meant to be a proprietor, that is, a property owner .  The 
free person, even if he or she owned nothing else, could claim ownership 
of self. This ownership of oneself – including of one’s own bodily func-
tions and any benefi ts they might yield – was the fundamental difference 
between free women and slave women, who like their male counterparts 
were the property of their owners. 

 Central to this proprietary ethics and related to this conception of bod-
ies and functions as property was the notion of sexuality as a commodity, 
which classical jurists inherited from the formative period and continued 

Malik  ( Lahore :  Sh. Muhammad Ashraf ,  1985 ) ; and the works of    M.   Muranyi  ,  Materialen 
zur ma � likitischen Rechtsliteratur  ( Wiesbaden :  Otto Harrassowitz ,  1984 )  and   ‘Abd Alla � h 
b. Wahb, Leben und Werk: al-Muwat 
 t 
 a’, Kita � b al-muh 	 a � raba  ( Wiesbaden :  Harrassowitz , 
 1992 ) ;    M. Hasan   Mansour  ,  The Maliki School of Law: Spread and Domination in North 
and West Africa, 8th to 14th Centuries C.E.  ( San Francisco :  Austin & Winfi eld ,  1995 ) ; 
   Yasin   Dutton  ,  The Origins of Islamic Law: The Qur’an, the Muwat 
 t 
 a’, and Madinan 
‘Amal  (Richmond:  Curzon Press ,  1999 ) .  

  12        Baber   Johansen  , “ Sacred and Religious Element[s]  in Hanafi te Law  – Function and 
Limits of the Absolute Character of Government Authority ,” in  Islam et Politique au 
Maghreb , ed. Ernest Gellner et al. ( Paris :  Centre National de la Recherche Scientifi que , 
 1981 ),  283  .  

  13     Johansen, “Sacred and Religious,” 283.  
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to elaborate with ever-greater nuance. Notably, for all classical authori-
ties, this sexual usufructory right was conceived in gendered terms, such 
that valid ownership of sexuality was only possible for men, while the 
sexual commodity itself ( bud � ‘ , pl.  abd � a � ‘ ) inhered in women.  14   Beyond 
functioning to limit licit cohabitation to that which occurred between a 
man and a woman, the gendered notion of sexual ownership also meant 
that a man had to obtain ownership rights ( milk ) to a woman’s sexuality 
( bud � ‘ ) if he wanted lawfully to cohabit with her.  15   Kecia Ali writes:

  At its most basic, the jurists shared a view of marriage that considered it to trans-
fer to the husband, in exchange for the payment of dower, a type of ownership 
( milk ) over his wife, and more particularly over her sexual organ ( farj, bud � ‘ ). . . . 
It was this ownership, while distinct from the outright ownership of another’s 
physical body in slavery, that legitimized sexual intercourse between husband 
and wife.  16    

  Classical Sunn ı  �  jurisprudence established two pathways to lawful cohab-
itation between a man and woman – marriage and concubinage, the fi rst 
being the only route available to free women, and concubinage being 
reserved for slave women only. Medieval jurists distinguished  milk  in 
marriage versus in slavery (concubinage):  A  husband did not own his 
wife’s physical body, but rather only the usufructory right to her sexuality 
( bud � ‘ ), while a slave owner actually owned his concubine’s physical body, 
including her sexuality. The distinction between slave ownership and 
marriage was signaled in Sunn ı  �  juristic terminology as follows: A slave 
woman’s sexuality was referred to as the property ( ma � l ) of her owner, 
and ownership ( milk ) over that sexuality was achieved through payment 
of a sale price, or  thaman , to her owner. A free woman, in contrast, was 
conceived as the proprietor of her own  bud � ‘ , and sexual rights to her 
were accomplished through a man’s payment of a dower amount, or 
 s � ada � q , directly to the bride herself. Nevertheless, and despite these dis-
tinctions of substance and terminology, classical Sunn ı  �  jurists posited a 

  14     The technical term  bud � ‘  begins to make its appearance in the classical texts. It is almost 
never used in the  a � tha � r .  

  15        Kecia   Ali   has extensively explored the juristic model wherein licit sexuality can only 
occur within a context of ownership. See especially “ Progressive Muslims and Islamic 
Jurisprudence:  The Necessity for Critical Engagement with Marriage and Divorce 
Law ,” in  Progressive Muslims:  On Justice, Gender and Pluralism , ed. Omid Safi  
( London :   Oneworld ,  2003 ) , and   Marriage and Slavery in Early Islam  ( Cambridge, 
MA :   Harvard University Press ,  2010 ) , particularly the section on “dower” in ch. 1, 
“Transacting Marriage.”  

  16     Kecia Ali, “Critical Engagement,” 169.  
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critical underlying similarity between the sexuality of slave women and 
that of free women: Whether obtained through a price ( thaman ) paid to 
the slave owner or a dower ( s � ada � q ) paid to the free woman, both were 
commodities that could rightfully be enjoyed only through a contract of 
“sale” of the woman’s sexuality in exchange for a monetary consider-
ation given to the proprietor of that sexuality.  17   On the conceptual sim-
ilarity between dower and price, and therefore between marriage and 
concubinage, in classical jurisprudence, Ali writes, “In the frequent anal-
ogies made between marriage of a woman and purchase of a slave, the 
jurists likened the wife to a slave, the husband to the master, and the 
dower to the purchase price.”  18   

 The underlying similarity between slave sexuality and free sexuality 
was of utmost importance to the scholars of the Ma � lik ı  �  school as they 
elaborated their doctrine of rape. It was the analogies between the sexu-
alities of free women and those of slave women, on one hand, and that 
between the slave owner and the free woman herself, on the other, that 
served as the springboard from which they proposed monetary compen-
sations to free victims of rape. In what follows, we will focus on the func-
tion of this proprietary sexual ethics in paving the way for what became 
the specifi cally Ma � lik ı  �  conception of sexual violation. Our entry point 
will be the Ma � lik ı  �  institution of the marriage dower. 

 While all Sunn ı  �  schools adhered to the basic principle by which free 
women’s sexuality could only be legitimately accessed within a context 
of ownership, Ma � lik ı  �  jurists were among the most dedicated to a proprie-
tary sexual ethics, and therefore, to the function of the dower as an  ‘iwad �   
(“exchange value”) or  badal  (“trade”) for the conjugal usufruct ( manfa‘a 
al-bud � ‘ ). Marriage, as described by the 5th/11th-century Baghda � d ı  �  judge 
‘Abd al-Wahha � b, is fi rst and foremost a “contract of exchange” ( ‘aqd 
mu‘a � wad � a ),  19   by which a right to exclusive use of the wife’s sexuality is 
granted in return for the dower. He writes, “The equitable dower is an 
exchange ( badal ) for sexual benefi ts ( mana � fi ‘ al-bud � ‘ ).”  20   

  17     On the concept of the body as a commodity in Sunn ı  �  law, see    Baber   Johansen’s   enlighten-
ing essay, “ The Valorization of the Human Body in Muslim Sunni Law ,”  Interdisciplinary 
Journal of Middle Eastern Studies , n. 4 (Spring  1996 )  71–112  , reprinted in   Law and 
Society in Islam , eds. Devin Stewart, Baber Johansen and Amy Singer (Princeton, 
NJ:  Marcus Wiener ,  1996 ),  71–112  .  

  18     Ali,  Marriage and Slavery , 53.  
  19        ‘Abd al-Wahha � b ,  Abu �  Muh � ammad b.  ‘Al ı  �  b.  Nas �   r al-Baghda � d ı  �    (d. 422/1031),  Kita � b 

al-Ishra � f ‘ala �  Nukat Masa � ’il al-Khila � f , ed. al-H � ab ı  � b b.  T � a � hir ( Beirut :   Da � r Ibn H � azm , 
 1999  , cited hereafter as  Ishra � f ), 2:714 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1290).  

  20     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:716 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1294).  
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 Because marriage was conceived by the Ma � lik ı  � s as a monetary 
exchange for sexual benefi ts, they deemed the dower payment to be an 
obligatory element of the marriage contract. It could not be dispensed 
with, and the validity of the contractual relationship stood or fell with the 
validity of the dower payment. In the text that follows, building upon the 
idea of marriage as  mu‘a � wad � a  (contract of exchange), ‘Abd al-Wahha � b 
explains why the invalidity of the dower causes the invalidity of the mar-
riage contract.

  When we say that the contract is invalid ( fa � sid ) [when the dower is invalid], the 
reason for this is [fi rst,] [God’s] saying: “He has permitted ( ah 	 alla ) for you [any 
women] who are beyond [the prohibited degrees], that you seek them with your 
wealth.”  21   Thus He has hinged [sexual] permissibility on the condition of seeking 
them with wealth. . . . 

 And [second,] because [marriage] is a contract of exchange ( mu‘a � wad � a ), so it is 
necessary that it be invalid ( fa � sid ) with the invalidity of the exchange value ( fasa � d 
al-‘iwad �  ), as in sale ( bay ‘).  22    

  Here, ‘Abd al-Wahha � b anchors his emphasis on the dower in two 
sources: The fi rst is the Qur’an, which in his reading predicates the licitness 
( h 	 ill ı  � ya ) of conjugal relations on a man’s expenditure of wealth ( amwa � l ) 
in seeking her hand. The second is not a text at all, but the Ma � lik ı  �  concep-
tion of marriage as being akin to sale: If the exchange value is invalid, the 
entire sale is void. In fact, writes ‘Abd al-Wahha � b, the validity of the  ‘iwad �   
in marriage contracts is far more serious than the validity of the  ‘iwad �   
in other types of contract,  23   presumably because the consequences are so 
much more grave: If the dower is invalid, then cohabitation by the couple 
is among the greatest of sins. In making his case that an invalid dower 
invalidates the marriage contract, ‘Abd al-Wahha � b directly challenges the 
position of the H � anaf ı  � s. The founder of that school, Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, had 
argued that the marriage and the dower are two distinct contracts, and 
so the validity of one had no impact on the validity of the other.  24   From 
the Ma � lik ı  �  perspective, such a disconnection between the dower and the 
marriage contract was unthinkable. As the Damascene Yu � suf b. Du � na � s 
al-Fandala � w ı  �  (d. 543/1148) explains in his  Tahdh ı  � b al-Masa � lik , against 
the H � anaf ı  � s (and Sha � fi ‘ ı  � s), “Their position, that marriage and dower are 

  21      an tabtaghu �  bi-amwa � li-kum . See Qur’a � n 4:24.  
  22        ‘Abd al-Wahha � b  ,  Al-Ma‘u � na ‘ala �  Madhhab ‘ Ā lim al-Mad ı  � na  ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub 

al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  1998  , cited hereafter as  Ma‘u � na ), 1:499 (K. al-Nika � h �  wa’l-T � ala � q).  
  23     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f  2:714 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1290).  
  24     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f  2:714 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1290).  
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as two [distinct] contracts, is invalid. Rather, all of these [elements] are 
[part of] a single contract, which treats of the exchange value and the 
thing exchanged.”  25   

 Because the dower payment was seen as intrinsic to marriage, Ma � lik ı  �  
jurists forbade contracting a marriage on the agreement that there 
would be no dower. Not even the bride herself could forgo her dower 
entirely. The 5th/11th-century Andalusian scholar Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 
463/1071) thus writes, “It is not lawful for anyone after [the Prophet 
to contract] a marriage in which he sets a condition that there will be 
no dower ( s � ada � q ). The dower, for anyone other than [the Prophet], is 
inevitable, whether a little or a lot.”  26   Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr here refers to a 
Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th  in which a woman offered herself in marriage to the 
Prophet without asking for a  s � ada � q . The Prophet signaled his decline 
of her offer by remaining silent, at which point one of his Companions 
voiced his desire to marry her. Being destitute, however, the would-be 
groom had no property or wealth to give her. The Prophet ultimately 
allowed him to marry her on a promise to teach her a few chapters of 
the Qur’an.  27   This incident posed a problem for the Ma � lik ı  �  conception 
of dower as an exchange value for the  bud � ‘ , since the Prophet-offi ciated 
marriage is accomplished without a dower of material value. As Ma � lik ı  �  
theory was increasingly refi ned, school authorities clearly felt them-
selves pressed to explain how their  fi qh  could not only deviate from the 
Prophetic model, but reject his example as unlawful. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr 
tackles this problem by framing the Prophet’s actions as specifi c only to 
him and reiterates that for all others, there must be a dower of material 
value. “The woman who gifted herself to the Prophet ( al-mawhu � ba ) 
was not lawful except for the Messenger of God specifi cally. . . . Ma � lik 
disliked that the  nika � h 	   be based upon . . . anything that is not permissi-
ble in contracts of sale.”  28   By interpreting the legal  a � tha � r  in a way that 
was consonant with his school tradition, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr upheld the 

  25        al-Fandala � w ı  �  ,  Yu � suf b. Du � na � s al-Maghrib ı  �    (d. 543/1149),  Tahdh ı  � b al-Masa � lik f ı  �  Nus � rat 
Madhhab Ma � lik , 5 vols. ( Raba � t 
  :  al-Mamlakah al-Maghrib ı  � yah, Wiza � rat al-Awqa � f wa-al-
Shu ̓ u � n al-Isla � m ı  � yah ,  1998  , cited hereafter as  Tahdh ı  � b ), 4:46–8 (K. al-Nika � h � , #11).  

  26        Ibn   ‘Abd al-Barr  ,  Al-Ka � f ı  �  f ı  �  Fiqh Ahl al-Mad ı  � na al-Ma � lik ı  �  , 2  vols. ( Riyadh :   Maktabat 
al-Riya � d �  al-H � ad ı  � tha ,  1980  , cited hereafter as  Ka � f ı  �  ), 249 (K.  al-Nika � h � , Ch. al-Qawl 
fi ’l-S � ada � q).  

  27     al-Bukha � r ı  � ,  al-S 	 ah 	  ı  � h 	  , v. 7 (K. al-Nika � h � , #24),  http://www.islamicity.com/mosque/sunnah  
 /bukhari/062.sbt.html  (accessed 6/14/12).  

  28     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Ka � f ı  �  , 249 (K. al-Nika � h � , Ch. al-Qawl fi ’l-S � ada � q). See also Ali, “Marriage,” 
on the requirement among all schools that the dower be of something with marketable 
value ( q ı  � ma ).  
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legitimacy of his school’s doctrine of  s � ada � q  as the exchange value for 
conjugal sexuality ( ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘ ). 

 In addition to juristic debates over the function and obligation of a 
materially valuable dower, the classical sources indicate a disagreement 
over upper and lower limits to the dower. How much freedom of contract 
could there be in marriage? All authorities seem to have agreed that there 
was no upper limit to how much a bride or her guardian might ask for 
her, based on her status and qualities, in the same way that there was 
no limit to how much a seller might ask for his wares. Some jurists also 
argued that just as there was no upper limit, there should be no lower 
limit for sale of the vulva ( farj ) either. This proved to be a point of con-
tention among jurists, and a spectrum of doctrines emerged among the 
classical Sunn ı  �  schools about the amount of dower required to validate 
a marriage contract. The later Sunn ı  �  schools, following the teachings of 
al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  and Ah � mad b. H � anbal and their respective disciples, rejected 
setting any minimum amount for the dower whatsoever, arguing only 
that it should be of value ( q ı  � ma ). The Ma � lik ı  �  and the H � anaf ı  �  schools, by 
contrast, both set down specifi c minimums, 3 dirhams or  ¼  d ı  � na � r in the 
case of Ma � lik ı  � s, and 10 dirhams in the case of the H � anaf ı  � s.  29   In a rela-
tively early statement defending the minimum dower, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd (d. 
386/996) argued, “The vulva ( farj ) is not sold a trifl e.”  30   Thus, in accor-
dance with their proprietary sexual ethics, Ma � lik ı  �  jurists rejected total 
freedom of contract. 

 The requirement of a specifi c minimum dower in the Ma � lik ı  �  school 
appears to go back to Ma � lik b. Anas himself and was a key step in artic-
ulating the proprietary sensibility of that school. Indeed, the school’s 
own literature indicates that setting a certain required minimum dower 
amount may have been an unusual position in the preclassical period 
among his H � ija � z ı  �  peers. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr explains:

  29        Kecia   Ali  , “ Marriage in Classical Islamic Jurisprudence: A Survey of Doctrines ,” in  The 
Islamic Marriage Contract: Case Studies in Islamic Family Law , eds. Asifa Quraishi and 
Frank E.  Vogel ( Cambridge, MA :   Harvard University Press ,  2008 , cited hereafter as 
“Marriage”),  39  , n. 176. For a Ma � lik ı  �  source, see, for example, ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 
2:714 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1291).  

  30     “Yah � ya �  b.  Ma‘ ı  � n said [in K.  Ibn al-Mawwa � z]:  ‘. . . The vulva ( farj ) is not sold a tri-
fl e’ ” (   Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd   al-Qayrawa � n ı  �    [d. 386/946],  Kita � b al-Nawa � dir wa’l-Ziya � da � t ‘ala �  
ma �  f ı  � ’l-Mudawwana min ghayri-ha �  min al-ummaha � t , 15  vols., ed. Muh � ammad H � a � jj ı  �  
[ Beirut :  Da � r al-Gharb al-Isla � m ı  �  ,  1999 , cited hereafter as  Nawa � dir ], 4: 449   [K. al-Nika � h �  
al-Tha � n ı  � ]).  
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  Most of the people of knowledge ( ahl al-‘ilm ) in Mad ı  � na and elsewhere do not 
establish any lower limit on the dower, just as no one establishes an upper limit. 
The ones who say that [there is no minimum] among the people of Mad ı  � na  31   are 
Sa‘ ı  � d b. al-Musayyab, Ibn Shiha � b and Rab ı  � ‘a, as well as a group ( jama � ‘a ) too 
large to mention. Among Ma � lik’s companions ( as � h 	 a � b ), Ibn Wahb also [sets no 
minimum for the dower].  32    

  The assertion that setting a minimum dower was an area of disagreement 
among 2nd/8th century authorities strengthens the idea that the insis-
tence on such a minimum represented an initiative by Ma � lik in favor of a 
proprietary approach to sexuality, marriage, and, ultimately, rape. 

 While establishing a minimum required dower for a valid marriage 
contract was critical to the Ma � lik ı  �  conception of marriage, the mini-
mum dower was not the true object of negotiations between a poten-
tial couple, nor the true socioeconomic measure of a woman’s sexuality. 
That, rather, was measured by the average or socially appropriate dower 
amount among women of a particular kin group or socioeconomic class, 
or among women possessing a certain degree of beauty, virtue, or refi ne-
ment. This average or socially appropriate dower came to be known 
across the Sunn ı  �  schools as the  s � ada � q al-mithl  (or  mahr al-mithl , alterna-
tively), which literally meant “the dower of a similar [female],” and which 
I translate as “equitable dower.” Given that juristic doctrines regarding 
minimum dower were not solidifi ed until the mid-2nd/8th century, the 
principle of equitable dower likely had older roots than that of mini-
mum dower. Keeping in mind the juristic analogy between marriage and 
sale, the equitable dower functioned as an indicator of a woman’s market 
value. Kecia Ali writes,

  A woman’s fair dower is used [by the jurists] as a yardstick and default amount in 
various contexts, analogous to fair market value in the law of contracts and torts. 
A fair dower is determined on the basis of her status, and is calculated in relation 
to the dowers received by her female paternal relatives. . . . Her own qualities, such 
as beauty, intelligence, wealth, virginity, and refi nement ( adab ), can be taken into 
account in adjusting that amount upward or downward.  33    

  As there was no upper limit to how much a bride could set as her dower, a 
particular bride’s total dower amount, negotiated in relation to her equi-
table dower, could exceed considerably the legally mandated minimum. 

  31     That is, among Ma � lik’s predecessors.  
  32     Ibn Abd al-Barr,  Ka � f ı  �  , 249 (K. al-Nika � h � , Ch. al-Qawl fi ’l-S � ada � q).  
  33     Ali, “Marriage,” 20.  
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If we take Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd’s account of sample dowers as representative, for 
instance, we conclude that dowers might easily range from 300 dirhams 
up to 1,000 d ı  � na � rs – far more than the  ¼  d ı  � na � r or 3 dirhams required 
by law.  34   

 This notion of equitable dower was important to jurists of all schools, 
as it was seen as a truer measure of woman’s sexual value than the min-
imum dower, since the latter did not take into account social, physical, 
or economic distinctions. It was therefore the equitable dower, rather 
than the minimum dower, that was used by jurists as a benchmark when 
resolving disputes between contracting parties over the amount, type, or 
payment of dower. 

 The theoretical relationship between the legally mandated minimum 
dower and the socially regulated equitable dower was important to 
Ma � lik ı  �  rape law. As juristic discourse became more refi ned, the distinc-
tion between minimum and equitable dower came to be identifi ed by 
authorities with the distinction between divine claims ( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) and 
interpersonal claims ( h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d ). According to mature Ma � lik ı  �  dower 
theory, the minimum dower amount fulfi lls the divine right in a marriage 
contract and is required in order to legitimize sexual relations with a par-
ticular woman – relations that would normally prohibited as  zina �  . ‘Abd 
al-Wahha � b writes, “The exchange value ( ‘iwad �  ) in marriage ( nika � h 	  ) is 
confi rmed, as indicated by its necessity  as a right of God .”  35   It is because 
the minimum dower is God’s right that it cannot be waived, even by the 
wife herself. As the judge ‘Abd al-Wahha � b explains:

  [The vulva, or  farj ] is a prohibited organ ( ‘ad � w muh 	 arram ) which one may [not]  36   
handle, due to its [character] as a right of God ( h 	 aqq Alla � h ), except through 
wealth. . . . The dower in marriage ( nika � h 	  ) is the right of God, as is indicated by 
the fact that [even] if the two [spouses] agreed to its cancellation, it would not be 
permissible.  37    

  In contrast to the baseline dower that is fi xed as a right of God, the equi-
table dower represents the bride’s personal right, established by contract. 
Confi gured in Ma � lik ı  �  discourse as the price the woman herself or her 

  34     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir  4:449 (K. al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ).  
  35     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:714 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1290), italics mine. Al-Fandala � w ı  �  provides 

a similar statement to ‘Abd al-Wahha � b’s, explaining that marriage is a contract based on 
the exchange of goods for wealth and that the exchange value is critical to the contract’s 
validity. (See his  Tahdh ı  � b al-Masa � lik , 4:46–8 [K. al-Nika � h � , #11].)  

  36     Unfortunately, this edition of ‘Abd al-Wahha � b’s work is prone to typographical errors.  
  37     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:714 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1291).  
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guardian sets on her sexuality ( bud � ‘ ), the equitable dower is compared to 
the proceeds from any ordinary sale. Anything a woman could negotiate 
beyond the minimum dower was regarded by Ma � lik ı  �  jurists as hers to 
claim at any time, as the purveyor of the right to sexual enjoyment with 
herself.  38   Unlike the minimum dower, which is anchored in theocentric 
ethics, the equitable dower is essentially a market value, determined by 
human interests. ‘Abd al-Wahha � b states this plainly when he expounds on 
the similarity between equitable dower and purchase price in sale:

  The equitable dower is assessed according to the conditions of the woman in 
terms of her beauty, wealth and nobility . . . [it] decreases and increases and fl uc-
tuates with differences in what we have mentioned between women, that is, 
wealth and beauty. . . . The equitable dower is an exchange for sexual benefi ts, and 
exchanges can only be measured through differences in desires and [perceived] 
benefi ts . . . as in sale.  39    

  The dower thus performed a critical and multilayered function in Ma � lik ı  �  
sexual ethics. By delineating a theory of  s � ada � q  as an exchange value for 
sexual benefi ts within the divinely mandated parameters of marriage, and 
by further theorizing the distinction and relationship between the mini-
mum  s � ada � q  as a divine right and the  s � ada � q al-mithl  as a personal right, 
school jurists developed a doctrine that encompassed both theocentric 
and proprietary concerns. Ma � lik ı  �  dower theory maintained the nature of 
sexuality as a commodity to be obtained through exchange, even while 
adhering to the theological framework within which sexuality and sexual 
relationships were regulated by God.  

  Sexual Violation as Property Usurpation:  Ghas � b  and  Ightis � a � b  
 

 A clearer understanding of the Ma � lik ı  �  theory of sexual proprietorship, 
particularly the matrix of divine rights and personal rights through which 
Ma � lik ı  �  dower theory was elaborated, permits us to appreciate better how 
this school approached rape. In the thinking of Malik and his followers, 
insofar as female sexuality was confi gured as a commodity, rape was 

  38     The insistence of Ma � lik and the Madinans that the dower was a wife’s real property, to 
claim whenever she chose, resulted in the doctrine supporting the unrestricted right of a 
wife to claim any deferred portion of the dower during the course of the marriage, com-
pared to others, such as the Kufan fi gures al-Sha‘b ı  � , Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  � , and Shurayh � , 
who only permitted her to claim the deferred portion upon the dissolution of the mar-
riage by divorce or death of the husband. (See    Yossef   Rappoport  , “ Matrimonial Gifts in 
Early Islamic Egypt ,”  Islamic Law and Society   7 : 1  ( 2000 )  1–36  .)  

  39     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:176 (K. al-Nika � h � , #1294).  
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imagined not only as a transgression against God, but also as property 
usurpation. This was the case whether the violated woman was free or 
slave, as the proprietary approach to sexuality was operative in both 
categories of women. The most tangible marker of the Ma � lik ı  �  concep-
tion of sexual violation as property usurpation is a marked difference in 
the school’s legal terminology for rape, compared with the terminology 
found in the preclassical reports: We have seen that in the legal  a � tha � r  of 
the formative period, sexual violation is explicitly referred to or implicitly 
categorized as “coercive  zina �  ” ( istikra � h ‘ala’l-zina �  ). This categorization is 
devoid of any obvious property connotations, emphasizing instead the 
loss of ethico-legal agency through coercion ( ikra � h ) and the unlawfulness 
of the sex act ( zina �  ). It is an entirely theocentric designation for sexual 
violence, despite the fact that the majority of formative period authori-
ties supported monetary compensations for rape. In Ma � lik ı  �  legal texts, by 
contrast, one fi nds that alongside and perhaps even more frequently than 
 istikra � h ‘ala �  al-zina �  , the common term used to denote rape is  ightis � a � b  or 
 ghas � b –  both of which are unmistakably associated with property con-
cerns, as compared with  zina �  . As we saw in preclassical Arabic poetry, 
these terms were linguistically related to the abduction of live property. 
A study of the legal reports ( a � tha � r ) collections shows that the root  gh-s � -b  
was little used in formative era legal discourse. In the very few reports 
that use the root, it usually denotes the stealing of meat. However, among 
the reports about sexual violation, I have found one opinion of Sufya � n 
al-Thawr ı  �  that uses the term  ghas � b , indicating that the term could be 
used for rape: “Regarding the [woman] who says, ‘My body was usurped 
from me ( ghus � ibat nafs ı  �  ): The  h 	 add  [for  zina �  ] is averted from her, even if 
she is pregnant.”  40   In classical H � anaf ı  � , Ma � lik ı  � , and later  fi qh , both  ghas � b  
and  ightis � a � b  continued to be used to denote property usurpation. While 
 ghas � b  was typically used to indicate the abduction or unauthorized utili-
zation of living property, such as livestock or slaves, or the taking over of 
immovable property, such as a home or piece of land,  ightis � a � b  seems to 
have been more often used in connection with sexual misappropriation 
of slave women, specifi cally.  41   What Ma � lik ı  �  jurists did that distinguished 

  40     ‘Abd al-Razza � q,  al-Mus � annaf , 7:327–9 (K. al-T � ala � q, #13732) (Azhar ı  �  edition).  
  41     Most works of Sunn ı  �   fi qh  have specifi c “books” ( kutub ) or chapters ( abwa � b ) on  ghas � b . 

As the category of  ghas � b  has a minimal scriptural basis, there is considerable disagree-
ment among the schools in the details. Key areas of difference between Ma � lik ı  �  and 
H � anaf ı  �  defi nitions of  ghas � b  are the usurpability of immovable property, such as homes, 
and whether or not an object’s benefi ts ( mana � fi ‘)  are susceptible to usurpation, or only 
the object itself. Because our focus is on the sexual usurpation of slave women, the debate 
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them from H � anaf ı  �  jurists was to expand both terms to include the sexual 
misappropriation not only of slave women, but of free woman, as well. 

 The shift in rape terminology, from “coercive  zina �  ” to “sexual usurpa-
tion” ( ightis � a � b ), evidently began at the inception of the school, as Ma � lik 
reframed and transmitted doctrine from his own teachers to his students. 
This is illustrated in the example that follows, in which one of Ma � lik’s 
disciples narrates Ma � lik’s commentary on a report from the latter’s 
teacher, Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � , concerning a sentence passed by the caliph 
‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa � n.

  Ma � lik [from] Ibn Shiha � b: 

 ‘Abd al-Malik b.  Marwa � n ruled in the case of a woman who was sexually 
assaulted ( us �  ı  � bat mustakrahatan ), that her dower is due upon the one who did 
that to her. 

 I [Ma � lik’s disciple] heard Ma � lik say: The decision with us in the case of a man 
who (sexually) abducts ( yaghtas � ib ) a woman, virgin or matron, is that if she is 
free, then he owes the equitable dower, and if she is a slave, then he owes that 
which has been lessened of her price ( ma �  yanqus � u min thamani-ha �  ). And there is 
no [corporal] punishment in this case upon the abducted woman ( mughtas � aba ). 
And if the abductor ( mughtas � ib ) is a slave, then this [payment] is a fi ne ( ghurm ) 
upon his master, unless [the master chooses to] surrender him [to the victim]. 
There is nothing more than this upon him.  42    

  Here, we see that Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � ’s own wording focuses on the 
coercive nature of the encounter ( us �  ı  � bat mustakrahatan ), whereas Ma � lik 
repeatedly uses the word  ightis � a � b , or “sexual usurpation,” and does not 
use any derivative of the words  ikra � h  or  istikra � h  at all. Ma � lik ı  �  authorities 
would thereafter continue to use the term  ightis � a � b  to refer to the sexual 

over immovable properties does not concern us here. The debate over benefi ts ( mana � fi ‘ ) 
could potentially be a source of contention between the two schools, since sexuality 
is seen as a benefi t ( manfa‘a ) of marriage as well as concubinage in both schools. The 
Ma � lik ı  � s generally regarded benefi ts, or usufructs, as usurpable, while the H � anaf ı  � s said 
that usurpation is only predicable of objects themselves. However, as we shall soon see, 
the disagreement over the usurpability – and thus indemnifi cation – of benefi ts made no 
tangible difference to rape law: Ma � lik ı  �  jurists would argue that violators of slave women 
were to compensate owners not for usurping a benefi t, but for causing a depreciation 
( naqs �  ) in her value. H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence, while far less clear on this point, suggests 
the same indemnity. For more information on property crimes in Islamic law, see    David  
 Forte  , “ Islamic Law and the Crime of Theft:  An Introduction ,”  Cleveland State Law 
Review   34  ( 1985–1986 ),  47–67,   and his “  Lost, Strayed or Stolen: Chattel Recovery in 
Islamic Law ,”  Islamic Law and Jurisprudence: Studies in Honor of Farhat J. Ziadeh , ed. 
Nicholas Heer ( Seattle :  University of Washington Press ,  1990 ),  97–115  .  

  42     Ma � lik b. Anas,  Muwat 
 t 
 a � , riw. H � adatha � n ı  �   (K. al-Aqd � iya, Ch. Judgment regarding the sex-
ually coerced woman ( mustakraha ), #284); similar in  riw. Yah 	 ya �  , K. al-Aqd � iya, #1410, 
p. 512ff.  
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coercion not only of slave women, who were clearly property, but of free 
women as well.  43   

 The decision to take a term that commonly referred to property usur-
pation and use it to refer to the sexual violation of free women was of 
critical importance, and through it, Ma � lik ı  �  authorities accomplished two 
things: First, they contended that free women’s sexuality should be under-
stood as analogous to slave women’s sexuality, and thus confi rmed the 
essential sameness of all female sexuality: Both were commodities, both 
could be usurped, and the usurpation of both constituted a loss of real 
wealth. Second, through consistently referring to rape as  ghas � b/ightis � a � b , 
Ma � lik ı  �  jurists posited a dual defi nition of sexual violation:  Not only 
was it a form of “coercive  zina �  ,” and therefore a transgression against 
the boundaries of God ( h 	 udu � d Alla � h ), but it was also a property crime, 
and therefore a tort against the sexual proprietor. Through deploying an 
existing term for a new meaning, Ma � lik and his disciples made explicit 
an imaginary that was only implied in the legal reports ( a � tha � r ) of the for-
mative period. 

 By linguistically affi rming sexual violation as not only a moral trans-
gression but also a property violation, Ma � lik ı  �  jurists established the 
starting point from which to theorize that sexual violation necessitated 
a compensation for that which had been usurped or misappropriated 
( maghs � u � b ). Again, the position that sexual violation required mone-
tary compensation was not new: Many authorities of the formative era, 
particularly those with ties to the H � ija � z, had dictated monetary com-
pensations for rape. According to Ma � lik’s chief Egyptian disciple Ibn 
al-Qa � sim (d. 191/806), the joining of the  h 	 add zina �   and a fi ne ( ghurm ) 
for sexual usurpation could be traced back to several formative era fi g-
ures, such as the Prophet’s cousin ‘Al ı  �  b. Ab ı  �  T � a � lib, the Companion ‘Abd 
Alla � h b. Mas‘u � d, and the Madinan Successors Sulayma � n b. Yasa � r, Rab ı  � ‘a 

  43     See, for example, Ibn al-Qa � sim’s wording in S � ah � nu � n, v.  4, in his sections on  h 	 udu � d 
f ı  � ’l-zina �  wa’l-qadhf, al-rajm, al-jina � ya � t , and his interesting use of  ightis � a � b  to refer to a 
Christian man’s rape of a free Muslim woman in al-Ba � j ı  � ,  al-Muntaqa �  , 5:271; the wording 
of Ibn al-Mawwa � z, Ibn H � ab ı  � b, Ashhab and Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd in Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  al-Nawa � dir 
wa’l-Ziya � da � t , v.  4, in his sections on  nika � h 	 , ghas � b, al-h 	 udu � d f ı  � ’l-zina �  ; the wording of 
‘Abd al-Wahha � b in his  al-Ishra � f , v. 2, on  nika � h 	   and  h 	 udu � d , and his  al-Ma‘u � na , v. 2, on 
 al-h 	 udu � d f ı  � ’l-zina �  ; the wording of Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in his  Istidhka � r , v. 7, on  aqd � iya,  the 
interesting use of  ghas � b  to refer to nonsexual abduction of a free male for labor purposes 
in his section on  ghas � b , and his sections  ja � mi‘ al-h 	 udu � d f ı  � ’l-zina � , h 	 ukm al-qadhf ; the 
wording of al-Ba � j ı  �  in his  Muntaqa �  , v. 7,  ma �  ja � ’a f ı  � ’l-mughtas � aba,  his use of  mughtas � ib  to 
describe a slave who rapes a free woman in v. 5,  al-qad � a � ’ f ı  � ’l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’ ; 
and Ibn Rushd al-Jadd’s discussion of a free woman’s rape in his section on  ghas � b  in 
 al-Muqaddima � t wa’l-Mumah 	 h 	 ida � t .  
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b.  ‘Abd al-Rah � ma � n (d. 136/752), and ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h �  (d. 105/723), 
among others.  44   The signifi cant contribution of Ma � lik ı  �  jurists in this area 
was the  standardization  of indemnities. While the formative period of 
Islamic law witnessed considerable variety regarding the amount and 
nature of rape compensations, whether to slave owners or free women, 
Ma � lik ı  �  authorities settled on an enduring payment scheme: In the case of 
a slave woman, they argued, her owner should be compensated a “depre-
ciation amount” ( naqs �  min al-thaman ) – that is, the amount by which the 
illegitimate sexual use reduced her market value. For a free woman, they 
mandated a payment in the amount the male perpetrator  would  have 
paid had he sought to gain legitimate sexual access to her – that is, the 
“equitable dower” ( s � ada � q al-mithl ) described previously. In standardiz-
ing an indemnity for sexual  ghas � b , Ma � lik ı  �  jurists cemented the doctrinal 
break with their Iraq ı  � /H � anaf ı  �  counterparts, who would fundamentally 
disagree that sexuality could be usurped or depreciated in this manner. 
Furthermore, in insisting on both an indemnity  and  a corporal punish-
ment upon violators, Ma � lik ı  �  jurists set themselves in diametric opposition 
to their interlocutors and paved the way for the rape laws of the Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  
and H � anbal ı  �  schools that emerged thereafter. 

 In what follows, we review key Ma � lik ı  �  texts regarding rape compensa-
tions, particularly to free women. The fi rst Ma � lik ı  �  to assert a dower com-
pensation for free rape victims was, of course, Ma � lik b. Anas himself. As 
we have seen, Ma � lik in his  Muwat 
 t 
 a �   traces the doctrine of a dower com-
pensation for the raped free woman back to the sixth Umayyad caliph, 
‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa � n (r. 65/685–686/705).  45   He then asserts a gen-
eral principle according to which all acts of sexual usurpation ( ightis � a � b ) 
must be compensated – through payment of the equitable dower ( s � ada � q 
al-mithl ) if the victim is free and through payment of the depreciation 
in her price ( naqs �  min al-thaman ) if she is a slave. The passage is given 
again here:

  From Ibn Shiha � b [al-Zuhr ı  � ]:  ‘Abd al-Malik b.  Marwa � n ruled in the case of a 
woman who was sexually coerced ( us �  ı  � bat mustakrahatan ), that her dower ( s � ada � q ) 
is due upon the one who did that to her. 

  44     Sah � nu � n 4:509 (K. al-Rajm, #15).  
  45     The fi fth Umayyad caliph, ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa � n b. al-H � akam, was born in Mecca 

and grew up in Mad ı  � na and reigned from 65/685 to 86/705. His rule was marked by sev-
eral important administrative changes, including issuing gold coinage, reorganizing the 
tax system, enforcing Arabic as the language of the administration, and overseeing the 
inclusion of voweling in the Uthmanic codex of the Qur’an. (See H. A. R. Gibb, “ ‘Abd 
al-Malik b. Marwa � n,”  EI2 , ed. P. Bearman et al.,  www.brillonline  [accessed 7/25/11].)  
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 Ma � lik said:  The decision with us in the case of a man who [sexually] usurps 
( yaghtas � ib ) a woman, virgin or matron, is that if she is free, then he owes the 
equitable dower, and if she is a slave, then he owes the depreciation in her value.  46    

  Here, Ma � lik selects a particular judgment as precedential, bypassing oth-
ers that do not mention a dower payment or any fi ne upon the usurper. 
Notably, Ma � lik makes no distinction between virgins and matrons. In the 
formative era, as we have seen, authorities had debated whether or not 
indemnities were owed for the rape of matrons, presumably on the argu-
ment that no sexual property could be usurped from a woman who had 
already lost her virginity. In proposing a uniform rule for both virgins 
and matrons, Ma � lik implies that sexual property is a meaningful category 
even beyond the moment of defl oration. 

 Ibn al-Qa � sim, Ma � lik’s chief Egyptian disciple and the main source 
in Sah � nu � n’s  Mudawwana,  affi rms Ma � lik’s opinion, at the same time 
expanding the scope of “coercion” to include minority, unconsciousness, 
and insanity.

  [Sah � nu � n] asked: What is your opinion if a man rapes ( ghas � aba ) a woman, or has 
sex with a developed minor, or has sex with a demented woman, or approaches 
a sleeping woman? Is he liable both to receive the  h 	 add  and [to pay] the dower, 
in Ma � lik’s opinion? [Ibn al-Qa � sim] replied: Regarding rape, Ma � lik said that the 
 h 	 add  and the dower are jointly imposed upon the man. I consider the demented 
woman who is unable to reason and the sleeping woman both to have the legal 
status of the raped woman.  47    

  Here, Ibn al-Qa � sim incorporates the legal maxim concerning nonliability 
in matters of the  h 	 udu � d , introduced in  Chapter 2 , into his school’s ratio-
nal apparatus on the topic of rape. By analogizing insanity, unconscious-
ness, and minority to physical coercion, Ibn al-Qa � sim explicitly extends 
his school’s defi nition of sexual violation from that of “coercive  zina �  ” to 
“ zina �   without valid consent.” 

 Among the early Ma � lik ı  � s, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd al-Qayrawa � n ı  �  stands out for 
his in-depth treatment of sexual violence. Beyond identifying the teach-
ings of Ma � lik and demonstrating continuities between Ma � lik and his 
predecessors, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd also preserves important substantive elabora-
tions by fi gures such as Ibn al-Qa � sim’s Andalusian student ‘Abd al-Malik 
ibn H � ab ı  � b (d. 238/852) and the Egyptian Ibn al-Mawwa � z. In this passage, 
Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd transmits a more detailed statement of his school’s substan-
tive law on rape:

  46     Ma � lik b. Anas,  al-Muwat 
 t 
 a �  (riw. H � adatha � n ı  � ) , 229–30 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #284); also  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  
(riw. Yah 	 ya � ) , 512ff (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1410).  

  47     Sah � nu � n 4:509 (K. al-Rajm, #15).  
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  Ibn H � ab ı  � b said: It is narrated from ‘Al ı  �  b. Ab ı  �  T � a � lib and others, regarding the one 
who coerces ( istakraha ) a woman, that he is given the  h 	 add  and that she is enti-
tled to an equitable dower. Ma � lik said in his  Muwat 
 t 
 a’ : This is a matter that has 
been agreed upon among us. 

 And from the Book of Ibn al-Mawwa � z, he said: If he coerces her, he is given the 
 h 	 add  and is liable for the equitable dower, whether the [victim] is a free Muslim 
woman or a  dhimm ı  �   woman or a minor whom he has defl owered. And if she is 
a slave girl, then [he is liable for] the amount that his cohabitation with her has 
depreciated of her [value], in [both the case of] the virgin as well as the matron. 
She is not given the  h 	 add , but he is given the  h 	 add  – of stoning if he is free and 
previously-married ( muh 	 s � an ), and of fl ogging and exile [if he is] never-married. 
And if he is a slave, then fl ogging of fi fty lashes without exile. As for what he owes 
of the dower of the free woman and the depreciation of the slavewoman, that is 
taken out of his commodity value ( fa-f ı  �  raqabati-hi ).  48    

  Some pages later, after a lengthy intervening discussion of procedural and 
evidentiary aspects, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd returns to questions of substantive law, 
this time detailing penalties for unusual cases of nonconsensual  zina �  :

  From several books: The Prophet said: The pen is lifted from three – from the 
sleeper until he awakens, from the insane until he comes to his sense, and from 
the youth until he comes of age. 

 From the Book of Ibn al-Mawwa � z: Whosoever commits  zina �   with a deceased, 
sleeping, or insane woman . . . or with an animal, or a minor female, he is liable 

  48     I.e., as opposed to  f ı  �  dhimmati-hi  (Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir  14:257 [K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � ]). 
For an explanation of the notion of  dhimma  (legal personality) and  ahl ı  � ya  (legal capacity), 
see Baber Johansen, “Sacred and Religious,” and also,    Johansen  ,  Contingency in a Sacred 
Law: Legal and Ethical Norms in the Muslim Fiqh  (Leiden:   Brill ,  1999 ),  199  . Slaves, 
Johansen notes, have a “weak”  dhimma ; this means that their obligations fall back onto 
their owners. A debt that is to be paid out of the slave’s own commodity value is referred 
to as “on his neck” ( f ı  �  raqabati-hi ). The slave owner can dispose of those obligations in 
one of three ways, according to Sunn ı  �  jurists: surrendering the slave ( tasl ı  � m ), selling the 
slave to pay the creditor, or keeping the slave and settling the slave’s obligations out of his 
or her own money. In contrast to a debt that falls “on the neck of” the slave and must be 
paid immediately is the debt that falls on the slave directly, or  f ı  �  dhimmati-hi , which he 
is liable to fulfi ll upon manumission [“Sacred and Religious,” 9]. In describing the condi-
tions under which a debt must be taken out of the present commodity value of the slave, 
versus when it is counted as a future obligation against the slave, Johansen writes:

  The position of the slave is different [from that of the free person]. The claims of the 
creditors are not obligations  in personam , but obligations  in rem . They are directed not 
against his person, but against his possessions and against his person as a commodity 
( ma � liyat al-raqaba ). If his possessions are not suffi cient to settle the claims of the credi-
tors, his master can be forced to sell the slave in order to settle the claims of his creditors. 
The master’s liability for the debts is limited. He is only liable to pay the exchange value 
( q ı  � ma ) of the slave. If the debts are higher than the exchange value, the remaining debts 
become the obligations of the slave. They are claims against his person ( f ı  �  dhimmatihi ). 
Therefore he is liable for them only after his manumission. [ Contingency , 199]    
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for the  h 	 add . . . . As for the sleeper and the insane, he is liable for the equitable 
dower. But there is no dower due upon him for the deceased woman. Ashhab said 
[all] this. . . . [Ibn al-Mawwa � z] said: And the sleeping woman is like the coerced 
woman ( mukraha ), as is the insane even if she consents.  49    

  Yet further, we read that sexual violation includes not only genital but 
also anal sex:

  From the Book of Ibn al-Mawwa � z: Whoever has unlawful anal intercourse with 
a woman not his wife, both are given the  h 	 add : The one who is  muh 	 s � an  is stoned, 
the virgin is fl ogged, and the male is banished. But if she was raped ( ughtus � ibat ), 
she receives the dower ( mahr ), and there is no  h 	 add  upon her.  50    

  As we can see, the Ma � lik ı  �  substantive elaboration of types of noncon-
sensual intercourse was, by the time of Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd, considerable. 
Compared with Ma � lik’s simple assertion of doctrine, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd pro-
vides us with a complex excursus that considers several defi nitions of sex-
ual coercion and several status categories of both victim and perpetrator. 
At the same time, we see in Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd the initial stages of a theoretical 
framework, most notably in his reference to the Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th  dictat-
ing clemency for those who are made to act against their own volition. 
While Ibn al-Qa � sim broadened the defi nition of “coercion” to include 
several types of invalid consent, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd explicitly gathers all these 
types of nonconsensual sex under the single idea of “lifting the pen” – 
that is, removing culpability – from those without full legal capacity. The 
push toward theorization might explain the attention to extreme con-
texts, such as sex with a deceased woman. Such cases, more than being of 
practical value, may have served a heuristic function, through which to 
test the boundaries and usefulness of emerging juristic principles. Similar 
statements to those given by Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd detailing the penalties for 
sexual violation are found throughout the Ma � lik ı  �  literature and exhibit 
increasing systematization.  51   

  49     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir  14:266–7 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � ).  
  50     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir  14:268 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  51     See    Ibn al-Jalla � b ,  Abu � ’l-Qa � sim ‘Ubayd Alla � h b. al-H � usayn al-Bas �   r ı  �    (d. 378/988),  Kita � b 

al-Tafr ı  � ‘ , 2 vols. ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Gharb al-Isla � m ı  �  ,  1987 , cited hereafter as  Tafr ı  � ‘ ) 2: 224   
(K. al-H � udu � d, #929), who sums up the Ma � lik ı  �  position as follows: “Whosoever coerces 
( istakraha ) a free woman to  zina �   is liable for the  h 	 add  [for  zina �  ] as well as [for payment of] 
the dower ( mahr ).” Other texts to the same effect are ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:629–30 
(K. al-Ghas �   b, #1081);    Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr ,  Abu �  ‘Umar Yu � suf b. ‘Abd Alla � h al-Andalus ı  �    (d. 
463/1071),  Al-Istidhka � r li Madha � hib Fuqaha � ’ al-Ams � a � r , eds. Sa � lim Muh � ammad ‘At 
 a � ’ 
and Muh � ammad ‘Al ı  �  Mu‘awwad �  ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  2000 , cited hereafter 
as  Istidhka � r ) 7: 145–7   (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1404) and his  Ka � f ı  � ,  574–5 (K. al-H � udu � d);    al-Ba � j ı  �  , 
 Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d Sulayma � n b.  Khalaf   (d. 474/1081),  Kita � b al-Muntaqa � :  Sharh 	  Muwat 
 t 
 a 
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 With the passage of time, the nature of Ma � lik ı  �  discussions of the 
topic began to change. While early representatives of the school sought 
to articulate positive doctrines with ever greater levels of precision and 
detail, later Ma � lik ı  � s sought to provide rationales for these same doctrines. 
We begin to see more emphasis on theoretical explanations and a move-
ment away from simply citing scriptural, judicial, and juristic precedents. 
Works authored in the 5th/11th century onward demonstrate a clear 
effort to ground school positions in a rationally coherent hermeneutics 
rather than simply in transmitted tradition. The writings of these later 
authorities are particularly helpful because they reveal the theoretical 
underpinnings of the school’s doctrine – that is, how particular doctrines 
functioned in and refl ected the discursive traditions of their architects. 

 In these mature school writings, jurists articulated two theoretical 
principles anchoring the Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine of a combined penalty for rape. 
One of these was the principle that the dower constitutes the exchange 
value for sexual access ( ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘ ), or the purchase price for sexual 
benefi t ( manfa‘a ). (The second anchoring principle will be addressed in 
the following section.) This principle was the starting point from which 
Ma � lik ı  �  jurists argued that usurpation of a free woman’s sexuality requires 
retroactive compensation for that benefi t or value. Although the notions 
of sexuality as commodity and dower as purchase price were refl ected 
in the formative era sources of the Qur’an and  a � tha � r , nowhere in those 
sources do we see those notions explicitly used to explain or justify rape 
indemnities. The judgments and opinions indicating indemnities for rape, 
for their part, do not offer any theoretical justifi cation. Thus, the appear-
ance of explicit rationales for rape indemnities is signifi cant. The earliest 
theoretical statement I  have found that directly applies the concept of 
 ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘  to the adjudication of rape predates Ma � lik and is attributed 
to Ma � lik’s teacher Rab ı  � ‘a b. Ab ı  �  ‘Abd al-Rah � ma � n of Madina (d. 136), 
who was known as “Rab ı  � ‘at al-Ra’y” for his emphasis on ratiocination. 
In the following passage, transmitted by Sah � nu � n, Rab ı  � ‘a argues that those 
who assault free women are made to compensate their victims in the 
amount of their  ‘iwad �  s: If the assailant is free, he pays her outright. If he 

al-Ima � m Ma � lik , 2  vols. ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kita � b al-‘Arab ı  �  , n.d. [ 1913 ], cited hereafter as 
 Muntaqa �  ) 5: 268–9   (K. al-Aqd � iya); al-Fandala � w ı  � ,  Tahdh ı  � b  5:418–20 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #102); 
and    Ibn Rushd ‘al-H � af ı  � d ,’  Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d Muh � ammad   (d. 594/1198),  Bida � yat al-Mujtahid 
wa Niha � yat al-Muqtas � id , 6  vols., eds. ‘Al ı  �  Muh � ammad Mu‘awwad �  and ‘ Ā dil Ah � mad 
‘Abd al-Mawju � d ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  1996  , cited hereafter as  Bida � yat ) 6:136 
(K. f ı  �  Ah � ka � m al-Zina � ).  
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is a slave, the  ‘iwad �   is met either by transferring him into her possession 
or by selling him and giving his sale price to her.

  Rab ı  � ‘a said: Whether he is free or slave, he gets the  h 	 add . If he is never-married, 
then along with the  h 	 add  there is an  ‘iwad �   for her, based on his intercourse with 
her. . . . And if he is a slave, then he himself is transferred into her possession . . . 
[or] sold in a distant land, in which case she is given the proceeds [of the sale] 
as  ‘iwad �  , based on what the Muslims see as appropriate. . . . She gets an  ‘iwad �   
because of what they [i.e. the assailants] made permissible ( h 	 ala � l ) of her sanctity 
( h 	 urma ), and because of their blemishing her.  52    

  Notably, Rab ı  � ‘a does not use the standard Ma � lik ı  �  terms of  s � ada � q  (dower, 
alternatively  mahr ) or  s � ada � q al-mithl  (equitable dower, alternatively 
 mahr al-mithl ) to refer to the indemnity, but only the more commercial 
term  ‘iwad �  . Rab ı  � ‘a’s statement both underscores his conception of female 
sexuality as a commodity and highlights the nonuniformity of terminol-
ogy that existed prior to the systematization achieved by the classical 
schools of law. 

 Despite Rab ı  � ‘a’s initial effort at rationally explaining the relationship 
between the  ‘iwad �   for marriage and the compensation for rape, his efforts 
gained no apparent traction in early Ma � lik ı  �  discourse, and his statement 
appears as an orphan there. The focus of early Ma � lik ı  �  authorities was 
instead on the elaboration of substantive aspects of the law, as we have 
suggested. It was not until much later, in the 5th/11th century, that we see 
a return to theorization in Ma � lik ı  �   fi qh . An important fi gure in that theori-
zation effort was the Baghda � d ı  �  judge ‘Abd al-Wahha � b (d. 422/1031), who 
justifi ed the dual penalty as follows:

  Topic: If a [man] coerces ( akraha ) a free woman to  zina �  , then upon him is due the 
 h 	 add  and the dower ( mahr ). . . . 

 We say: She is a free woman who did not consent to granting [use of] her sexual-
ity  53   without an exchange value (‘ iwad �  ). Then, someone liable for the  h 	 add  pun-
ishment for intercourse with her, had intercourse with her.  54   He must compensate 
her for the crime against her and so is obliged to pay her the dower.  55    

‘Abd al-Wahha � b uses the concept of  ‘iwad �   to evoke the broader notion 
of sexuality ( bud � ‘ ) as property and thereby to justify the dower fi ne. The 
free victim of sexual violence, he suggests, is akin to one who has been 

  52     Sah � nu � n 4:610–11 (K. al-Jina � ya � t).  
  53     Lit.  lam tard � i bi-badhli bud � ‘i-ha �  .  
  54     Lit.  fa wat 
 i’a-ha �  man yuh 	 addu f ı  �  wat 
 ’i-ha �  .  
  55     Lit.  lazima-hu al-mahr la - ha �   (‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:629–30 [K. al-Ghas �   b, #1081]).  
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forced to sell her wares without fair compensation. As an autonomous 
person and owner of her sexuality ( bud � ‘ ), she is entitled to compensation 
for any property of hers that has been illegitimately taken. Furthermore, 
‘Abd al-Wahha � b links the perpetrator’s liability for the fi ne with his lia-
bility for corporal punishment. In other words, it is precisely because the 
perpetrator has the legal capacity to receive the  h 	 add zina �   that he is also 
fi nancially liable to compensate his victim. 

 A century later, the Damascene Yu � suf b.  Du � na � s al-Fandala � w ı  �  (d. 
543/1148) similarly rationalized the dower payment by evoking the con-
cept of  ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘ :

  Whosoever abducts ( ghas � aba ) a woman and coerces her to sex, upon him is the 
 h 	 add  and the equitable dower. . . . Because she was cohabited with unlawfully, 
through domination and coercion, and she did not consent to the coercive appro-
priation ( istiba � h 	 a ) of her sexuality ( bud � ‘ ). So it is necessary that she be entitled 
to her dower. . . . And because the benefi ts of a woman’s sexuality ( mana � fi ‘ bud � ‘ 
al-mar’a ) work the same way as the rest of her possessions ( amla � k ). The exchange 
value for these benefi ts is obligatory if they are misappropriated, as is obligatory 
with the rest of what is misappropriated of her possessions.  56    

  Like ‘Abd al-Wahha � b, Al-Fandala � w ı  �  builds upon the idea of sexuality as 
a commodity by comparing the rape victim with a seller coerced to a 
contract of sale. He draws an analogy between the use of the  bud � ‘  and 
the use of any other usable object that she might own. 

 The Andalusian polymath Ibn Rushd  al-H � af ı  � d  (“the Grandson”) (d. 
595/1198) delved further into this line of reasoning, asking whether the 
dower is in its essence a consideration or a gift. In outlining the Ma � lik ı  �  
position, he goes straight to the heart of theoretical difference with the 
H � anaf ı  � s:

  The woman who is coerced to  zina �  : Is she entitled to the dower? [Our answer:] 
There is no disagreement among the people of Islam that the coerced woman 
( al-mustakraha ) is not liable for the  h 	 add . Rather, they have disagreed over her 
entitlement to the dower ( s � ada � q ). The cause of the disagreement is this:  Is the 
dower an exchange value ( ‘iwad �  ) for sexual access ( al-bud � ‘ ), or is it a gift ( nih 	 la )? 
Those who say that it is an exchange value for sexuality make it obligatory in 
exchange for sexual access in [cases of both] licitness ( h 	 ill ı  � ya ) and illicitness 
( h 	 urm ı  � ya ). And those who say that it is a gift by which God has specifi ed hus-
bands, have not made it obligatory.  57    

  56     Al-Fandala � w ı  � ,  Tahdh ı  � b  5:418–20 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #102).  
  57     Ibn Rushd al-H � af ı  � d,  Bida � yat  6:136 (K. f ı  �  Ah � ka � m al-Zina � ).  
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  Ibn Rushd elaborates further on the premise of his opponents, which is 
that the dower is not a purchase price but a gift ( nih 	 la ):

  As for those who do not make the dower obligatory, this [position] rests on . . . 
[the argument] that the dower is not an exchange ( muqa � bal ) for sexual access 
( al-bud � ‘ ), but is rather an expression ( ‘iba � rah ) of the validity of the marriage. If 
this is so, then there is no dower for a “marriage” [that is, an act of intercourse] 
that is not according to the law.  58    

  Here, in the fairly late, high classical work of Ibn Rushd, we fi nally arrive 
at the crux of the debate between the Ma � lik ı  � s and the H � anaf ı  � s over the 
appropriateness of awarding compensations directly to rape victims, and 
this was the question of what, precisely, the dower signifi ed. As we have 
seen, the Ma � lik ı  �  school theorized the dower to be an exchange value for 
sexual access. The view of its opponents, as summarized by Ibn Rushd, 
was that the dower is  not  an exchange value or price, but rather a gift and 
symbol of the lawfulness of the sexual union. If the dower functions as a 
signifi er of licitness only, then it stands to reason that a clearly illicit act 
of  zina �   cannot employ that signifi er. This latter viewpoint undermined the 
Ma � lik ı  �  position and had to be countered. For Ma � lik ı  �  jurists, the proprie-
tary approach to sexuality was absolutely foundational, to be upheld in 
all contexts. By insisting that the dower function was an exchange value 
for sexual access not only in the context of licitness ( h 	 illiya ) but also in 
the context of illicitness ( h 	 urm ı  � ya ), such as in rape, Ibn Rushd deployed 
the notion of  ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘  in a manner that H � anaf ı  � s found objection-
able. Through Ibn Rushd’s distillation of mature Ma � lik ı  �  legal doctrine 
into its starkest outlines, we are able to see the endurance of that school’s 
commitment to a proprietary sexual ethics in general, and to a proprie-
tary approach to rape, in particular.  

  Upholding Interpersonal Rights alongside Divine Rights 
 

 Previously, I have suggested that classical Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence on rape 
developed two theoretical anchors for its substantive law of  ightis � a � b . 
The second anchor was the principle of equality between divine rights 
( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) and interpersonal rights ( h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d ): In the adjudica-
tion of crimes, the Ma � lik ı  � s held to the conviction that neither took prece-
dence over the other, but rather, that both rights had to be met. We have 
seen already that the distinction between divine and personal rights was 

  58     Ibn Rushd al-H � af ı  � d,  Bida � yat  5:352–3 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
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critical to the articulation of Ma � lik ı  �  dower theory, particularly to concep-
tualizing the relationship between the minimum and equitable dowers. In 
this section, we will explore how the notion of divine and personal rights, 
and the principle of equality between them, was of overarching impor-
tance to theorizing sexual violence. Before examining its ramifi cations on 
Ma � lik ı  �  rape law, however, we will briefl y review the idea of divine and 
interpersonal rights, this time emphasizing not the emergence of these 
categories in the formative period of Islamic law, but their application in 
classical jurisprudence. 

 We might recall that classical Sunn ı  �  jurisprudence envisioned all rules 
as upholding either a divine right, an interpersonal right, or a combi-
nation of the two.  59   The two types of rights are often described in the 
scholarly literature as public versus private rights: Rights of God coincide 
with communal claims upon the individual, to be proactively enforced by 
the state in the interests of public welfare, while interpersonal rights are 
private in nature, enforceable only when an individual claimant petitions 
the state in case of violation.  60   Anver Emon refl ects upon those rules or 
acts that concern a combination of rights:

  Rules that uphold purely public interests constitute the  h 	 uqu � q Alla � h . Rules that 
benefi t individuals only are private rights or the  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d   . . . But not all 
rules can be neatly divided in this fashion. Some rules present mixed interests 
or rights . . . in which case both public and private interests are at stake. In some 
cases, the public component is more signifi cant, and so the private victim may 
not be able to forgive the wrong by waiving his rights. In other cases, the private 
component is the signifi cant element, and hence the private individual has the 
discretion to uphold his right or forgive the violation despite the public interest. 
This mixed category, therefore, contains two subcategories of mixed rights, one 
in which the right of God is dominant ( gha � lib ), the other in which the individual 
right is weightier.  61    

  Because divine rights were theorized by scholars as emanating from God 
in defense of the community, they could not be waived; interpersonal 
rights, being established between individuals and having only individual 
welfare as their object, could be.  62   

 Emon has made the compelling argument that the delineation of these 
two types of rights, and the subsequent categorization of acts within this 

  59     See, for example, Mohammad H. Kamali, “H � aqq,” 350.  
  60     See    Anver   Emon  , “  H � uqu � q Alla � h  and  H � uqu � q al-‘Iba � d : a Legal Heuristic for a Natural 

Rights Regime ,”  Islamic Law and Society   13 : 3  ( 2006 )  325–91  .  
  61     Emon, “ H � uqu � q, ” 329–30.  
  62     Kamali, “ H � aqq, ” 350ff.  
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typology, functioned as a legal heuristic, a mechanism by which jurists 
could think through competing claims of individuals and the community, 
of private interests and public goods.  63   This heuristic helped legal author-
ities to achieve and maintain theoretical coherence in the law, as well 
as produce a juristic edifi ce that contained both immovable, grounding 
elements and dynamic, context-responsive elements. An important aspect 
of this heuristic framework, as it pertained to rape, was the concept of 
the individual as fundamentally a proprietor. As explained by Baber 
Johansen, the free person is the proprietor of his liberty and his interests, 
and his rights are owned by him, to be used, given away, or traded like 
any property. “All  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d  are supposed to be the property of pri-
vate legal persons who dispose of their claims at their own free will and 
who decide of their own accord whether they want the authorities to 
interfere with their confl icts or not.”  64   This notion of the (free) person as 
proprietor was fundamental to the legal doctrine whereby a free woman 
was the proprietor of her own sexuality, and potentially a claimant in 
case of violation of that sexuality. 

 As we saw in  Chapter  2 , the nature of this rights architecture as 
evolving, interpretive, and contested was particularly important for acts 
in which both divine and human claims were seen to interact or com-
pete – that is, acts in that “hybrid” or “mixed” category described ear-
lier – because rape was one of these hybrid crimes. It was not enough 
for jurists simply to assert the simultaneous violation of dual rights or to 
develop rulings regarding each category of rights; in addition, the precise 
relationship  between  divine and human rights had to be theorized. As 
can be imagined, different jurists of the formative period, and later, dif-
ferent schools of jurisprudence imagined the relationship between divine 
and interpersonal claims differently. Some prioritized divine claims over 
interpersonal ones, while others sought balances in different ways; theo-
retical differences were naturally most salient when dealing with hybrid 
violations. 

 In their treatment of hybrid crimes – not only coercive  zina �   but also 
theft ( sariqa ), slander ( qadhf ), and brigandry ( h 	 ira � ba )  – the particular 
emphasis on proprietary concerns meant that Ma � lik ı  �  jurists understood 
the balance between divine and interpersonal rights in particular ways. 
Ma � lik ı  �  scholars consistently insisted that perpetrators must satisfy both 
the  h 	 uqu � q Alla � h  and the  h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d , and that neither eclipses the 

  63     Emon, “ H � uqu � q, ” 327 and throughout.  
  64     Johansen, “Sacred and Religious,” 297.  
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other – a perspective distinctly at odds with H � anaf ı  �  theory. Emon consid-
ers, for example, the case of the  h 	 add  crime of theft, for which amputa-
tion was cast as the fulfi llment of God’s right and return of the stolen 
good or its value was cast as the fulfi llment of the interpersonal right. 
While H � anaf ı  � s argued that the fulfi llment of God’s right was paramount 
and cancelled the interpersonal right, Ma � lik ı  � s contended that the thief 
was liable to satisfy  both  rights. Writes Emon, “Jurists who allowed both 
compensation and corporal punishment held that theft involves both 
the right of God and the right of individuals: each right demands satis-
faction. . . . By acknowledging the private interest in theft, all Sunn ı  �  legal 
schools recognized proprietorship as a value. But they gave it different 
weight and signifi cance.”  65   Emon’s analysis indicates that in general, 
H � anaf ı  � s tended to prioritize the rights of God over interpersonal rights, 
while Ma � lik ı  � s sought to meet both.  66   

 The Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine of the equal value of human and divine rights 
became the second theoretical anchor undergirding the school’s doc-
trine of a combined penalty for sexual violation. Classical school fi gures 
employed their school’s basic outlook on these rights – that is, that where 
divine claims and interpersonal claims met, they should both be satis-
fi ed – to contend that a perpetrator of rape had to undergo the  h 	 add zina �   
so as to make reparations to God for transgressing His boundaries, and 
had to pay either the equitable dower ( s � ada � q al-mithl ) or the deprecia-
tion amount ( naqs �  min al-thaman ) in order to redress the interpersonal 
violation represented by his usurpation of sexual property. This line of 
reasoning had been implicit not only since the time of Malik, but even 
before that, in the earliest disputes between formative period authorities 
of ‘Ira � q and the H � ija � z, but it was not until the 5th/11th century that juris-
tic authorities fi nally made it explicit. 

 The fi rst Ma � lik ı  �  jurist to frame rape law directly within the relationship 
between divine and interpersonal rights was the  qa � d �  ı  �   ‘Abd al-Wahha � b. In 
the following, he invokes his school’s rights theory as a central organizing 
principle underlying the doctrine of dual penalties for rape.

  If [a man] abducts ( ightas � aba ) a free woman and has sex with her, then she is enti-
tled to the dower, in contrast to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa. . . . Because two rights are connected 
with this act of cohabitation: a right of God ( h 	 aqq Alla � h ) and a personal right 

  65     Emon, “ H � uqu � q, ” 335.  
  66     Emon,  “H � uqu � q, ” 377. Sha � fi ‘ ı  � s and H � anbal ı  � s leaned toward emphasizing private rights 

over divine rights.  
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( h 	 aqq li-a � dam ı  �  ). Therefore it is permissible that both be obligatory together, as in 
the case of a pilgrim who kills a game animal that belongs to another.  67    

  In the same way that the pilgrim who wrongfully kills another’s animal 
in God’s sanctuary (the  h 	 aram ) simultaneously violates God’s command 
and damages his fellow human being’s property, the sexual usurper of a 
free woman has at once transgressed against God and against her. Beyond 
simply analogizing the rape of free women to killing game animals while 
on pilgrimage, the  qa � d �  ı  �   insists that when the rights of God overlap with 
the rights of persons, both must be fulfi lled. ‘Abd al-Wahha � b thus helps 
to lay the foundation in Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence for analyzing the crime of 
rape through the rubric of divine and interpersonal rights. 

 The same motif – that is, the argument that divine and interpersonal 
rights are equally important – is visible in the work of ‘Abd al-Wahha � b’s 
near-contemporary on the other end of the Muslim world, the Andalusian 
jurist Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 463/1071), who writes:

  The jurists have disagreed over the obligation of the dower upon the rapist 
( mughtas � ib ). Ma � lik, al-Layth  68   and al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  all said:  Both the dower and the 
 h 	 add  are imposed upon him. Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, Abu �  Yusuf, Muh � ammad [al-Shayba � n ı  � ] 
and Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  �  said: The  h 	 add  is imposed upon him, but not the dower. 
This is also the opinion of Ibn Shubruma.  69   According to [all of these], the dower 
and the  h 	 add  cannot be joined. . . . The issue of the thief [i.e., of whether both 
amputation and a fi ne should be imposed] is also disputed. 

 The correct [opinion] in both of the issues is the obligation of [both] the dower 
and the damages ( ghurm ), because the right of the person ( h 	 aqq al-a � dam ı  �  ) is not 
canceled by that of God ( la �  yusqat 
  bi-hi ). They are both necessary rights ( h 	 aqqa � n 
wa � jiba � n ) that God and his Messenger have imposed, and their joining does no 
harm.  70    

  Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr analogizes sexual usurpation to theft ( sariqa ) and then 
addresses his largely Ku � fan detractors: Some might contend that because 
theft is a  h 	 add  crime, the right of God in the amputation of the thief’s 
hand takes precedence over paying an indemnity to the owner (in the 
event that the stolen object is ruined). However, he argues that to dismiss 
the owner’s right to compensation would be a betrayal of justice: Personal 

  67     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:871 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1715).  
  68     al-Layth b. Sa‘d, born 94/713 and died 175/791, of Egypt, was a major fi gure in both 

 h 	 ad ı  � th  and  fi qh . He studied under major fi gures such as Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � , ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  
Raba � h � , Ibn Ab ı  �  Mulayka, Yah � ya �  b. Sa‘ ı  � d, and others.  

  69     ‘Abd Alla � h b. Shubruma (d. 144/761) was a traditionist, poet, jurist, and  qa � d �  ı  �   of Ku � fa 
during the reign of al-Mans �   u � r (r. 754–775). (See  EI2 , “Ibn Shubruma,” by J.-C. Vadet, 
 www.brillonline.com  [accessed 7/8/11].)  

  70     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:145–7 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1404).  
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rights – including property rights – are not superfl uous to the moral struc-
ture of the religion, and so cannot be pushed aside, even by the rights of 
God Himself. 

 Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s colleague Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d al-Ba � j ı  �  (d. 474/1081) con-
tinues this line of reasoning and reiterates the correctness of joining the 
two claims.

  Commentary:  . . . If she is a free woman, she is entitled to an equitable dower 
from the one who coerced her, and he is liable for the  h 	 add . . . . Abu �  H � an ı  � fa and 
[Sufya � n] al-Thawr ı  �  said that he receives the  h 	 add , but need not pay the dower. 
The evidence for what we say is that the  h 	 add  and the dower are two [distinct] 
claims ( h 	 aqqa � n ). One of them is God’s, and the other is that of the creature 
( al-makhlu � q ). It is permissible for the two [claims] to be joined, like amputation 
( al-qat 
 ‘ ) and return [of the object] in theft ( sariqa ).  71    

  The apex of Ma � lik ı  �  ratiocination on the doctrine of the combined penalty 
for sexual violence during our period of study is the  Tahdh ı  � b al-Masa � lik f ı  �  
Nus � rat Madhhab Ma � lik , written by the Damascene jurist Yu � suf b. Du � na � s 
al-Fandala � w ı  � . Al-Fandala � w ı  �  fi nally joins the two theoretical anchors 
presented here – that of the equality of divine and interpersonal claims, 
and that of dower as an exchange value for sexual usufruct– in order to 
uphold the dual penalty. In his extensive point-by-point defense of Ma � lik ı  �  
doctrine against the H � anaf ı  � s, al-Fandala � w ı  �  fi rst argues for the legitimacy 
of upholding the principle of  ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘  even in the unlawful context 
of  zina �  ; second, he argues for the necessity of satisfying both the divine 
right (to the corporal punishment) and the personal right of the victim (to 
a dower compensation). This detailed passage is highly revealing of the 
nature of high classical interschool debate.

  Whosoever abducts ( ghas � aba ) a woman and coerces her to sex, upon him is the 
 h 	 add  and the equitable dower. This is [also] what al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  said. 

 Abu �  H � an ı  � fa said: He is liable for the  h 	 add , but there is no dower upon him. [His] 
companions seek proof in [God’s] saying: “The fornicatress and the fornicator 
( za � niya  and  za � n ı  �  ), fl og each of the two with one hundred stripes.”  72   They say: To 
obligate him [to pay] the dower is an addition to what God has written for him, 
and [any] addition to the text is an abrogation [and is thus invalid]. 

 They say: And because the Prophet (peace be upon him) forbade the price of the 
dog, the price ( mahr ) of the harlot and the fee of the soothsayer. 

 They say: And because the obligation of the  h 	 add  upon the fornicator necessitates 
canceling the dower obligation on him. . . . 

  71     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �   5:268–9 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ f ı  � ’l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
  72     Q 24:2.  
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 They say: And because it is an act of cohabitation that does not necessitate a 
waiting period, and so it also does not necessitate a dower. . . . 

 They say: And because it is an act of cohabitation that does not impose any rules 
of marriage, nor of lineage, nor does it necessitate a waiting period, nor are [the 
prohibited degrees of marriage] extended by it, nor affi nity [ mus � a � hara ], nor is 
 ih 	 s � a � n  [established].  73    

  The H � anaf ı  �  objections to the dower compensation, as interpreted by 
al-Fandala � w ı  � , are several: Their fi rst objection is that the  s � ada � q  payment 
has no scriptural basis but is an unsupported interpolation into the law 
of God. The second is that cohabitation in the context of rape is not to be 
compared with cohabitation in the context of marriage. On the contrary, 
as an act of  zina �  , it is the diametrical opposite of marital sex. And so the 
dower that accompanies marriage is not applicable in the rape context. 
Indeed, to compensate a woman for unlawful sex is akin to paying a 
prostitute, which is prohibited by the Prophet. Third, divine claims super-
sede personal claims, such that the satisfaction of the former cancels the 
latter, and so imposing the  h 	 add  for  zina �   on the rapist cancels the right of 
the woman to remuneration. 

 After presenting the H � anaf ı  �  argument, al-Fandala � w ı  �  meticulously 
defends the Ma � lik ı  �  position. We have quoted some of this earlier, but 
I present it again here in the context of his fuller argument:

  But we have already reached agreement on [all of their contentions]. All of this 
[only] indicates the correctness of what we say. The evidence for the correctness 
of what we say is [as follows]: 

 The [Prophet’s] prohibition is about the dower of the harlot ( mahr al-bagh ı  �  ), but 
this coerced woman is not a harlot. So it is necessary that she be entitled to the 
dower. Because [the Prophet’s] prohibition rather deals with what the fornicating 
woman ( za � niya ) might take [in payment] for consensual  zina �  , while [the raped 
woman] is not a  za � niya  and does not consent to the  zina �  . 

 And because she was copulated with unlawfully through domination and coer-
cion, not having consented to the coercive appropriation ( istiba � h 	 a ) of her sexual-
ity ( bud � ‘ ). So it is necessary that she be entitled to her dower. . . . 

 And because the obligation to [satisfy] the right of God in the  h 	 add  does not 
preclude the obligation to [satisfy] the right of the person ( h 	 aqq al-a � dam ı  �  ). The 
evidence for this is, what if he had killed an animal belonging to another during 
his pilgrimage vows ( ih 	 ra � m )? He would be liable for compensating ( jaza � ’ ) the 
right of God, and [also] would be liable for the value [of the animal] to its owner. 
And because, had he usurped ( ghas � aba ) wine belonging to a  dhimm ı  �   and drunk 
it, he would be liable for the  h 	 add  [for] the right of God, as well as the value of 
the wine to its owner. 

  73     al-Fandala � w ı  � ,  Tahdh ı  � b  5:418–20 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #102).  
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 And because the benefi ts of a woman’s sexuality work the same way as the rest of 
her possessions. And so the exchange value for these benefi ts is obligatory when 
they are appropriated, as is the case for the rest of her possessions. 

 [The conclusion:] So if [all of this] is established, then their argument about His 
saying “the fornicatress and the fornicator,” and about a supplement to the text 
being an [unwarranted] abrogation, is irrelevant to our disagreement with them. 
Because the [actual] meaning [i.e., referent] of the [Qur’anic] verse is, if the forni-
cation is  voluntary  on her part. And she is  not  a fornicatress, but rather a coerced 
woman. After all, do you not [O H � anaf ı  � s] [also] profess that there is no  h 	 add  
on her? 

 This is our proof regarding their argument from the prohibition of the harlot’s 
dower: She is a woman coerced to  zina �  , not a harlot. Do you not [O H � anaf ı  � s] 
[also] profess that the  h 	 add  is not imposed on her?  74    

  Al-Fandala � w ı  �  combats H � anaf ı  �  reasoning in several ways: First, he rejects 
the H � anaf ı  �  positing of a hierarchy between the rights of God and the 
rights of persons, and their claim that the former precludes the latter such 
that both cannot be upheld simultaneously. He builds upon the work of 
‘Abd al-Wahha � b, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, and al-Ba � j ı  �  by arguing that both rights 
must be upheld, as in the case of a pilgrim who kills a game animal while 
in a state of sanctifi cation, or a thief who must both suffer amputation 
as well as return or remunerate the owner of the stolen item. In fact, 
al-Fandala � w ı  �  strengthens the Ma � lik ı  �  logic by choosing a more extreme 
example: Even one who steals and consumes a forbidden thing (wine) 
from a non-Muslim ( dhimm ı  �  ) is required to compensate the owner for 
the value of the stolen and consumed wine! If that is so, then should not 
a free Muslim woman be compensated for something that is lawfully hers 
to sell? 

 But al-Fandala � w ı  �  does not simply combine the two themes we have 
been thus far examining: He introduces an entirely novel layer to Ma � lik ı  �  
reasoning on the topic, as well, prompted by contemporary H � anaf ı  �  writ-
ings on the topic. The fi rst two points raised by the H � anaf ı  � s are that the 
Ma � lik ı  � s illegitimately read a dower compensation into the Qur’anic text, 
and that they illegitimately ignore the Prophetic prohibition on paying 
harlots for  zina �  . Al-Fandala � w ı  �  retorts that it is not the Ma � lik ı  � s who are 
misreading the texts, but in fact, the H � anaf ı  � s who are doing so, because 
both scriptural texts cited by them address those who  consent  to forni-
cation. As such,  neither  text applies to the rape victim; unconsenting, she 
is neither a harlot nor a fornicatress. In short, in al-Fandala � w ı  � ’s read-
ing, these scriptural texts do not address the rape victim at all. In fact, 

  74     al-Fandala � w ı  � ,  Tahdh ı  � b  5:418–20 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #102).  
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remarks al-Fandala � w ı  � , the H � anaf ı  � s recognize that the rape victim is not 
a  za � niya  despite their protestations, because they avert the  h 	 add  punish-
ment from her, whereas they would not do so if they truly considered her 
a perpetrator of  zina �  .  

  Conclusion 
 

 This chapter has taken us on a journey from the end of the formative 
period, when the prevailing preclassical doctrine of the combined penalty 
for sexual violation was being asserted in its barest form, through a phase 
of increasingly detailed substantive elaboration, and then to a later phase 
of theoretical articulation and integration. By the end of the 6th/12th 
century, Ma � lik ı  �  jurists not only had provided a comprehensive system of 
positive doctrines encompassing a wide spectrum of types of rape, based 
on distinctions in personal and sexual-marital status, as well as a clear 
punitive regime comprising both corporal and monetary penalties, but 
had developed a constellation of interlocking theoretical principles relat-
ing to sexuality and property, and to divine and interpersonal rights, in 
which to embed those positive doctrines fi rmly. In the  next chapter , we 
will examine the same set of questions from the H � anaf ı  �  perspective.       
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    4 

 Rape as a Moral Transgression: 
The H � anaf ı  �  Approach    

  With our entry into H � anaf ı  �  texts, we encounter a starkly different set of 
assumptions, ways of thinking, and thematic emphases from what we 
fi nd in Ma � lik ı  �  texts. One immediate observation to be made of H � anaf ı  �  
exposition on the topic of male-female violence, compared with Ma � lik ı  �  
exposition, is how minimal it is. This relative lack of attention to the 
issue of male-female rape is startling, particularly in light of a second 
observation: Insofar as H � anaf ı  �  scholars  do  discuss sexual coercion, they 
discuss coercion of men by other men far more than they discuss male 
coercion of females  – not, as one might expect, direct male-on-male 
coercion, but rather, one man’s coercion of another man to commit  zina �   
with a (third-party) woman.  1   While the possible reasons for the H � anaf ı  �  

  1     See this at the following:     al-Shayba � n ı  �  ,  Muh � ammad b.  al-H � asan   (d. 189/804),  al-Ja � mi‘ 
al-S 	 agh ı  � r, ma‘a sharh 	 i-hi, al-Na � fi ’ al-Kab ı  � r , with commentary by ‘Abd al-H � ayy 
al-Lakhnaw ı  �  ( Karachi :   Ida � rat al-Qur’a � n wa’l-‘Ulu � m al-Isla � m ı  � ya  ,   1990 , cited as  S 	 agh ı  � r ) 
 281–2   (K.  al-H � udu � d);    al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    al-Ra � z ı  �  ,  Abu �  Bakr Ah � mad b.  ‘Al ı  �    (d. 370/981),  Sharh 	  
Mukhtas � ar al-T � ah 	 a � w ı  �  f ı  �  al-Fiqh al-H � anaf ı  �  , 8 vols. ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Basha �  ̓ ir al-Isla � m ı  � yah 
li’l-T � iba �  ̒ ah wa-al-Nashr wa’l-Tawz ı  �  ̒  ,  2010 , hereafter  Sharh 	  )  454–6   (K. al-Ikra � h);    al-Jas �   s �   a � s �     , 
 Mukhtas � ar Ikhtila � f al-‘Ulama � ’ , 5 vols. ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Basha � ’ir al-Isla � m ı  � ya ,  1995 , cited 
hereafter as  Ikhtila � f ) 3: 286   (K.  al-H � udu � d, #1402);    al-Qudu � r ı  �  ,  Abu � ’l-H � usayn Ah � mad 
b.  Muh � ammad al-Baghda � d ı  �    (d. 428/1037),  Kita � b al-Mukhtas � ar f ı  � ’l-Fiqh al-H � anaf ı  �  , 
ed. Ka � mil Muh � ammad Muh � ammad ‘Uwayd � ah ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  1997  , 
hereafter  Mukhtas � ar ) 230 (K.  al-Ikra � h);    al-Qudu � r ı  �   ,  Matn al-Qudu � r ı  �   ( Cairo :   Mat 
 ba ̒ ah 
Muh � ammad ‘Al ı  �  Subayh �  ,  1965 )  143 (K.  al-Ikra � h);    al-Qudu � r ı  �   ,  al-Tajr ı  � d:  al-Mawsu �  ̒ ah 
al-Fiqh ı  � yah al-Muqa � ranah , 12  vols., eds. Muh � ammad Ah � mad Sira � j and  ̒ Al ı  �  Jum ̒ ah 
Muh � ammad ( Cairo :  Da � r al-Sala � m , 1425 [ 2004 ]), 11: 5896–8   (K. al-H � udu � d);    al-Sarakhs ı  �  , 
 Abu �  Bakr Muh � ammad b. Ab ı  �  Sahl Ah � mad   (d. 490/1097),  al-Mabsu � t 
  , 31 vols. ( Beirut ,  Da � r 
al-Ma‘rifa .  1986  [1980]) 24: 88–90   (K. al-Ikra � h);    Muh � ammad b.   Yu � suf al-Samarqand ı  �   , 
 al-Fiqh al-Na � fi ‘  ( Riyadh :   Maktabat al-‘Ubaykan ,  2000 ) # 1081  ;    al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  ,  Abu �  Bakr 
ibn Mas‘u � d   (d. 587/1197),  Bada � ’i‘ al-S 	 ana � ’i‘ f ı  �  Tart ı  � b al-Shara � ’i ‘, 10  vols., ed. Ah � mad 
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interest in that particular topic are beyond the scope of this work, the 
relative attention given to these distinct types of sexual violence indicates 
to us the comparatively low level occupied by male-female violence in the 
H � anaf ı  �  hierarchy of concerns. 

 Although H � anaf ı  � s paid relatively little attention to sexual violence 
as we would ordinarily conceive it, they did nevertheless develop a 
basic doctrine on the topic, and it is that doctrine we analyze in this 
chapter. As in the case of Ma � lik ı  �  juristic writings, we see a progres-
sion from an early emphasis on elaborating substantive rulings, to a 
later emphasis on providing a theoretical scaffold for those rulings.  2   
The early H � anaf ı  �  writings we examine here include those of Abu �  
H � an ı  � fa’s two main disciples:  Muh � ammad b.  al-H � asan al-Shayba � n ı  �  
(d. 189/804)  3   and Abu �  Yu � suf Ya‘qu � b (d. 182/798),  4   both associated with 
Ku � fa. The early school also includes the Egyptian Abu �  Ja‘far al-T � ah � a � w ı  �  
(d. 321/933)  5   and one of his prominent commentators, al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    
(d. 370/981)  6   of Baghdad, as well as the Transoxanian H � anaf ı  �  Abu � ’l-Layth 

Mukhta � r ‘Uthma � n ( Cairo :   Zakar ı  � ya ‘Al ı  �  Yu � suf ,  1968 ) 10: 115–16   (K.  al-Ikra � h);    Qa � d �  ı  �  
Kha � n ,  Fakhr al-D ı  � n al-Fargha � n ı  �    (d. 592/1196),  Fata � wa �   ( Cairo :  Bulac , 1310/ 1892–1893 ) 
3: 468–9   (K. al-H � udu � d).  

  2     Meron’s work in periodizing H � anaf ı  �  juridical development supports my observation of 
a shift in the school’s discourse from an early phase, through a classical phase, and then 
fi nally into a postclassical phase, the transition point of which was al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � . (See 
   Ya’akov   Meron  , “ The Development of Legal Thought in H � anaf ı  �  Texts ,”  Studia Islamica , 
 30  [ 1969 ]  73–118  ; and    Y.   Meron  , “ Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , His Method and His Legacy [Research 
Note] ,”  Islamic Law and Society  ,   9 : 3  [ 2002 ]  410–416  .)  

  3     Muh � ammad b. al-H � asan al-Shayba � n ı  � , born in Wa � sit 
  in 132/750 and raised in Ku � fa, was 
the author of the foundational texts of the H � anaf ı  �  school, together referred to as “ z � a � hir 
al-riwa � ya .” His  fi qh  is also recorded in his narration of Ma � lik’s  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  , as well as in his 
 Kita � b al-H � ujja ‘ala �  Ahl al-Mad ı  � na . He studied under Abu �  H � an ı  � fa and then under his com-
panion Abu �  Yu � suf, as well as under Sufya � n al-Thawr ı  � . His students included al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  � . He 
died in 187 or 189 AH. (   Ibn   Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’  ,  al-Jawa � hir al-Mud �  ı  � ya f ı  �  T � abaqa � t al-H � anaf ı  � ya , 
5 vols., ed. ‘Abd al-Fatta � h �  Muh � ammad al-H � ilu �  [ Riya � dh :  Da � r Ih � ya � ’ al-Kutub al-‘Arab ı  � ya 
and Da � r al-‘Ulu � m ,  1988   and 1993] 3:122–6 [#1270]; and E. Chaumont, “al-Shayba � n ı  � ,” 
 EI2  [Brill Online, 2012].)  

  4     Ya‘qu � b b. Ibra � h ı  � m Abu �  Yusuf, of Ku � fa, was one of the two most prominent students of 
Abu �  H � an ı  � fa along with al-Shayba � n ı  � . He also studied under Ma � lik b. Anas and al-Layth 
b. Sa‘d. He served under Ha � ru � n al-Rash ı  � d, and possibly under al-Mahd ı  �  and al-Ha � d ı  �  as 
well, and remained in offi ce thus until he died in 182/798. He was the author of  Kita � b 
al- Ā tha � r  and  Ikhtila � f Ab ı  �  H � an ı  � fa wa Ibn Ab ı  �  Layla � .  (Ibn al-Wafa � ’, 3:611–13 [#1825]; and 
J. Schacht, “Abu �  Yusuf,”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012]).  

  5     Ah � mad b.  Muh � ammad Abu �  Ja‘far al-T � ah � a � w ı  �  was an Egyptian jurist who began as a 
Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  and then converted to the H � anaf ı  �   madhhab . He wrote the  Mukhtas � ar f ı  � ’l-Fiqh  and 
 Ikhtila � f al-Fuqaha � ’ , the latter of which was commented upon by al-Jas �   s �   a � s and al-Sarakhs ı  � . 
He died in 321/933. (Norman Calder, “al-T � ah � a � w ı  � ,”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012].)  

  6     Ah � mad b. ‘Al ı  �  Abu �  Bakr al-Ra � z ı  �  “al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ” was born in 305/917, went to Baghdad in 
324 and studied  fi qh  under Abu �  Sahl al-Zuja � j ı  �  and Abu � ‘-H � asan ‘Al ı  �  b. al-H � asan al-Karkh ı  �  
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al-Samarqand ı  �  (d. 373–875/983–985).  7   Later, high classical writings 
are often more theoretically nuanced and include far more rational 
justifi cation, beginning with the writings of the Baghda � d ı  �  al-Qudu � r ı  �  
(d. 429/1037).  8   Emphasis on ratiocination continues in the work of sev-
eral Transoxanian fi gures such as al-Sarakhs ı  �  (d. 490/1097),  9   Muh � ammad 
b.  Yu � suf al-Samarqand ı  �  (d. 554–555/1160–1161),  10   ‘Ala � ’ al-Din 
al-Samarqand ı  �  (d. 539/1144),  11   al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  (d. 582/1191),  12   Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n 

 and  h 	 ad ı  � th  sciences under al-H � a � kim al-N ı  � sha � pu � r ı  � . By the end of his life, he was con-
sidered the topmost authority of the Baghda � d ı  �  H � anaf ı  � s in his day. He is the author of 
 Ah 	 ka � m al-Qur’a � n,  a commentary on the  Mukhtas � ar  of al-Karkh ı  � , a commentary of the 
 Mukhtas � ar al-T � ah 	 a � w ı  �  , and the  Mukhtas � ar Ikhtila � f al-‘Ulama � ’ . He also wrote in the area 
of legal theory. He died in 370/981. (Ibn Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 1:220–24 [#155]; and O. Spies, 
“al-Djas �   s �   a � s �   ,”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012].)  

  7     Abu � ’l-Layth al-Samarqand ı  �  Nas �   r b. Muh � ammad b. Ibra � h ı  � m, author of  ‘Uyu � n al-Masa � ’il 
f ı  �  Furu � ‘ al-H � anaf ı  � ya ,  Tanb ı  � h al-Gha � fi l ı  � n ,  Kita � b al-Fata � wa �   (aka  Kita � b al-Nawa � zil ) and the 
 Khiza � nat al-Fiqh , among other works. He was born in 290/898 and died in 373/983. He 
ultimately became the head of the H � anaf ı  �  juristic community at Balkh. (Ibn Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 
3:544–5 [*#1743];    Muh � ammad   Haron  , “ Abu � ’l-Layth al-Samarqand ı  � ’s Life and Works 
with Special Reference to his  al-Muqaddimah  ,”  Islamic Studies ,  33 : 2–3  [ 1994 ]  319–40  .)  

  8     Abu � ’l-H � asan Ah � mad b. Muh � ammad al-Qudu � r ı  �  was the author of  Mukhtas � ar al-Qudu � r ı  �  , 
 Matn al-Qudu � r ı  �   and  Kita � b al-Tajr ı  � d:  al-Mawsu � ‘ah al-Fiqh ı  � ya , as well as a commen-
tary of  Mukhtas � ar al-Karkh ı  �   and  Masa � ’il al-Khila � f bayna As � h 	 a � bi-na � .  Born in 362 in 
Baghda � d, he became the head of the Iraqi H � anaf ı  �  juristic community and was known for 
his rationalistic argumentation. He died in 428 in Baghdad. (See al-Dhahab ı  � ,  Tadhkirat 
al-H � uffa � z �  ,  http://ar.wikisource.org , under the thirteenth  tabaqa ; al-Dhahab ı  � ’s  al-‘Ibar 
f ı  �  Khabar Man Ghabar , also at  http://ar.wikisource.org , under the year 428; and Ibn 
Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 1:247–8.)  

  9     This is Abu �  Bakr Muh � ammad b.  Ab ı  �  Sahl al-Sarakhs ı  � , the Transoxanian author of 
 al-Mabsu � t 
  , who was also a theologian and a legal theorist. He wrote his famous compen-
dium of positive law,  al-Mabsu � t 
  , while imprisoned in Uzjand for several years for disap-
proving the ruler’s actions. The  Mabsu � t 
   itself was a commentary on the  Mukhtas � ar  of 
al-Marwaz ı  �  (d. 334/945), which in turn summarized the  fi qh  of al-Shayba � n ı  � . Al-Sarakhs ı  �  
also authored a  sharh 	   of al-Shayba � n ı  � ’s  al-Siyar al-Kab ı  � r  and a work on legal theory enti-
tled  Us � u � l al-Fiqh . (See Norman Calder, “al-Sarakhs ı  � ,”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012]; and Ibn 
Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 3:78–82 [#1219].)  

  10     Muh � ammad b. Yu � suf al-Samarqand ı  �  was a judge and author of  al-Multaqa � t f ı  � ’l-Fata � wa 
al-H � anaf ı  � ya . (See Ibn Ab ı  � ’l- Wafa � ’ 3:405.)  

  11     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n Muh � ammad b. Ah � mad al-Samarqand ı  �  was a theologian and jurist, He wrote 
 Tuh 	 fat al-Fuqaha �  ’, a commentary and refi nement of the  Mukhtas � ar al-Qudu � r ı  �  , and in 
turn the basis for al-Kasa � n ı  � ’s work. He also authored works on  us � u � l al-fi qh . Among his 
disciples was his daughter, Fa � t 
 ima, who memorized the  Tuh 	 fa , as well as her husband, 
Abu �  Bakr al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , author of  Bada � ’i‘ al-S 	 ana � ’i‘ . His likely death date is in 539/1144, 
in Bukha � ra. (Ibn Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 3:18 [#1151]; and Angelika Brodersen, “ ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n 
al-Samarqand ı  � ,”  EI3  [Brill Online, 2012].)  

  12     Abu �  Bakr ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n Abu �  Bakr b. Mas‘u � d al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , of Transoxania, studied under ‘Ala � ’ 
al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , and was his son-in-law. He was a teacher in the H � anaf ı  �  school in 
Aleppo from 543/1148 until his death and is considered a towering fi gure in the school. 
His main work was the  Bada � ’i‘ al-S 	 ana � ’i‘ f ı  �  Tart ı  � b al-Shara � ’i‘ , a highly systematic and 
comprehensive work, but one that did not seem to have made much impact among 
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(d. 592/1196),  13   and al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  (d. 593/1197).  14   The acceleration 
in H � anaf ı  �  theoretical exposition appears to parallel, chronologically, a 
similar blossoming of Ma � lik ı  �  juristic theory beginning with the work 
of ‘Abd al-Wahha � b al-Baghda � d ı  �  (d. 422/1031). Our coverage of jurists 
in both the early and high classical phases of the H � anaf ı  �  school allows 
us to observe the development of juristic discourse within the school as 
well as make comparisons between the Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools in 
the same period.  15   

  The Theocentric Approach to Sexual Violation 
 

 Because Ma � lik ı  �  jurists were motivated by theocentric concerns, and 
H � anaf ı  �  jurists were attentive to property interests, the two schools shared 
several points of similarity, and it would be incorrect to regard their dis-
agreements in absolute terms; rather, theocentrism and proprietarism 
should be thought of as orientations, with each school of law tending 
toward one direction without abandoning the other. In terms of substan-
tive law, H � anaf ı  � s, Ma � lik ı  � s, and indeed all schools of Islamic law agreed 

his contemporaries or among later H � anaf ı  � s. (W. Heffening and Y. Linant de Bellefonds, 
“al-Ka � sa � n ı  � .”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012]; and Ibn Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 4:25–8 [#1900].)  

  13     The Transoxanian Al-H � asan b. Mans �   u � r al-Uzjand ı  �  Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n (d. 592/1196) compiled a 
 fatwa �   collection named after him, which then served as the basis for  al-Fata � wa �  al-Hind ı  � ya . 
(Ibn Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 2:93–4 [#485]; and Juynboll, Th.W. and Linant de Bellefonds, Y. “ � a � d �  ı  �  
 �� a � n.”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012].)  

  14     Burha � n al-D ı  � n Ali b. Ab ı  �  Bakr al-Fargha � n ı  �  al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  was the author of the  Hida � ya , 
which was a commentary on his own  al-Bida � ya �  , which itself drew on al-Qudu � r ı  � ’s 
 Mukhtas � ar  and al-Shayba � n ı  � ’s  al-Ja � mi‘ al-S 	 agh ı  � r . He was highly infl uential in spreading 
H � anaf ı  �  thought and had a number of students, and his work inspired several later com-
mentaries. He died in 593/1197. (See Ibn Ab ı  � ’l-Wafa � ’, 2:627ff; Y. Meron, “Margh ı  � na � n ı  � ”; 
and W. Heffening, “al-Marg �  ı  � na � n ı  � .”  EI2  [Brill Online, 2012].)  

  15     Relevant scholarship on H � anaf ı  �   fi qh  includes the following:     Zafarul   Islam  , “ Origin 
and Development of Fatawa Compilation in Medieval India ,”  Studies in History   12 : 2  
( 1996 )  223–41  ;    Baber   Johansen  , “ Commercial Exchange and Social Order in Hanafi te 
Law ,”  Law and the Islamic World, Past and Present , eds. Christopher Troll and Jakob 
Skovgaard-Petersen ( Copenhagen ,  1995 ) ;    Christopher   Melchert  , “ How Hanafi sm Came 
to Originate in Kufa and Traditionalism in Medina ,”  Islamic Law and Society   6 : 3  ( 1999 ), 
 318–44  ;    Mona   Siddiqui  , “ The Defective Marriage in Classical H � anaf ı  �  Law:  Issues in 
Form and Validity ,”  Studies in Islamic and Middle Eastern Texts and Traditions , ed. 
Hawting, Mojaddedi and Samely ( 2000 ),  271–86  ;    Brannon   Wheeler  ,  Applying the 
Canon in Islam:  The Authorization and Maintenance of Interpretive Reasoning in 
Hanafi  Scholarship   ( Albany:  SUNY Press ,  1996 ) . For scholarship on H � anaf ı  �  biographical 
sources, see    Ermin   Sinanovic  , “ H � anaf ı  �  Biographical Dictionaries: A Survey ,”  Intellectual 
Discourse   9 : 1  ( 2001 )  47–66  ; and    Nurit   Tsafrir  , “ Semi-H � anaf ı  � s and H � anaf ı  �  Biographical 
Sources ,”  Studia Islamica   84  ( 1996 )  2 : 67–85  .  
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that the perpetrator of sexual violence was to receive the  h 	 add  punish-
ment for  zina �  , and that the coerced woman was free of any such lia-
bility. H � anaf ı  �  doctors also concurred with their opponents’ proprietary 
approach to some degree. Although they did not state their position with 
the same clarity and precision as the Ma � lik ı  � s, H � anaf ı  �  jurists agreed that 
sexual usurpation of another’s slave woman provoked payment of the 
depreciation ( naqs �  ) in her value caused by the act.  16   H � anaf ı  � s also held 
that the sexuality of free women could only be accessed through payment 
of an exchange value. Consequently, both schools were of the same opin-
ion on the necessity of a dower ( mahr ) for the validity of a marriage, on 
the need to set a minimum dower amount, and on the permissibility of 
a greater “equitable” dower ( mahr al-mithl ) based on the bride’s quali-
ties. Although they supported different amounts for the minimum dower, 
this was a point of detail and did not undermine the two schools’ shared 
commitment regarding sexuality as lawful only within a context of sex-
ual ownership.  17   

 The necessity of a minimum dower to the validity of a marriage, and 
the function of the dower ( mahr  or  s � ada � q ) as an exchange value ( ‘iwad �   or 
 badal ) for sexual enjoyment or benefi ts ( mana � fi ‘ al-bud � ‘ ), are expressed 
by ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samaraqand ı  �  in the following passage:

  The dower ( mahr ) is a condition for the validity ( jawa � z ) of a marriage, such that 
the marriage ( nika � h 	  ) is not valid without a dower, so that if one marries a woman 
without a dower or on the condition that she will not get one, and she agrees, 

  16     The basic H � anaf ı  �  principle on indemnities for depreciation in the course of  ghas � b  is 
found in al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar,  129 (K. al-Ghas �   b) as follows:

  Whosover usurps/abducts ( ghas � aba ) something that has an equivalent ( mithl ), and the 
thing perishes in his hand, he must provide the equivalent as indemnity ( fa ‘alay-hi 
d � ama � n mithli-hi ), and if it was something that does not have an equivalent, then he is 
indemnifi ed for its value ( q ı  � ma ). And the  gha � s � ib  must return the usurped object ( al-‘ayn 
al-maghs � u � b ); so if he claims that it has perished, the ruler confi nes him until he knows 
[for sure that it is so]. And whatever is depreciated from it ( ma �  naqas � a min-hu ) due to his 
action . . . he must pay an indemnity for that ( d � amina-hu ) in the amount of the deprecia-
tion ( d � ama � n al-nuqs � a � n ), according to all their sayings.”  

  One of the noteworthy points of difference between Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �   ghas � b  law is that 
the former approved indemnities for benefi ts ( mana � fi ‘ ) as well as objects ( a‘ya � n ), while 
the latter approved indemnities for objects only. However, this distinction did not impact 
the similarity of their laws regarding sexual usurpation of slave women, as neither school 
chose to indemnify the taking of benefi t, but instead opted for seeking compensation for 
property depreciation ( naqs �  ).  

  17     See Kecia Ali, “Marriage,” p.  39, n.  176; and also al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f  2:252 (K. 
al-Nika � h � , #716).  
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then . . . the equitable dower ( mahr al-mithl ) is imposed. Al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  said: The wed-
ding is valid even without the  mahr . [But] the correct saying is ours:  . . . God 
has permitted marriage on the condition of wealth ( ma � l ) and it is not lawful 
( mashru � ‘ ) without it.  18    

  Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n likewise writes, “As for the mahr, it is the trade for sexual 
right ( badal al-bud � ‘ ).”  19   The commodity aspect is affi rmed by al-Maws �   u � l ı  � , 
who asserts, “Marriage . . . requires an exchange value ( ‘iwad �  ) because it 
is contract of exchange ( mu‘a � wad � a ). And the dower ( mahr ) is imposed as 
a right in the law, as we have shown.”  20   For al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , too, the husband’s 
right to sexual pleasure with his wife in marriage is integrally tied to his 
exclusive possession of her sexuality:

  [Among the rights of a husband in marriage is] the possession of pleasure ( milk 
al-mut‘a ), which is the exclusive right of the husband to her sexual benefi ts 
( mana � fi ‘ al-bud � ‘ ) and the rest of her limbs in the way of enjoyment . . . because the 
purposes of marriage are not attained without it. . . . So this points to the necessity 
of possession in marriage also, as a confi rmation of the exchange relationship. 
And this [i.e., giving the husband access to sexual benefi ts and enjoyment of her 
limbs] is the ruling upon the wife in favor of the husband, exclusively, because it 
is an exchange value (‘ iwad �  ) for the dower ( mahr ), while the dower is [the ruling] 
upon the man. This is said to be the explanation of [God’s] saying, “To men is a 
degree over women” [Q 2:228] – that is, the “degree” is ownership.  21    

  At fi rst glance, then, it appears that H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence is 
quite similar in regard to the nature of marriage as an exchange of sexual 
rights for property, and that their confl ict over dower compensations to 
free female rape victims is arbitrary. The truth, however, is that despite 
the apparent similarity between the two schools’ emphases on dower and 
conceptions of lawful sexuality as grounded in ownership of usufruc-
tory right, their constructions of both followed starkly different logics, 
stemming from their differing commitments to theocentric versus propri-
etary sexual ethics. In the remainder of this section, we briefl y introduce 
this difference and how it is marked in the  fi qh  texts of each school. In 
later sections of this chapter, we examine how H � anaf ı  �  jurists went from 

  18        ‘Ala � ’   al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  �   ,  Tuh 	 fat al-Fuqaha � ’ , 3 vols. ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya , 
 1984  , cited hereafter as  Tuh 	 fat ) 2:135–6 (K. al-Nika � h � ); also see Siddiqui, “ Mahr ,” 15.  

  19     Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n, 9.  
  20        al-Maws �   ul ı  �  ,  ‘Abd Alla � h b.  Mah � mu � d   (d. 683/1284),  al-Ikhtiya � r li Ta‘l ı  � l al-Mukhta � r , 

4 vols., ed. Shu‘ayb al-Arna’u � t 
  ( Damascus :  Da � r al-Risa � la al-‘ Ā lam ı  � ya ,  2009 ) 3: 91  .  
  21        al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  ,  Abu �  Bakr ibn Mas‘u � d   (d. 587/1197),  Bada � ’i‘ al-S 	 ana � ’i‘ f ı  �  Tart ı  � b al-Shara � ’i ‘, 

10  vols., ed. Ah � mad Mukhta � r ‘Uthma � n ( Cairo :   Zakar ı  � ya ‘Al ı  �  Yu � suf ,  1968 ), 3: 606–7   
(K. al-Nika � h � ).  
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simply asserting their substantive doctrines to theorizing those doctrines 
through rational means. 

 As we saw in the  previous chapter , the Ma � lik ı  �  school held to a highly 
proprietary notion of sexuality, emphasizing the idea of sexual usufruct 
( bud � ‘ ) as a commodity that had to be indemnifi ed in all cases of mis-
appropriation, and to a highly proprietary notion of subjectivity, such 
that the free woman’s status as owner of her own sexuality demanded 
such indemnity. In H � anaf ı  �  discourse, by contrast, the view of sexuality as 
commodity was tempered by a theocentric ethics: Sexuality was a sphere 
dominated by moral concerns (that is, by licitness or illicitness), and pro-
prietary concerns were considerably less important. For H � anaf ı  � s, the pri-
mary rights to be taken into consideration in evaluating sex acts and 
in determining associated penalties were divine rights, not interpersonal 
rights. Accordingly, any claims to monetary compensation for sexual vio-
lation were limited by the moral context in which the sex act occurred. 

 This competition between theocentric and proprietary conceptions 
was signaled in each school’s choice of terms to refer to rape. In our 
analysis of Ma � lik ı  �  literature, we observed that in addition to using the 
words “coercion” ( istikra � h  or  ikra � h ) and “fornication” ( zina �  ), Ma � lik 
and his successors more often used another term, “usurpation” ( ghas � b  
or  ightis � a � b ), to denote crimes of this nature. We saw the way in which 
this term, which in early texts was generally used only for property 
(such as land, structures, objects, animals, and slaves), was in school 
texts applied to free women. H � anaf ı  �  jurists entirely rejected this usage 
and all that it implied of the commodifi cation of free women’s sexu-
ality. Instead, they uniformly maintained a theocentric framework in 
reference to sexual violation of free women by calling it “coercive for-
nication” ( al-istikra � h ‘ala �  al-zina �  ), and reserved  ghas � b  or  ightis � a � b  for 
the abduction and/or sexual violation of slave women only.  22   We see 
this emphasis on ethico-legal agency and the sexual-moral categoriza-
tion throughout H � anaf ı  �  writings on this topic: Al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    writes regard-
ing a man’s rape of a free woman: “If he coerces ( istakraha ) a woman 
and fornicates with her ( fa-zana �  bi-ha �  ).”  23   In discussing testimony in 
cases of possible rape, he writes:  “If two testify that he coerced her 

  22     An exception to this was the abduction of a free woman for purposes of forcible marriage, 
particularly by the sultan. See    al-Shayba � n ı  �  ,  Muh � ammad b. al-H � asan   (d. 189/804),  Kita � b 
al-H � ujja ‘ala �  Ahl al-Mad ı  � na , 4 vols. ( Hyderabad :  Lajnat Ihya � ’ al-Ma‘a � rif al-Nu‘ma � n ı  � ya , 
 1965 , cited hereafter as  H � ujja ) 3: 175–6   (K. al-Nika � h � ).  

  23     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f  3:298 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1416).  
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( istakraha-ha �  ) and two that she complied with him ( t 
 a � wa‘at-hu ).”  24   
Likewise, in his  Tajr ı  � d , al-Qudu � r ı  �  refers to the violation of free women 
as “coercion,” notwithstanding the placement of this passage in his 
Book of Usurpation ( Ghas � b ):  “The man’s coercion ( ikra � h ) of the 
woman to  zina �  : Our companions have said that if the man coerces a 
woman to  zina �  , then upon him is the  h 	 add , but there is no  mahr  on 
him.”  25   Al-Sarakhs ı  �  similarly denotes the violation of free women as 
“coercive  zina �  ” only, not as usurpation.  26   Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n’s pithy statement 
on rape also uses “coercion to  zina �  ” to designate the violation of free 
women: “If the woman is coerced to  zina �  , there is no  h 	 add  upon her, 
according to all.”  27   In short, H � anaf ı  �  jurists through the 6th/12th cen-
tury, as far as I have seen, never applied the term  ghas � b  or  ightis � a � b , nor 
any other proprietary designation, to the misappropriation of a free 
woman’s sexuality ( bud � ‘ ). In consistently referring to rape as purely 
a matter of sexual transgression ( zina �  ) and moral volition ( ikra � h  vs. 
 mut 
 a � wa‘a , or coercion vs. compliance), they pointed to their preference 
for a theocentric approach over a proprietary approach to sex crimes.  

  Marriage versus Fornication, Dower versus  H � add  
 

 By the end of the formative period of Islamic law, key Ku � fan fi gures had 
asserted that the violator of the free woman was to undergo the  h 	 add  
punishment only and was not liable for any monetary compensation 
whatsoever. This  h 	 add- only position became the enduring doctrine of 
the H � anaf ı  �  school, and school authorities continued to affi rm and elab-
orate upon this substantive doctrine over time. In a dramatic move, an 
early architect of the H � anaf ı  �  school, Muh � ammad al-Shayba � n ı  � , transmits 
a report from none other than Ma � lik b. Anas, only to disagree with his 
conclusion:

  The Chapter of Coercion in  Zina �  : 

 Ma � lik informed us, that Na � fi ‘ reported, that a slave was overseeing the slaves of 
the [state’s] fi fth [share in war spoils], and that he coerced a slavewoman from 
among these slaves, and cohabited with her. So ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b fl ogged him 
and exiled him, but he did not fl og the slavegirl because he had coerced her [i.e., 
because she had been coerced]. 

  24     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:286 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1403).  
  25     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3343 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16349).  
  26     E.g., throughout K. al-H � udu � d of  al-Mabsu � t 
  .  
  27     Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n, 3:468–9 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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 Ma � lik informed us, that Ibn Shiha � b reported, that ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa � n ruled 
in the case of a woman who had been cohabited with coercively, that her dower 
( s � ada � q ) was due upon the perpetrator. 

 Muh � ammad [al-Shayba � n ı  � ] said:  If a woman is coerced, then there is no  h 	 add  
upon her, but upon the one who coerced her there is a  h 	 add  [punishment]. Then, 
if the  h 	 add  is imposed upon him, the  s � ada � q  is void.  28    

  Al-Shayba � n ı  �  here alerts his reader to the fact that Ma � lik narrates two con-
tradictory rulings regarding rape, one by ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b that does 
not mention an indemnity, and one by ‘Abd al-Ma � lik b. Marwa � n that 
does. In his own  fi qh , Ma � lik prefers ‘Abd al-Ma � lik’s decision supporting 
the indemnity. Al-Shayba � n ı  � , however, rejects ‘Abd al-Ma � lik’s decision and 
prefers the one attributed to ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, adding that the imposi-
tion of the  h 	 add zina �   cancels the  s � ada � q . Later, al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    writes, “In the case 
of the coercer to  zina �  : Our companions have said, if he coerces a woman 
and fornicates with her, then upon him is the  h 	 add , and there is no  mahr  
upon him. And this is the saying of Ibn Shubruma and al-Thawr ı  � .”  29   As 
we saw in the case of the early Ma � lik ı  � s, early H � anaf ı  � s like al-Shayba � n ı  �  
and al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    expressed their school’s doctrine by appealing to judgments 
and opinions of preclassical authorities, while later authorities such as 
al-Qudu � r ı  �  and al-Sarakhs ı  �  more often offered theoretical justifi cations 
for that doctrine. Nevertheless, the substance of H � anaf ı  �  doctrine – that 
violators of free females are only liable to receive the  h 	 add   zina �   and not 
to pay a dower indemnity – remained unchanged throughout the period 
under consideration here. 

 As we might recall, opposition to the dower payment goes back to for-
mative era ‘Iraq ı  �  authorities. However, while stating their opposition to 
the dower, those authorities did not present their legal reasoning. Rather, 
theorizing this opposition was taken up later, by H � anaf ı  �  jurists, who over 
the course of time developed several lines of argument against dower 
compensation to free rape victims. The chief arguments centered on the 
relationships among dower ( mahr  or  s � ada � q ), marriage ( nika � h 	  ), and for-
nication ( zina �  ). Secondary lines of reasoning addressed the relationship 
between divine rights ( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) and interpersonal rights ( h 	 uqu � q 
al-‘iba � d ), as well as the limits of acceptable exegesis of the scriptural 

  28        al-Shayba � n ı  �   ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  al-Ima � m Ma � lik b.  Anas:  riwa � ya Muh 	 ammad b.  al-H � asan 
al-Shayba � n ı  �  , ed. ‘Abd al-Wahha � b ‘Abd al-Lat 
  ı  � f ( Cairo :   Wiza � rat al-Awqa � f ,  1994  , cited 
hereafter as  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  ) 702–3 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � , #702–3).  

  29     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f  3:298 (K.  al-H � udu � d, #1416). See also al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d,  7:3343 
(K. al-Ghas �   b, #16349).  
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texts. We will explore the chief arguments – those concerning the nature 
of dower, marriage, and fornication – fi rst. 

 One of the earliest themes to emerge as justifi cation of the anti-dower 
doctrine for rape was the notion that that the  h 	 add  punishment and 
the dower payment are mutually exclusive. This mutual exclusiveness 
was expressed in a skeletal way in the legal reports, in the idea that if 
the  h 	 add  is imposed, then the  s � ada � q  must be dropped, and if the  s � ada � q  
is imposed, the  h 	 add  liability falls away. This is precisely the point 
made by al-Shayba � n ı  �  in the preceding excerpt, in his commentary on 
Ma � lik’s  Muwat 
 t 
 a . After stating his school’s position that the perpetra-
tor of coercive  zina �   is to receive the  h 	 add , al-Shayba � n ı  �  adds, “ Then if  
the  h 	 add  is imposed upon him, the  s � ada � q  is void ( bat 
 ala al-s � ada � q ).”  30   
In other words, the indemnity falls away  because  the corporal pun-
ishment must be imposed. Abu �  Yu � suf is cited along similar lines in his 
 Kita � b al- Ā tha � r  as follows: “Yu � suf narrated from his father from Abu �  
H � an ı  � fa from H � amma � d from Ibra � h ı  � m:  For every act of cohabitation 
for which the  h 	 add  is averted, the  s � ada � q  is due.”  31   Al-Qudu � r ı  �  explains 
the same when he writes that coercive  zina �   is “a cohabitation ( wat 
 ’ ) 
by which the  h 	 add  is due upon him,  and so  the dower is not due upon 
him.”  32   Like al-Shayba � n ı  � , al-Qudu � r ı  �  here indicates that the cancella-
tion of the dower is triggered by the liability for the  h 	 add . The doctrine 
by which the  h 	 add  and  mahr  are mutually exclusive is also presented 
by al-Sarakhs ı  � , who writes, “In any context that requires the  h 	 add  on 
the coercer, she is not owed the  mahr .”  33   These various statements indi-
cate that in the H � anaf ı  �  theory of sexual violation, the opposition to a 
dower payment was not a freestanding point of law, but was integrally 
tied to the obligation of the  h 	 add  punishment. For some reason, both 
could not be imposed at the same time. But why not? 

 One reason the H � anaf ı  � s gave was that two penalties cannot be 
imposed for a single act of cohabitation ( wat 
 ’ ). Al-Shayba � n ı  �  writes in his 
commentary on Ma � lik’s  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  , “The  h 	 add  and the  s � ada � q  cannot be 
imposed for a single act of cohabitation.”  34   Al-Qudu � r ı  �  similarly defends 

  30     al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  , 223–4 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � , #703), emphasis mine.  
  31        Abu �  Yu � suf ,  Ya‘qu � b b.  Ibra � h ı  � m al-Ans �   a � r ı  �    (b. 731–732, d.  182/798),  Kita � b al- Ā tha � r  

( Hyderabad :  Lajnat Ih � ya �  ̓  al-Ma ̒ a � rif al-Nu‘ma � n ı  � ya ,  1936 , cited hereafter as   Ā tha � r )  138   
(#629).  

  32     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3344 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16355), emphasis mine.  
  33     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 24: 90 (K. al-Ikra � h).  
  34     al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a � ,  224 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � , #703).  
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his school’s insistence on a single penalty for rape, “because it is a single 
act of cohabitation, so the  h 	 add  and the  mahr  cannot both be imposed 
for it.”  35   This in some way resembles the modern legal doctrine prohibit-
ing double jeopardy (that one cannot be tried twice for the same crime), 
but the logic behind their doctrine was different. They reasoned that a 
single act of cohabitation cannot be both illicit ( zina �  )  and  licit (not  zina �  ). 
If a sex act ( wat 
 ’ ) was clearly illicit, then the  h 	 add   zina �   was due, but if 
either its illicitness or the legal capacity of a participant could not be 
established, it fell into an intermediate category of doubt ( shubha ). As 
long as the illicitness of a sex act was doubtful, the H � anaf ı  �  jurists argued 
that the  h 	 add  punishment had to be averted, and this in turn triggered the 
imposition of the equitable dower value instead, in exchange for the use 
of her sexuality ( bud � ‘ ).  36   Given the mutual exclusiveness of  zina �   and not 
 zina �   in this logic, it would be incoherent and logically contradictory to 
apply both the  h 	 add  and dower penalties in a case of rape. Thus we arrive 
at one of the earliest centerpieces of classical H � anaf ı  �  sexual ethics: The 
 h 	 add  and the  mahr  are provoked by completely different and mutually 
exclusive causes ( asba � b ) – one by illicit sex and one by licit (or doubtfully 
licit) sex – and thus can never be combined. This is what al-Qudu � r ı  �  means 
when he writes, “As for the  mahr  and the  h 	 add  . . . their causes are con-
tradictory ( mutana � fi n ) . . . and so they cannot be joined together with this 
contradiction in causes,”  37   and when he writes elsewhere, “The  h 	 add  and 
the  mahr  are each consequent upon a sex act, and every sex act to which 
one of its consequences is linked, the other consequence is not linked.”  38   

 The H � anaf ı  �  insistence on the antithesis between the  h 	 add zina �   and 
the  s � ada � q  payment, and between  zina �   and not  zina �  , meant that for them, 
far more than for Ma � lik ı  �  jurists, determining the licitness or illicitness 
of any particular act of cohabitation ( wat 
 ’ ) was paramount. This again 
refl ects the tendency toward a theocentric rather than a proprietary 
approach to sexuality, as “licitness” ( h 	 ill ı  � ya ) and “illicitness” ( h 	 urm ı  � ya ) 
were measurements of whether or not an act transgressed the moral 
boundaries of God ( h 	 udu � d Alla � h ), as opposed to whether or not it went 
against the will of human subjects. The proprietary approach to sexual 

  35     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3346 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #811).  
  36     The payment in case of doubtful cohabitation was normally called the  ‘uqr  in H � anaf ı  �  

texts, but as the amount of the  ‘uqr  was the same as the equitable dower, I will translate 
both  ‘uqr  and  mahr  as “dower.”  

  37     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d,  7:3347 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #811).  
  38     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3346 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16367).  
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violation, in contrast, meant that the moral category of an act had a less 
pronounced effect than its ethical quality on whether or not a woman 
was entitled to a dower compensation.  39   For Ma � lik ı  �  jurists, unless a 
woman had openly consented to an act of  zina �  , and thereby waived her 
interpersonal, proprietary rights over her body and sexuality ( bud � ‘ ), 
she was to receive the exchange value for any illegitimate use of those. 
The theocentrically conceived sexual ethics of the H � anaf ı  � s, on the other 
hand, emphasized God’s approval of the sex act itself over determining 
human volition in the act. 

 The doctrine of the mutual exclusiveness of the  h 	 add  and the dower, 
and the related argument that an act of cohabitation cannot both be and 
not be  zina �  , constituted the earliest theorization of the H � anaf ı  �  rape law. 
However, while it posited the mutual exclusiveness of the categories of 
 zina �   and not  zina �  , and asserted that the  h 	 add  could only be imposed in 
cases of (clear)  zina �  , it did not entirely explain why the dower fi ne was 
 excluded  in cases of clear and coercive  zina �  , yet  mandated  in cases of 
unlawful and even consensual sex that simply failed to meet the technical 
requirements for  zina �  . In other words, further explanation was required 
to justify rejecting a woman’s proprietary claims in cases of coercive  zina �  , 
yet supporting her proprietary claims in cases that were unlawful in all 
but the most technical sense. This theorization took the form of two addi-
tional lines of reasoning that combined to provide a more solid rational-
ization for school doctrine. The fi rst was based on the relatively early 
position that dower constitutes an exchange value for sexuality ( ‘iwad �  
al-bud � ‘ ) in marriage. The dualistic approach to the legal categorization 
of sex acts, as either  zina �   or not  zina � ,  meant that any sex act of doubtful 
licitness had to be treated as akin to marriage, or “quasi-licit,” for the 
purposes of law. Quasi-licitness, in H � anaf ı  �  thought, provoked a dower 
amount, just as full marriage did, even if it was morally repugnant and 
constituted fornication in all but the most technical sense. 

 Earlier in this chapter, we saw al-Shayba � n ı  �  argue that when the  h 	 add 
zina �   is imposed, the  s � ada � q  liability necessarily falls away. In contrast to 
that, the doctrine that the exchange value for sexuality is applicable in 
situations of quasi-licitness causes al-Shayba � n ı  �  to state the converse to 
that principle: “If the  h 	 add  is averted due to uncertainty ( shubha ) then 
he is  obligated  to pay the  s � ada � q . This is the opinion of Abu �  H � an ı  � fa and 

  39     I am using “morality” to refer to standards of conduct based on notions of a subject’s 
relationship of servanthood ( ‘ubu � d ı  � ya ) to God, and “ethicality” to refer to standards of 
conduct based on notions of a person’s responsibility to others.  
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Ibra � h ı  � m al-Nakha‘ ı  �  and the generality of our  fuqaha � ’ .”  40   In more abstract 
terms, al-Sarakhs ı  �  declares, “Intercourse ( wat 
 ’ ) without ownership ( milk ) 
is not relieved of either punishment (‘ uqu � ba ) or damages ( ghara � ma ).”  41   
In other words, if a sex act is not  zina � ,  then there must be compensation 
for it. This dualistic approach led to some counterintuitive outcomes. For 
example, if a man had sex with a minor female who was “suitable” for 
sexual relations, it was considered  zina �   and so he was to receive the  h 	 add  
punishment, and so she was to receive no dower. But if he had sex with 
a minor female who was “unsuitable” for sexual relations (presumably 
because she was too young), then it did not constitute  zina �   (because she 
was not deemed a locus, or  mah 	 all , for sexual relations); consequently, 
he did  not  receive the  h 	 add  punishment, and so she  did  receive the dower 
compensation.  42   The guiding principle behind these rulings was that every 
sex act  had  to merit  either  a corporal penalty  or  a monetary penalty. 

 Thus far, we have seen how H � anaf ı  �  jurists explained that an act could 
not be both  zina �   and not  zina �  , and that an act that did not meet the cri-
teria for clear  zina �   merited a dower. But did the H � anaf ı  � s ever directly 
answer the Ma � lik ı  �  claim that a woman or girl who had been violated was 
entitled to restitution based on the principle of the exchange value for 
sexual usufruct ( ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘ )? The doctrine of the dower as exchange 
value for sexuality led Ma � lik ı  �  jurists to regard rape as they did any other 
property crime, one for which compensation had to be paid, regardless 
of the illicit context. H � anaf ı  �  jurists, on the other hand, seem to have 
been disturbed by the idea that an act of clear fornication  – one for 
which all doubts had been lifted and that was not in the category of 
“quasi-licitness” – could provoke the same proprietary benefi ts as mar-
riage. But did they ever directly articulate this particular disquiet, or 
explain it in theoretical terms? 

 They did, but not until the second, high classical phase of H � anaf ı  �  juris-
prudence. In that phase, H � anaf ı  �  authors fi nally articulated that the dower 
is not an  unlimited  exchange value for sexuality, and that its function as 
such is limited to only  lawful  contexts – that is, that the dower is as much 
a signifi er of lawfulness ( h 	 ill ı  � ya ) in the eyes of God as it is an exchange 
value ( ‘iwad �  ) given to a human proprietor.  Zina �  , they insisted, can nei-
ther be the basis for trade nor an occasion for dower. To my knowl-
edge, al-Qudu � r ı  �  was the fi rst jurist to tie all previous lines of his school’s 

  40     al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  Muwat 
 t 
 a �  , 224 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � , #703), emphasis mine.  
  41     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:53 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  42     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:75 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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logic together in order to express this position in relation to rape. He 
writes, “The fornicator ( za � n ı  �  ) is never a locus ( mah 	 all ) for the obliga-
tion of dower, and so there is no point in considering the rights-bearer 
[that is, the woman].”  43   For al-Qudu � r ı  � , the scriptural foundation for the 
idea that  zina �   is not a locus of trade was the Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th  prohibit-
ing the dower of the harlot ( mahr al-bagh ı  �  ) – that is, the payment one 
makes to a prostitute. He avers that the  bagh ı  �  , or harlot, is none other 
than the woman who participates in  zina �  .  44   Insofar as a rape is techni-
cally an act of  zina �  , it falls under the scope of this prohibition. Elsewhere, 
he expands upon the necessary severance of matters of the  h 	 udu � d  from 
matters of money: “[There is no dower in  zina �  ] because the causes that 
provoke the  h 	 udu � d  are not connected with wealth ( ma � l ).”  45   Building 
upon this, al-Sarakhs ı  �  explains, “Sexuality ( al-bud � ‘ ) is not valuated ( la �  
yataqawwam ) by wealth ( ma � l ) in the case of clear fornication ( al-zina �  
al-mahd �  ), but is only valuated [such] in the case of the contract or its 
likeness ( bi’l-‘aqd aw bi shubhati-hi ), and this is here [i.e. in a case of 
rape] non-existent.”  46   In other words, the proprietary signifi cance of the 
dower as exchange value is only applicable in situations in which there is 
a contract of marriage; the same applies to the sexuality of slave women, 
which is only monetizable where there is a contract of ownership. In situ-
ations of  zina �  , however, there is no contract, and so female sexuality has 
no recoverable value. Indeed, for a man to compensate his rape victim 
would be akin to his compensating a harlot for sexual services – some-
thing that is prohibited by the prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th . The coercion or viola-
tion experienced by the woman – whether slave or free – may provoke 
sympathy, but it is of no legal effect and cannot create a property claim 
where there is none. 

 These multiple and related lines of reasoning – that two penalties could 
not be imposed for a single act of cohabitation, that every act of cohab-
itation had to be either  zina �   or not ,  that cohabitation that was not  zina �   
yet occurred outside of ownership ( milk ) mandated a dower compen-
sation, and that  zina �   could never be a locus ( mah 	 all ) for the  s � ada � q  pay-
ment – were elaborated over time and dovetailed to justify H � anaf ı  �  rape 
law in increasingly nuanced ways. Let us see how these principles were 
applied in various contexts either to permit or to deny monetary awards 

  43     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d,  7:3345 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16361).  
  44     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3345 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16365).  
  45     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3346 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16368).  
  46     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:53 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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to victims of sexual violation. In the following excerpt from al-Sarakhs ı  �  
on compensation for perineal tearing during the course of sexual assault, 
we see both the thoroughgoing nature of the H � anaf ı  �  refusal to compen-
sate a woman for  zina �  , even if coercive, as well as the complexity of 
school discourse by the time of this relatively late thinker:

  A man commits  zina �   with a woman coercively and tears her [in the process]. 
Upon him is the  h 	 add  for  zina �  . If she can still contain her urine, then upon him 
is 1/3 her  diya  (bloodmoney), and if she cannot contain her urine, then upon him 
is her entire  diya , because he has ruined a unique organ of hers . . . and for this [is 
owed] the entire  diya . But what is owed for the crime ( jina � ya ) is not an exchange 
for what is fulfi lled ( mustawfa �  ) by intercourse ( wat 
 ’ ), because what is fulfi lled by 
intercourse is what is owned through marriage, while tearing ( ifd � a � ’ ) is not a right 
of marriage.  47    

  Al-Sarakhs ı  �  here clarifi es that a bodily injury during the course of rape 
(such as perineal tearing) is not to be confused with the rape itself, for 
which, according to his school, there is no compensation. This compound 
ruling illustrates the detailed manner in which jurists distinguished rights 
and indemnities, making sure not to compensate sexual violation in 
any way. 

 One possible context in which the  h 	 add  for  zina �   would be dropped, 
leaving the woman eligible for dower compensation, is that in which a 
man mistakes the identity of a woman or mistakenly assumes that a par-
ticular woman is lawful for him. Abu �  Yu � suf says that if a man has sex 
with a slave woman belonging to his mother or father, whether consensu-
ally or coercively and claims that he thought she was lawful for him, then 
the  h 	 add  falls away from him – and thus the  mahr  (payable to the slave 
owner) becomes obligatory. Also illustrating this principle is the example 
of a man who mistakenly has sex with a woman believing her to be his 
wife. He must pay her dower, since his error lifts his liability for the  h 	 add 
zina �  . Al-Qudu � r ı  �  writes, “Whosoever is brought a woman not his wife, 
and the women tell him that this is your wife, and he has intercourse 
with her, there is no  h 	 add  on him, and upon him is the  mahr .”  48   What is 
noteworthy in these cases is that the sex acts are unlawful – that is, they 
are materially  zina �   – but the error or ignorance in the man’s mind makes 
him nonculpable, and only therefore is she compensated. 

 Another example of how the dower is due when an act of sexual 
violence fails to meet the criteria for  zina �   is the following, as found in 

  47     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:75 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  48     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 197 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   , who gives an example of defl oration occurring not through 
intercourse but through a “push,” by which the jurists seem to have 
meant a blow – or perhaps the use of an object – through which a wom-
an’s hymen was torn or she was penetrated: “[Muh � ammad] said: If an 
unrelated man ( ajnab ı  �  ) pushes [a woman], and causes the destruction of 
her virginity (‘ udhra ), then upon him is the equitable dower, according to 
Abu �  H � an ı  � fa. . . . Abu �  Ja‘far [al-T � ah � a � w ı  � ] said: He should be seen as akin 
to the cohabiter ( al-wa � t 
 i’ ).”  49   Similarly, if one slave woman defl owers 
another with a “push,” then she is liable to pay her owner the equitable 
dower, writes Abu �  al-Layth al-Samarqand ı  � .  50   In these examples, it is the 
lack of genital intercourse that impedes the designation of the act as  zina �  , 
and thus the dower is due. 

 Yet another situation in which an act of sexual violence might not 
merit the  h 	 add zina �   occurs when the male party is a minor. Because 
H � anaf ı  �  jurists regarded sex acts as always initiated by the male, who 
is the cohabiter ( wa � t 
 i’ ), they reasoned that the legal valuation of a par-
ticular act of cohabitation should normally be based on the legal status 
and capacity of the male. So if a male youth rapes a free female, he is 
not liable for the  h 	 add zina �   because of his minority, and consequently he 
becomes liable to compensate her in the amount of her dower. Al-Sarakhs ı  �  
writes: “If a youth commits  zina �   with a woman and thereby takes away 
her virginity . . . then upon him is the  mahr , if he coerced her. . . . And the 
insane [man] is in this like the youth.”  51   The situation is the opposite if 
the male party is an adult and the female is a minor or insane, because 
he is in that case legal responsible ( mukallaf ); the  h 	 add zina �   is in the lat-
ter circumstance imposed on him, meaning that she does not receive a 
dower payment in this case. These various examples all help to illustrate 
how H � anaf ı  �  legal theories about  s � ada � q ,  zina �  , and  h 	 add  were continuously 
developed and interwoven so as to countermand the validity of a dower 
compensation for free females in all cases of outright rape.  

  Additional Reasons for Rejecting the Dower Compensation 
 

 The H � anaf ı  �  rejection of the dower compensation was theorized along 
lines other than the opposition between  zina �   and not  zina �   as well. One 

  49     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f  2:357–358 (K. al-Nika � h � , #856).  
  50        Abu � ’l-Layth   al-Samarqand ı  �   , ‘ Uyu � n al-Masa � ’il fi  Furu � ‘ al-H � anaf ı  � ya  ,  ed. Sayyid Muh � ammad 

Muhanna �  ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  1998 , hereafter  ‘Uyu � n )  118   (Ba � b al-Ghas �   b 
wa’l- 	 ama � n).  

  51     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:128–9 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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line of argument posited a hierarchical view of the relationship between 
divine rights and interpersonal rights. As discussed in the  previous chap-
ter  on Ma � lik ı  �  rape law, the formative period of Islamic juristic discourse 
saw the emergence of the dual categories of rights of God ( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) 
and rights of persons ( h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d ), as well as rudimentary articula-
tions of how these two categories related to each other. While Ma � lik ı  �  
jurisprudence envisioned the two categories of rights as being of equal 
value, H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence gives primacy to the rights of God over the 
rights of persons, including their property rights. Therefore, in a crime 
that provokes both divine and interpersonal claims, such as sexual viola-
tion, divine claims take precedence, and satisfaction of the divine claim 
cancels any claim to reparations belonging to the human victim. While 
this principle was implicit in H � anaf ı  �  rape law from its inception, school 
authorities did not explicitly articulate this theoretical principle in rela-
tion to rape until fairly late, and even then, not very clearly within our 
period of consideration. A move in this direction is found in the following 
passage by Al-Qudu � r ı  �  as he refutes his opponents:

  They say: the  h 	 add  is obligatory for the right of God Most High, and that the 
dower [is obligatory] for her right, and each of them is distinguished from the 
other. So it is permissible to impose both of them for a single act. . . . 

 We say: The  h 	 add  is imposed for the right of God Most High, and the dower is 
imposed for His right and her right. So they are like two rights belonging to a 
single claimant. . . . The  mahr  and the  h 	 add  are not joined in the right of a single 
claimant, and so they are not joined for the claim of two. 

 They say: The  mahr  is imposed for the destruction of her right, and the  h 	 add  is 
for doing something prohibited for the right of God. So if he coerced her, then 
he did something God has prohibited, and also destroyed her right. So the two 
penalties are joined. . . . 

 We say: This is voided by her compliance ( mut 
 a � wa‘a ) according to what he com-
manded of her.  52    

  While al-Qudu � r ı  � ’s representation of his opponents’ view is quite lucid, 
his rebuttal is not. The gist of his fi rst response to a combined penalty 
seems to be that the  h 	 add  and the  mahr  are different types of claims: The 
 h 	 add  penalty satisfi es only the right of God, while the  mahr  concerns 
both God and the female victim. This dissimilarity makes the joining of 
the two penalties an ineffective solution for satisfying the claims of both. 
His second response suggests that by enabling her coercer to cohabit 
with her, she has given up her personal claim to the dower. Al-Qudu � r ı  � ’s 
characterization of coercive sex as implying compliance on her part is 

  52     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3349 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16387–90).  
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left unexplained. Neither does Al-Qudu � r ı  �  expand further upon the rela-
tionship between interpersonal and divine rights in relation to sexual 
violation. 

 Somewhat later, Al-Sarakhs ı  � , along similar lines, summarizes the views 
of his opponents (here, al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  � , who held the same view as Ma � lik) as 
follows:

  It is like the issue of amputation and compensation [in the case of theft], that they 
are not joined, according to us, based on what we have clarifi ed regarding theft, 
God willing. Al-Sha � fi ‘ ı  � , may God have mercy on him, says here that what is ful-
fi lled by intercourse is to be valuated as her claim ( h 	 aqqi-ha �  ), based on the fact 
that it is [also] valuated against both contractual [sex] and doubtful [sex]. So it is 
not permissible to drop her claim ( isqa � t 
  h 	 aqqi-ha �  ) against him without her con-
sent ( rid � a � -ha �  ). Only if she is willing ( mut 
 a � wi‘a ) does she consent to the dropping 
of her claim. And so she is owed the dower.  53    

  Unfortunately, al-Sarakhs ı  �  does not directly take up his opponents’ argu-
ment but simply repeats that rape is only  zina �  , and so only the  h 	 add  is 
mandated. Nevertheless, even though the H � anaf ı  �  jurists examined here 
do not explicate their views on the relationship between divine and inter-
personal rights in the context of sexual violation as fully as one might 
hope, they clearly regard their anti-dower position as being anchored in 
a hierarchical view of those rights. 

 Another subsidiary argument against compensating free rape victims 
was that such compensation constituted an unwarranted reading of the 
scriptural indicants. The Qur’an and Sunna, H � anaf ı  �  jurists maintained, 
only mention the  h 	 add  punishment for illicit cohabitation. They neither 
present an indemnity for  zina �   nor suggest any basis for regarding  zina �   as 
a tort. Thus al-Qudu � r ı  �  argues that the doctrine of dower awards for rape 
stands outside the clear meaning ( z � a � hir ) of the Qur’an:

  In our favor is His saying, “The  za � niya  and the  za � n ı  �  , fl og each of them one hun-
dred times.” The clear meaning ( z �   a � hir ) of the verse is that it clarifi es the totality 
of the sentence that is obligatory upon the fornicator. If something other than the 
 h 	 add  were obligatory upon him, then [God] would have mentioned it. . . . 

 If it is said: “The obligation of the  h 	 add  does not cancel the obligation of the 
 mahr ,” then we say: We do not infer from the verse in this manner. Rather we say 
that [the verse gives] the substance of the obligatory sentence upon the  za � n ı  �  . It is 
as though [they believe that] clarifying the interpersonal right is primary, because 
he [a human being] is more in need of his rights [than God].  54    

  53     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:53 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  54     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3344 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #811).  
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  Here, al-Qudu � r ı  �  fi rst points to the obvious meaning of Q 24:2, which 
indicates the  zina �   punishment of fl ogging, and highlights that it does 
not refer to any monetary compensation. Then, anticipating his oppo-
nents’ response, that the Qur’anic corporal punishment does not pre-
clude a monetary award, al-Qudu � r ı  �  criticizes those who support a dower 
payment for their premise that interpersonal rights should be given 
greater importance in the adjudication of actual cases than divine rights. 
Al-Sarakhs ı  �  also relies upon the idea of the obvious and complete mean-
ing of the Qur’anic text when he writes, “But we say that his act with a 
coerced woman is [simply]  zina �  , and the obligatory [penalty] for  zina �   is 
the  h 	 add , and no addition to that on the grounds of rational opinion is 
permitted.”  55   

 The fi nal line of reasoning we will consider here is minor in the sense 
that it neither is widely presented nor fi ts neatly within the doctrine of 
the school. However, it is telling because it indicates what was occurring 
at the margins of school discourse, and marginal discourses, in turn, can 
reveal directions in which the school might have trended, given different 
circumstances. This last argument, suggested by some H � anaf ı  �  theorists 
in support of the anti-dower position, was that a coerced woman is nev-
ertheless a participant to  zina �  , or that she is somehow compliant with 
( mut 
 a � wi‘a ) the sex act initiated by the man, and that it is partly in con-
sequence of this compliance in  zina �   that she loses her right to the sexual 
exchange value. We see a move in this direction, for instance, in the ear-
lier excerpt from al-Qudu � r ı  � , when he says that her interpersonal right 
is canceled by her compliance ( mut 
 a � wa‘a ) with what he commanded of 
her, and in his application of the “dower of the harlot” ( mahr al-bagh ı  �  ) 
 h 	 ad ı  � th  to the rape victim. This was clearly a problematic argument, as it 
called into question the grounds upon which the  h 	 add  punishment was 
averted from her in the fi rst place, as the Ma � lik ı  �  al-Fandala � w ı  �  points out 
in the  previous chapter . If the coerced woman is to be considered at some 
level a consenting participant in  zina �  , then is she not also liable to receive 
the  h 	 add  punishment? Al-Qudu � r ı  �  sought to resolve this potential doc-
trinal contradiction by distinguishing between the woman who is simply 
complying ( mut 
 a � wi‘a ), on the one hand, and the woman who gives free 
permission ( a � dhina ), offers herself ( ba � dhila ), or invites another to have 
sex with her ( mustad‘iya ), on the other hand.  56   The consenting woman’s 
lack of free permission or invitation releases her from liability to corporal 

  55     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:53 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  56     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3345 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16362–4).  
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punishment but indicates suffi cient volition to render her ineligible for 
compensation. 

 This trend, to regard even the woman who is physically forced to sex, 
or who complies under duress, as to some degree “consenting,” may be 
seen as a resistance to gender exceptionalism in the area of sexuality. 
The general perspective in both the Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools was 
that (heterosexual genital) sexual coercion works differently for males 
than for females, such that a male can physically impose himself upon a 
female in a way that a female cannot do to a male. The jurisprudence of 
both schools held, accordingly, that (heterosexual genital) intercourse 
requires intent on the part of males, because they need to be aroused in 
order to engage in sex, but that such intercourse need not require intent 
or arousal on the part of females. In short, intercourse cannot occur 
without a certain degree of volition on the part of the male, whereas 
volition is not necessary on the part of the female. This in turn meant 
that a female could claim rape, even when she had enabled the violator 
to have sex with her (such as out of fear or threat) – this enablement 
being called  tamk ı  � n  in the texts. The effect of this gender differentiated 
view of sexuality was a gender exceptionalism in rape law, whereby 
females could claim physical coercion or psychological duress in cases 
of genital sex, whereas males could not so easily do so. By arguing 
that a woman who is physically forced to sex, or who enables a man 
out of duress, has in fact complied, al-Qudu � r ı  �  challenges this gender 
exceptionalism. 

 An even stronger skepticism toward this gender exceptionalism was 
expressed by al-Ka � sa � n ı  � . In his discussion of contexts in which coercion 
may or may not lift liability, he fi rst provides the standard doctrine of his 
school and then registers his reservations about that doctrine:

   Zina �   is also of the type [of act] that is not permissible [in case of coercion], and 
it is not a cause for lenience in the case of a man, even if the coercion is complete 
( ta � mm ), and if he does it, then he sins. . . . As for the woman, [coercion is] a cause 
for lenience in her case, because what is imagined on her part is only enabling 
( tamk ı  � n ) [and not willing], due to which she is pushed to [the act]. 

 But for me, there is some question about this, because the act of  zina �   should be 
imagined for a woman in the same way that it is imagined for a man. Don’t you 
see that God (praised and exalted) has called her  za � niya , and [has only differ-
entiated between them in that] the  zina �   of the man is through penetration, and 
her  zina �   is through enabling ( tamk ı  � n )? And that enabling is an action on her 
part, except that it is an act of silence? . . . So it is appropriate that the ruling 
regarding a man and that regarding a woman not differ, and that there be no 
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lenience for the woman as there is no lenience for the man. God (Praised and 
Exalted) knows best.  57    

  Al-Ka � sa � n ı  � ’s questioning of this ancient school doctrine here is remarkable 
and is the only such statement that I have encountered within the H � anaf ı  �  
literature during this period. Unlike al-Qudu � r ı  � , al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  does not seek 
to reconcile his challenge with offi cial school doctrine, but simply leaves 
the question open.  58   Al-Ka � sa � n ı  � ’s challenge to the very idea that women 
can be raped – that is, that a woman or girl can truly be coerced, and is in 
such circumstances a victim and not an accomplice, recalls in some ways 
the popular cultural sentiment (some of which I cite in the Introduction) 
that rape victims are somehow responsible for the assaults against them, 
or the suspicion that what self-identifi ed rape victims present as resis-
tance or pain may actually be desire or pleasure. In any event, it reveals 
the precarious position of the notion of rape as a legal category in H � anaf ı  �  
jurisprudence.  

  Conclusion 
 

 While al-Qudu � r ı  �  and al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  may have questioned their school’s posi-
tion, they yet upheld it. However, al-Ka � sa � n ı  � ’s deconstruction of the very 
category of the female rape victim is not very far from the implications of 
H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence. Indeed, one might even say that in classical H � anaf ı  �  
law, there is no true parallel to the idea of “rape” as it exists in classi-
cal Ma � lik ı  �  (and subsequent Sunn ı  �  schools of) law or in the late antique 
religio-legal systems that predated Islam. H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence, in adher-
ing to the view that the rape of free women was most appropriately con-
ceived as coercive  zina �  , and not sexual usurpation ( ghas � b ), emphasized a 
theocentric approach over a proprietary approach to the issue. One fi nds 
little to no presentation of coercive  zina �   as an illicit  taking  of her sexual 
usufruct ( manfa‘a al-bud � ‘ ), or of there being a human victim whose sex-
uality has been usurped. For H � anaf ı  �  jurists, there are only the questions 
of the moral quality of the sex act (is it or is it not  zina �  ), and the indi-
vidual culpability of the two parties. The idea that rape is no more than 
 zina �   is refl ected in other areas of the law, such as doctrines pertaining to 
the rights of violated woman against slanderous comments. For example, 
according to al-Sarakhs ı  � , if someone insults a raped woman by calling 

  57     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 10:109 (K. al-Ikra � h).  
  58     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 10:116 (K. al-Ikra � h).  
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her a fornicatress ( za � niya ), that person is not liable to receive the  h 	 add  
punishment for slander ( qadhf ). The reason for this, says al-Sarakhs ı  � , is 
that the woman  was  in fact party to an act of  zina �  . Even though she was 
coerced and therefore neither morally responsible nor legally liable, the 
act is not excluded from that designation.  59   To regard sexual violation 
in theocentric terms thus left H � anaf ı  �  jurists without alternatives to the 
ramifi cations of that approach. 

 A further observation must be made:  Even within the spectrum of 
theocentric concerns, the structure of H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence meant that 
in the matter of sexual violation, the majority of legal attention went to 
determining the legal categorization of the sex act, and relatively little 
to the woman’s volition. The relative unimportance of her volition in 
sex acts is forcefully expressed in two points made by the jurists: First, 
in the issue of dower, a woman’s consent and coercion are equivalent, 
because they only are relevant in cohabitation that is not  zina �  . Second, in 
cases of clear  zina �  , her consent and coercion are also equivalent, insofar 
as neither provokes the  mahr . Al-Qudu � r ı  �  asserts, for example, “In every 
cohabitation for which the dower is provoked, coercion and consent are 
equivalent, as in the case of cohabitation in a defective marriage ( nika � h 	  
fa � sid ).”  60   Elsewhere, he writes, “We say: In those rights that are owed to 
a woman by way of exchange value, the  za � niya  and the non- za � niya  are 
equal.”  61   And in the passage that follows, al-Qudu � r ı  �  contends the equiva-
lence of female coercion and consent specifi cally in response to those who 
would argue that coercive  zina �   and consensual  zina �   should be treated 
differently:

  They say:  The female party ( al-mawt 
 u � ’a ) in a case of morally ambiguous sex 
( shubha ) consented to the sex act. If  she  is entitled to the dower, then the coerced 
woman who did  not  consent to offering up ( badhl ) [her sexuality] is all the  more  
[entitled] ( awla �  ) [to the dower]. 

 We say: We have clarifi ed the causes connected with the dower, and  consent and 
coercion are equivalent in them , and these are sex in a defective or doubtful 
marriage. And [we have also clarifi ed the causes connected with] sex that is not 
connected with dower [that is, fornication],  and coercion and consent are [also] 
equivalent in them .  62    

  59     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:118 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  60     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d,  7:3344 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16354).  
  61     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3344 (K. al-Ghas �   b, #16356).  
  62     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Tajr ı  � d , 7:3348–9 (K. al-Ghas �   b, 16386–7), emphasis mine.  
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  Al-Sarakhs ı  �  argues along the same lines, that in cases of intercourse out-
side ownership, where the  h 	 add  drops and the dower is imposed, “it is 
the same whether she permitted him in this or whether he coerced her.”  63   
On the other hand, “If an indemnity for her sexuality were imposed on 
the fornicator, then that [indemnity] would not be dismissed due to her 
consent ( rid � a �  ) – a point that could be raised against the Ma � lik ı  � s.”  64   These 
passages demonstrate the manner in which the substantive doctrine of 
the school, and the particular ways in which this doctrine was theorized, 
resulted in a juristic architecture that granted little legal signifi cance to 
whether or not a woman consented or objected to sexual encounters. 
The interrelationship between  zina �   and  mahr , and the perceived antith-
esis between the two, thus resulted in a doctrine that invalidated female 
volition in sexual matters in all but the narrowest of circumstances. 

 In these two chapters, we have closely examined the doctrines of the 
Ma � lik ı  �  and the H � anaf ı  �  schools regarding sexual violation, particularly 
of free women, whose status as legal subjects and proprietors of their 
own sexuality made it particularly complicated to determine and theo-
rize their rights as victims. We have seen how the proprietary approach 
of the Ma � lik ı  �  school was refl ected in a strong commitment to a com-
modifi ed view of sexuality, which in turn led them to propose monetary 
compensations to free rape victims. We have seen how the theocentric 
approach of the H � anaf ı  �  school, in contrast, was refl ected in a thorough-
going rejection of monetary compensations for illicit cohabitation under 
any circumstances, the volitional state of the victim notwithstanding. In 
the next and fi nal chapters we will look to the consequences of these 
divergent positions for evidence and procedure.       

  63     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 24:90 (K. al-Ikra � h).  
  64     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:53 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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    5 

 Proving Rape in H � anaf ı  �  Law: 
Substance, Evidence, and Procedure    

  In defi ning rape, the H � anaf ı  �  school adhered to a theocentrically oriented 
notion of rape, while their Ma � lik ı  �  counterparts defended a composite 
notion in which proprietary concerns prevailed. This substantive dis-
agreement over whether rape constituted a single violation against God 
or a dual violation against both God and a human victim had weighty 
consequences for evidence and procedure. If rape were categorized purely 
as coercive fornication ( zina �  ), and thus only a transgression against God’s 
boundaries ( h 	 udu � d ), then judges were to consider only the types of evi-
dence that were appropriate to that crime. If, on the other hand, rape 
were seen as both coercive  zina �   and a tort, then judges could apply a 
wider set of evidentiary standards, theoretically increasing a victim’s abil-
ity to substantiate her claim. Having a wider range of means by which a 
victim could pursue legal action against her assailant was critical, given 
the diffi culty of establishing coercion to  zina �  , as we will see. In this chap-
ter, we examine H � anaf ı  �  rules of evidence and procedure related to  zina �  . 
We will see how the H � anaf ı  �  defi nition of  zina �  , in combination with the 
school’s evidentiary and procedural doctrines, created a virtually insur-
mountable challenge for women and girls seeking justice against their 
violators. 

  The Substance of  Zina �  : Defi nition 
 

 Before examining H � anaf ı  �  principles of evidence and procedure, we must 
investigate more closely the technical defi nition of  zina �   in classical Islamic 
jurisprudence. For while we have addressed the concept of  zina �   in the con-
text of formative jurisprudence, it is important to note that  zina �   is not 
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actually  defi ned  in either the Qur’an or the  a � tha � r . Rather, it was in classical 
jurisprudence that a technical defi nition was developed. It is only when we 
understand what  zina �   means and does not mean in the law that we can 
understand precisely which types of sex crimes were governed by which 
rules of evidence and procedure, as well as which types of contact merited 
which punishment, should commission be established. As our concern in 
this chapter is to elucidate the particularities of H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence, I pri-
marily draw on H � anaf ı  �  texts. H � anaf ı  �   fi qh  identifi ed sex acts as belonging to 
one of three categories: clearly illicit, questionably or ambiguously licit, or 
clearly licit;  zina �   fell into the clearly illicit category. A similar gradation of 
sex acts is found in Ma � lik ı  �  thought as well. In the following review, note-
worthy areas of difference between these schools will be pointed out as 
appropriate. 

 Classical Islamic jurisprudence across all four Sunn ı  �  schools of law devel-
oped fairly uniform defi nitions of  zina �  . They all agreed that in order for a 
sex act to provoke the mandatory fi xed corporal punishment known as the 
 h 	 add zina �  , it had to meet the aforesaid defi nition. Acts that did not meet 
the  zina �   standard could be sinful, could earn divine wrath, and could merit 
a discretionary punishment based on the decision of the judge or ruler, but 
they did not possess the gravity of transgressing the divine limits ( h 	 udu � d ); 
nor did they set in motion the entire judicial machinery surrounding sex 
crimes that  zina �   did. Therefore, a crucial aspect of adjudicating a particular 
sexual violation was deciding whether or not the sex act ( wat 
 ’ ) in question 
constituted a clear case of  zina �   or was something of lesser gravity or clarity. 

  Zina �   was defi ned by the H � anaf ı  � s, and by Sunn ı  �  jurists on the whole, 
as any act of genital intercourse between an adult male and an adult or 
minor female that lies clearly outside the bonds of sexual ownership ( milk ), 
whether that ownership be achieved through slave ownership ( riqq ) or 
marriage ( nika � h 	  ). The following comprehensive technical defi nition by the 
Transoxanian jurist ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  �  (d. 539/1144) lays out the 
key elements in consideration:

  As for  zina �  , it is cohabitation that is prohibited ( h 	 ara � m ), [that occurs] outside of 
certain ownership ( h 	 aq ı  � qat al-milk ) or certain marriage ( h 	 aq ı  � qat al-nika � h 	  ), or [that 
occurs] outside of uncertain ownership ( shubhat al-milk ) or uncertain marriage 
( shubhat al-nika � h 	  ), and also outside of uncertain liability ( shubhat al-ishtiba � h ). 

 As for cohabitation ( wat 
 ’ ), this is a known act: it is genital penetration (  ı  � la � j farj 
al-rajul f ı  �  farj al-mar’a ).  1    

  1     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:138 (K. al-H � udu � d). Also,    Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  ,  Burha � n al-D ı  � n   (d. 
593/1197),  al-Hida � ya  ( Cairo :  Mat 
 ba ̒ ah Mus �   t 
 afa �  al-Ba � b ı  �  al-H � alab ı  �  ,  1975  [1936]) 4: 96–7   
(K. al-H � udu � d).  
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  Abu �  Bakr al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  (d. 582/1191), son-in-law of the already-mentioned 
‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , delineates other lesser elements in  zina �  , as well, 
such as that the woman be alive, that the act be voluntary on the part of the 
man, and that it take place in a Muslim land:

  As for  zina �  , it is the name for [a man’s] prohibited genital intercourse with a living 
woman, [performed] out of choice ( ikhtiya � r ), in a land of justice wherein the laws of 
Islam are applicable, devoid of certain or possible slaveownership, and [devoid of] 
certain or possible marriage ( nika � h 	  ), and [devoid of] possible liability due to confu-
sion over either slaveownership or marriage.  2    

  These defi nitions indicate the two key operative principles in identifying 
 zina �  . One was that the sex act be clearly illicit. Any factor that that threw 
doubt on the illegality of the act  – and we will examine those factors 
later – inspired lenience on the part of jurists, and therefore lenience on 
the part of judges. Another key operative principle was that the sex act 
had to consist of heterosexual genital intercourse; anything apart from this 
would not qualify as  zina �  , for H � anaf ı  �  scholars. This principle is expressed 
by Muh � ammad b. Ab ı  �  Sahl al-Sarakhs ı  �  (d. 490/1097), who writes, “The 
 h 	 add  is not imposed except for cohabitation ( jima � ‘ ) in the vulva ( farj ).”  3   

 The clear opposite of  zina �   is sex within the parameters of a valid con-
tract of sexual ownership, or  milk al-bud � ‘ . The two forms in which such 
ownership is possible are marriage ( nika � h 	  ) and slavery ( riqq ), each of 
which has its own rules in order to be completely valid, and each of 
which the juristic literature covers in great detail in chapters dedicated 
to these topics.  4   As our focus in this work is on the conceptualization of 

  2     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:178 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  3     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:38 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  4     Some useful overviews of classical marriage law include the following:     Kecia   Ali  , 

 Marriage and Slavery in Early Islam  ( Cambridge, MA :   Harvard University Press , 
 2010 )  and her   Sexual Ethics and Islam:  Feminist Refl ections on Qur’an, Hadith, 
and Jurisprudence  ( Oxford :   Oneworld ,  2006 ) ;    Azizah   al-Hibri  , “ The Nature of the 
Islamic Marriage:  Sacramental, Covenantal, or Contractual? ” in  Covenant Marriage 
in Comparative Perspective , eds. John Witte Jr. and Eliza Ellison ( Grand Rapids , 
MI:  Wm. B.  Eerdmans,  2005 ) ;    Judith   Tucker  ,  Women, Family and Gender in Islamic 
Law  ( Cambridge ,  2008 ) ;    Carolyn   Baugh  , “ An Exploration of the Juristic Consensus 
( ijma � ‘ ) on Compulsion in the Marriages of Minors ,”  Comparative Islamic Studies  
 5 : 1  ( 2009 ) ;   The Islamic Marriage Contract:  Case Studies in Islamic Family Law , eds. 
Asifa Quraishi and Frank E. Vogel ( Cambridge, MA :  Harvard University Press ,  2008 ) ; 
  Women in Muslim Family Law , eds. John Esposito and Natana DeLong-Bas (Syracuse, 
NY:  Syracuse University Press ,  2001 ) ;    Ze’ev   Maghen  ,  Virtues of the Flesh: Passion and 
Purity in Early Islamic Jurisprudence  ( Leiden :  Brill ,  2005 ) ;    Ziba   Mir-Hosseini  ,  Marriage 
on Trial: A Study of Islamic Family Law – Iran and Morocco Compared  ( London and 
New York :  I. B. Tauris ,  2000 ) ;    Scott   Kugle  ,  Homosexuality in Islam: Critical Refl ections 
on Gay, Lesbian and Transgender Muslims  ( Oxford :  Oneworld ,  2010 ) .  
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rape, for which the basis is  zina �  , we will forgo elaborating on clearly licit 
sex within the contexts of marriage and slavery. Instead, we will move 
directly into describing the numerous gray areas around  zina �  , which 
include sex acts that are or appear to be illicit yet do not meet the cited 
defi nitions of  zina �  . Understanding these gray areas is important, because 
it allows us to see which types of sexual violation would and would not 
elicit the  h 	 add  punishment if established in court. Throughout the follow-
ing section, we will detect a general tendency toward keeping the scope 
of  zina �   as narrow as possible, which in turn narrowed the types of sexual 
violence that could elicit the  h 	 add  penalty.  

  Exceptions to  Zina �    

   Lack of Locus (‘Adam al-Mah 	 all)  

 H � anaf ı  �  jurists contemplated several types of prohibited sexual contact 
that failed to meet  zina �   standards. One obvious type was genital inter-
course between lawful parties, when there was a situational prohibition 
such as menstruation. ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  �  gives examples of this 
type of situationally prohibited sex: “[Regarding] sexual intercourse in 
ownership and in marriage: Even if [a particular sex act] is prohibited, 
it is not  zina �  , such as sex with a menstruating woman or a woman in 
parturition, sex with a Magian concubine, a milk-sister, or a shared 
concubine, and so forth.”  5   In other words, the basic lawfulness of the 
sexual relationship prevented criminalization of the sex act, even if it 
was sinful. 

 Another type of exception was the converse, that is, nongenital inter-
course between unlawful parties. Thus, manual penetration of a female, 
whether by another female or by a male, did not constitute  zina �  , accord-
ing to all jurists. By far the most commonly discussed type of nongeni-
tal unlawful intercourse in H � anaf ı  �  literature is anal sex. As in the case 
of conjugal sex during menstruation, anal sex within a valid heterosex-
ual context was prohibited but did not provoke the  h 	 add ; rather, it pro-
voked the discretionary punishment ( ta‘z ı  � r ) only. The same applied for 
anal heterosexual relations within an illicit context.  6   The H � anaf ı  � s also 
excepted anal sex between males, or  liwa � t 
  , from the defi nition of  zina �  . 

  5     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:138 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  6     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 197. Also see    al-Burn ı  �  ,  Muh � ammad ‘ Ā shiq Ila � h ı  �   ,  al-Tash ı  � l 

al- Ẓ aru � r ı  � : Masa � ’il al-Qudu � r ı  �  , 2 vols. ( Karachi :  Maktabat al-Shaykh , 1412 AH , cited here-
after as  Tash ı  � l ), p. 132–3.  

Exceptions to Zina�
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According to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, sodomy never provokes the  h 	 add zina �  , as it is 
not genital. Abu �  Bakr al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    (d. 370/981), of Rayy and then Baghda � d,  7   
writes, “Regarding one who practices sodomy, Abu �  H � an ı  � fa said he is 
given a  ta‘z ı  � r , not the  h 	 add .”  8   Similarly, the late Transoxanian author 
of the infl uential  Hida � ya  Burha � n al-D ı  � n al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  (d. 593/1197) 
explains: “Whoever approaches a woman in the detested place, or prac-
tices sodomy ( liwa � t 
  ), there is no  h 	 add  on him according to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, 
but rather [only]  ta‘z ı  � r .”  9   This did not mean that sodomy was not prohib-
ited. Like all forms of intercourse outside sexual ownership, it was sinful 
and liable to a discretionary punishment, but it was not to be considered 
 zina �  , and so did not provoke the  h 	 add . Not all H � anaf ı  � s agreed with the 
founder of the school. Some  – including Abu �  H � an ı  � fa’s main disciples, 
Abu �  Yu � suf Ya‘qu � b b. Ibra � h ı  � m (d. 182/798) and the prolifi c Damascene 
Muh � ammad b.  al-H � asan al-Shayba � n ı  �  (d. 189/804)  – argued that the 
punishment for sodomy ( liwa � t 
  ) should be the same as that for  zina � .   10   
The early Egyptian scholar Abu �  Ja‘far al-T � ah � a � w ı  �  (d. 321/933) similarly 
preferred to treat the sodomist ( lu � t 
  ı  �  ) exactly as the fornicator ( za � n ı  �  ).  11   
Nevertheless, these alternate H � anaf ı  �  viewpoints still did not regard sod-
omy as falling within the parameters of  zina �  ; rather, they argued that the 
punishment for sodomy should be “the same as” the punishment for  zina �  . 
That is, alternative intraschool positions addressed the severity of the 
penalty, not the essence of the act.  12   

 The dominant H � anaf ı  �  opinion, that  liwa � t 
   provoked a less severe discre-
tionary punishment than the  h 	 add  for  zina � ,  was vigorously opposed by 
the Ma � lik ı  � s, who regarded anal intercourse between a male and a female 
as no different from  zina �  , and sodomy as worse than  zina �  . For this reason, 
the latter provoked a more severe punishment than the former: Writes 
Al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   , “Ma � lik and al-Layth said [sodomists] are stoned, whether they 

  7     On al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ’ theology, see    A. Kevin   Reinhart  ,  Before Revelation:  The Boundaries of 
Muslim Moral Thought  (Albany:  SUNY Press ,  1995 ) , 45ff.  

  8     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:303 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1421).  
  9     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 4:103–4 (K. al-H � udu � d).  

  10     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:303–4 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1421).  
  11     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:303–4 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1421).  
  12     For discussions of the H � anaf ı  �  approach to same-sex relations and its distinctiveness from 

other Sunn ı  �  approaches, see the following:    Khaled   el-Rouayheb  ,  Before Homosexuality in 
the Arab-Islamic World, 1500–1800  (Chicago:  University of Chicago Press ,  2005 ) ;    Scott  
 Kugle  ,  Homosexuality in Islam: Critical Refl ections on Gay, Lesbian and Transgender 
Muslims  (Oxford:   Oneworld ,  2010 ) ; and    Barbara   Zollner  , “ Mithliyyun or Lutiyyun? 
Neo-Orthodoxy and the Debate on the Unlawfulness of Same-Sex Relations in Islam ,” in 
 Islam and Homosexuality , vol. 1, ed. Samar Habib (New York:  Praeger ,  2010 ) .  
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are  muh 	 s � an  or not.”  13   However, despite the variance between the Ma � lik ı  � s 
and H � anaf ı  � s on the appropriate punishment for sodomy, the Ma � lik ı  � s con-
curred with the H � anaf ı  � s that substantively, homosexual relations were 
not the same as heterosexual relations, and that the essence and logic of 
 zina �   were grounded in the latter. This is refl ected in the Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine 
that an adult male’s sexual coercion of a minor male did not provoke 
the same monetary indemnity that heterosexual violation did: If the two 
were equivalent, then coercive sodomy would constitute a usurpation of 
sexual property, just as coercive fornication did  – but it did not. The 
indemnity for rape in Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence, it must be remembered, was 
based on the notions of female sexuality ( bud � ‘ ) as commodity and of 
coercive  zina �   as a usurpation of that commodity, and only made sense in 
the context of male sexual ownership of females. Accordingly, a woman 
coerced to anal sex by an unlawful man was entitled to a  s � ada � q  payment, 
in the Ma � lik ı  �  understanding, while the coercive use of male sexuality – 
which was not commodifi ed in any school of Sunn ı  �  law – did not provoke 
a similar fi ne.  14   In short, the apparent difference between the H � anaf ı  �  and 
Ma � lik ı  �  positions on the punishment of  liwa � t 
   obscures what was really a 
shared exclusion of anal sex from the full meaning of  zina �  . 

 Abu �  H � an ı  � fa’s refusal to categorize sodomy as  zina �  , as well as all 
schools’ excepting of manual penetration, and so forth, from its defi -
nition, was based on the principles of “locus for  zina �  ” and “locus for 
cohabitation”  –  mah 	 all al-zina �   and  mah 	 all al-wat 
 ’ , respectively. These 
two closely related principles dictated that in order for a sex act to be 
considered truly  zina �  , or even sex, it must occur between appropriate par-
ties. In the H � anaf ı  �  consideration of sodomy, whether between males or 
between a male and a female, the “active” participant – that is, the pen-
etrating male – was considered to be a legal locus for  zina �  , but the “pas-
sive” participant was not, since the correct locus for  zina �   was only the 
female vulva ( farj ). Thus, there existed a lack of locus ( ‘adam al-mah 	 all ) 
in such cases. Although Abu �  H � an ı  � fa’s specifi c position on male sodomy 
was rejected by his own students, Abu �  Yu � suf and al-Shayba � n ı  � , the three 
did agree on the requirement of correct locus in many other cases. Perhaps 
the most extreme example in H � anaf ı  �   fi qh  of a sex act that failed the locus 

  13     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f,  3:303 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1421).  
  14     The H � anaf ı  �  sources under study here are silent as regards sexual coercion between males. 

We can only surmise what their position on coercive sodomy may have been on the basis 
of general discussions about consensual sodomy and coercive  zina �  : that the perpetrator 
would receive a  ta‘z ı  � r  punishment, while the victim would be spared punishment because 
of lack of intent or consent.  
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test was sex between an adult male and a girl who was deemed incapable 
of tolerating intercourse. Normally, according to the jurists, a man who 
had sex with a minor (over whom he did not have sexual ownership) was 
considered to have committed  zina �  ; this is as we would expect, since the 
sex act would clearly be illicit. However, this juristic determination was 
not based only on the man’s deed. H � anaf ı  �  jurists designated this type of 
sex act to be  zina �   also because the girl in this situation, assumed to be 
pubescent, was considered “capable” of sex – that is, capable of inciting 
desire and experiencing arousal as a result of a certain degree of physical 
development. However, if she was prepubescent and had not attained the 
requisite degree of physical development, then she was, in the parlance of 
the jurists, “incapable” of intercourse. Her incapacity (that is, her youth), 
for the H � anaf ı  � s, prevented her from being a locus for  zina �  : If a man had 
sex with such an incapable girl, they said that  zina �   had not occurred, and 
the  h 	 add zina �   was not to be imposed on him.  15   The principle of locus, or 
 mah 	 all , thus held clear ramifi cations for H � anaf ı  �  conceptions of sexual 
violation: An act of violation had to meet the correct locus requirement 
for  zina �   to provoke the  h 	 add  punishment. Sex acts that did not engage the 
correct loci were excluded ab initio and would receive the discretionary 
penalty instead, no matter how coercive or illicit.  

   Nonliability Due to Defective Capacity or Coercion  

 Assuming that a sex act met the locus ( mah 	 all ) requirements for  zina �  , 
one who committed  zina �   could yet be relieved of liability for the  h 	 add  
punishment in two exculpating circumstances: The fi rst was if one lacked 
complete legal capacity and therefore could not give valid consent to 
the sex act; this was exemplifi ed in the cases of mentally impaired per-
sons and minors. According to H � anaf ı  �  school texts, insane persons and 
minors were exempt from the  h 	 add zina �   even if they consented to cohabi-
tation, as their defective capacity rendered their consent invalid.  16   Indeed, 
as explained by ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , such persons are not even 
addressed by the Lawgiver, that is, God: “We have set as a condition [for 
 zina �  ] that [the sex act] be prohibited; thus the cohabitation of the insane 
[adult] ( al-majnu � n ) and the sane minor ( s � ab ı  �  ) are not  zina �  , as their deeds 

  15     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:75–6 (K.  al-H � udu � d). Also Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n, 3:469 (K.  al-H � udu � d). Also 
al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 4:109–10 (K. al-H � udu � d).  

  16     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:183 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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are not characterized by prohibition.”  17   Under this principle we fi nd what 
today we call “statutory rape”: Al-Shayba � n ı  �  writes, “If a sane adult man 
commits  zina �   with an insane woman or a “capable” girl (lit. the type of 
minor with whom one has sex,  s � agh ı  � ra tuja � ma‘ mithlu-ha �  ), the man alone 
is given the  h 	 add .”  18   Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  similarly writes, “If a sane man com-
mits  zina �   with an insane woman or a capable girl, then only the man gets 
the  h 	 add , by consensus.”  19   

 The second circumstance in which liability would be lifted from a 
participant to  zina �   was absence of consent due to coercion, or  ikra � h,  as 
expressed in statements such as “Cohabitation under coercion does not 
provoke the  h 	 add .”  20   The precise meaning of  ikra � h  in sexual matters, or 
of the derivative term  istikra � h  that was used to designate “coercive  zina �  ” 
in H � anaf ı  �  sources, is often left unspecifi ed in these passages. Occasional 
references to early decisions by preclassical fi gures suggest that H � anaf ı  �  
jurists were content to use  ikra � h  and  istikra � h  to refer to the conceiv-
able spectrum of compulsion, including physical force, open threat of 
harm, and fear of harm, as was suggested in our review of the early 
legal reports ( a � tha � r ). References to the Prophetic decision to exonerate 
a woman who traded sex for water in a time of thirst, for example, sug-
gest that the meaning of  ikra � h  in juristic discourses continued to include 
not only physical coercion but also the various nonphysical forms of 
coercion that we call duress. Sexual “coercion,” or  istikra � h , should thus 
be understood in classical H � anaf ı  �  law as shorthand for a broad range 
of situations in which a person is led to comply with intercourse against 
one’s volition.  21   Delineations of defective capacity and invalid consent, 
on one hand, and of coercion (that is, nonconsent), on the other, are 
critical to our study, for it is these categories that stand at the center of 
juristic doctrines of rape.  

  17     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:138–9 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  18     al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  S 	 agh ı  � r , 281 (K.  al-H � udu � d). The jurists’ specifi cation of “the type of girl 

with whom one has sex” alludes to the distinction between capable and incapable 
girls, discussed in the section on locus ( mah 	 all ) for sex. Also see al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:183–4 
(K. al-H � udu � d).  

  19     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  ,  4:110–11 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  20     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:187 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  21     Both obstacles to legal liability – incapacity and coercion – could manifest themselves 

in a single case of certain, indisputable  zina � .  For example, if an insane man coerced an 
adult woman to  zina �  , then neither party was liable to the  h 	 add  – neither the woman, 
because she was coerced, nor the man, because he was insane and thus lacked liability 
for punishment. In such a case, it is clear that  zina �   occurred, but there is no legal agent to 
be prosecuted. (al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:54 [K. al-H � udu � d].)  
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   Uncertainty of Locus, Ownership, or Contract (Shubhat 
al-Mah 	 all)  

 As we have seen thus far, H � anaf ı  �  jurists were quite precise in defi ning 
clearly licit sex and clearly illicit sex. In the latter type, they further dif-
ferentiated punishable  zina �   from nonpunishable  zina �   (due to incapacity 
or coercion) and from non- zina �   (as in nongenital sex). But sometimes, the 
jurists themselves were perplexed as to the moral-legal status of a sex act. 
The moral ambiguity of the misdeed provoked them to drop the  h 	 add  
punishment. In this section, we address this class of acts and thus enter 
into the domain of  shubha , or “uncertainty.” 

 This principle of defl ecting the  h 	 add  punishments in cases of uncer-
tainty is grounded for jurists of all schools in the legal maxim,  “ Avert 
the  h 	 udu � d  by means of uncertainties ( Udru’u �  al-h 	 udu � d bi’l-shubuha � t ),” 
which is presented in classical  fi qh  works as a Prophetic saying.  22   
Al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  defi nes  shubha  in a way that highlights its meaning as “illu-
sion” or “appearance,” which the jurists also kept in consideration in 
their ratiocination: “ Shubha  is the word for something that appears to be 
solid (or stable,  tha � bit ), but in fact is not.”  23    Shubha  is thus uncertainty 
regarding the legal status of an act caused by the appearance, but perhaps 
not the actuality ( h 	 aq ı  � qa ), of legality. 

 Uncertainty as to the legal status of a sex act is known as “uncertainty 
of locus” ( shubhat al-mah 	 all ) or “legal uncertainty” ( shubha h 	 ukm ı  � ya ). 
This is to be distinguished from the principle of lack of locus (‘ adam 
al-mah 	 all ), earlier, in which the jurists were certain that there was no 
appropriate locus for  zina �  . In  shubhat al-mah 	 all , that certainty does not 
exist – the jurists themselves do not know whether or not the sex act is 
a locus ( mah 	 all ) of prohibition. Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  explains that this type of 
 shubha  “comes about through raising [a scriptural] indicant that contra-
dicts the prohibited nature of the act. As such, [the uncertainty] does not 
depend upon the apprehension or beliefs of the perpetrator.”  24   That is, the 
uncertainty arises from confl icting evidences regarding the act itself, and 

  22     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:181 (K. al-H � udu � d). On the development of this maxim, see especially    Intisar  
 Rabb  , “ Islamic Legal Maxims as Substantive Canons of Construction:  H � udu � d -Avoidance 
in Cases of Doubt ,”  Islamic Law and Society   17  ( 2010 )  63–125  ; and    Maribel   Fierro  , 
“  Idra’u �  l-H � udu � d bi’l-Shubuha � t : When Lawful Violence Meets Doubt ,”  HAWWA   5 : 2–3  
( 2007 ),  208–38  .  

  23     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:192 (K.  al-H � udu � d).  Idh al-shubha ism li-ma �  yashbah al-tha � bit wa laysa 
bi-tha � bit.   

  24     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 4:99 (K al-H � udu � d).  
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not from error or ignorance on the part of the actor(s). For the author of 
the  Hida � ya , this type of  shubha  is refl ected in six basic types of cohab-
itation. One illustrative example of this type of sex is a father’s cohabi-
tation with his son’s or grandson’s slave woman: Even if he knows the act 
is sinful ( h 	 ara � m ), he is not given the  h 	 add zina �  , because of the possibility 
that a father may have partial rights to the property of his progeny.  25   

 Prominent variants of uncertainty of locus were uncertainty of con-
tract ( shubhat al-‘aqd ) and uncertainty of ownership ( shubhat al-milk ). 
These referred to the uncertainty provoked by an irregular contract of 
marriage or slave ownership (where the contract is otherwise lawful) or 
by a seemingly correct contract for an otherwise unlawful type of cohab-
itation (such as with a blood relative), such that it was not clear whether 
or not the man in question possessed sexual ownership over the woman 
in question. Here, the general H � anaf ı  �  approach was that the mere exis-
tence of a contract, despite its instability, functioned to avert the  zina �   
punishment. It is for this reason that al-Qudu � r ı  �  states, “Whosoever mar-
ries a woman whom it is impermissible for him to marry, and then has 
intercourse with her, the  h 	 add  is not imposed upon him.”  26   ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n 
al-Samarqand ı  �  similarly excludes sexual relations within problematic 
contracts from the category of  zina �  :

  And [regarding] our saying “outside an uncertain contract” ( shubhat al-‘aqd ): If 
[a man] has sex with a woman whom he marries without witnesses, or a slave-
woman whom he marries without her owner’s permission, or if a male slave 
marries without permission of his [own] owner, then it is not  zina �   . . . [even if] he 
says, “I know that she is prohibited to me.” There is no  h 	 add  on him according 
to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa.  27    

  A provocative example of the H � anaf ı  �  commitment to contractual for-
malism in this area is a contract to hire ( isti’ja � r ) a woman for sexual 
purposes: While a hire contract is clearly an inappropriate instrument 
by which to legalize sexual relations, the existence of such a structured 
contract is seen as producing enough uncertainty regarding the legal 
status of the act that Abu �  H � an ı  � fa – and al-Sarakhs ı  �  after him – was 
averse to imposing the  h 	 add zina �   for it.  28   Al-Sarakhs ı  �  further explains 

  25     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:132.  
  26     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 197.  
  27     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:138 (K. al-H � udu � d). Abu �  Yu � suf and al-Shayba � n ı  �  distinguish 

between contracts for sex with those who are situationally prohibited and those who are 
categorically prohibited.  

  28     His disciples, Abu �  Yu � suf and al-Shayba � n ı  �  disagreed with their teacher in this.  
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that the  h 	 add  is averted not only because a contract exists, but because 
wealth has been exchanged for sexual rights, thus making it akin to 
the dower exchange in marriage. In other words, if it is the monetary 
exchange that makes conjugal sex licit, sex for hire is not  very  different 
from marriage.  29   This logic seems to contradict the reasoning intro-
duced in the  previous chapter  on H � anaf ı  �  substantive law, by which 
the H � anaf ı  �  jurists rejected dower compensations for rape victims on 
the grounds that such compensation would be akin to prostitution. 
However, the contradiction is only apparent, for there is a difference 
between a rape indemnity and payment for sex: In sex for hire, a con-
tract has been negotiated in advance that includes the necessary com-
ponent of monetary exchange ( ‘iwad �  al-bud � ‘ ) for sexual right ( milk 
al-bud � ‘ ). In rape, no contract has been previously drawn up, and no 
price has been negotiated beforehand. Rape is  clearly  an act of  zina �  , 
and profi t cannot be a concomitant of  zina � .  

 These variations of  shubhat al-mah 	 all  are important because they 
show us the limits of juristic thinking about  zina �  , and therefore of rape. 
In some of these instances, the texts do not even mention a  ta‘z ı  � r  punish-
ment, since the juristic doubt over the legal status of these sex acts pre-
ponderates against any punishment at all. At the same time, H � anaf ı  �  texts 
leave us unsure as to how school authorities regarded female volition 
within these types of uncertainty. For example, in the cases when a male 
family member commits  zina �   with a slave woman belonging to another 
family member, the jurists never address the volition of the slave woman 
herself. Similarly, in discussions of uncertain contract – such as in sex for 
hire – we do not know how the jurists thought through female consent 
or resistance in those cases. The usefulness of this category therefore lies 
primarily in understanding where and when the  h 	 add  punishment would 
be averted, rather than in understanding whether a woman forced to 
comply in any of these circumstances would have a substantive basis 
from which to launch a suit against her assailant. The current of H � anaf ı  �  
juristic discourse on this topic reveals again that concerns about consent 
in sex acts were secondary to concerns about the moral-legal status of 
those sex acts: Once it was determined that a sex act was excluded from 
the category of clear  zina �  , then the question of female volition all but faded 
away from juristic attention.  

  29     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:58 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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   Uncertainty of Liability (Shubha fi ’l-fi ‘l)  

 Uncertainty could exist regarding the legal status of a sex act itself, in 
which case the mental condition of the participants was irrelevant. But 
the jurists also used the term “uncertainty” ( shubha ) to refer to uncer-
tainty about the mental condition of the participants, such as whether 
they were ignorant or confused about the law or lacked criminal intent. 
This type of doubt is designated in classical H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence as  shub-
hat al-ishtiba � h  (uncertainty of miscognition) or  shubha fi ’l-fi ‘l  (uncer-
tainty about the act). The actor’s erroneous understanding functions to 
create doubt, not about the legality of the sex act itself, but about the 
punitive liability of the actor. This doubt in turn was generally seen as 
averting the  h 	 add zina �   according to all schools of law, as legal liabil-
ity was predicated on knowledge of the law and intent to break it. In 
 shubha fi ’l-fi ‘l , then, the implementation of the  h 	 add  was entirely depen-
dent upon whether the actor knew his act was unlawful and committed 
it intentionally. The attention given to malintent is the reason why in the 
preceding cases of  shubhat al-mah 	 all,  the scholars are careful to say that 
the  h 	 add  is averted “even if the person knew the act was prohibited . ” 
Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  explains that  shubha fi ’l-fi ‘l  “is substantiated concerning 
the one who was confused, because it means that he misapprehended a 
legal indicant ( yaz �   unn ghayr al-dal ı  � l dal ı  � lan) . This misapprehension must 
exist to substantiate miscognition.”  30   According to the jurists, then, an 
otherwise sane adult could be pardoned for an act of clear  zina �   if he 
or she plausibly claimed ignorance of or confusion about the law. ‘Ala � ’ 
al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  �  explains: “As for uncertainty of miscognition, it is 
if he has sex and says, ‘I thought she was permitted to me,’ he does not 
get the  h 	 add , but if he says, ‘I knew she was prohibited to me,’ then he 
gets the  h 	 add .”  31   

 According to al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � ,  shubha fi ’l-fi ‘l  can be claimed in eight 
basic situations.  32   So, writes al-Qudu � r ı  � , if a man cohabits with his father’s, 
mother’s, or wife’s slave woman, it is defi nitely sinful, and if he does so 
knowingly he is liable to the  h 	 add zina �  .  33   But if he claims ignorance of the 
prohibition, then the  h 	 add zina �   is averted from him.  34   Similarly, if he has 

  30     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  ,  4:97 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  31     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:139 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  32     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  ,  4:98 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  33     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 197. Claiming ignorance, however, was seen as a legitimate 

excuse in these cases.  
  34     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 197; and al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:132; and Abu �  Yu � suf,  Ikhtila � f , 223–4.  

Exceptions to Zina�
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sex with a woman who he erroneously believes is his bride, then he is not 
given the  h 	 add .  35   This type of  shubha  had its limits, however: There must 
be some plausible reason for the miscognition: A man who simply fi nds a 
woman in his bed and has sex with her cannot claim ignorance of the law, 
since the general prohibition on  zina �   is widely known; he is to receive the 
 h 	 add zina �  .  36   While the basic principle of  shubha  due to ignorance or mis-
apprehension was accepted across schools, the specifi c circumstances in 
which one could claim such ignorance or misunderstanding was a point 
of debate between the schools. Overall, the H � anaf ı  � s were more accepting 
than the Ma � lik ı  � s of claims of ignorance in matters of the  h 	 udu � d , because 
of their preference to avoid implementing the  h 	 add  penalties at all costs, 
which the Ma � lik ı  � s did not share to the same extent.  37   In the case of the 
man who commits  zina �   with his wife’s slave woman, for example, the 
Ma � lik ı  � s rejected claims of ignorance and imposed the  h 	 add  regardless.  38   

 One of the striking indicators of the androcentric worldview of the 
jurists in all their discussions of ignorance or misapprehension of the law 
is that they only ever discuss the cognition, volition, and punishment of 
the man: his knowledge of the legal status of the act or his intent to break 
the law. We may well ask, If a man commits  zina �   with his wife’s slave 
woman, what does the law have to say about the slave woman’s cogni-
tion, volition, and sentencing? If a woman is introduced to a man on his 
wedding night as his wife, and he believes it and cohabits with her, then 
he may be excused by the jurists, but what was  she  thinking and doing? 
What if she was in on the dupe? What if she was forced into it? Did it 
even matter to the jurists? The utter lack of attention to female perspec-
tives and experiences in the substance of H � anaf ı  �  law on sex crimes is 
glaring and is refl ected in serious evidentiary and procedural omissions 
as well, as we shall see later in this chapter. 

 In short, the ability for one who commits  zina �   to claim ignorance of 
the law was yet another way that a perpetrator of sexual assault could, 
in theory, escape the  h 	 add  penalty. Even if the jurists restricted the appli-
cability of this excuse to a limited number of cases, involving either slave 

  35     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 197. This type of error is quite remote in modern Western cul-
tures but is plausible in societies in which marriages were often arranged between per-
sons who had never met one another.  

  36     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:132. See ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:139 (K. al-H � udu � d) for a full list 
of situations in which a claim to ignorance is effective in commuting the  h 	 add  penalty. 
See also Abu H � an ı  � fa’s saying to the same effect at al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:301 (#1419).  

  37     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:300 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1419).  
  38     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f,  3:294 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1412).  
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women or highly unusual contexts (such as when a woman is made to 
replace a man’s bride in the marriage bed), the very positing of this type 
of  shubha  begs the following questions: What would a man accused of 
 zina �   in these contexts have to do in order to substantiate his claim of 
ignorance? And would a woman accused of  zina �   just as easily be able to 
substantiate her claim of coercion? These are questions we will pursue 
when we examine H � anaf ı  �  rules on evidence and procedure in sex crimes.  

   Gender Roles and Legal Liability in Sex Acts  

 For the H � anaf ı  �  jurists, sex acts between males and females were not gen-
der symmetrical. Rather, the male party was always considered the origi-
nator, not only of the physical act of sex, but also of the act’s legal status. 
The female is always regarded in H � anaf ı  �  texts as the “follower.” While 
Ma � lik ı  �  jurists agreed with H � anaf ı  �  jurists that males and females have dif-
ferent roles in sex acts, H � anaf ı  �  jurists were concerned with upholding this 
gender differentiation and its associated logic, and with following its legal 
ramifi cations, with a rigor not found in the Ma � lik ı  �  texts. Thus, for exam-
ple, both H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  scholars agreed that minority and insanity 
relieved one of liability for  zina �  , but H � anaf ı  �  jurists extended this ruling in 
a gendered way: As we have seen, an insane man or youth who coerces a 
woman to  zina �   is exempt from punishment because of his lack of capac-
ity, and the woman is exempt because of her being coerced. However, if a 
sane adult woman  consents  to fornication ( zina �  ) with an insane person or 
a youth, then she is  still  relieved of liability. As al-Shayba � n ı  �  asserts, “[If] a 
youth or insane man fornicates with a woman and she complied with him 
( t 
 a � wa‘at-hu ), then there is no  h 	 add  on him or on her.”  39   Al-Shayba � n ı  �  here 
does not explain the reason, but later jurists such as al-Sarakhs ı  �  did: The 
reason for this is not that she lacks legal capacity, but that  he  lacks legal 
capacity. And because sex acts always originate with the male, it is  his  
legal status that determines whether or not the act is  zina �   or not, and 
whether or not it provokes the  h 	 add zina �  . If he is exculpated, she follows 
him in this.  40   

 Al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  elaborates on this gender asymmetry in the following 
response to his detractors (the Sha � fi ‘ ı  � s and the early H � anaf ı  �  Zufar), who 
held that an adult woman who voluntarily commits  zina �   with a boy or 
insane man  should  receive the  h 	 add zina �  , since she is legally accountable 

  39     al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  S 	 agh ı  � r , 281 (K. al-H � udu � d). The same is seen at al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  ,  4:109–10.  
  40     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:54 (K. al-H � udu � d).  

Exceptions to Zina�
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for her actions. In his response, Al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  explains that a woman can 
never in fact commit  zina �  , and that the Qur’an’s use of the term “fornica-
tress” ( za � niya ) to apply to women is metaphorical:

  We say: The imposition of the  h 	 add  on a woman for  zina �   is never because she is 
a  za � niya , because the [basic] act of  zina �   cannot be accomplished by her, which is 
sexual intercourse ( wat 
 ’ , i.e. penetration). Rather, she is [only ever] a penetrated 
( mawt 
 u � ’a ), not a penetrator ( wa � t 
 i’a ). Her designation in the Exalted Book as a 
fornicatress ( za � niya ) is [only] fi gurative ( maja � z ), not literal ( h 	 aq ı  � qa ). So [the  zina �   
punishment] is imposed upon her due to her being fornicated  with  ( mazn ı  �  bi-ha � ).  
Now since the act of the youth and the insane man is not  zina �  , she is not a  mazn ı  �  
bi-ha �  , and therefore, the  h 	 add  is not imposed on her. The act of  zina �   can only be 
realized by the adult sane male. In the same way, the girl or the insane woman is 
fornicated with ( mazn ı  �    bi-ha �  ), except that the  h 	 add  is not imposed on her due to 
lack of capacity (‘ adam al-ahl ı  � ya ), [even while] capacity is established on the side 
of the male and is imposed.  41    

  Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  further expounds on al- Ka � sa � n ı  � ’s reasoning and argues 
that the consenting “penetrated” female ( mawt 
 u � ’a ) is punishable for  zina �   
with a capable man (i.e., one with legal capacity) not for committing the 
act, but for allowing herself to become a locus ( mah 	 all ) for the act:

  The reasoning of [our opponents] is that the excuse (‘ udhr ) on her part does not 
drop the  h 	 add  on his part; the same for the excuse (‘ udhr ) on his part [in the case 
of the minor youth with adult woman consensually]. Each of them is accountable 
for his own act.  Our  reasoning is that the act of  zina �   is realized from him, and 
that she qualifi es as a locus of the act [of cohabitation]. . . . So the  h 	 add  in her case 
is linked with her enabling the loathsome act of  zina �  .  42    

  The most direct consequence of this gender asymmetry for our consider-
ation of sexual violence is that a woman could not be charged with coerc-
ing a minor (or insane person) to  zina �  , in the H � anaf ı  �  system. Because a 
minor male cannot commit  zina �  , and  zina �   must begin with the male, such 
a sex act falls through the cracks of the juristic edifi ce.   

  Punishing  Zina �    

 If a sex act met the qualifi cations for  zina �  , and if the participant was 
not relieved of liability due to a legal impediment (such as minority, 
insanity, ignorance, or lack of volition), then that participant was cate-
gorized as a fornicator ( za � n ı  �  ) or fornicatress ( za � niya ) and was liable to 

  41     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:184 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  42     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 4:110–11 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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receive the  h 	 add  punishment.  H � add  punishments for  zina �   – which were 
always corporal and were regarded as divinely mandated and there-
fore unchanging – were based on one’s personal and marital status and 
consisted of either fl ogging ( jald ) or stoning ( rajm ), as explained previ-
ously. Al-Sarakhs ı  �  summarizes the  h 	 add zina �   thus: “The  h 	 add zina �   is of 
two types:  stoning in the case of the  muh 	 s � an  and fl ogging in the case 
of the non- muh 	 s � an .”  43   This can be parsed as follows: The punishment 
was most severe for the free adult sane Muslim who had ever previously 
consummated a valid marriage. Such a person was classed as  muh 	 s � an  
(fem.  muh 	 s � ana , roughly “protected,” alternately,  thayyib ).  44   A fornicator 
( za � n ı  � /ya ) of this class was to be given a capital punishment of stoning. 
In contrast, if a free adult sane Muslim had never been married, then he 
or she was categorized as  bikr  (“virgin”), and the  zina �   punishment was 
one hundred lashes ( jald ) of medium strength, avoiding the face, head, 
genitals, and abdominal area.  45   According to the H � anaf ı  � s, the judge or 
ruler might also impose exile ( nafy ) or imprisonment upon unmarried 
fornicators if he should see fi t.  46   The least severe  h 	 add zina �   was the type 
for slaves: Never liable to stoning, slaves were to receive half the  h 	 add  
punishment of free persons – that is, fi fty lashes.  47    

  Ramifi cations of the H � anaf ı  �  Defi nition of  Zina �   for Rape 
 

 Having reviewed how  zina �   was defi ned in H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence, we can 
now consider the ramifi cations of this defi nition for prosecuting perpe-
trators of sexual violence: In order for an act of sexual violence to be cat-
egorized as  zina �  , and thus provoke the  h 	 add  punishment, it had to have 

  43     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:38 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  44     For defi nitions of  muh 	 s � an  and non- muh 	 s � an , see al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:279 (K. al-H � udu � d, 

#1394). See al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 195–6, for defi nitions of  muh 	 s � an  and for procedure in 
implementing the  h 	 add zina �  . For punishments for  muh 	 s � an  and non- muh 	 s � an , see al-Burn ı  � , 
 Tash ı  � l , 2:128–9 (K. al-H � udu � d, Ba � b H � add al-Zina � ). On conditions for implementing the 
 h 	 add zina �   and defi nitions of  muh 	 s � an , see ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:137–40; and 
al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:177 (K.  al-H � udu � d). Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  defi nes  ih 	 s � a � n  at  al-Hida � ya,  4:90–1 
(K.  al-H � udu � d). For Ma � lik ı  �  rules on this topic, for example, see al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 
3:279–80 (K. al-H � udu � d), and ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � , 3:140 (K. al-H � udu � d).  

  45     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:277 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1393); and al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 195.  
  46     The H � anaf ı  �  position is stated, for example, at ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  � ,  Tuh 	 fat , 3:140 

(K. al-H � udu � d). The Ma � lik ı  � s held exile to be a mandatory element of the  h 	 add zina �   for 
free male fornicators ( za � n ı  �  s) who were  bikr , but not for female fornicators, nor for slave 
male fornicators, whose exile would constitute a property loss for owners. (See al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   , 
 Ikhtila � f , 3:277 [K. al-H � udu � d, #1393].)  

  47     See al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:278 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1393); and al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 195–6.  
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been committed by a sane adult male against an adult or minor (but not 
prepubescent) female. Assault by a person of defective legal capacity, such 
as a minor or a person not of right mind, was exempt from the  zina �   des-
ignation. Similarly, an assault that did not involve genital penetration – 
including same-sex violence – would not provoke the  h 	 add . And, fi nally, 
sexual coercion within clearly licit contexts (such as marriage or slavery), 
within contexts of uncertain licitness (such as where there is a claim of 
marriage), and within contexts of uncertain liability (such as where the 
man claims ignorance of the law) all fell outside the scope of  zina �  . 

 The preceding restrictions meant that several types of violence would 
fail to provoke the  h 	 add zina �  , even should sexual intercourse ( wat 
 ’ ) be 
established in court. Cancellation of the  h 	 add zina �  , however, did not mean 
that there was no penalty for such sex crimes. If the judge or ruling author-
ity felt that punishment was needed, he could impose a discretionary, or 
 ta‘z ı  � r , punishment, which could range from mild to severe in strength, 
as he saw fi t. According to prevailing H � anaf ı  �  opinion, the  ta‘z ı  � r  punish-
ment could range from three up to thirty-three lashes.  48   Furthermore, in 
some cases when illicit genital intercourse could be established but did 
not meet the standards for  zina �  , H � anaf ı  �  law imposed the dower payment 
( ‘uqr ) in place of the  h 	 add . As we saw earlier, H � anaf ı  �  jurists were vehe-
mently opposed to combining the  h 	 add zina �   with a dower compensation, 
on the grounds that a sex act was either  zina �   or not  zina � ,  but not both. 
But, as ‘Ala � ’ al-Din al-Samarqand ı  �  writes, “If the fl ogging is dropped due 
to uncertainty, then the ‘ uqr  is imposed, because an act of  zina �   in the 
lands of Islam is never free of either punishment or fi ne.”  49   The impo-
sition of a discretionary punishment in addition to receipt of a dower 
payment would certainly be a favorable outcome for a rape victim in 
those instances when the assailant was a deranged person or a minor, 
when the victim was prepubescent, or when the coercion occurred in the 
context of uncertain liability or ownership. However, in all “standard” 
(and presumably most common) cases of sexual coercion of pubescent 
or adult females by adult males possessing full legal capacity – that is, 
when the substantive requirements for  zina �   were met – both the dower 
amount and a  ta‘z ı  � r  punishment were precluded. In these cases, the only 
pursuable remedy in the H � anaf ı  �  system was imposition of the  h 	 add zina �   

  48     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  �  argues that the  ta‘z ı  � r  fl ogging may be more severe than the 
fl ogging for  zina �  . (See 3:143 [K. al-H � udu � d].)  

  49     ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n al-Samarqand ı  �  ,  3:137.  
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187Evidence and Procedure in Zina� and Rape

upon perpetrators. And so it is to evidentiary and procedural guidelines 
for establishing these “standard” cases of rape that we now must turn.  

  Evidence and Procedure in  Zina �   and Rape 
 

 Before delving into the particularities of H � anaf ı  �  evidence and procedure 
law in cases of rape, we must underscore what is undoubtedly the single 
most profound and consequential aspect of Islamic substantive law as a 
whole upon the adjudication of rape across schools. This is the notion 
that  zina �   comprised both consensual and coercive sexual relations. The 
effect of this is that in all schools, standard rape is not considered a sex 
crime distinct from  zina �  , but rather a coercive subtype within the larger 
umbrella category of  zina �  . A victim of rape is, by this logic, a woman or 
girl who has technically participated in  zina �  , but from whom liability has 
been lifted as a result of the additional factor of coercion (nonconsent) 
or another form of defective capacity (insanity or minority). What this 
meant in H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence was that there was no avenue through 
which a victim could pursue her assailant, other than the avenue of  zina �  . 
That is, she had to go “through”  zina �   to “get to” rape.  50   

 In court, then, the plaintiff in a H � anaf ı  �  rape suit had to establish, fi rst, 
that  zina �   had occurred, and, second, that she had not been a willing par-
ticipant but had acted under coercion (whether outright force or duress). 
The evidentiary challenges that emerged from this substantive defi ni-
tion now come into view. The fi rst problem was related to establishing 
 zina � : Zina �   turned out to be notoriously diffi cult to prove according to all 
school standards, and the nonrecognition of coercive sex as substantively 
distinct from consensual sex precluded the development of alternate stan-
dards for the former. As a result, evidentiary principles that were geared 
toward protecting consensual participants to  zina �   from prosecution inad-
vertently functioned to protect rapists as well. That is, the very aspects 
of the law that encouraged lenience in consensual contexts generated 
lenience – and therefore injustice – in coercive contexts. A second eviden-
tiary problem stemmed from the vagueness with with  ikra � h,  or coercion, 

  50     As in the previous section, I will draw on H � anaf ı  �  texts to outline evidentiary principles, 
highlighting differences between H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence only as they are rele-
vant to the issue of sexual violence. Again, I emphasize H � anaf ı  �  approaches on evidence 
and procedure concerning coercive  zina �   because the necessity of providing coercive  zina �   
only exists in H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence; Ma � lik ı  �  jurists provided a second, more likely avenue 
for establishing rape, which was as a property crime, for which evidentiary standards 
were quite different.  
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was defi ned: While the juristic sources assert the exculpatory role of coer-
cion in  zina �   contexts, H � anaf ı  �  jurists did little to explain how it was to be 
recognized by witnesses, or to explore the burden of the coerced woman 
in the court.  51   H � anaf ı  �  evidentiary law regarding sexual violation was thus 
plagued with oversights that made it highly ineffective in adjudicating 
rape, as we will see. 

   Evidentiary Principles  

 According to H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence, there are only two ways to prove that 
 zina �   has occurred – confession by one or both participants or eyewitness 
testimony to the act itself. As al-Qudu � r ı  �  observes, “ Zina �   is established 
through direct evidence ( bayyina ) or confession ( iqra � r ).”  52   Circumstantial 
forms of evidence ( qara � ’in ) are not acceptable in the establishment 
( ithba � t ) of any  h 	 add  crime, school authorities maintained. Because they 
would be superfl uous to a H � anaf ı  �  court seeking to substantiate a  zina �   
claim, evidences such as bleeding, physical signs of assault or fear, the 
sound of screaming, or the sight of a man forcing a woman into an alley 
or building are not discussed in H � anaf ı  �   texts. This left only confession 
and direct evidence as the two avenues for establishing rape. Because it is 
highly unlikely that a perpetrator would step forward unprompted and 
confess to an act that, as we have seen, provoked a serious punishment 
or even death, the fi rst avenue would have had minimal relevance. Our 
attention in this section will therefore be on the second means of proving 
rape, which is witness testimony ( bayyina ). 

 Because classical H � anaf ı  �  standards regarding witness testimony for 
coercive and consensual  zina �   are the same, the following is a review of 
evidentiary principles for both. Direct evidence ( bayyina ) of  zina �   required 
the testimony of four sane adult men of good character (‘ ada � la ), who 
together were to provide the judge with concurring reports specifi cally 
describing the sex act that they had observed and using the proper phras-
ing ( lafz �    al-shaha � da ).  53    Bayyina , as defi ned by al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   , occurs when 
“four witnesses testify against a man and a woman to  zina �  .”  54   Al-Qudu � r ı  �  

  51     Here, Ma � lik ı  �  texts are considerably more perspicacious and identify several ways that a 
woman might substantiate her claim of having been coerced.  

  52     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 195. Also, al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:128. Also, al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 4:78 
(K. al-H � udu � d).  

  53     A general and unusually thoughtful discussion of the purposes of testimony and the 
reasons for the different levels ( mara � tib ), in terms of gender and number, is found in 
al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:48–9 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  

  54     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 195.  
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likewise explains, “ Bayyina  is that four witnesses testify against a man 
and woman to  zina �  .”  55   Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  says the same, providing var-
ious Qur’anic and Sunnaic proof texts.  56   By “proper phrasing” ( lafz �    
al-shaha � da ), jurists meant that witnesses, using the words “I testify ( ash-
hadu ),” had to swear that they had seen the actual act of intercourse, 
“like the pen in the inkpot” ( ka’l-m ı  � l f ı  � ’l-makh 	 ala ). Al-Qudu � r ı  �  explains, 
“The phrase of testifying ( lafz �   at al-shaha � da ) is imperative. . . . So if [a wit-
ness] does not say the phrase of testifying and says instead, ‘I know,’ or ‘I 
am certain that,’ his testimony is not accepted.”  57   

 Let us look into each element of this defi nition in turn, so as to under-
stand its impact on establishing rape. One of the witness requirements 
was maleness. Women’s testimony was categorically rejected by all 
schools in all  h 	 add  crimes, of which  zina �   was one. “Our companions have 
said that the testimony of women is not accepted along with men’s in the 
 h 	 udu � d. . . .  And Ma � lik [also] said: The testimony of women is not permit-
ted along with men’s in the  h 	 udu � d .”  58   Along the same lines, ‘Ala � ’ al-D ı  � n 
al-Samarqand ı  �  explains, “The testimony of one man and two women is 
accepted in all rulings ( ah 	 ka � m ), according to us, except in the  h 	 udu � d  and 
in retaliation [for homicide] ( qis � a � s �  ).”  59   The textual basis for this juris-
tic principle was an opinion attributed to Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhr ı  � : “It has 
been narrated that al-Zuhr ı  �  (may God be pleased with him) said: The 
Sunna has continued [or ‘been passed on’] from the presence ( ladun ) of 
God’s Messenger and his two successors (may God be pleased with them) 
that women’s testimony is not accepted in the  h 	 udu � d  or in retaliation 
( qis � a � s �  ).”  60   Jurists rationalized this exclusion of women along various lines. 
Al-Sarakhs ı  � , for example, explains that because women are intellectu-
ally defi cient (a point established by a  h 	 ad ı  � th  universally accepted among 
all Sunn ı  �  scholars), their testimony automatically engenders uncertainty, 
therefore defeating the purpose of testimony, which is to yield certainty.  61   
Along these lines, Al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  writes:

  55     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:128.  
  56     al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 4:78 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  57     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 219 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  
  58     Al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:345 (al-Qad � a � ’ wa’l-Shaha � da � t, #1476).  
  59     3:362 (K.  al-Shaha � da � t). Also on levels of testimony, see al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:193 

(K. al-Shaha � da � t).  
  60     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:53–4 (K.  al-Shaha � da � t). Al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  cites the opinion of al-Zuhr ı  � , too 

( al-Hida � ya,  5:417–18 [K. al-Shaha � da]).  
  61     “[Their] defi ciency [in reason and religion] engenders uncertainty [i.e., uncertainty 

regarding the reality of the deed,  shubhat al-‘adam ] . . . and this enables suspicion about 
the testimony” (al-Sarakhs ı  � , 16:142–3 [K. al-Shaha � da � t]).  
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  The testimony of women is never free of uncertainty, because they are pulled along 
by forgetfulness ( sah 	 w ) and obliviousness ( ghafl a ) and defi ciency of intellect and 
piety ( nuqs � a � n al-‘aql wa’l-d ı  � n ), and all of this engenders uncertainty, in contrast 
with the other areas of law, which can be enforced even with uncertainty.  62    

  In other words, while a degree of uncertainty is tolerated in most areas of 
the law, no degree of uncertainty is tolerated in the  h 	 udu � d  and in  qis � a � s �  .  63   
Accepting women’s testimony in these areas would undermine the evi-
dence as a whole, with the result that these cases would fail. 

 At another point, however, al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  reverses his logic: He says that 
the ideal in  h 	 add  crimes is averting the punishment, not imposing it. By 
limiting the categories of acceptable witnesses, one lowers the number of 
convictions:

  The  h 	 udu � d , due to their being based ( mabn ı  � ya ) on [the ideal of] averting [the 
punishments], necessitates that they be specifi ed based on indicants, so as even to 
halt their implementation. This is why there is a condition of four in number for 
testimony to  zina �  , because for four free men to witness the disappearance of his 
member into her vulva like the pen in the inkpot is rare to the utmost of rarity.  64    

  This is a remarkable passage, not simply because al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  seems to 
reverse his logic. The fi rst argument is the more common one, but it is 
the second argument that is actually more in line with what we have 
seen to be the overall juristic approach to adjudicating  h 	 add  crimes: The 
desire is always to avert the  h 	 add  punishment as much as possible. If the 
desire is to avert punishment from fornicators, then admitting women’s 
doubt-inspiring testimony would be an effi cient way to achieve that. But 
women’s testimony is categorically excluded, according to the Sunna, so, 
al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  concludes, the rationale must be different. He thus reasons that 
the rationale for excluding female witnesses is to narrow the range of 
effective testimony and thereby achieve the goal. However it was argued, 
the exclusion of women’s testimony in  zina �   cases meant that a rape com-
mitted in front of even a houseful of women could not be established 
in court. 

 Witness requirements of number (four) and gender (male) alone con-
founded any realistic possibility that a rapist might be convicted of  zina �  . 
Added to this, the scholars required that witnesses be upright of character, 

  62     For al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  on this prohibition, see 9:53–4 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  
  63     These two areas of the law are collectively known as “matters of the body” ( abda � n ), as 

their penalties are infl icted on the bodies ( abda � n ) of perpetrators.  Abda � n  are to be con-
trasted with “money matters” ( amwa � l ), in which penalties are fi nancial in nature, only.  

  64     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:61 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  
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possessing of ‘ ada � la . Al-Qudu � r ı  �  insists, “Uprightness (‘ ada � la ) [is] imper-
ative in all of this.”  65   The jurists warned that judges may not content 
themselves with the appearance of good character in the witnesses, but 
must conduct background inquiries. According to al-Qudu � r ı  � , the need to 
inquire into the character of witnesses goes back to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa: “Abu �  
H � an ı  � fa (may God be pleased with him) restricted the judicial authority 
to [contenting himself with] the appearance of a Muslim’s righteousness 
 (‘ada � la ), except in the  h 	 udu � d  and  qis � a � s �  , in which case he is to inquire 
about them.” Abu �  Yusuf and al-Shayba � n ı  �  agreed on this as well.  66   The 
requirement of  ‘ada � la  meant disqualifying several classes of people, such 
as singers and mourners. The jurists disqualifi ed others for constitutional 
or situational impediments, such as the blind, slaves, and close family 
members of either party (because of confl ict of interest).  67   Altogether, 
these restrictions further reduced the number of acceptable witnesses and 
statements in an already narrow fi eld of those who may have witnessed 
a sexual assault. 

 Let us imagine that even despite the nearly insurmountable obstacles 
to fi nding a suffi cient number of suitable witnesses to an act of sexual 
violence, such witnesses could be found. The next requirement set down 
in the texts is that witnesses had to go to court together – a point agreed 
upon by both Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  schools – and their reports had to coin-
cide in all major facts regarding the identity of the parties, nature of the 
sex act, and place and time.  68   If the testimony presented did not converge 
on these points, then it was discarded. Al-Sarakhs ı  �  expounds thus:

  If four testify against a man for  zina �   but then differ about the woman with whom 
he fornicated ( al-mazn ı  �  bi-ha �  ) or the place or the time, then their testimony is 
invalidated. This is because  zina �   is an act whose [status] varies according to locus 
( mah 	 all ), place ( maka � n ), and time ( zama � n ). As long as the four witness do not 
unite on a single deed, [the deed] is not established.  69    

  Among the debates pertaining to disagreement between witnesses, one 
is particularly relevant to our topic: What should be done in situations 

  65     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 219 (K. al-Shaha � da � t). Also on the need for correct wording and 
uprightness, see al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:193–4 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  

  66     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:194 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  
  67     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:194 (K.  al-Shaha � da � t) and ‘Ala � ’ al-Din al-Samarqand ı  �  ,  3:140 

(K. al-H � udu � d).  
  68     This testimony had also to be offered in a timely manner, as the jurists set a “statute of 

limitations” for raising  h 	 add  charges. (al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  S 	 agh ı  � r , 277 [K. al-H � udu � d].)  
  69     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:61 (K. al-H � udu � d). Also on need for agreement between testimonies, see 

al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:50 (K. al-Shaha � da � t).  
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when the witnesses agreed on all the material aspects of an act of  zina �   
but disagreed over the woman’s volition in the act? This was, after all, a 
fairly plausible area of discrepancy. In cases of witness disagreement over 
the woman’s volition, was the entire case to be dismissed, or should the 
witnesses’ agreement on the  man’s  fornication result in imposition of the 
 h 	 add  solely on him? H � anaf ı  �  sources give no direction as to how a wom-
an’s or girl’s resistance to a sexual encounter might be recognized, and 
evaluating her volition seems to have been left to the subjective percep-
tions of witnesses, to whom resistance and consent may not have always 
been easily distinguishable. The main position of the school is set by Abu �  
H � an ı  � fa, according to whom disagreement over the woman’s volition 
damages the case against the man as well, leading to the acquittal of both 
parties. “If two testify that he committed  zina �   with a woman and coerced 
her, and two others testify that she enabled him, the  h 	 add  is averted from 
both of them together.”  70   Al-Shayba � n ı  �  and Abu �  Yu � suf disagreed with 
their teacher’s position and argued that since the witnesses concurred 
that the man had fornicated, the  h 	 add  should be imposed on him, even if 
it is averted from the woman for insuffi cient evidence.  71   However, their 
view is considered secondary in authority to their teacher’s within the 
school.  72   Abu �  H � an ı  � fa’s decision to release both parties is confi rmed as 
preponderant in the writings of several later school authorities.  73   

 The requirements for witnesses to have directly witnessed the sex act, 
to possess upright character (‘ ada � la ), and to converge in all important 
report details only made the likelihood of a rape conviction more remote. 
Nevertheless, if there were a suffi cient number of the right types of wit-
nesses to an incidence of coercive  zina �  , we might imagine that those wit-
nesses would step forward, if the worst that could happen was that their 
testimony would be discarded and the case dismissed. However, this was 
not at all the worst that could happen. To the contrary, the legal risks 
of presenting confl icting or inconclusive testimony to  zina �   were grave. 
Not only would any discrepancy or use of incorrect wording result 
in the testimony’s being dismissed and the case dropped, but all four 
witnesses would become themselves liable to the  h 	 add  punishment for 
slander ( qadhf ) – a punishment of eighty lashes. The Baghda � d ı  �  al-Jas �   s �   a � s �    

  70     al-Shayba � n ı  � ,  S 	 agh ı  � r , 283 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  71     “The man receives the  h 	 add  without the woman.” al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:286 (H � udu � d, 

#1403).  
  72     Al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:67, and Qa � d �  ı  �  Kha � n, 3:471.  
  73     Al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:67–8 (K. al-H � udu � d); al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:235 (K. al-H � udu � d); and al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 

4:117, on this topic.  
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emphasizes the threat of  h 	 add qadhf  for witnesses whose reports confl ict 
by referring to a precedent set by ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b,  74   writing, “In the 
case of witnesses to  zina �   who come separately: Our companions say that 
they are given the  h 	 add  [ qadhf ], and this is also the saying of Ma � lik and 
al-Awza � ‘ ı  � .”  75   A generation or so later, al-Qudu � r ı  �  explain that if four tes-
tify to  zina �   and then later even one recants ( raja‘a ), then not only does the 
corporal punishment fall away from the accused, but all four are fl ogged 
for slander.  76   Nor was the risk that something would go wrong and wit-
ness testimony would fail negligible. According to procedural guidelines, 
which we will review later, a judge was required to interrogate witnesses 
about what they witnessed. While such interrogation would certainly 
serve justice and prevent false accusations of rape if it were conducted in 
a spirit of neutrality, H � anaf ı  �  procedural guidelines, as we will see, encour-
age judges to discover defects in witness testimony so that defendants in 
 zina �   cases (and all  h 	 add  cases) might be exonerated. To enter testimony to 
rape in the face of such a risk of being oneself punished for  qadhf  would 
have required a remarkable degree of moral idealism. 

 Let us yet imagine that a group of four adult upright male witnesses 
to an act of coercive  zina �   decided to take the risk and go forward with a 
rape accusation. We might think that the juristic writings would encour-
age such a deed as virtuous, as it would lead to righting a wrong. But 
here again, the overarching desire to avert the  h 	 add  punishment from 
parties to consensual  zina �   and the confl ation of consensual and coercive 
 zina �   led to a counterintuitive result. In fact, the texts neither compel nor 
encourage witnesses to testify to a rape case: According to H � anaf ı  �  texts, 
it is an act of virtue to serve as a witness when called, and it is obligatory 
to deliver testimony when called upon, in all matters – except the  h 	 udu � d . 
Al-Qudu � r ı  � ’s comprehensive statement here is illustrative:

  Presenting testimony ( ada � ’ ) is obligatory ( fard �  ) upon witnesses, so that they may 
give life to ( ih 	 ya � ’ ) rights and preserve them from being lost. It is not given to [wit-
nesses] to hide [their testimony] if the rights-bearer calls upon them to testify on 

  74     The account refers to Na � fi ‘ b. al-H � a � rith on an occasion when four witnesses stepped for-
ward to testify against a couple for  zina �  . Three said that they saw it “like the pen in the 
inkpot,” while the fourth refrained from stating it so. Na � fi ‘ b. al-H � a � rith, unsure of what 
to do, wrote to ‘Umar for consultation. The caliph advised that the three should receive 
the  h 	 add qadhf  and the couple should be released. (al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:283 [H � udu � d, 
#1397].)  

  75     al-Jas �   s �   a � s �   ,  Ikhtila � f , 3:283 (H � udu � d, #1397).  
  76     al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 196 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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his behalf. (For God says, “Let not . . .” and says, “And don’t conceal. . . .”) This is 
in [the arena of] interpersonal rights ( h 	 uqu � q ). 

 In the  h 	 udu � d , [in contrast,] the witness has a choice between concealing and 
revealing [what he knows], and concealing is preferable. The exception to this is 
that it is required for him to testify regarding wealth ( ma � l ) in [the case of] theft. 
Even here, he should say, “He took the money,” and not, “He stole” [so as to avert 
the  h 	 add  punishment even while securing the victim’s interpersonal right to the 
return of what was stolen from him].  77    

  Because the  h 	 udu � d  were regarded as transgressions against God alone, 
rather than against a human victim, and because the Prophet had com-
manded his community to “avert the  h 	 udu � d  to the extent that it is pos-
sible,” H � anaf ı  �  jurists declared that testifying in  h 	 add  crimes was not 
obligatory or even recommended. Rather, it was morally preferable to 
conceal the  h 	 add  violations of others. The one exception given is the case 
of theft ( sariqa ), because school authorities recognized an interpersonal 
violation in theft, and the desirability of assisting the aggrieved party.  78   
However, no such exception for coercive  zina �   is found in any of the texts 
surveyed here. The sources simply do not suggest any moral urgency in 
seeing to it that witnesses to an act of sexual violence step forward. 

 The preceding review of H � anaf ı  �  evidentiary principles pertaining to 
 zina �   reveals a system that favored perpetrators of sexual violence over 
their victims. As stated earlier, we see that the entire force of evidence 
law is directed toward dismissing  zina �   cases and averting the  zina �   pun-
ishment; this emphasis becomes a serious problem when attempting to 
prosecute sexual violation within this framework. The problem is not 
simply that the evidentiary standards for  zina �   were impossibly diffi cult 
to meet, or that scholarly discourse encouraged judges to avert the  h 	 add  
punishment as much as possible. The  h 	 add zina �   is, as we have seen, very 
severe, and it was an impetus toward mercy and lenience that guided 
juristic thinking in this direction. The confounding factor, rather, was the 
substantive defi nition of rape as a variant of  zina �  , and the consequent 
use of the same evidentiary principles in both consensual and coercive 
situations. Because there was conceptually no way to prove rape without 

  77     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:193 (K.  al-Shaha � da � t). See also al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 219 
(K.  al-Shaha � da � t); al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:64 (K.  al-Shaha � da � t); and al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  � , 5:415–16 
(K. al-Shaha � da � t).  

  78     The jurists urge that witnesses in theft cases refrain from using the word “theft,” so as 
to achieve the objective of interpersonal remedy, yet avoid the imposition of the  h 	 add . 
Witnesses should use words like “take” instead.  
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proving  zina �  , dismissal of evidence for  zina �   automatically meant dismiss-
ing rape charges. There was no alternative category whereby coercive 
sex could be established outside the parameters of  zina �  . The substantive 
and evidentiary inextricability of consensual and coercive  zina �   restricted 
penal options as well, for it meant that there was no alternative dis-
cretionary ( ta‘z ı  � r ) penalty that a judge could apply when the evidence 
pointed to sexual violation, but was not suffi cient to meet the  zina �   stan-
dard. Nowhere do we see these H � anaf ı  �  jurists recommending  ta‘z ı  � r  in 
cases when the evidence points to coercive  zina �   but falls short, or when 
the judge seeks to avert the  h 	 add  but impose a discretionary penalty 
instead, as he may do in cases of theft.  

   Procedural Principles  

 Muslim jurists set forth not only substantive and evidentiary principles 
related to sex crimes, but procedural regulations as well, such as rules 
governing petition and defense, the presentation and evaluation of evi-
dence, implementation of sentences, and various other court mechanisms 
meant to enable the upholding of substantive rights. It is often in the 
procedural aspects of the law that the true merit of a juristic system may 
be seen, as even the most effective substantive doctrines can be blunted 
by obstructive procedural rules. Therefore, our analysis of H � anaf ı  �  think-
ing on the topic of rape cannot be complete without examining pertinent 
procedural principles. The following analysis will demonstrate that what-
ever substantive and evidentiary rights were outlined in H � anaf ı  �  school 
texts regarding female sexual violation lost their force almost entirely in 
the classical H � anaf ı  �  theory of court practice. Part of this loss was caused 
by the policy of witness interrogation, which we introduced previously, 
through which judges were encouraged to fi nd ways to dismiss evidence 
in  zina �   cases. The greater loss stems from another substantive feature 
of H � anaf ı  �  law, which is  zina �  ’s singular designation as a transgression of 
divine rights only, and not interpersonal rights. We will see that this des-
ignation irrecoverably eliminated rape victims’ rights to petition courts 
against their violators. 

 As explained, witnesses testifying to  zina �   were to be interrogated by 
the judge. The initial purpose of this questioning was to ascertain the 
facticity of their accounts, their knowledge of the law, and their under-
standing of the charge and related penalties. Al-Sarakhs ı  �  counsels, “When 
the four have testifi ed to  zina �   in the presence of the judge, the judge 
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should interrogate them about the meaning of  zina �  , how it happened, 
when it happened, [and] where.”  79   A fuller set of instructions is provided 
by Al-Qudu � r ı  � :

  After they have testifi ed, the authority ( ima � m ) asks them about fornication 
( zina �  ): What is it? How did it occur? Where did he fornicate? When did he for-
nicate? With whom did he fornicate? And when they have clarifi ed all this and 
said, “We saw him have sex with her in her vulva, like the pen in the inkpot,” and 
[after] the  ima � m  has made inquiries about the witnesses – about their disposition 
( h 	 a � l ) in the aspects of virtue ( s � ala � h 	  ) and uprightness (‘ ada � la ) – and has ascertained 
their righteousness in private and public, then he can pass judgment based on 
their testimony.  80    

  The way the jurists framed this interrogation was as a pretext through 
which to defl ect the  h 	 add  punishments, which is desirable in the law. 
Through interrogation, it was hoped that the judge would fi nd reasons 
to dismiss the case. Al-Sarakhs ı  �  observes, “The takeaway point is that 
the judge is encouraged to fi nd a loophole so as to avert the  h 	 add , as the 
[Prophet] (saw) has said, ‘Avert the  h 	 udu � d  through uncertainties,’ and to 
lead [the witnesses] away from [claiming that a violation of] the  h 	 udu � d  
[has occurred].”  81   This is clearly a procedure geared toward protecting 
those who commit sexual indiscretions from public humiliation and 
severe punishment. In coercive situations, however, it backfi res. 

 Of course, the risk that testimony might be dismissed was only rel-
evant if a suit reached the point of being heard by a judge. To see how 
this would be accomplished, we must turn to a consideration of petition 
( da‘wa �  ) – that is, the process by which a rape victim could bring charges 
against her assailant. In Sunn ı  �  law as a whole, the need for petition to 
initiate a suit and the determination of who has the right to petition were 
grounded in the fundamental distinction between divine rights ( h 	 uqu � q 
Alla � h ) and interpersonal rights ( h 	 uqu � q al-‘iba � d ). Generally speaking, 
interpersonal violations, or torts, could only be remedied if the aggrieved 
party brought charges against a named defendant. Violations of inter-
personal rights included problems such as the breaking of contracts 
and injury to one’s person or property. Violations of an interpersonal 
nature were also identifi ed by jurists in those crimes that were compos-
ite in nature – that is, transgressions against both the rights of God and 
the rights of a human victim. Typical examples given of such composite 

  79     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:38 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
  80     al-Burn ı  � ,  Tash ı  � l , 2:128. The same content is found in al-Qudu � r ı  � ,  Mukhtas � ar , 195.  
  81     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:38–9 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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crimes are theft ( sariqa ) and slander ( qadfh ), as we have seen. In these 
composite crimes, as in pure torts, the ability of a victim to seek redress 
depended upon his or her right to petition. 

 As against those crimes that require a petitioner ( mudda‘ ı  �  ) to bring 
charges, the jurists delineated crimes that were regarded as harming no 
single identifi able “victim” but rather the social order as a whole. In this 
category we fi nd those composite  h 	 add  crimes named previously (theft 
and slander), in which both an interpersonal right and a divine right have 
been transgressed, as well as those  h 	 add  violations that are conceived 
purely as affronts to God. The prototypical examples of this latter class of 
“victimless” crimes are wine consumption and fornication ( zina �  ).  82   This 
latter class of crimes does not admit of petition, because the crimes do 
not involve infringements upon specifi c or individual persons. Al-Ka � sa � n ı  �  
explains the different rules for petition in relation to the two different 
types of rights at stake.

  Testimony in this area [i.e., torts] has been legislated for the purpose of realiz-
ing ( tah 	 q ı  � q ) the claim of the petitioner, and his claim cannot be realized except 
through his petition, whether in person or through his proxy. As for the rights 
of God, petition is not a condition [for its realization], nor in the case of sacred 
things ( h 	 uruma � t ) like divorce and such, nor in the case of the  h 	 udu � d  that are 
purely rights of God, with the exception that petition  is  a condition in the area of 
theft . . . because [the crime] cannot be known except through petition.  83    

  Earlier, we explained that in their discussion of the desirability or unde-
sirability of presenting testimony in the  h 	 udu � d , H � anaf ı  �  jurists made an 
exception for theft, because of their perception of theft as a  h 	 add  crime 
that also has a human victim needing redress. Here, too, we see that 
theft constitutes an exceptional case, like slander, in which the victim is 
granted the right of petition.  84   

 As for  h 	 add  violations that are purely against God, charges can only 
be initiated by the ruling authority, who only acts if there is suffi cient 
evidence to do so. In the case of rape, as we have seen in the previous 
section, this means that either the perpetrator enters a confession ( iqra � r ) 
or four suitable witnesses step forward to submit direct testimony ( bayy-
ina ). The H � anaf ı  �  texts reveal no means by which a rape victim can herself 

  82     Conceptually, one may also include here discretionary punishments imposed for failing 
to adhere to the practices of worship (‘ iba � da � t ), such as for failing to attend public prayer 
services or to fast during the days of Ramadan.  

  83     al-Ka � sa � n ı  � , 9:48–9 (K. al-Shaha � da).  
  84     See also al-Margh ı  � na � n ı  �  for his discussion regarding petition in different rights. (See 

4:114–15 [K. al-H � udu � d].)  
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bring charges against her assailant. Here we reach the most signifi cant 
procedural effect of the formative era defi nition of rape as a variant of 
 zina �  , and of the theocentric framing of  zina �   as a violation against divine 
rights alone. By regarding rape as a variant of  zina �  , and as a transgres-
sion only against God, H � anaf ı  �  jurists were effectively saying that rape 
has no human victim who can petition for imposition of the punishment. 
There are witnesses, yes, who act on behalf of God and the commu-
nity, and they can bring forth charges against one who has committed a 
 h 	 add  crime, whether fornication, slander, wine consumption, brigandry, 
or theft. But in the H � anaf ı  �  vision,  the rape victim herself disappears from 
view . A woman or girl who has been subjected to sexual violence cannot 
stand before the court as a plaintiff actively seeking redress, because  zina �   
is essentially and only ever a victimless crime. What we fi nd, instead of an 
active right to petition for redress for sexual violation, is a  passive  right, 
to defend herself by claiming coercion in the event that a  zina �   charge is 
brought against  her . In requiring her to demonstrate her nonconsent to 
the sex act in order to avert the  h 	 add zina �   that otherwise threatens her, 
the structure of H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence turns the rape victim herself into a 
defendant. This is a stunning reversal of roles. 

 So this begs the following question: How tenable was it, in the H � anaf ı  �  
system, for a rape victim accused of  zina �   to demonstrate the coercive 
nature of the encounter? That is, if she can only claim coercion as a 
defense, how might she go about doing so? Few H � anaf ı  �  sources consider 
rape at this level of procedural depth, but the following rare treatment by 
al-Sarakhs ı  �  is thought-provoking:

  If four testify against a man and a woman for  zina �  , and then the woman claims 
that he coerced her but the witnesses did not testify to this but rather than she 
complied with ( t 
 a � wa‘at ) him, then upon the both of them is the  h 	 add . . . . [Her 
claim of coercion] does not benefi t her after what the witnesses have testifi ed to 
against her. 

 But if she says, “He was married to me,” and if the man says, “She’s lying. I forni-
cated with her,” then neither gets the  h 	 add , because then she is [in effect] claiming 
her dower against him. If he cooperates with her in this, then he must pay the 
dower ( s � ada � q ), and if he denies it, then she may take an oath ( h 	 ilf ) against him. 
If he refuses to counterswear ( naka � l ), then he must pay the dower, but if he does 
counterswear ( h 	 alifa ) then he doesn’t pay the dower. And there is no  h 	 add  on 
either of them. . . . 

 However, by claiming coercion, she is not claiming the dower, because  zina �   with 
a coerced woman does not provoke a dower [payment] to her.  85    

  85     al-Sarakhs ı  � , 9:52–3 (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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  For al-Sarakhs ı  � , it is useless for a woman to claim coercion after wit-
nesses have testifi ed that she consented to  zina �  . It is as though he is asking 
why she waited and did not claim rape or raise charges sooner. What he 
does not address, or perhaps did not really think about, is the fact that his 
school provides no mechanism by which she could have raised charges, 
sooner or later. Furthermore, the alternative provided by this scholar is 
startling and diffi cult to comprehend, fi rst, for its suggestion that she 
claim he is her husband and that the act was consensual, and, second, 
for its apparent “solution” (that she seek marriage to her assailant).  86   
In any event, al-Sarakhs ı  � ’s discussion here suggests that H � anaf ı  �  jurists 
in the time period under study here either did not think through how a 
coerced woman might establish her nonconsent, or would not accept a 
woman’s claim of coercion once witnesses had testifi ed to the contrary. 
In perhaps the one glimmer of hope in this rather dismal picture, it was 
not very likely that a rape victim would fi nd herself in a defensive pos-
ture: The impracticality of the evidentiary standard for  zina �   also meant 
the unlikelihood that consensual participants, sexual violators, or rape 
victims would ever face a bona fi de  zina �   accusation.   

  Conclusion 
 

 Substantively, the H � anaf ı  �  jurists regarded sexual violence – or coercive 
 zina �   – very seriously. At the least it was as bad as consensual  zina �  , and 
some jurists said it was worse. Even al-Sarakhs ı  � , who denied a woman’s 
coercion defense, wrote, “His crime, if he coerced her, is worse than his 
crime if she enabled him.” Yet however grave a sin the jurists considered 
coercive  zina �   to be, and however punishable in theory, the evidentiary 
and procedural aspects of H � anaf ı  �  law did not support their own substan-
tive position. The substantive categorization of rape as only a form of 
 zina �  , nothing more and nothing other, had profound impacts upon both 
procedure and evidence. Procedurally,  zina �  ’s construction as a violation 
of divine rights alone meant that there was no conceivable legal space for 
a rape victim, and that in turn left her with no effective mechanism of 
petition. A coerced female could only assert her lack of consent reactively, 
should she herself be charged with  zina �  . Evidentiarily, the subsumption 
of rape under  zina �   meant that rules intended to protect privacy and mini-
mize the implementation of the  h 	 add zina �   in consensual cases functioned 

  86     al-Sarakhs ı  � ’s thinking here might refl ect the practice of abduction marriage, which con-
tinues to be carried out in certain parts of northern Iran and Central Asia.  
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as a double-edged sword when applied in coercive situations. Because 
the standards for coercive sex were the same as for consensual sex, and 
because the latter were exceedingly stringent, it was effectively impossible 
to establish  zina �   in court. Even if witnesses could be found, they were dis-
couraged from stepping forward by the moral ideology of the law, which 
urged averting the  h 	 add  punishments – which, in effect, meant avoiding 
 zina �   convictions – wherever possible. The overall structure of substan-
tive, evidentiary, and procedural aspects of H � anaf ı  �   fi qh  as regards  zina �   
generally, and as regards rape in particular, thus highlights the way that 
principles that were highly effective in protecting personal sexual privacy 
in consensual situations became obstructionist and detrimental in coer-
cive situations. The H � anaf ı  �  jurists do not seem to have recognized in any 
meaningful way that sex itself could be an instrument of harm.       
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    6 

 Proving Rape in Ma � lik ı  �  Law: Evidence, 
Procedure, and Penalty    

  By defi ning male-female rape as a coercive form of  zina �   alone, H � anaf ı  �  
jurists committed themselves to an evidentiary and procedural program 
that was, in the end, ineffective as a means by which perpetrators could 
be disciplined or by which violated females could raise charges. Ma � lik ı  �  
authorities took a very different approach. We have seen that rape in 
the Ma � lik ı  �  school was defi ned as a composite crime, commonly denoted 
as  ightis � a � b . While sharing the theocentric foundation of their H � anaf ı  �  
counterparts and emphasizing the morally transgressive nature of sex-
ual violence, Ma � lik ı  �  authorities integrated that perspective with an eth-
ics in which female sexuality was analogized to property, and in which 
rape was analogous to property usurpation. This proprietary approach 
paved the way for them to insist upon not only the  h 	 add zina �   for sexual 
violators, but also a monetary compensation payable to their victims. 
The sentencing scheme ultimately developed within Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence 
for rape was a highly calibrated one, in which judges could impose a 
gradation of corporal – either  h 	 add  or discretionary ( ta‘z ı  � r ) – penalties, 
as well as indemnities, depending upon precisely which crime had been 
proven and by which means. The middle part of this chapter is devoted 
to describing this sentencing scheme. 

 The fi rst part of this chapter introduces the Ma � lik ı  �  approach to evi-
dence and procedure for  ightis � a � b , which in turn hinge on the school’s 
substantive construction of the same. The dual-rights/dual-penalties 
approach of the Ma � lik ı  �  school empowered judges to take into consider-
ation a much broader range of evidence than did the  zina �  -only approach 
prescribed by the H � anaf ı  � s. The sophisticated evidentiary scheme of the 
Ma � lik ı  � s can be attributed to two factors:  First, the evidentiary (and 
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procedural) guidelines for property usurpation/abduction ( ghas � b ) were 
considerably more lenient than those for  zina �   and allowed injured parties 
to claim indemnities with only two or even only one witness. Defi ning 
rape as a form of  ghas � b  meant that the standards of acceptable and effec-
tive evidence could be correspondingly relaxed compared to the standard 
of  bayyina  for  zina �  , in which only the concurrent eyewitness testimony of 
four upright adult males could effectively establish the act. Ma � lik ı  �  rape 
law refl ects an adaptation and extension of  ghas � b  rules into the domain 
of sex crimes, as we will see. Although it was agreed that the types of evi-
dence used in property claims could not result in a  h 	 add  sentence upon 
the assailant, they could be effectively implemented toward seeking the 
dower award and satisfying the rape victim’s interpersonal right ( h 	 aqq 
a � dam ı  �  ). 

 The second factor to which the refi nement of Ma � lik ı  �  evidence and 
procedure can be attributed is the uniquely Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine whereby 
pregnancy in an unmarried free woman (or unowned slave woman) was 
considered prima facie evidence of  zina �  , unless she could show evidence 
of either coercion or legal union (whether marriage or concubinage). This 
doctrine, which we will examine in detail later, spurred school jurists both 
to defi ne “evidence of coercion” and to set forth how a woman might 
bring such evidence. The scholars were compelled to such contemplation 
because the stakes were too high if they did not: If they failed to provide 
means by which a woman impregnated through rape could demonstrate 
her nonconsent, then judges might inadvertently impose the  h 	 add zina �   – 
a punishment that all agreed should be averted unless established with 
certainty – on someone who was not only innocent, but herself in need 
of justice. The pregnancy as evidence doctrine thus drove school author-
ities – counterintuitively – to address numerous aspects of evidence and 
procedure that H � anaf ı  �  jurists left unspecifi ed. Without a parallel doctrine, 
H � anaf ı  �  jurists were not similarly driven. 

 In addition to tracing the development and logic of Ma � lik ı  �  principles 
of evidence in sex crimes, I examine in this chapter the school’s proce-
dural rules. We will recall that the H � anaf ı  �  defi nition of rape as a type of 
 zina �   effectively erased the rape victim from view: Because  zina �   violated 
God’s rights alone, no human being could claim to be an injured party 
or bring a petition against a sexual assailant. H � anaf ı  �  procedural theory 
dictated that a  zina �   suit could be brought forward only by witnesses, who 
acted as spokesmen on behalf of God and the community, not of her. 
By defi ning rape as  ightis � a � b , Ma � lik ı  �  jurists essentially circumvented this 
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problem, such that they could uphold the basic categorization of rape as 
coercive  zina �  , and simultaneously bypass the procedural restrictions pro-
voked by this categorization. Defi ning rape as an interpersonal violation 
empowered victims to enter petitions against their assailants, rather than 
passively depending upon witness action (or the even more remote perpe-
trator confession). Regarding rape as a property crime also legitimized 
the use of procedures normally used in property disputes, notably the 
oath ( yam ı  � n ), to establish claims to the dower compensation. Far from 
allowing rape victims to drop out of view, Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence recog-
nized them as injured parties who possess proprietary rights over their 
own sexuality, and whose claims should be evaluated independently of 
the claims of God. 

  Unity and Diversity in Ma � lik ı  �  Evidence and Procedure 
 

 In the period under examination here, Ma � lik ı  �  thinking was not always 
univocal on matters of evidence and procedure. An underlying unity 
resulted from a common adherence to the substantive defi nition of rape 
as  ightis � a � b , to the bilateral sentencing regime of  h 	 add  plus dower ( s � ada � q  
or  mahr ), and to foundational doctrines regarding evidence and proce-
dure set forth by the school’s eponym. At the same time, diversity arose 
among scholars due to disagreement over the precise content and mean-
ing of Ma � lik’s doctrines, and the correct application even where they 
agreed upon the content or meaning of those doctrines. Because of such 
interpretive differences, Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence on evidence and procedure 
with regard to  ightis � a � b  could at times become a dizzying array of intri-
cate distinctions within a set of broad parameters. 

 As with substantive  fi qh  in both schools, one notices changes in Ma � lik ı  �  
juristic discourse regarding evidence and procedure over time. Early 
authors, such as the compiler ‘Abd al-Sala � m Sah � nu � n (d. 240/854), the 
rationally oriented Muh � ammad b. al-H � a � rith al-Khushan ı  �  (d. ca. 371/981), 
and the prolifi c Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd (d. 386/996), were primarily concerned with 
documenting the viewpoints of Ma � lik and his immediate disciples, such 
as ‘Abd al-Rah � ma � n b.  al-Qa � sim (d. 191/806), Ashhab b.  ‘Abd al-‘Az ı  � z 
al-‘ Ā mir ı  �  (d. 204/820), and ‘Abd al-Ma � lik b. al-Ma � jishu � n (d. 212/827). 
In contrast, jurists after the turn of the 5th/11th century, such as ‘Abd 
al-Wahha � b al-Baghda � d ı  �  (d. 422/1031) and the Andalusians Ibn ‘Abd 
al-Barr (d. 463/1071), Sulayma � n al-Ba � j ı  �  (d. 474/1081), Ibn Rushd the 
Elder (d. 520/1126), and Ibn Rushd the Younger (d. 595/1198), display 
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a difference in both style and substance from earlier jurists. Later writers 
put their energies toward systematizing doctrine, reconciling discrepan-
cies, and analyzing the competing logics undergirding the positions of 
their predecessors. The fi ne-grained distinctions pursued in early writings 
gradually gave way to consolidation. In matters of evidence and proce-
dure, this trend was refl ected in an effort to fi nd thematic unities behind 
the unwieldy assemblage of inherited positions and create out of them a 
coherent set of principles. 

 Despite efforts at rationalization and coherence, Ma � lik ı  �  discourse 
regarding evidence and procedure in  ightis � a � b  refl ects some diversity even 
through the period of the younger Ibn Rushd, and considerably more 
than H � anaf ı  �  discourse on coercive  zina �  . The difference between the cen-
tripetal quality of H � anaf ı  �  discourse and the centrifugal quality of Ma � lik ı  �  
discourse likely stemmed in good part from the sheer difference in the 
respective amounts of attention each school gave to the topic. Less atten-
tion generated less debate, while more attention generated more debate. 
Consequently, when we speak of Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence in this area, we 
must keep in mind that it did not constitute an entirely uniform doc-
trine, and that later writers continued to weigh in on various aspects. 
On the other hand, there were certain continuities throughout Ma � lik ı  �  
discourse, and by the end of our period, considerable doctrinal coherence 
had been achieved. Through all the twists and turns, what is most striking 
in Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence is the commitment to identifying evidentiary and 
procedural means by which rape victims could mount accusations and 
secure settlements against those who assaulted them.  

  Evidentiary Foundations: Pregnancy as Evidence of  Zina �    

 The basic rules for Ma � lik ı  �  evidence and procedure in the area of rape were 
anchored in two foundational opinions issued by Ma � lik. While Ma � lik’s 
successors transmitted a variety of other opinions from their master, they 
were of subsidiary relevance; it was these two statements that formed 
the core of the school’s approach to evidence and procedure in rape, and 
over which his successors’ confl icting interpretations were of most conse-
quence. Ma � lik’s fi rst statement reads as follows:

  Ma � lik said: Our decision regarding the woman who is found pregnant and has no 
husband, and who says that she was coerced ( ustukrihat ) or that she was married, 
is that that is not accepted from her, and the  h 	 add  is imposed on her. The excep-
tion to this is if she has proof ( bayyina ) of marriage or of having been coerced, 
or if she came bleeding if she was a virgin, or sought help and was discovered in 
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205Evidentiary Foundations: Pregnancy as Evidence of Zina�

that state, or some such [thing] by which the degradation to her person ( fad �  ı  � h 	 at 
nafsi-ha �  ) is made known. 

 He said: But if she does not bring forth anything of this sort, then the  h 	 add  is 
imposed upon her, and nothing she claims regarding this is accepted.  1    

  Ma � lik here asserts that a single woman who is found pregnant is to 
receive the  h 	 add  punishment, even if she claims she was coerced or in a 
licit union. However, if she can show evidence of what she claims, then, 
the statement implies, the  h 	 add zina �   is suspended. Defensive in posture, 
this statement does not appear to set forth a method by which a raped 
woman may raise charges against an assailant, but it does suggest how 
a woman impregnated through rape but accused of voluntary  zina �   may 
defl ect the  h 	 add  punishment from herself. 

 What remains unexplained in Ma � lik’s dictum is why a single pregnant 
woman, however she was impregnated, would be in such a defensive 
position in the fi rst place. We will recall that according to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, 
there were only two ways that  zina �   could be proven; that is, there were 
only two types of evidence that were held to yield certainty in regard to 
this act. One of these was  iqra � r , or confession. The other was  bayyina , or 
eyewitness testimony as provided by four upright adult Muslim males. 
Pregnancy is neither a verbal confession nor eyewitness testimony sup-
plied by four men, so why would an unmarried pregnant woman need to 
defend herself against the threat of the  h 	 add  punishment? 

 The logic  – and thus the signifi cance  – of Ma � lik’s statement only 
becomes clear when we reach further back, to before Ma � lik’s time, and 
realize that he is elaborating a doctrine that predated him and that he had 
inherited. The idea that pregnancy may be taken as evidence of  zina �   origi-
nates in a statement attributed to the Companion ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b 
and preserved in Ma � lik’s  Muwat 
 t 
 a �   as follows:

  Abu �  Mus � ‘ab  – Ma � lik  – Ibn Shiha � b [al-Zuhr ı  � ]  – ‘Ubayd Alla � h b.  ‘Abd Alla � h 
b. ‘Utba b. Mas‘u � d – ‘Abd Alla � h b. ‘Abba � s: 

 I heard ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b ( raa ) say: Stoning ( al-rajm ) is a right according to 
the Book of God upon whomsoever commits  zina �   who is free and has been previ-
ously married ( uh 	 s � ina ), whether a man or a woman, through the establishment of 
proof ( bayyina ), pregnancy ( h 	 aml ), or confession ( i‘tira � f ).  2    

  1     Ma � lik b. Anas,  al-Muwat 
 t 
 a �   ( riw. Yah 	 ya �  ), 595 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1508–9). See also Ibn ‘Abd 
al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:484–6 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1528) and 7:509–11 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1537). 
See also al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 7:146 (B. Ma �  ja � ‘a fi ’l-mughtas �   aba).  

  2     Ma � lik,  al-Muwat 
 t 
 a �  (riw. Abu �  Mus � ‘ab) , 2:20 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1765). For later preserva-
tions of this statement and doctrine, see also ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:860 (K. al-H � udu � d, 
#1682) and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r,  7:484–6 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1528).  
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  Ibn ‘Abba � s’s transmission of ‘Umar’s position, which we will call the 
“pregnancy as evidence” doctrine, was collected by other compilers as 
well. Al-Bukha � r ı  �  links it with ‘Umar’s famous affi rmation of the stoning 
punishment for  zina �   as Qur’anic in origin:

  ‘Al ı  �  b. ‘Abd Alla � h – Sufya � n – al-Zuhr ı  �  – ‘Ubayd Alla � h – Ibn ‘Abba � s: 

 ‘Umar said: I fear time will pass among the people until someone says, “We do 
not fi nd stoning [written] in the Book of God,” and then they [will] go astray 
through leaving aside a duty revealed by God. Truly, stoning is a right upon one 
who commits  zina �   who is free and previously married, if proof is established, or 
there is pregnancy, or [there is] confession.  3    

  While all classical Sunn ı  �  schools accepted the rule that stoning should 
be imposed on those who commit  zina �   and are  muh 	 s � an  (roughly, those 
who are or who have previously been in valid marriages), they generally 
rejected the doctrine of pregnancy as evidence.  4   Ma � lik, however, retained 
‘Umar’s inclusion of pregnancy outside sexual ownership ( milk ) as valid 
evidence for  zina �  . This retention not only put Ma � lik ı  �  jurists at odds with 
H � anaf ı  �  (and other Sunn ı  � ) jurists, but also forced the Ma � lik ı  �  school into a 
unique evidentiary trajectory in the matter of sexual violence.  5   

 An examination of ‘Umar’s  h 	 ad ı  � th  reveals two important features: First, 
while the text says that “stoning is a right” – deploying here the language 
of divine right ( h 	 aqq Alla � h )  – instigated by pregnancy ( h 	 aml ), it does 
not indicate whether pregnancy exists on a par with testimonial evidence 
( bayyina ) or constitutes its own category, perhaps as a type of highly reli-
able circumstantial evidence. The difference is critical: If pregnancy were 
considered as strong as, or a type of,  bayyina , then it could only be over-
turned by something as certain – for example,  bayyina  that she had been 
raped. On the other hand, if pregnancy were considered a type of indi-
rect evidence, then it could be overturned by something less certain than 
eyewitness testimony. ‘Umar’s  h 	 ad ı  � th , as it stood, left open the question 
of the comparative epistemological strengths of pregnancy ( h 	 aml ) and 
direct evidence ( bayyina ). This was an opening that jurists could exploit, 
if there were impetus to do so. 

  3     al-Bukha � r ı  � ,  MSB , 4:179 (K. al-H � udu � d). A longer version of ‘Umar’s speech, with the same 
triad of evidentiary means, follows. See also Muslim, 5:116 (K. al-H � udu � d, #21).  

  4        Ibn Rushd al-Jadd ,  Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d Muh � ammad   (d. 520/1126),  al-Muqaddima � t 
al-Mumahhida � t , 2 vols., ed. Zakar ı  � ya ‘Umayra � t ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub al-‘Ilm ı  � ya ,  2002  , 
cited hereafter as  Muqaddima � t .) 2:355 (K. al-Rajm).  

  5     See Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:355 (K. al-Rajm), for his defense of this doctrine.  
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 The second critical feature of ‘Umar’s dictum in this report is that it 
does not speak to the possibility of coercion in  zina �  . While a host of legal 
reports attest to decisions made by ‘Umar and other early authorities 
(including the Prophet himself) that avert the  h 	 add zina �   from coerced 
women, this particular report – so important for evidentiary law in  zina �   
cases – does not refl ect those decisions. Without an explicit mention of 
the mitigating circumstance of coercion – or, more broadly, invalid con-
sent – ‘Umar’s ruling was on its face severely problematic. It threatened 
female victims of sexual violation even to the point of stoning. This was 
an outcome that clearly ran against the agreed-upon imperative to “avert 
the  h 	 add  punishments” in cases of defective legal capacity. For those who 
accepted it, ‘Umar’s dictum was in dire need of a corrective. This dire 
need was no doubt a major part of the impetus that pushed Ma � lik, who 
did accept it, to exploit the epistemological ambiguity presented therein. 

 Ma � lik’s fi rst key statement, earlier, should thus be read as his correc-
tive to ‘Umar’s doctrine and one that exemplifi es his school’s distinctive 
approach to evidence in sex crimes. He presents an “escape clause” to the 
unmarried woman impregnated through rape, but notably only after he 
fi rst confi rms the pregnancy as evidence principle. This loyalty to ‘Umar 
would remain a hallmark of the Ma � lik ı  �  law of evidence, even as the 
school went on to concur with the H � anaf ı  � s on other aspects of the proof 
for fornication. 

 After affi rming the doctrine of pregnancy as evidence, Ma � lik qualifi es 
it in signal ways, thereby initiating a reshaping of this perfunctorily con-
structed and potentially injurious dictum into a sophisticated doctrine of 
evidence. The fi rst point that Ma � lik makes is that a pregnant woman’s 
simple assertion of coercion is not suffi cient to defl ect the  h 	 add . Rather, 
in order to defl ect the  h 	 add , she has two options. One is to bring proof 
( bayyina ) that her participation in the sex act had been coerced; that is, 
she may enlist four eyewitnesses, who can confi rm her nonconsent. The 
other is to bring evidence of the violation, such as that she bled after 
the encounter if she had been a virgin, that she had called for help such 
that someone heard her or went to her aid, or – in sweeping language – 
“something like this” that would indicate her lack of consent. Ma � lik’s 
notable move, in short, was to interpret ‘Umar’s positing of pregnancy 
as legitimate evidence for  zina �   as an opening by which to accept more 
generally the use of circumstantial evidence in  zina �   cases, and thereby 
allow rape victims a means by which to escape the  zina �   conviction and 
to defl ect the  h 	 add . In doing so, he implied – as a point of comparative 
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epistemology – that a fi nding based on pregnancy could be overturned not 
only by direct evidence ( bayyina ) of coercion to  zina �  , but also by indirect 
evidence. The underlying logic seems to have been as follows: Pregnancy 
is a type of indirect evidence and therefore is not inherently stronger than 
evidence a woman might supply to show her nonconsent. If circumstan-
tial evidence could be used to substantiate consent to  zina �  , it could also 
be used to substantiate nonconsent to  zina �  . 

 Later Ma � lik ı  � s would continue to reaffi rm Ma � lik’s admission of cir-
cumstantial evidence in rape cases, as well as to elaborate upon accept-
able categories of such evidence. The North African Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd wrote, 
for instance:

  If a pregnant woman says, “I was coerced ( ustukrih-tu ),” she is not believed, 
and she is given the  h 	 add , unless she can identify [testimonial] proof ( bayyina ) 
that she was carried off ( uh 	 tumilat ) such that he disappeared with her ( gha � ba 
‘alay-ha �  ), or that she had come crying for help ( mustagh ı  � tha ) right after the inci-
dent, and that she had come bleeding.  6    

‘Abd al-Wahha � b provides a pithy version of the school doctrine in his 
 Ma‘u � na , in which he broadens the list of possible indirect evidences 
to include “the appearance of a sign ( ama � ra ) that indicates coercion 
( istikra � h ),” a phrase offering a presiding judge remarkable fl exibility.  7   Ibn 
‘Abd al-Barr similarly expands the range of admissible circumstantial evi-
dence in an open-ended fashion:  “screaming ( s � ura � kh ), calling for help 
( istigha � tha ), making noise ( s � iya � h 	 ),  bleeding, and the like, which clarifi es 
her situation.”  8   Thus we see that Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence remained true 
to the thrust of Ma � lik’s fi rst key statement, which was that a woman 
impregnated through coercion should be provided a means by which to 
avoid the  h 	 add zina �  , and that circumstantial evidence was suffi cient to 
counteract any conclusions to be drawn from her pregnancy. 

 While Ma � lik’s modifi cation of the pregnancy as evidence doctrine was 
a critical movement in the direction of providing relief to rape victims, 

  6        Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd  ,  al-Risa � la , ed. ‘Abd al-Wa � rith Muh � ammad ‘Al ı  �  ( Beirut :   Da � r al-Kutub 
al-‘Ilm ı  � ya , n.d.),  93–4  .  

  7     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ma‘u � na , 2:314 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ): “ Zina �   is established ( yathbut ) 
through three things: One of these is confession ( iqra � r ). The second is  bayyina . The third 
is the appearance ( z � uhu � r ) of pregnancy without ownership ( milk ) or doubt ( shubha ) [that 
the cohabitation might have been legal] or the appearance of a sign ( ama � ra ) that indicates 
coercion ( istikra � h ).” See him also at 2:319 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  

  8     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:145–7 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1404). Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, in his  Ka � f ı  �  , 
justifi es the consideration of circumstantial evidence by citing the Qur’anic story of Jacob 
(Ya‘qu � b), who understood from examining the shirt of his son Joseph (Yu � suf) that he had 
not been killed by a wolf, as his brothers claimed. ( Ka � f ı  �  , 478 [K. al-Da‘wa �  wa’l-Bayyina � t].)  
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it appears to be purely defensive. He does not provide a procedure by 
which a raped woman could raise charges against her accuser, so as to 
seek either a corporal or monetary punishment upon him, but only pro-
vides a way for her to absolve herself should she become pregnant from 
rape. Thus we may rightly ask how much further Ma � lik’s statement went 
compared to those of the H � anaf ı  � s, from a procedural standpoint. I sug-
gest that despite its appearance, it went quite a bit further, although in 
an indirect rather than immediate way. In permitting the use of circum-
stantial evidence as a defensive instrument, Ma � lik also opened the door 
to the proactive use of circumstantial evidence in  zina �   cases, where the 
woman was not simply a defendant, but also a plaintiff. The reason for 
this is that the cited forms of acceptable evidence of coercion – bleed-
ing, seeking help, or “some other such thing” that indicates “having been 
coerced” (e.g., screaming or showing traces of assault) – are all of the 
type that must be registered with the court or with witnesses  immedi-
ately , well before the appearance of pregnancy, in order to be effective. 
While he did not articulate it as such, Ma � lik’s position seems to have 
been that if a woman were to lodge a complaint of violation immediately 
on the heels of its occurrence and provide what evidence she had, then 
this would protect her later, should she show pregnancy. The process he 
recommended – of launching an accusation and registering evidence well 
before the appearance of pregnancy and before a charge of  zina �   could be 
laid against her – functioned to take rape victims out of the category of 
defendants and place them in the category of plaintiffs. Ma � lik’s fi rst key 
statement thus points the way to a procedural path by which a rape vic-
tim need not wait passively until she has been impregnated and brought 
into the court on a  zina �   charge, and only then – in a reactive posture – 
claim that she had been coerced. In contrast to H � anaf ı  �  law, which pro-
vides no way for a victim of sexual violence to initiate charges against her 
assailant, Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine – through this statement – establishes her as a 
bona fi de victim. The school’s eponym had laid the critical groundwork 
for more egalitarian and workable doctrines of evidence and procedure 
in sex crimes.  

  Procedural Foundations: Launching an Accusation of Rape 
 

 If Ma � lik’s earlier statement is defensively framed, his second key state-
ment is unmistakably proactive. In it, he delineates means by which a 
victim of rape can mount an accusation against her violator, regardless of 
whether or not she ever shows pregnancy, as well as means by which she 
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can claim the dower compensation. Critically, Ma � lik’s second statement 
grants an undeniable right of petition to victims of sexual violence, and 
thus draws rape claims out of the procedural confi nes of a shield against 
the  h 	 add   zina �   and delineates rape as an independent crime. Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd 
transmits Ma � lik’s second key statement thus:

  Ma � lik said:  If a woman comes forward, persisting [in her accusation of] him 
( muta‘alliqa bi-hi , lit. “clinging” to him),  9   claiming that he [violated] her but 
without proof ( bayyina ) [of the sex act itself], then she is entitled to [dower com-
pensation] from him without having to take an oath ( yam ı  � n ), [by virtue of the 
following conditions:] If she is a virgin then by her bleeding, and if she is a matron 
then by reporting the degradation to her person.  10    

  In this passage, Ma � lik lays out the procedure by which a victim may suc-
cessfully launch an accusation and claim her dower ( s � ada � q  or  mahr ) from 
a violator. While Ma � lik does not specify it here, it was understood within 
the juristic community that without four eyewitnesses to the sexual act 
itself, the defendant would not be liable to the  h 	 add zina �  . (The question 
of a discretionary punishment, or  ta‘z ı  � r , is here left unaddressed, and 
would be taken up by later jurists.) However, he specifi es that she need 
not have the testimony of four adult male eyewitnesses ( bayyina ) in order 
to be compensated; her tenacity ( ta‘alluq ) in charging the perpetrator, in 
combination with circumstantial evidence – as of the type given in the 
fi rst statement – is suffi cient. 

 With this, Ma � lik clearly expresses a stronger proprietary sexual ethics 
than Abu �  H � an ı  � fa and his disciples. This he does by providing procedural 
support to the substantive notion of rape as  ightis � a � b  – that is, as viola-
tion of an interpersonal right ( h 	 aqq a � dam ı  �  ) rather than purely a violation 
against the divine  (h 	 aqq Alla � h ) ,  and, specifi cally, as a proprietary violation 
that demands a monetary settlement and not only a corporal punishment. 
This procedural support takes the form of envisioning a petition pro-
cess, in which the victim may go to the court and sue for redress. Ma � lik’s 
description of the woman as initiating a suit makes it clear that she is 
the injured party, as in any other injury or property crime. His assertion 
here that a rape victim could initiate a suit and could claim her dower 
even with only circumstantial evidence, confi rms my suggestion that the 
evidentiary and procedural elements he proposes in the fi rst statement 
about a coerced woman defending herself against a  zina �   accusation could 

  9     We will examine this enigmatic phrase,  muta‘alliqa bi-hi , later in this chapter.  
  10      bi-ma �  ballaghat min fad �  ı  � h 	 at nafsi-ha �  . Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 4:502 (K.  al-Nika � h �  

al-Tha � n ı  � ).  
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also be used by women in a proactive manner. Furthermore, by permit-
ting the use of circumstantial evidence, Ma � lik underscores the opposition 
between his defi nition of sexual violation as  ightis � a � b  and the H � anaf ı  �  def-
inition of sexual violation as coercive  zina �  , in which circumstantial evi-
dence was categorically excluded. 

 Among his successors, Ma � lik’s second statement inspired more intense 
debate than his fi rst one, likely refl ecting both its innovative nature and 
its far-reaching implications. One prominent area of debate was over 
whether circumstantial evidence could really be suffi cient for securing the 
dower award, as Ma � lik’s text implies, or whether the victim also needed 
eyewitness testimony – not four to the act of  zina � ,  but two to the act of 
 ghas � b  (best understood here as abduction). Two witnesses, after all, was 
the standard evidentiary requirement in property crimes ( amwa � l ), and if 
sexual violation were a type of property crime, then requiring this would 
make sense. The problem was that Ma � lik’s statement omitted any men-
tion of eyewitnesses, but seemed to advocate judicial proceedings based 
on circumstantial evidence  alone . Thus, school authorities were left to 
parse the intentions behind their master’s words on the topic, and they 
divided into two columns. One column was represented by Ibn al-Qa � sim, 
Ma � lik’s fi rst and foremost Egyptian disciple. He insisted on the require-
ment of two eyewitnesses to the abduction in order for the woman to 
claim her dower, notwithstanding the omission of that detail in his teach-
er’s wording. Nevertheless, Ibn al-Qa � sim taught that the accused is liable 
for the dower (as well as discretionary punishment) only “if two [wit-
nesses testify] to seeing him carry her off into isolation, and if she there-
upon claims sexual intercourse.”  11   

 Ibn al-Qa � sim did not disavow his teacher’s second statement on the 
use of circumstantial evidence in rape claims. Rather, he interpreted his 
teacher to mean that a plaintiff must bring circumstantial evidence  in 
addition to  the testimony of two men in order to defl ect the  h 	 add zina �   
and secure the dower compensation. In response to the obvious sense of 
Ma � lik’s second statement, that a plaintiff could claim her dower on the 
basis of circumstantial evidence alone, Ibn al-Qa � sim admitted, “I haven’t 
heard anything on this subject.”  12   Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd describes Ibn al-Qa � sim’s 
position as follows:

  Ibn al-Qa � sim did not opine that a dower was incumbent upon [the suspect ( mut-
taham )], even if he were of the folk of iniquity, unless two men testifi ed that 

  11     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 4:502 (K. al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ).  
  12     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 4:502 (K. al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ).  
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he had carried her off into isolation  13  ; and that she had then come bleeding, 
which would indicate the degradation to her person; and [then] she took an oath 
( h 	 alafat ). Only then would she receive her dower, would he receive severe disci-
pline and would she be spared the  h 	 add .  14    

  Ibn al-Qa � sim’s insistence on two witnesses to her abduction by or iso-
lation with the accused, in addition to circumstantial evidence, is found 
elsewhere in the sources as well.  15   

 Opposing Ibn al-Qa � sim was another Egyptian companion of Ma � lik, 
by the name of Ashhab b. ‘Abd al-‘Az ı  � z al-‘ Ā mir ı  �  (d. 204/820). Ashhab 
was staunchly in support of the suffi ciency of circumstantial evidence 
in rape suits and understood Ma � lik as having taught the same. In the 
following opinion transmitted by Ashhab, Ma � lik confi rms the use of cir-
cumstantial evidence to support the rape claims not only of free women, 
but also of slave women, presumably even against free men.

  From the transmission of Ashhab:  Ma � lik said, regarding the frightened slave-
woman ( ama fa � riqa ) who persists in accusing ( tata‘allaq ) a man, claiming that 
he raped ( ghas � aba ) her: She is believed over him, by virtue of what she reports of 
the degradation of her person, without needing to take an oath, whether she is a 
virgin or a matron.  16    

  Ashhab considers her claim to be suffi ciently supported by the display 
of fright, her reporting of the event, and her insistence in accusing him. 

 Ibn al-Qa � sim and Ashhab’s opposing interpretations of Ma � lik’s posi-
tion regarding the use and suffi ciency of circumstantial evidence refl ect 
divergent strains of thought among Ma � lik’s early successors. This diver-
gence was not resolved in their lifetimes, but required continued effort 
over the next several generations of jurists. The general terms of the doc-
trine on which the school settled do not become visible until the writings 
of later jurists and would require a nuanced consideration of additional 
factors, which we will consider later in this chapter. 

 Another debate immediately provoked by Ma � lik’s second statement 
was over whether or not the female plaintiff was required to take an 

  13      ih 	 tamala-ha �  wa’khtala �  bi-ha �  .  
  14     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:260 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ). It is unclear whether he means 

the  h 	 add qadhf  here or the  h 	 add zina �  . Either would make sense.  
  15     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:262–3. Also al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:270 (K.  al-Aqd � iya, 

B. al-qad � a � ‘ fi ’l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ‘): “Ibn al-Mawwa � z [from] Ibn al-Qa � sim: She is 
[never] entitled to a dower, even if he is from among the people of debauchery (di‘a � ra), 
unless two men testify that he carried her away and was alone with her, and she takes her 
oath. Only then is she entitled to the dower.”  

  16     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 10:373 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
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oath in order to claim the dower. If upheld, such an oath would need 
to accompany both her initial petition and any circumstantial evidence 
that she could provide of the crime. In his statement, Ma � lik not only 
does not mention an oath, but actually specifi es that an oath is  not  
required of the woman. The debate over the need for an oath is thus 
qualitatively different from that over two witnesses: While the nonmen-
tion of eyewitness testimony to the  ghas � b  left a discursive door open for 
those who felt it was necessary, the need for her to take an oath was 
specifi cally rejected by the master. Nevertheless, some school authorities 
insisted upon it. 

 Salient among those who required her to take an oath was, again, Ibn 
al-Qa � sim – who among the early Ma � lik ı  � s held the most restrictive views 
overall, from a victim’s standpoint, of evidence and procedure. Ibn Ab ı  �  
Zayd conveys Ibn al-Qa � sim’s words as follows:

  [She is entitled to the dower] if two [witnesses] saw [the accused] carrying her off 
into isolation, and if she then claims cohabitation. She is made to swear ( tuh 	 allaf ) 
and then he is liable for the dower as well as for discipline ( adab ), if he denies it.  17    

  On the matter of the oath, Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n (d. 214/829, Madina) and 
Ashhab followed Ibn al-Qa � sim.  18   

 Ibn al-Qa � sim’s insistence on her taking an oath before claiming the 
dower was likely rooted in Ma � lik’s general law of interpersonal claims 
for injury to person or property ( da‘wa �  / iddi‘a � ’  or  istih 	 qa � q ), in which the 
oath and counteroath were critical, particularly in instances when there 
was no eyewitness testimony to the act itself. Ma � lik provided the follow-
ing general instructions in cases of interpersonal claims:

  Malik said: Our decision is this, that whosoever fi les a claim against another, 
the case is examined [by the judge]. If there was some transaction or interaction 
between the two parties [such that a confl ict could have plausibly arisen], then the 
defendant is made to swear [his innocence, through  h 	 ilf ], as a result of which the 
claim against him is void. But if he refuses to swear, then the oath-taking ( yam ı  � n ) 
reverts to the plaintiff. The claimant ( t 
 a � lib al-h 	 aqq ) swears ( h 	 alafa ) and thereby 
takes his right ( h 	 aqq ).  19    

  17     That is, if he denies committing the act. If he admits committing the act, then he is liable 
for the more serious  h 	 add zina �  . (Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 4:502 [K. al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ] 
and 14:260 [K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ].)  

  18     “Ibn al-Mawwa � z said: ‘Abd al-Malik [Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n] and Ashhab entitled her [in such 
cases] to an equitable dower [only] after her [taking an] oath.” In Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 
4:502 (K. al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ). Also see similar at 14:260–1 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  

  19     Ma � lik as quoted by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r,  7:121 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1398).  
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  School authorities after Ma � lik held that where direct evidence regard-
ing an alleged property violation was absent, judges could employ the 
institution of oath and counteroath to resolve the case and award the 
plaintiff compensation. The question was, should rape victims be made to 
follow this same procedure? Ibn al-Qa � sim, Ashhab, and Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n 
said yes. 

 Over against the preceding three scholars, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd – the compiler 
of these earlier opinions – reminds his readers that Ma � lik himself did  not  
require an oath of her: In the midst of a long passage describing various 
earlier opinions on this subject, he writes: “It is transmitted from Ma � lik, 
regarding the one who comes persisting in her accusation ( muta‘alliqa ), 
bleeding ( tadma �  ), or not bleeding if a matron:  she is entitled to her 
dower without taking an oath.”  20   He signals his disagreement with Ibn 
al-Qa � sim at other points as well.  21   In rejecting the need for an oath, Ibn 
Ab ı  �  Zayd was following in the footsteps of one of his major sources, 
Ibn al-Mawwa � z (d. 281/894) of Damascus, as well as of the Andalusian 
jurist Ibn H � ab ı  � b (d. 238/852), as explained by the later Almerian jurist 
Sulayma � n b.  Khalaf al-Ba � j ı  �  (d. 474/1081). Al-Ba � j ı  �  highlights not only 
the disagreement over the oath, but also the discrepancy between the 
pro-oath doctrine and Ma � lik’s transmitted statement on the topic:

  [ Mas’ala ] Is her oath a condition for laying claim to ( istih 	 qa � q ) the dower? The 
companions of Ma � lik say: She is not entitled to the dower without an oath. [But] 
Ibn H � ab ı  � b and Ibn al-Mawwa � z [transmitted from] Ma � lik: When she comes per-
sistent in her accusation against him ( muta‘alliqa bi-hi ), then she is entitled to the 
dower without [taking an] oath, whether she is a virgin who bleeds or a matron 
who does not.  22    

  The fi nal resolution on this question of the oath will be addressed later, 
when we review the penal scheme of the mature Ma � lik ı  �  school. At pre-
sent, it is the emergence of these debates, their types, and the logics that 
undergirded these various positions that are our center of focus. 

   Ma � lik as Doctrinal Inheritor and Doctrinal Innovator  

 The various disagreements that emerged in the wake of Ma � lik’s second 
key statement suggest that his views were provocative. Indeed, the Ma � lik ı  �  

  20     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd, 14:261 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l Zina � ).  
  21     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd, 14:262–3: “It is as if he is saying that if she swears she takes the dower, 

but if not then she gets nothing.”  
  22     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:270.  
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literature attests to a number of proposed correctives to what must have 
appeared to some to be an overly woman-friendly doctrine:  that she 
needed two eyewitnesses in addition to circumstantial evidence, that she 
needed to take an oath in addition to entering her claim, and – as we shall 
see later – that she should herself be punished for slander ( qadhf ) if she 
charged a man of high reputation. Yet Ma � lik was not without precedent, 
but was building on the ideas of his own Madinan forebears. Rab ı  � ‘a ibn 
Ab ı  �  ‘Abd al-Rah � ma � n, otherwise known as Rab ı  � ‘at al-Ra’y (d. 136), was 
one of Ma � lik’s closest teachers, as was Yah � ya �  b. Sa‘ ı  � d (d. 143/760–761). 
Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd transmits their opinions as follows:

  Rab ı  � ‘a said:  If [a woman] accuses a man without the ambiguity of isolation 
( khalwa �  ) or observation by witnesses ( naz � ra ) or calling for help ( istigha � tha ) when 
she was overtaken, then she is given the  h 	 add  for  qadhf , and the  h 	 add zina �   is not 
averted from her if she goes on to show pregnancy, because she is suspected of 
having done that [i.e., launched the accusation] in order to guard against that 
[i.e., being later punished for  zina �  ]. 

 Yah � ya �  b. Sa‘ ı  � d said similarly, that she is believed ( tus � addaq ) if there appears in 
her favor a sign by which she may be absolved ( tu‘dhar ), such as her calling for 
help. . . . He said: And [the defendant] is punished. He said: But if there is nothing 
of this sort, then she is given the  h 	 add  for slandering him.  23    

  While Rab ı  � ‘a’s wording is negative rather than positive – it emphasizes 
what should happen if a woman does  not  supply indirect evidence of 
assault  – its positive ramifi cations are unmistakable:  He lays out here 
two or three forms of indirect evidence that a plaintiff may marshal in 
support of her suit: indications of being carried into isolation, of calling 
for help, or the ambiguous “witness observation” ( naz �   ra ), which may or 
may not be meant to meet the stringent  bayyina  requirements for  zina �  . 
Rab ı  � ‘a’s contemporary, Yah � ya �  b. Sa‘ ı  � d, states essentially the same ideas 
in a positive manner and is even more inclusive in his consideration of 
evidence: She is to be believed as long as she can bring  any  “sign” in her 
favor; the ones mentioned are only illustrative, not exhaustive. 

 Other H � ija � z ı  �  authorities who preceded Ma � lik also made pronounce-
ments on how coercive sexual relations might be distinguished from con-
sensual ones. ‘Abd al-Razza � q al-S � an‘a � n ı  �  preserves the following sayings 
attributed to the early fi gure ‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h �  (d. 114/732) of Yemen 
then Mecca:

  [‘At 
 a � ’ b. Ab ı  �  Raba � h � ] said: The sign of [sexual coercion] is that she screams ( tas �  ı  � h 	  ) 
or that a trace ( athar ) is found upon her. . . . 

  23     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261–2.  
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 [‘Abd al-Razza � q continues:] Ma‘mar [b. Ra � shid] said: The sign of the virgin who 
has been coerced is that she screams ( tas �  ı  � h 	  ). [Ma‘mar] said: And the matron is the 
same as the virgin in this matter.  24    

‘At 
 a � ’ and Ma‘mar list screaming  – which may or may not be distin-
guished from “calling for help” – and the elastic “trace” ( athar ) as poten-
tial evidences that she had been sexually coerced rather than participated 
willingly in the act. 

 While the terminology of these early H � ija � z ı  �  fi gures may differ somewhat 
from that which the Ma � lik ı  �  school would later routinely use, their line of 
thinking is familiar. They were all contemplating the problem raised by 
the pregnancy as evidence doctrine inherited from ‘Umar b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b 
and sought to provide methods by which women could exonerate them-
selves in case of coercion. They introduced some of the basic categories 
of indirect evidence that Ma � lik and his successors later incorporated into 
their school’s jurisprudence. In outlining when she would or would not 
be liable to the punishment for slander, they engaged in the process of 
weighing her rights as a victim against his rights as a defendant. Ma � lik 
was thus both an inheritor and reformulator in a particular line of think-
ing that was in development among his H � ija � z ı  �  or H � ija � z ı  � -infl uenced prede-
cessors, and that does not seem to have been mirrored in ‘Ira � q ı  �  discourse. 
Through Ma � lik’s infl uence, these ideas endured and fundamentally set 
the Ma � lik ı  �  school on a course to consider circumstantial evidence seri-
ously in rape suits, as well as the procedures by which victims might 
bring accusations and secure monetary compensation while protecting 
themselves against the  h 	 add zina �  .   

  Pregnancy as Evidence in Later Ma � lik ı  �  Writings 
 

 Earlier, I  outlined the arc of jurisprudential development from ‘Umar 
b. al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b’s designation of pregnancy as evidence of  zina �  , to Ma � lik’s 
pivotal addendum to ‘Umar’s rule and his acceptance of circumstantial 
evidence to support rape accusations, through to later Ma � lik ı  �  elabora-
tion of such types of evidence. I have suggested that the sophistication 
of Ma � lik ı  �  evidence law was the result of a conscious effort by Ma � lik and 
his successors to counteract the detrimental effects of a doctrine they felt 
compelled to uphold, and that Ma � lik ı  �  willingness to accept circumstan-
tial evidence in rape cases cannot be considered apart from ‘Umar’s rule. 

  24     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:145–7 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1404).  
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The fact that from the outset, Ma � lik’s doctrine on the use of circumstan-
tial evidence in sex crimes is framed as an addendum to the doctrine that 
pregnancy is evidence of  zina �   suggests that the two were integrally inter-
twined in that school’s juristic imagination from the start. 

 In this section, I give some fi nal consideration to the articulation of the 
relationship between the pregnancy as evidence doctrine and the school’s 
evidentiary rules in rape cases. Despite the integral dependence of the 
evidentiary rules on this doctrine, the two were not explicitly intercon-
nected in the early writings of the school. It is only in the writings of later 
Ma � lik ı  � s that we see the infl uence of ‘Umar’s doctrine on rape law directly 
addressed and presented as part of the logic behind the school’s positions. 
The relevance of the pregnancy as evidence doctrine to rape law, too, was 
theorized gradually. The Baghda � d ı  �  jurist ‘Abd al-Wahha � b (d. 422/1031) 
appears to be the fi rst jurist to refer directly to ‘Umar’s dictum in connec-
tion with the use of circumstantial evidence in rape cases:

  If pregnancy appears in a free woman who is not known to have a husband, or in 
a slavewoman whose owner does not admit to having sex with her, and if she is a 
resident not a stranger [to the area], then she is given the  h 	 add . Her statement that 
she was abducted ( ghus � ibat ) or coerced ( ustukrihat )  . . . is not accepted, unless 
something becomes apparent by which her sincerity can be known,  prima facie . 

 Abu �  H � an ı  � fa and Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  said: She is not given the  h 	 add  unless she confesses or 
eyewitness proof ( bayyina ) of  zina �   can be raised. 

 Our indicant ( dal ı  � l ) is the  h 	 ad ı  � th  of ‘Umar b.  al-Khat 
 t 
 a � b, who said:  “Stoning 
is in the book of God as a right upon whomever commits  zina �   who is  muh 	 s � an , 
whether man or woman, if there exists eyewitness proof or pregnancy or confes-
sion.” There is no one who diverges from this.  25    

‘Abd al-Wahha � b does not explain the logical chain that connects ‘Umar’s 
saying to Ma � lik ı  �  use of circumstantial evidence in  zina �   cases, but for his 
audience of specialists, the line of reasoning would have been understood. 

 Around the same time that ‘Abd al-Wahha � b was starting to articulate 
the foundational role of ‘Umar’s dictum in Ma � lik ı  �  rape law, his contem-
porary the Andalusian  h 	 ad ı  � th  master Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 463/1071) was 
making the same connection, but in an unexpected way.  26   While admit-
ting that the pregnancy as evidence doctrine is the prevailing position in 
his school, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr expresses serious misgivings regarding its 

  25     By this statement, he means that ‘Umar’s statement to this effect is agreed by all. See 
‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ishra � f , 2:860 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1682), and almost the same wording at 
 Ma‘u � na , 2:319 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  

  26     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:145–7 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1404).  
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fairness and approaches nearer than any other Ma � lik ı  �  – beside his own 
associate, al-Ba � j ı  �  – to rejecting this doctrine altogether, without explicitly 
saying so. The following passage appears after a fairly long series of  a � tha � r  
demonstrating the concern of the Prophet and other Companions, partic-
ularly ‘Umar, for victims of sexual violence. The scholar thus prepares the 
reader for the following passage, in which he urges his readers to consider 
the possibility of coercion in all  zina �   cases. He reminds his audience of the 
Sunn ı  �  consensus that the woman coerced to  zina �   is absolved of liability.  27   
In his earnest defense of the principles that an innocent person must not 
be unjustly punished, and that forgiveness is better than application of 
the  h 	 add , Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s concern for potential rape victims is evident. 
After quoting the fi rst of Ma � lik’s two statements that we have analyzed 
in this chapter, we read:

  Abu �  ‘Umar [Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr] said:  Discussion of this matter has already 
occurred  . . . so there is no reason to repeat what has passed, except to men-
tion here a [particular] angle. We say: There has been narrated from ‘Umar the 
opposite of what Ma � lik narrated from him. Even if the chain of transmission of 
Ma � lik’s  h 	 ad ı  � th  is more elevated ( a‘la �  ), it is yet [a matter] open to interpretation 
( ta’w ı  � l ).  

  The medieval jurist then cites various Companionate rulings in which 
unmarried pregnant women were exonerated of  zina �   charges on the basis 
of their claims to having been coerced. He then continues:

  Abu �  ‘Umar said: There is no disagreement of which I  am aware, between the 
scholars of either the early or the later generations, that there is no  h 	 add  upon the 
woman coerced to  zina � . . . .  The Messenger of God said: “God has overlooked in 
my community that which is done in error, forgetfulness or coercion.” 

 The agreed-upon principle is that life [is] protected by the Book and the Sunna, 
and that not one drop of it should be spilled, nor can it be stripped of pro-
tection, except through certainty [of a judicial fi nding]. And certainty is [only 
effected] through decisive eyewitness testimony or confession by the perpetra-
tor. If [these] do not exist, then it is better that the ruler ( ima � m ) err on the side 
of forgiveness than the side of punishment. Then, if the accusation [of rape] is 
substantiated, there is no harm if the ruler imposes a discretionary punishment 
upon the accused, or disciplines him through imprisonment or other means.  28    

  The author’s omission of pregnancy as a means of establishing  zina �   is 
conspicuous; he mentions only confession and eyewitness testimony as 
suffi cient forms of evidence. It is as though, in the absence of these two 

  27     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:509–11 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1537).  
  28     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:509–11 (K. al-H � udu � d, #1537).  
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type of evidence, he wishes to eliminate the connection between preg-
nancy and the  h 	 add zina �   entirely.
The writings of ‘Abd al-Wahha � b and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr illustrate the 
painstaking ways in which Islamic juristic discourses were constructed 
over time, layer upon layer, to become highly intricate conceptual edi-
fi ces. Far from being simply given,  fi qh  doctrines were hard-won prod-
ucts of careful consideration, the drawing out of ramifi cations, and the 
juxtaposition of various textual indicants. Both these scholars were 
writing at the beginning of what I have highlighted as a later phase of 
Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence, when concerns for theoretical coherence over-
took concerns for citing authoritative precedents. ‘Abd al-Wahha � b’s 
long-awaited integration of ‘Umar’s dictum into evidence law illustrates 
just this, while Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s questioning of a fundamental school 
doctrine – much like the H � anaf ı  �  al-Ka � sa � n ı  � ’s questioning of gender dif-
ferentiation in defi nitions of sexual coercion – refl ects the type of con-
templation that could only emerge once the school’s legal infrastructure 
was in place.  

  Calibrating Penalties According to Substance and Evidence 
 

 The nuance in Ma � lik ı  �  evidence and procedure was matched by a fair 
degree of nuance in penalization. Jurists outlined a spectrum of possi-
ble judicial outcomes based on the type of accusation raised by either 
a plaintiff or witnesses, the type of evidence offered in court, and the 
procedures used to pursue claims. The Ma � lik ı  �  penal scheme became more 
rationalized and standardized over time. Some earlier viewpoints seem 
later to have fallen out of currency, while other disagreements endured 
at least to the end of the 6th/12th century. This section reviews the main 
lines of classical Ma � lik ı  �  penal doctrine as refl ected in the writings of the 
later jurists, particular the connection of specifi c sentences to the par-
ticular evidence and procedures they were seen to follow. Overall, the 
careful attention to identifying the relationships among evidence, pro-
cedure, and sentencing attests to the signifi cantly greater weight Ma � lik ı  �  
jurists gave to the adjudication of sexual violence than did H � anaf ı  � s. It 
also demonstrates the wider fl exibility afforded to Ma � lik ı  �  jurists by their 
substantive denotation of rape as a crime against both God and a human 
victim. The subtle calibration of evidence, sentencing, and procedure 
that was attained in Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence by the end of the 6th/12th cen-
tury is refl ected in the highly systematic work of Ibn Rushd the Elder. In 
his  Muqaddima � t al-Mumahhida � t  and his  Baya � n wa’l-Tah 	 s �  ı  � l , he presents a 
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detailed schema in which he lays out the relationship between claims and 
evidence, on one hand, and corporal and monetary penalties, on the other. 
Later, toward the end of this chapter, we will examine a lengthy passage in 
which Ibn Rushd provides a comprehensive overview of the mature Ma � lik ı  �  
law of rape. Between now and then, we will take various parts of the law in 
turn, such that his comprehensive summary can be effectively understood as 
refl ecting the theoretical coherence fi nally achieved in the school. 

   Corporal Punishments for Rape – Imposing the  H � add Zina �  

 All Ma � lik ı  �  jurists consistently held that the  h 	 add zina �   could be imposed on a 
man accused of rape when the plaintiff was able to present four adult male 
eyewitnesses to testify to the sex act, or when four adult male eyewitnesses 
themselves stepped forth to accuse a man of the same even without her 
claim. Al-Ba � j ı  �  writes:

  That with which [sexual] coercion ( ikra � h ) is substantiated: That she establish eye-
witness proof ( bayyina ) of it is the strongest [of evidentiary means], and there is no 
disagreement about this. [ Bayyina ] is only achieved through the testimony of four 
eyewitnesses to the fact that he committed  zina �   with her coercively ( mukrahatan ). 
Upon such a one, through their testimony, the dower payment to her and the  h 	 add  
are imposed.  29    

  The evidentiary standards for imposition of the  h 	 add zina �   on rapists were 
none other than those agreed upon in all Sunn ı  �  schools. Therefore, in limit-
ing the imposition of the  h 	 add zina �   to cases in which the stringent require-
ments of  bayyina  were met, Ma � lik ı  �  law concurred with H � anaf ı  �  law. 

 When there are fewer than four eyewitnesses who testify to  zina �  , or when 
four eyewitnesses come forward but their testimony contains discrepancies, 
or when one or more witnesses renege after testifying, the case is to be 
dropped and all the witnesses fl ogged for false accusation, or  qadhf .  30   Ibn 
al-Qa � sim says, for example, that when fewer than four testify to  zina �  , they 
are fl ogged for  qadhf ; “because they claimed certainty of sexual intercourse 
against him,” As �   bagh adds.  31   As for what would happen should a discrep-
ancy arise specifi cally about the consensual versus coercive nature of the 
encounter, Ibn al-Qa � sim explains:

  29     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:269 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ f ı  � ‘l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’). Also Ibn 
Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  

  30        Ibn Rushd   al-Jadd  ,  al-Baya � n wa’l-Tah 	 s �  ı  � l wa’l-Sharh 	  wa’l-Tawj ı  � h wa’l-Ta’l ı  � l f ı  �  Masa � ’il 
al-Mustakhraja , 20 vols., ed. Ah � mad al-Sharqa � w ı  �  Iqba � l ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Gharb al-Islam ı  �  , 
 1984 , cited hereafter as  Baya � n .) 16: 322   (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Qadhf).  

  31     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:269 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
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  In the case of four who testify against a man for  zina �  , and two of them say he 
raped her ( ightas � aba-ha �  ), and two of them say she consented to him ( t 
 a � wa‘at-hu ), 
[all] the witnesses are given the  h 	 add  [ qadhf ]. The man is not given the  h 	 add  [for 
 zina �  ] due to the confl icting testimony.  32    

  Like the H � anaf ı  � s, the Ma � lik ı  � s set the  h 	 add qadhf  for a free male at eighty 
lashes, based on Qur’an 24:4: “As for those who accuse  muh 	 s � ana � t ” – 
juristically understood as accusing free Muslim women of  zina �    – “but 
then do not bring four eyewitnesses [to the act], fl og them eighty lashes.” 
Writes ‘Abd al-Wahha � b:

  The  h 	 add qadhf  on the free man is eighty [lashes], and on the slave man is forty 
[lashes]. The [textual] basis ( as � l ) in this is [God’s] saying [the above verse]. And 
because this was the practice of the Prophet and the Companions after him. And 
on the slave man is forty because his  h 	 add  is half of the  h 	 add  on the free man.  33    

  This Ma � lik ı  �  discussion of the imposition of the  h 	 add zina �   in cases when 
the evidentiary standard of  bayyina  had been met, and the  h 	 add qadhf  on 
witnesses whose evidence fell short, confi rms that Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine did not 
fundamentally deviate from the basic categorization of rape as a coercive 
variant of  zina �   as upheld by the H � anaf ı  � s (and other Sunn ı  �  schools), even 
as it expanded the defi nition of rape beyond  zina �  ’s parameters. 

 Ma � lik ı  �  jurists pondered the question of whether a woman who 
claimed rape should be considered to have confessed to  zina �  , particu-
larly if she lacked supporting evidence of her coercion. As we have seen, 
school authorities had already determined, from the time of Ma � lik and 
his fi rst statement, that a woman’s claim of rape after she already showed 
pregnancy was too late to avert the  h 	 add  punishment. What, however, of 
the second part of that statement? Should claims of rape or accusations 
brought by women who did not appear pregnant and lacked the four eye-
witnesses normally required for a  zina �   accusation be considered a form 
of confession to  zina �  ? Was an alleged victim of rape ever to be given the 
 h 	 add zina �   for reporting the crime or raising charges? On this, Ma � lik ı  �  
jurists showed unanimity from the outset through the end of our period 
of consideration and concurred that a rape claim should  not  be regarded 
as a confession to  zina �  . Writes al-Ba � j ı  � :

  There is no  h 	 add   zina �   upon her for her confession ( iqra � r ) to the man’s sexual inter-
course with her, even if pregnancy shows upon her after that. [This is] because her 
report of the degradation to her person through asking for help ( istigha � tha ), and 

  32     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:240 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  33     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ma‘u � na , 2:334 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � ).  
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[her] lodging a complaint ( tashakk ı  �  ) against the one who harmed her, [confer] an 
ambiguity ( shubha ) that effectively cancels from her the  h 	 add  [punishment] for 
 qadhf . Therefore, that it [i.e.,  shubha ] should cancel from her the rights of the 
Creator most High is even more appropriate.  34    

  Al-Ba � j ı  �  here argues that her accusation introduces doubt, or  shubha , into 
any potential claim that she committed voluntary  zina � .  He then alludes 
to the principle that the  h 	 udu � d  are averted by means of ambiguities, or 
 shubuha � t . If the interpersonal right of the defendant against false accusa-
tion is waived in the case of a rape charge, then it is only more appropri-
ate that the right of God be waived in such an instance.  

   Corporal Punishments for Rape – Imposing a Discretionary 
Punishment  (Ta‘z ı  � r) 

 What if a woman accused a man of raping her and could not bring  bayy-
ina  for  zina �  , but lesser strengths of evidence led a judge to suspect sexual 
assault nevertheless? Did averting the  h 	 add zina �   from him mean that he 
was exempt from any other discretionary punishment as well? That is, 
was the  h 	 add zina �   the one and only corporal punishment available to the 
judge, as was the case in H � anaf ı  �  law? Ma � lik ı  �  jurists argued that no, on the 
contrary, the judge in such cases could sentence the defendant to a  ta‘z ı  � r , 
depending on the situation. One possible situation was that the woman 
could not bring four witnesses to the sex act, but could bring two wit-
nesses to his act of overpowering, abducting, and/or forcibly removing or 
isolating her, all of which fell under the category of  ghas � b  (abduction or 
usurpation). Another possible situation was that she had no eyewitnesses 
to even the  ghas � b , but she had circumstantial evidence of the crime, of the 
types that have been enumerated. In either case, if the judge concluded 
that the probability was very high that the defendant did in fact violate 
the plaintiff, then Ma � lik ı  �  law permitted him to impose a  ta‘z ı  � r  upon the 
defendant. 

 Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd captures the early school’s viewpoint on this issue:

  It was asked: Regarding Ma � lik’s saying ( qawl ) that [the judge] should investigate 
the defendant [against whom there is no  bayyina , but] who is suspected ( mut-
taham ) [due to indirect evidence]:  Is he liable to either the  h 	 add  [ zina �  ] or the 
indemnity ( ghara � ma )? [Ibn al-Qa � sim] said: He is not given the  h 	 add , but he is 
given severe discipline ( adab waj ı  � ‘ ), whether or not she was bleeding.  35    

  34     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:270 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
  35     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:260 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
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  By specifying “whether or not she was bleeding,” Ibn al-Qa � sim signals 
that such disciplinary action is truly discretionary, as a judge may apply it 
even in the absence of circumstantial evidence. The Andalusian Ibn ‘Abd 
al-Barr likewise explains that if the  bayyina  for  zina �   cannot be estab-
lished against the defendant, the judge may implement a discretionary 
punishment:

  All scholars are agreed that the coercive abductor ( al-mustakrih al-mughtas � ib ) 
is liable for the  h 	 add  if the  bayyina  is established against him for [ zina �  ], or if he 
confesses to that. But if there is neither [ bayyina  or confession], then an [alter-
nate] punishment ( ‘uqu � ba ) is imposed on him.  36    

  The judge’s perception of being “suspect” ( muttaham ) was often tied to 
the defendant’s reputation as upright ( s � alih 	  ) or licentious ( fa � siq ), of being 
of sober temperament ( h 	 ilm ) versus rash temperament ( safah ). Thus, a 
rape plaintiff’s case could again be thwarted in cases when she accused 
a “righteous” man on the basis of only circumstantial evidence. In short, 
the jurists advocated imposing a  ta‘z ı  � r  in situations when direct evidence 
of  zina �   was lacking but indirect evidence pointed to his guilt, with the 
caveat that indirect evidence alone was insuffi cient to convict a reputable 
man. Al-Ba � j ı  �  thus explains:

  The  h 	 add   zina �   is not imposed upon the defendant [even] if she swears, because 
[the  h 	 add zina �  ] is from among the rights of God [lit. al-Ba � ri’], and thus is not 
established except through  bayyina . However, if he is suspected ( muttaham ), 
then he is liable for discipline ( adab ). This is transmitted by Ibn H � ab ı  � b from Ibn 
al-Ma � jishu � n. [He is also liable for discipline] if he is unknown for either his rash-
ness or his sobriety. Ibn H � ab ı  � b said: If he is suspected ( muttaham ), he is given a 
severe discipline ( adab waj ı  � ‘ ), whether or not she was bleeding. ‘Abd al-Malik [Ibn 
al-Ma � jishu � n] said: But if he is someone to whom such is not deservingly attrib-
uted, then he is neither liable for  h 	 add  nor  adab  nor any punishment (‘ iqa � b ).  37    

  The preceding discussion is punctuated with concern for the defendant’s 
moral reputation, as seen in references to his being known or unknown 
of temperament, and to whether or not the act seems likely of him or not. 
We will consider the role of moral reputation in terms of monetary claims, 
later. For now, our interest is in showing the calibrated way in which 
Ma � lik ı  �  penal doctrine assigned corporal punishments for confi rmed or 
suspected rape. Depending on the degree of certainty afforded by the 
evidence, judges could choose from a spectrum of possible sentences 

  36     Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,  Istidhka � r , 7:145–7 (K. al-Aqd � iya, #1404).  
  37     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:270 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
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under the aegis of  ta‘z ı  � r . For Ma � lik ı  � s, the  ta‘z ı  � r  punishments were not 
constrained to being less than the  h 	 add  punishments, as they were for 
H � anaf ı  � s. If a judge or ruling authority felt it was appropriate, he could 
impose a fl ogging more or less severe than the  h 	 add , or decree impris-
onment.  38   Furthermore, the  ta‘z ı  � r  punishment was not seen as confl icting 
with the dower fi ne in any way. The two could be paired, in the same way 
that the  h 	 add  and the dower could be paired. 

 The preceding survey of possible punishments demonstrates the legal 
scope associated with designating rape as  ightis � a � b  rather than only coer-
cive  zina �  . It offered school authorities and judges punitive latitude, on 
the grounds that even were  zina �   unverifi able, the abduction itself was 
still punishable as an interpersonal violation. The Ma � lik ı  �  willingness 
to impose  ta‘z ı  � r  punishments upon those who were suspected of rape 
even in the absence of proof of  zina �   is a marked and important distinc-
tion between Ma � lik ı  �  and H � anaf ı  �  penal law. While H � anaf ı  �  jurists recom-
mended discretionary punishments in a variety of other situations, they 
were silent about using them in cases of suspected sexual assault. Because 
of their heavily theocentric approach to rape and their nonconsideration 
of indirect evidence in sex crimes, they did not develop any comparable 
gradation of penalties between imposing of the  h 	 add zina �   and acquittal.  

   Monetary Awards for Rape in Various Evidentiary Contexts  

 If an alleged rape victim launched an accusation of coercive  zina �   against 
a man, then she could claim the dower only if the  zina �   was proved. But if 
fewer than four testifi ed to  zina �  , or there was a discrepancy in the testi-
mony of the four witnesses, then not only would the  h 	 add  be averted and 
the  qadhf  punishment be imposed on the witnesses themselves, but her 
right to claim the dower would also be cancelled. Ibn al-Qa � sim is thus 
quoted as teaching:

  The free woman who has been raped is entitled to the dower upon the eyewit-
ness testimony of four [men] to the sex act. If there are fewer than four, they are 
slanderers ( qadhafa ) and she receives nothing.  39    

  However, Ma � lik ı  �  law allowed her an alternate procedure through which 
she could claim her  s � ada � q  in the event that there was not suffi cient evi-
dence for  zina �  . This alternate procedure entailed not seeking the  h 	 add 

  38     ‘Abd al-Wahha � b,  Ma‘u � na , 2:333 (K. al-H � udu � d f ı  � ’l-Zina � ).  
  39     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 4:502 (K. al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ).  
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zina �   at all ,  but only seeking the dower from the outset – that is, initiating 
a property claim of  ghas � b , rather than a  h 	 add  claim. From an evidence 
perspective,  ghas � b  had a lower threshold to be substantiated than  zina �  , 
as explained previously. Procedurally, seeking imposition of the  h 	 add 
zina �   and seeking the dower were distinguishable through the legally con-
structed initiators of the suit: In the former, it is the eyewitnesses to the sex 
act who are envisioned as bringing the rape charge, and it is not necessary 
for her to petition the court, while in a suit for dower alone, her petition 
forms the basis of the suit. Jurists generally held that she could sue for her 
dower through one of two avenues: The fi rst was if she claimed sexual 
violation ( ightis � a � b ) against a man (rather than coercive  zina �  ) and brought 
two eyewitnesses, who testifi ed not to the rape itself, but to the perpetra-
tor’s act of “abduction” ( ghas � b ), that is, grabbing her or taking her into 
isolation ( khalwa �   or  ghayba ); in this procedure, some required that she 
also take an oath ( h 	 ilf  or  yam ı  � n ) as to the truth of her claim, as we have 
seen. An illustrative quote from Ibn al-Qa � sim is as follows:

  ‘ Ī sa �  narrated from Ibn al-Qa � sim regarding two witnesses who testify against three 
[men], that they abducted ( ghas � abu �  ) a woman and took her to the desert, and 
then she declares: “They all had intercourse with me ( wat 
 i’u � -n ı  �  kullu-hum )”: She 
is to swear ( tah 	 l ı  � f ), and then takes an equitable dower from each of them. There 
is no  h 	 add  [ zina �  ] upon [the three men], nor  h 	 add  [ qadhf ] upon her.  40    

  Similarly Sah � nu � n transmits from Ibn al-Qa � sim:

  If the two say, “We saw him make her enter his home by force ( ghas � ban ) and 
then disappear with her,” and then she declares, “He had intercourse with me/
attacked me ( as � a � ba-n ı  �  ),” and takes an oath ( yam ı  � n ): She receives the dower [even 
if he denies the accusation]. [Also,] if he denies the accusation, there is no  h 	 add  
[for  zina �  ] on him.  41    

  It was critical in this procedure that the two witnesses testify to the act of 
abduction or isolation only, and not to the sex act; the charge of forcible 
sex or  zina �   could only be raised by the plaintiff herself, if the witnesses 
were to be spared the slander punishment. If two eyewitnesses in this cir-
cumstance alleged that he had committed  zina �   with her, then their insuf-
fi cient numbers would make them liable to the punishment for slander. 

 If a rape victim did not have two eyewitnesses to her abduction and/
or forcible isolation, then a second avenue by which she could sue for her 

  40     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:262–3.  
  41     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:262–3. Al-Ba � j ı  �  attributes the same doctrine to Ibn al-Qa � sim 

at al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �   5:269 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
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dower was on the basis of circumstantial evidence alone, accompanied 
by her formal accusation and oath, according to the prevailing doctrine. 
This second avenue required the victim to submit circumstantial evidence 
from the various categories listed previously, such as bleeding, screaming, 
calling for help, traces of struggle or coercion, and timely reporting of 
the event. This route, however, was considerably more diffi cult, and risky, 
than the fi rst. Accusing a specifi c person of rape was always far more 
serious than simply claiming that one had been raped by some uniden-
tifi able assailant: While claiming rape could be effective in averting the 
 h 	 add zina �   from a woman should she later show pregnancy, it did not 
legally jeopardize another person. Making a specifi c accusation, however, 
entailed charging another person with a serious offense, and jurists and 
judges had then to consider the defendant’s rights. To grant credibility to 
a woman’s charge of assault against a man based only on indirect evi-
dence put a signifi cant burden on the court. When the judge could rely on 
no one other than her to identify the culprit, matters of misidentifi cation 
and false accusation moved front and center. An earnest effort to balance 
the rights of the accused with the rights of the accuser prompted Ma � lik ı  �  
jurists to devise means by which the plausibility of her accusation could 
be measured against the plausibility of his denial. Indeed, we have seen 
that despite Ma � lik’s relatively straightforward legitimation of circum-
stantial evidence, school authorities such as Ibn al-Qa � sim sought to limit 
the effi cacy of such means through various checks, such as insisting on 
the need for two eyewitnesses or oaths on her part.  42   Over time, however, 
Ibn al-Qa � sim’s requirement of oaths and eyewitnesses in all suits based 
on circumstantial evidence seems to have fallen out of favor. The Ma � lik ı  �  
school settled on the view that circumstantial evidence  could  be suffi cient 
to indicate  ightis � a � b  and thus elicit the dower compensation (in addition 
to a discretionary punishment), but only if certain additional standards 
were imposed by which to verify the claims of each party. 

 According to most jurists, one of the additional elements judges should 
look for in an accusation without witnesses was her  ta‘alluq , or “cling-
ing,” to the defendant, a term that is diffi cult to translate literally or uni-
formly. By this, the jurists meant not only that she clearly identifi ed her 
assailant, but also demonstrated a certain persistence or “stick-with-it-
ness” in her claim. The  muta‘alliqa  was distinguished from one who 
was not  muta‘alliqa , one who lacked persistence and/or specifi city in 
her claim. Jurists instructed judges to rule differently on the basis of the 

  42     See al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:270 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
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degree of  ta‘alluq  with which the plaintiff brought her accusation. Qa � d �  ı  �  
‘Iya � d �  (d. 544/1149) of Marrakesh offers one of the few direct defi nitions 
of the term  ta‘alluq  that I have found:

  If she comes screaming and calling for help ( s � a � rikha mustagh ı  � tha ), and speci-
fi es ( ‘ayyanat ) the accused, then her word is accepted. This is the meaning of 
their phrase, “clinging and bleeding” ( muta‘alliqa tadma �  ), since not every raped 
woman ( maghs � u � ba ) is capable of [actually] pursuing ( ta‘alluq bi ) the one who 
raped her, and she may be a matron who does not bleed. Rather, this phrase is an 
expression of the speed of initiating [the suit] ( sur‘at al-qiya � m ) and the complaint 
( al-tashakk ı  �  ), which indicates the lack of consent (‘ adam al-t 
 aw‘ ).  43    

  Another prominent topic of juristic focus was the comparative reputa-
tions of both plaintiffs and defendants, some of which was introduced 
earlier in reviewing  ta‘z ı  � r . According to most Ma � lik ı  �  jurists, reputa-
tion was to be weighed against circumstantial evidence (and sometimes 
 ta‘alluq ) as judges evaluated the claims of each party in the absence of 
direct evidence. Each party could fi t into one of three possible reputation 
categories: First, in the case of the male, was the one who is known for 
“uprightness” ( s � ala � h 	  ), and in the case of the female party, who practices 
“care” ( s � awn ) regarding her person. The second category is the man who 
is known for his dissolute or licentious character ( fi sq ), or the woman 
who is known to be “careless” regarding her person or reputation. The 
third category was one who is unknown ( majhu � l ), whether of moral char-
acter or literally unknown, or new to the area; this description could be 
applied to either man or woman. 

 At stake in these evaluations of reputation versus circumstantial evi-
dence (and  ta‘alluq ) were judicial outcomes for both the female plaintiff 
and her male defendant. The most severe sentence for a male defendant, 
assuming strong circumstantial evidence against him, a poor reputa-
tion, and persistence on her part ( ta‘alluq ), was paying a dower and 
receiving a discretionary corporal punishment (as the  h 	 add zina �   was 
not achievable without direct evidence). On the other hand, should 
there be in his favor a lack of persistence and evidentiary strength on 
her part, in combination with good reputation, then the charges against 
him could be dropped entirely, and he would neither be liable to  s � ada � q  
nor  ta‘z ı  � r . As for the plaintiff, the strongest combination of the fac-
tors named could result in her receiving her dower and seeing a  ta‘z ı  � r  
imposed on him. Early jurists disagreed, however, over the outcome 

  43        Qa � d �  ı  �    ‘Iya � d �    and   Muh � ammad b.   ‘Iya � d �   ,  Madha � hib al-H � ukka � m f ı  �  Nawa � zil al-Ah 	 ka � m , ed. 
Muh � ammad b. Shar ı  � fa ( Beirut :  Da � r al-Gharb al-Isla � m ı  �  ,  1990 )  81–4   (K. al-H � udu � d).  
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should her combination of evidentiary factors  – persistence, circum-
stantial evidence, and reputation – be weak: Should the case simply be 
dismissed for lack of evidence, or should she be punished for false accu-
sation, or  qadhf ? We will examine the intraschool debate over this issue 
in the next subsection. The present point is that in reviewing different 
juristic positions on the relative weight of reputation versus circumstan-
tial evidence, the stakes were high for the defendant. Judicial assess-
ments of different types of evidence impacted not only the success of a 
woman’s petition for dower (and physical disciplining of her assailant), 
but also the effectiveness of the court in protecting men from unsup-
ported accusations of sexual misconduct. 

 On the whole, jurists were suspicious of accusations against men of 
high moral standing, particularly by “careless” women. Conversely, they 
tended to give the benefi t of the doubt to women who raised accusations 
against men of low or unknown character, particularly if the plaintiff 
herself was considered to be “careful” of her moral integrity. The dom-
inant opinion was that good reputation could fend off both monetary 
and corporal penalties from a defendant who was charged on the basis 
of indirect evidence, but not one who was charged on the basis of direct 
evidence. Indirect evidence, however, could overpower unknown, medi-
ocre, or poor reputation and result in imposition of both the dower fi ne 
and a  ta‘z ı  � r  on a defendant. Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n, for example, said that a 
woman who accused a man of sexual violation with only circumstan-
tial evidence and  ta‘alluq  to back up her claim could successfully sue for 
dower ( s � ada � q ) and discipline ( adab ), but only if he was not known to be 
of high moral character. “If he is trustworthy ( thiqa ), then he is neither 
liable for the dower nor for discipline.”  44   

 It is worth noting that Ma � lik himself did not seem to have delineated 
the value of reputation or character as a form of evidence. The lack of 
any consistent wording or doctrine among Ma � lik ı  �  authorities suggests 
that Ma � lik himself did not clearly require taking reputation into account 
or indicate what the outcome should be in terms of the parties’ respec-
tive reputations. What Ma � lik does appear to have said is that “if [the 
accused] is one to whom such [an act] can be attributed, then he [or the 
charge] is investigated [by the judge].”  45   In this statement, Ma � lik seems 
to focus on the character of the male defendant only, not that of the 
female accuser. Nevertheless, Ma � lik ı  �  authorities clearly interpreted him 

  44     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  45     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:260 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
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as valuing reputation, in general, and the reputations of both the male 
and female parties, in particular.  

   Circumstantial Evidence, Reputation, and the H � add Qadhf  

 A signifi cant debate in Ma � lik ı  �  writings emerged over the question of 
whether a woman who accused a man of rape with only circumstan-
tial evidence should herself be punished for false accusation ( qadhf ). 
Ma � lik did not advocate the application of the  h 	 add qadhf  on women 
who accused men of sexual assault, even if they lacked supporting eye-
witness testimony. On the contrary, in considering the rape plaintiff who 
has only circumstantial evidence, Ma � lik indicates that she may claim her 
dower as long as the judge feels that the charge and the evidence are 
suffi ciently compelling. Ma � lik’s successors were thus left to process the 
implications of Ma � lik’s doctrinal position and see to it that they remained 
coherent within the larger evidentiary and procedural guidelines of the 
school. Should the rape plaintiff lacking direct testimony be subject to the 
normal witness standards in  zina �   cases, including rules of  qadhf , all of 
which were intended to protect innocent persons from false accusation? 
Or were rape charges to be distinguished from  zina �   charges, and plaintiffs 
from witnesses, such that rape witnesses and plaintiffs each merited their 
own unique rules of evidence and procedure, as Ma � lik’s statements sug-
gest? This was one of the questions with which H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence had 
also to contend, as we have seen. Certainly, the threat of the  h 	 add qadhf  
would have seriously hindered a rape victim from raising charges. The 
fact that the  qadhf  sentence contradicted the obvious meaning of Ma � lik’s 
teachings made it all the more contentious in the early Ma � lik ı  �  period. 

 On this question, early Ma � lik ı  � s were divided into those who supported 
imposing the  h 	 add qadhf  on women who lacked direct evidence, against 
the obvious meaning of Ma � lik’s statement, and those who opposed it. 
Foremost among those who argued in favor of the  h 	 add qadhf  upon 
plaintiffs lacking direct evidence were Ibn al-Qa � sim and Ibn Wahb (d. 
197/812) of Egypt. They did not advocate this in all cases, however, but 
only in that subset of cases in which the defendant was a man of honor-
able reputation; then, the charges against him should be dropped, and she 
should be given the  h 	 add qadhf .  46   The addition of phrases such as “even 
if she was bleeding” clarifi es that this was so, even if she had circumstan-
tial evidence to support her accusation.  47   Ibn Wahb contrasted this with 

  46     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  47     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:260 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ). Also al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �   5: 269–70 

(K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
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when the defendant was of poor reputation; presuming she could provide 
suffi ciently persuasive circumstantial evidence, she would not receive the 
 h 	 add qadhf , and he would receive a discretionary punishment ( ‘uqu � ba ).  48   

 As with previously discussed issues, Ibn al-Qa � sim and Ibn Wahb 
voiced an outlying and more androcentric position than their colleagues 
on the question of a rape plaintiff’s vulnerability to the  h 	 add qadhf  when 
she accused a man of high standing without direct evidence. Most in 
their era and those who followed said, in addressing the relationships 
among indirect evidence, the defendant’s reputation, and the possibil-
ity of the  h 	 add qadhf , that at most, the case would be dismissed.  49   For 
the Mad ı  � nan Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n (d. 214/829) and the Egyptian Ashhab (d. 
204/820), for example, circumstantial evidence is useless against a man 
known to be of upright character, but effective against a man of unknown 
or low character. Unless the defendant is of recognized moral probity, 
these jurists are willing to impose the dower fi ne and  ta‘z ı  � r  purely on the 
basis of the alleged victim’s claim, her persistence in identifi cation, and 
circumstantial evidence. If he is known to be upright, then the charges are 
simply dropped and both parties released. In neither case is the plaintiff 
under threat of punishment for  qadhf .  50   As �   bagh b. Faraj (d. 225/839) of 
Egypt also protected the woman with only circumstantial evidence from 
the  qadhf  punishment, as did Ibn H � ab ı  � b (d. 238/839) of Andalusia, even 
if the defendant is of good reputation. If the defendant is of unknown 
or poor character, Ibn H � ab ı  � b held that an investigation should proceed, 
harking back to Ma � lik’s statement to investigate defendants who are sus-
picious. He writes, “If she accuses other than a righteous man, she is not 
given the  h 	 add  [for slander], whether or not she comes bleeding. And the 
imam should investigate this man and treat him accordingly. This is all 
the doctrine of Malik and his companions.”  51   

  48     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  49     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261–2 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  50     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ). See also 14:261–2, in which 

Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n says that if she has circumstantial evidence and he is of either low or 
unknown reputation, then she is to receive her dower. But if he is of good reputation, 
then the case is simply dismissed and he is relieved of any disciplinary action; she does 
not receive the dower, but neither is she punished for  qadhf . Also see al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 
5:270 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  

  51     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 4:502 (K.  al-Nika � h �  al-Tha � n ı  � ). See also al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �   
5: 269–70 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’): “If [she has no eye-
witnesses, and] she comes clinging to him ( muta‘alliqa bi-hi ), bleeding if she is a virgin 
or not if she is a matron, and claims that her person was degraded [i.e., that she was 
raped], then in the Book of Ibn al-Mawwa � z from ‘Abd al-Ma � lik [Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n] and 
others: She is not given the  h 	 add  [for  qadhf ] for accusing him.”  
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 Ibn al-Mawwa � z (d. 281/894) of Damascus similarly argued that if a 
woman had circumstantial evidence and was persistent in her accusation 
( muta‘alliqa ), she was immune from the  h 	 add qadhf , as well as from the 
 h 	 add zina �   should she later show pregnancy.

  If [a woman] comes calling for help ( mustagh ı  � tha ) and bleeding ( tadma �  ), or [if 
she is] a matron then not bleeding but reporting the degradation to her person, 
and if she is persistent in accusing ( muta‘alliqa bi ) a man, saying, “He raped 
me ( ghas � aba-n ı  �  ),” then there is no  h 	 add  upon her for slandering him ( f ı  � -ma �  
qadhafat-hu ). And the  h 	 add  [for  zina �  ] is averted from her due to this ambiguity 
[i.e., it is not to be considered confession, or  i‘tira � f ]. And so, by this means, the 
woman escapes the  h 	 add zina �   if she [later] shows pregnancy.  52    

  Later, Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd al-Qayrawa � n ı  �  (d. 386/996) confi rmed this relation-
ship among circumstantial evidence, reputation, and rules of slander. The 
effi cacy of circumstantial evidence, he said, was limited by good reputa-
tion: A woman who accused a man known for his good character ( s � ala � h 	  ) 
received no dower compensation; nor would the accused be disciplined. 
At the same time, no rape plaintiff with circumstantial evidence of the 
crime should be liable to the  qadhf  punishment, regardless of reputation.  53   

 By the time of Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd, Ibn al-Qa � sim and Ibn Wahb’s doctrine 
seems to have lost favor. Later Ma � lik ı  � s, such as al-Ba � j ı  � , continued to doc-
ument their viewpoints but generally argued against the fairness of their 
position. The one situation in which later Ma � lik ı  � s did support the  h 	 add 
qadhf  on the plaintiff was when her accusation was not even supported 
by circumstantial evidence, when she was not a “careful” or “protected” 
woman, and when the defendant was of righteous or unknown reputa-
tion. Then, Ibn Rushd said, the defendant must be presumed innocent 
and could legitimately claim defamation: “There is no disagreement that 
nothing is due upon the man, and that she is fl ogged on his behalf the 
 h 	 add  for slander ( qadhf ), as well as the  h 	 add  for  zina �   if she [later] shows 
pregnancy.”  54   

 One of the clearest, most impassioned vindications of rape plaintiffs is 
given by the Almerian scholar Sulayma � n b. Khalaf al-Ba � j ı  �  (d. 474/1081) 
in his  Muntaqa �  . The overall thrust of his discussion is to argue against 
the fairness of allowing slander charges in situations when a rape plain-
tiff has only circumstantial evidence. Although toward the end of the 

  52     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:260 (K. al-H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ).  
  53     Ibn Ab ı  �  Zayd,  Nawa � dir , 14:261 (K. H � udu � d fi ’l-Zina � ). Also al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:269–70 

(K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
  54     Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
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fi rst passage, he refers to Ibn al-Qa � sim and Ibn Wahb’s doctrine that rape 
plaintiffs may be charged with slander should they accuse upright men, 
al-Ba � j ı  �  himself plainly believes that to expect a victim to present any-
thing more than she does is unrealistic. Beyond intraschool debates, we 
also see al-Ba � j ı  �  vigorously defend his school’s admission of circumstantial 
evidence in rape cases, contra the H � anaf ı  � s. Al-Ba � j ı  �  also emphasizes the 
school’s adherence to the doctrine of pregnancy as evidence of  zina �   as 
a key impetus for the school’s evidentiary laws in rape. Al-Ba � j ı  �  reasons 
that this doctrine  compels  rape victims to go forward and report sexual 
assaults with whatever evidence they have at their disposal, whether it 
meets the ideal of eyewitness testimony ( bayyina ) to the rape itself or is 
only a collection of circumstantial evidence. She must step forward, he 
says, to defl ect the  h 	 add zina �   from herself on the chance that she may 
later show pregnancy.

  The reasoning behind averting the  h 	 add  [for slander] from her is that she is com-
pelled ( mud � t 
 arra ) to report his crime against her, due to fear that she may show 
pregnancy, and that [the  h 	 add zina �  ] cannot be cancelled from her ( la �  yasqut 
  ‘an-ha �  ) 
except by pursuing him ( al-ta‘alluq bi-hi ,) or naming him  (‘ayn-hi ), if he is one 
for whom this [charge] is credible. . . . Additionally, that which the woman reports 
regarding the degradation to her person strengthens her claim and averts the 
 h 	 add  from her. And she has two additional elements ( ma‘naya � n ) that strengthen 
her claim. One is her persistence in accusing him ( al-ta‘alluq bi-hi, ), and the sec-
ond is that she is bleeding. If these two are joined together, then she has brought 
all that she is capable of [bringing] in order to strengthen her claim. [Now,] if all 
this stands ( qa � ma ) simultaneously with the uprightness of the accused, then [we 
see] the aforementioned disagreement [that has been transmitted] from Ma � lik 
and his companions.  55    

  He resumes shortly thereafter:

  The reasoning behind . . . rejecting the  h 	 add  [of  qadhf ] in her case is that blood is 
visible upon her, which indicates the facticity of what befell her, along with her 
persistence in charging him. These are [all] empirical facts ( ma‘a � nin z �   a � hira ) relat-
ing to what she claims against him of cruelty ( z �     ulm ) toward her, in addition to 
being the extent of what she is capable of [bringing forward], given the necessity 
of her diverting the  h 	 add zina �   away from herself should pregnancy appear upon 
her. The judge Abu � ’l-Wal ı  � d [al-Ba � j ı  � ] said: This must [also] be the ruling in the case 
of the matron who does not bleed, because she needs [such a remedy, or leeway] 
to avert the  h 	 add   zina �   away from herself, due to what she expects of pregnancy 
to show upon her. And God is most knowing and the best of judges.  56    

  55     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:269–70 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
  56     al-Ba � j ı  � ,  Muntaqa �  , 5:269–70 (K. al-Aqd � iya, B. al-qad � a � ’ fi l-mustakraha min al-nisa � ’).  
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  In the writings of al-Ba � j ı  � , as in those of Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr and ‘Abd 
al-Wahha � b, as highlighted earlier, we see a rationalization and synthesis 
of positions that in the early school were asserted without explanation. 
The pregnancy as evidence doctrine forces rape victims to step forward 
as quickly as possible after the assault. To punish them for doing so under 
the pretense of slander is patently unjust. 

 In this section, we have carefully delineated the various potential 
penalties that in mature Ma � lik ı  �   fi qh  could be imposed upon men who 
coerced women (or girls), as well as upon women who raised false or 
unsupported charges. As is evident, the jurists of the school put signif-
icant care into balancing the rights of both plaintiffs and defendants 
to make their cases, and into calibrating punishments according to the 
degree of certainty that was yielded by various classes of evidence, rang-
ing from eyewitness reports to circumstantial evidence to reputation 
of the parties to the persistence with which the plaintiff presented her 
accusation.  

   Ibn Rushd the Elder’s Comprehensive Summary of Classical 
Ma � lik ı  �  Rape Law  

 Now that we have examined the range of most prominent topics in Ma � lik ı  �  
rape law one by one, we are in a position to understand and appreciate 
the degree of nuance and synthesis achieved in the school by the end of 
the 6th/12th century, as refl ected in a comprehensive summary statement 
provided by the Andalusian scholar Ibn Rushd the Elder. Building on and 
integrating the ideas of his predecessors, Ibn Rushd’s summary illustrates 
both the substantive maturity and the signifi cant discursive rationali-
zation found in high classical jurisprudence on this topic. Importantly, 
the passage under study here appears in the Book of Usurpation (Kita � b 
al-Ghas �   b), a placement that indicates the theoretical entrenchment of the 
notion of sexual violation as misappropriation, and thus at least as much 
a violation of interpersonal rights rather than of divine rights. His discus-
sion opens with an explanation of the basic law of  ghas � b,  which is that 
the usurper ( gha � s � ib ) not only is liable for damage or depreciation to the 
property usurped (such as a slave or animal), but must also indemnify the 
owner of the thing for the benefi t ( manfa‘a ) he illegitimately drew from 
the property (such as its service).

  [Even] if [a usurper,  gha � s � ib ] did not intend/achieve the usurpation ( ghas � b ) of 
the entity itself ( raqaba ), he is liable ( d � a � min ) for the yield ( ghalla ), which he did 
intend to usurp, regardless of whether he leased it out or [personally] benefi tted 
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from it, or it got ruined, and regardless of whether that [yield] was from what 
ceased to be with him or from what remained with him. 

 [This is] in opposition to Abu �  H � an ı  � fa in his saying: Whosoever trespasses upon 
( ta‘adda ‘ala �  ) an animal belonging to another, and rides it or makes it carry 
[things], there is no rent payment due upon him for his riding it or burdening it, 
whether his trespass was of a small or great extent, because he is liable for [the 
animal] [only] if it dies in the course of his trespass, and this is unlikely.  57    

  He goes on to situate compensations for rape in the framework of 
 ghas � b  law:

  The same [in the case] for one who coerces ( istakraha ) a free woman or a slave-
woman and cohabits with her ( wat 
 i’a-ha �  ). He is liable, in the case of the free 
woman, for the equitable dower, and in the case of the slave woman, for what he 
has depreciated of her ( ma �  naqas � a-ha �  ), whether she is a virgin or a matron, along 
with a severe discipline ( adab waj ı  � ‘ ). [This is] against the doctrine of Abu �  H � an ı  � fa, 
[who said] that there is no dower due upon him in conjunction with the  h 	 add .  58    

  Notably, he does not say that the rapist is given a  h 	 add  in all instances, 
but leaves it at “severe [corporal] discipline, or  adab waj ı  � ‘ ,”a phrase fl ex-
ible enough to use for either the  h 	 add  or a  ta‘z ı  � r . Ibn Rushd then begins 
to work through the intricate relationships between punishment and evi-
dence in rape cases. First, he outlines situations in which there are eyewit-
nesses either to the sex act or to the assailant’s seclusion with the plaintiff:

  The [corporal punishment and monetary penalty are imposed] if sexual inter-
course is established against [the defendant] through four witnesses who see the 
act, or through his confession against himself, or through her accusing him in 
conjunction with eyewitness testimony to his seclusion ( ghayba ) with her.  59    

  Next, he discusses situations in which the plaintiff has no witnesses to 
support her claim, but might have other evidence. These he divides into 
four types, along two axes. One axis is that of circumstantial evidence, 
and the other is that of reputation. Determinations of  ta‘z ı  � r, s � ada � q , and 
 h 	 add qadhf  hinge on the relative strength of each party’s reputation vis- à -
vis the strength of her circumstantial evidence. Oaths are also put into 
procedural context.

  If she accuses him of coercing her and going into seclusion with her and having 
sex with her, but has no eyewitness testimony in support of her claim, then [there 
are] two scenarios ( wajhayn ): The fi rst is that she has accused a righteous man 
( rajul s � a � lih 	  ), with whom [this] is not consistent ( la �  yal ı  � q bi-hi ), and the second is 

  57     Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
  58     Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
  59     Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
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that she has accused one who is suspicious ( muttaham ), with whom this type of 
thing is consistent. 

 These scenarios can be [further] subdivided into two types: One is that she comes 
seeking help, persisting and tenacious [in her accusation against him] ( muta‘alliqa  
and  mutashabbitha ), reporting the degradation against herself, and bleeding if 
a virgin. The second is that she makes her claim without persistence, and not 
bleeding if a virgin [i.e., without circumstantial evidence]. There are [thus] four 
possible types ( aqsa � m ) of this case.  

  The fi rst type of case involves reputable defendants and plaintiffs of 
unknown or careless reputation, in which the plaintiffs do not bring 
evidence:

  As for the fi rst [type], which is that she accuses a righteous man with whom this 
is not consistent, and she is not persistent [i.e., and does not have circumstantial 
evidence]. There is no disagreement that nothing is due upon the man, and that 
she is fl ogged the  h 	 add  for slander on his behalf, as well as the  h 	 add  for  zina �   if 
she [later] shows pregnancy. . . . 

 The same, if he and she are [both] of unknown character, or if she is not a careful/
protected [woman] ( min ahl al-s � awn ). As for if she is a protected/careful woman, 
and he is of unknown character, then . . . he may take an oath [to defend himself 
from] her accusation. . . . If he refuses to swear, she takes an oath and claims her 
dower from him.  

  The second type involves reputable defendants and plaintiffs of careful, 
unknown, or careless reputation, in which plaintiffs  do  bring evidence:

  As for the second [type], in which she accuses a righteous man with whom this is 
not consistent, but she is persistent in accusing him, and reported the degradation 
to her person: In this [type], the  h 	 add zina �   falls away from her, even if she [later] 
shows pregnancy. . . . There is a disagreement: Is she given the  h 	 add qadhf  on his 
behalf or not? Ibn al-Qa � sim opined that she is given the  h 	 add qadhf  on his behalf. 
Ibn H � ab ı  � b in the  Wa � d � ih 	 a  said that she is not given the  h 	 add [qadhf ] on his behalf. 

 According to the doctrine that she is given the  h 	 add  [ qadhf ] on his behalf, she has 
no option of oath against him. According to the doctrine that she is not given the 
 h 	 add  [ qadhf ] on his behalf, he is made to swear that she is lying in her claim. If 
he refuses to take the oath, she is made to swear, and then she claims her dower 
from him. The above presumes that she is one who is careful against degradation 
to her person ( tuba � l ı  �  bi-fad �  ı  � h 	 at nafsi-ha �  ). As for if she is one who is not careful 
against degradation to her person, then she is given the  h 	 add  on his behalf, as a 
unanimous doctrine. 

 If he is unknown of character, then she is not given the  h 	 add  [qadhf] on his behalf, 
[also] as a unanimous doctrine, if she is one who is careful against degradation 
of her person. But if she is not careful against degradation to her person, and if 
he is unknown of character, then the necessity of imposing  h 	 add qadhf  upon her 
on his behalf is resolved according to two [different] doctrines. [Ibn Rushd does 
not provide these.]  
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  The third type of case involves disreputable defendants and plaintiffs 
lacking evidence:

  As for the [third type], which is that she accuses one who is known for depravity 
( fi sq ) and is not persistent in her accusation: In this type, she is not liable for the 
 h 	 add qadhf  on the man’s behalf, nor for the  h 	 add zina �  , unless she shows preg-
nancy. And she is not entitled to the dower. The ima � m investigates him/the matter 
( amri-hi ), imprisons him and conducts an inquiry into him/the matter. He then 
deals with him according to what is discovered about him/the matter. If nothing 
is discovered, then he is made to take an oath [of innocence]. If he refuses to take 
an oath, then the woman is made to take an oath [of her truthfulness], and then 
she claims her equitable dower from him.  

  The fourth and last type involves disreputable defendants and plaintiffs 
who do possess evidence.

  As for the [fourth type], which is that she accuses one known for depravity, is 
persistent in her accusation, and is bleeding if a virgin: In this [type], the  h 	 add 
qadhf  on his behalf falls from her, as does the  h 	 add zina �  , even if she [later] shows 
pregnancy. There is disagreement over awarding her the dower to her [in this sit-
uation], [articulated] as three doctrines ( aqwa � l ): 

  [1]      The fi rst is that she is entitled to it. This is the narration ( riwa � ya ) of Ashhab 
from Ma � lik in the Book of Ghas �   b. [The reason is] because if he is obligated 
on behalf of the slave woman for what he has depreciated of her, then it 
is even more appropriate that the equitable dower be obligatory for the 
free woman.  

  [2]      The second is that she is not entitled to it, and this is the narration of 
‘Isa [b. D ı  � na � r] from Ibn al-Qa � sim in the Book of H � udu � d for Qadhf. He 
said: [This is so] even if [the accused] is more evil ( asharr min ) than ‘Abd 
Alla � h al-Azraq in his time [because she can never claim a monetary award 
with only circumstantial evidence].  

  [3]      The third is the doctrine of Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n in the  Wa � d � ih 	 a , that she is enti-
tled to the dower if she is free, but not if she is a slave woman.  60       

  Although later jurists such as ‘Abd al-Wahha � b, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, and 
al-Ba � j ı  �  often disagreed with some earlier viewpoints such as those of Ibn 
al-Qa � sim, Ibn Rushd goes back and sides with Ibn al-Qa � sim on the cor-
rectness of administering an oath to plaintiffs who launch rape suits with 
only circumstantial evidence:

  There is disagreement: In the event that she is entitled to the dower by virtue of 
her claim ( da‘wa �  ) in conjunction with what she reports of the degradation to her 

  60     Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K. al-Ghas �   b).  
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person, does this become obligatory [upon the defendant] with or without an 
oath ( yam ı  � n )? Ashhab from Ma � lik narrated that she takes [the dower] without 
[taking] an oath. Ibn al-Qa � sim opined that she does not take [the dower] except 
after the oath. This [latter] is more correct. And God knows best.  61    

  Ibn Rushd’s treatment of rape, written near the end of our period of 
study, refl ects the type of doctrinal systematization and theoretical coher-
ence achieved within the high classical Ma � lik ı  �  school. Like other late 
thinkers in both  madhhab s examined here, he epitomizes the trend away 
from authority citation; neither scriptural texts nor early legal reports 
( a � tha � r ) are anywhere to be seen, and early school fi gures are only cited in 
cases of disagreement. At the level of content, this passage shows a highly 
elaborated evidentiary and procedural doctrine, as well as precise and 
comprehensive calibrations of evidence, procedure, and sentencing.   

  Conclusion 
 

 By categorizing rape as not only an act of coercive  zina �   but also an act 
of sexual usurpation, or  ightis � a � b , Ma � lik ı  �  jurists were able to adapt evi-
dentiary and procedural rules pertaining to property usurpation ( ghas � b ) 
to the domain of sexual violation. This in turn allowed for a more cali-
brated approach to sentencing. Their adherence to the pregnancy as evi-
dence doctrine prompted school jurists to negotiate a workable path in 
order to preclude contradicting the Prophetic directive to avoid impos-
ing the  h 	 add  punishments. That a doctrine that is on its face a serious 
obstacle for female rape victims should have become, in the hands of 
the only Sunn ı  �  school to accept it, the catalyst for a relatively gender 
egalitarian law of evidence in sex crimes, is remarkable and counterintu-
itive. While cautioning against an overly sanguine or exceptionalist view 
of Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence, it is worth pointing out that this corrective to 
‘Umar’s pregnancy as evidence doctrine was neither inevitable nor obvi-
ous. Ma � lik and his successors could have accepted ‘Umar’s dictum with-
out modifi cation or could have proposed a much more limited corrective, 
such as that the evidentiary weight of pregnancy could only be over-
turned by  bayyina  or confession. Alternatively, they could have rejected 

  61     Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Muqaddima � t , 2:147–8 (K.  al-Ghas �   b). Another lengthy discussion 
along the same lines is found at Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,  Baya � n  16:310–12 (K.  al-H � udu � d 
fi ’l-Qadhf).  
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‘Umar’s doctrine entirely, as did Abu �  H � an ı  � fa and his successors, as the 
Ma � lik ı  � s themselves rejected others’ Companionate rulings.  62   Instead of 
either route, Ma � lik ı  �  authorities chose to walk a middle line, upholding 
the troublesome doctrine while using it as a starting point from which to 
elaborate a robust evidentiary and procedural doctrine for victims of sex-
ual violence. In the end, Ma � lik ı  �  jurists constructed a highly sophisticated 
system that maintained the standards for  zina �   agreed upon by all Sunn ı  �  
schools, yet supplemented that categorization with a second that made 
their system more pragmatic than that of their H � anaf ı  �  counterparts, and 
therefore more fair to female victims in standard rape cases.       

  62     For example, Ma � lik ı  � s imposed a dower fi ne upon sexual violators in contradiction of all 
transmitted decisions on rape attributed to the Prophet or his Companions.  
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    Conclusion     

  Classical Islamic jurisprudence on the topic of sexual violence was highly 
nuanced and quite complex. From the formative era to the end of the 
6th/12th century, scholarly authorities engaged and connected several 
discrete areas of law and religion in ever more sophisticated ways. By the 
end of that period, the legal doctrines upheld by each of the schools ana-
lyzed here were intricate edifi ces constructed from extensive and carefully 
selected texts, concepts, and principles, painstakingly placed so as to pro-
duce discursive constructs that were – viewed from within – seamlessly 
coherent. The materials for H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  doctrines were drawn 
from the same quarries (the Qur’an, Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th,  early judicial deci-
sions and juristic opinions, as well as the shared sociocultural inheritance 
of the late antique Near East), and the doctrines themselves were initially 
constructed upon a shared foundation of practices and perspectives (such 
as those pertaining to God and individual moral accountability, ethico-
legal agency and its impediments, and sexuality as commodity). However, 
relatively minor early differences regarding substantive doctrine set the 
two schools upon divergent patterns, such that they ultimately became 
irreconcilable. What Ma � lik ı  �  jurists recognized as economic justice – that 
is, through monetary indemnities for rape  – the H � anaf ı  �  jurists saw as 
undermining the sanctity of marriage and simulating harlotry. What in 
H � anaf ı  �  theory constituted maintaining the rights of God appeared from 
the Ma � lik ı  �  perspective as neglecting the rights of the victim. These two 
legal theories were not reducible one to the other, but stood simulta-
neously, each a reminder to the other, and to us, that as is the case in 
so many other areas of Islamic jurisprudence, there is no single Islamic 
“law” of rape, but rather multiple Islamic laws of rape. Diversity is not 
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equality, however. As I have shown, the composite or dual rights theory 
of rape upheld by the Ma � lik ı  �  school, with its insistence on a proprietary 
approach to sexuality alongside a theocentric sexual ethics, was far more 
workable and equitable than the single rights theory of rape upheld by 
the H � anaf ı  �  school. 

 A number of things can be learned from this study. One important 
theme with which I began my analysis is that of the way in which Islamic 
legal doctrines regarding sexual violation assume practices and echo 
themes found in the preexisting religious, cultural, and legal landscape 
of the late antique Near East. Indeed, an examination of Islamic rape 
doctrines is incomplete without some understanding of what preceded 
them. Insofar as this study is a history of Islamic law, understanding of 
pre-Islamic religious, legal, and cultural systems helps us to isolate those 
aspects of Islamic law that uniquely derived from the Prophetic-revelatory 
event, and those that were continuations of or variations on broader 
sociohistorical patterns. In the case of male-female sexual violation, we 
can draw continuities between proprietary approaches to sexuality in 
the late antique Near East and the same in Islamic law, particularly as 
expressed through the institutions of dower and slave concubinage. We 
can also see how in some systems – particularly those that emerged in 
Jewish and Christian contexts – religious concerns also played a role in 
defi ning sexual ethics, by defi ning certain sex acts as moral transgres-
sions meriting particular punishments. Finally, one can see how theocen-
tric and proprietary concerns sometimes pulled in opposite directions, 
resulting in a hybridity in the law. In this context, the tension shown in 
Islamic juristic discourses between framing sexual violation as a moral 
transgression and also as a usurpation of sexual property becomes com-
prehensible and not at all surprising. 

 Observing continuities between late antique systems and Islamic juris-
prudence not only allows us to understand the subject at hand better, but 
also does something else: In a double movement, contextualizing Islamic 
law in the larger Near Eastern landscape helps us both to avoid Islamic 
exceptionalism – that is, to view aspects of Islamic thought or practice as 
unique where it was not – and to avoid Islamic ghettoization – that is, to 
view Islamic thought and practices as entirely cut off from surrounding 
cultural and historical developments, neither absorbing nor contributing 
anything. My approach seeks to integrate Islamic jurisprudence into a 
broader narrative of the treatment of sexual violence in human societies, 
and to place Islamic intellectual history into a global history of ideas. 
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 This detailed examination of classical Islamic rape law provides us a 
second benefi t, which is the ability to make better sense of what is hap-
pening in Muslim legal systems today. We can now go back to the cases 
reviewed in the Introduction and analyze more precisely the structural 
problems that repeatedly surface in regard to rape prosecution in con-
temporary  shar ı  � ‘a -based jurisdictions. There are, in my estimation, four 
persistent and common obstacles to the fair adjudication of sexual vio-
lence in Muslim contexts. These stem in part from classical jurisprudence, 
but not always directly applied; frequently, the most egregious problems 
result from some sort of misapplication of classical jurisprudence, often 
caused by the tendency in modern Muslim legal codes to engage in legal 
bricolage, or  talf ı  � q  – that is, the combining of rules from different schools 
of law. We will fi rst review these four common problems and then see the 
extent to which they align with classical  fi qh : 

 One of the problems found in contemporary Islamic legal codes is an 
insuffi ciently defi ned distinction between consensual and nonconsensual 
sexual relations, or between different degrees of consent and nonconsent, 
and thus their frequent confl ation. The potential distinction between con-
sensual and nonconsensual sex is subjugated to a different distinction, 
which is the distinction between lawful and unlawful sex (or fornication, 
i.e.,  zina �  ). Rape is therefore conceived as an act of nonconsensual or coer-
cive fornication ( zina �  ), rather than as a discrete crime of its own – a prob-
lematic defi nition because of the presumption of consent that sometimes 
attends the notion of  zina �  . The tendency of modern courts has been to 
regard rape as composite in nature. The fi rst component, which is forni-
cation, is often treated as separable from the second component, which is 
coercion, such that even if the coercive (or nonconsensual) aspect of the 
act cannot be proven, the fornication aspect can still stand on its own. 
The lack of substantive distinction between consensual and coercive for-
nication, and the tendency thus to reduce both to the common denomina-
tor of fornication, is the fi rst problem and the gateway to the remaining 
problems. All of this is, of course, precisely how the classical tradition 
defi ned rape – that is, as “coercive  zina �  ” – and there, too, we have seen 
throughout this book how this initial framing of rape led both to a view 
of rape as one of the gravest of sins and to basic problems with which the 
jurists had to contend. 

 The second common problem in contemporary  shar ı  � ‘a -based codes 
is related to the evidentiary standards for rape. Because consensual and 
coercive sex acts outside marriage share the basic feature of being  zina �  , 
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most  shar ı  � ‘a -based legal codes have set down identical evidence standards 
for both. The admissible forms of evidence to  zina �   defi ned in these codes 
are usually three: confession by a participant/perpetrator, eyewitness tes-
timony of four adult males of good character, or – in many systems – 
pregnancy out of wedlock. The distinguishing factor of coercion has not 
generally provoked the construction of separate evidentiary standards 
for rape as compared to consensual  zina �  . Nor has the gendered nature 
of pregnancy – that is, the gender-discriminatory effect of treating preg-
nancy as evidence of  zina �   – received much attention in legal codes or gen-
erated efforts to mitigate the prejudicial aspect of this policy. Because the 
component of coercion is regarded as distinct from that of fornication, 
these forms of evidence – if they can even be found – are seen to prove 
only that an act of  zina �   occurred, and not that the woman was coerced to 
the act. Because  zina �   is presumed to be consensual unless proven other-
wise, the burden in such systems typically lies on the rape victim to prove 
her nonconsent in addition to the sex act, by the same evidentiary means. 
The evidentiary burden on rape victims is thus impossibly high, and 
essentially guarantees the acquittal of those who commit sexual assault. 
Furthermore, the pregnancy as evidence doctrine puts impregnated rape 
victims at risk of being convicted of consensual fornication even if they 
never raise charges, and burdens them with proving their nonconsent 
without a viable means of doing so. Again, the basic elements here result 
from classical  fi qh , but this particular combination of elements does not; 
we will show how this is so, shortly. 

 A third common problem in contemporary Islamic legal systems is 
judicial conversion of failed rape cases to confession cases. Previously, we 
noted that contemporary legal systems tend to treat rape as two distinct 
acts, one of  zina �   and a second of coercion by the male (or nonconsent on 
the part of the female). Rape victims who bring charges are expected to 
prove both components of the crime, as explained. Because judges rarely 
seem willing to arrive at a fi nding of coercion without the testimony of 
four male eyewitnesses (or confession), most rape suits are simply dis-
missed for lack of evidence. The resultant acquittal, however, only applies 
to the accused man. The female plaintiff who launched the charge is left 
holding the fi gurative “bag” of her “confession” to  zina �  . After all, it is 
argued, implicit in her accusation of rape is an admission of fornication. 
In a most ironic move, then, plaintiffs who are unable to bring suffi cient 
evidence of (coercive)  zina �   themselves often are sentenced for the very 
crime that was declared unproven by the court. That is, the failed rape 
case is converted to a confession case. 
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 The fourth major problem found in  shar ı  � ‘a -based legal systems is the 
exclusion or diminished weight given to female testimony in rape cases, 
because  zina �   is a  h 	 add  crime, from which cases women are categorically 
excluded. Female third-party witnesses are thus precluded from testifying 
in  zina �   cases, as would be expected. In addition, however, this principle 
is often applied to female parties in  zina �   suits, whether they are acting 
as plaintiffs in a rape suit or defendants in a  zina �   charge that has been 
turned against them in one of the ways explained previously. Some sort of 
slippage between the roles of witness and plaintiff is clearly at play – an 
elision of roles seemingly based on gender. In any event, gendered rules 
of testimony in  zina �   cases make it nearly impossible for a female rape 
victim to argue her case, even when an absence of eyewitnesses or preg-
nancy would in classical jurisprudence put plaintiffs and defendants on 
equal footing. 

 As is evident after the study undertaken in this book, the essential 
aspects of contemporary rape laws in  shar ı  � ‘a -based jurisdictions refl ect 
classical legal theory. Most fundamentally, these are the basic categoriza-
tion of rape as a coercive variant of  zina �  ; the application of the same evi-
dentiary means for rape as for consensual  zina �  ; the identifi cation of those 
standards as confession, eyewitness testimony of four men, and pregnancy 
out of wedlock; and the classifi cation of consensual and coercive  zina �   as 
 h 	 add  crimes in which women’s testimony is disregarded. However, con-
temporary legislation draws on classical rape theory in ways that are inco-
herent or incomplete and that veer consistently toward gender injustice. 
The patchwork nature of contemporary legislation may be summed up 
by saying that the most problematic and gender discriminatory aspects of 
the H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  approaches are often conjoined without suffi cient 
attention to the internal coherence of each school. Thus we fi nd H � anaf ı  �  
principles applied in typically non-H � anaf ı  �  regions of the Muslim world 
and Ma � lik ı  �  principles applied in typically non-Ma � lik ı  �  regions. More spe-
cifi cally problematic is that in the process of this  talf ı  � q , the substantive, 
evidentiary, and procedural instruments developed in Ma � lik ı  �  jurispru-
dence that could help rape victims are consistently ignored in modern 
legislation in favor of the simplistic and highly problematic approach 
of H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence, while the few protections that are afforded by 
H � anaf ı  �  jurisprudence are conversely dismissed. Let us look at specifi c 
examples of how classical legal theory is applied in incoherent ways to 
the detriment of rape victims: 

 One common feature of contemporary  shar ı  � ‘a- based rape laws 
is the use of pregnancy as presumptive evidence of consent to  zina �  . 
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This doctrine, as has been explained in this work, was only accepted 
by the Ma � lik ı  �  school and was quite adamantly rejected by the three 
other Sunn ı  �  schools – the H � anaf ı  � , the Sha � fi ‘ ı  � , and the H � anbal ı  � . The geo-
graphical anchoring of different law schools in different regions would 
therefore lead us to think that contemporary adherence to this legal 
principle would be seen only in those regions of the African continent 
in which the Ma � lik ı  �  school of law historically prevailed. And yet, we 
fi nd the pregnancy as evidence doctrine being used against women and 
girls throughout the contemporary Muslim world. We have shown in 
this study that the Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine of pregnancy as evidence of  zina �   was 
part of a highly integrated evidentiary theory in which certain parts 
counterbalanced others. Its haphazard insertion into the legal systems 
of countries with non-Ma � lik ı  �  legal traditions, or into historically Ma � lik ı  �  
jurisdictions that no longer maintain the complex and calibrated doc-
trines of that school, causes malfunctions at the expense of female rape 
victims. 

 A second point on which contemporary laws seem to be discontinu-
ous with classical jurisprudence is that of admissible types of evidence 
in establishing rape. While the H � anaf ı  �  school accepted only direct evi-
dence (witness testimony) or confession to establish  zina �  , Ma � lik ı  �  theory 
encouraged judges to evaluate circumstantial evidence as well, in order 
to determine whether or not a sexual assault had occurred. Yet we do 
not fi nd well-developed theories of circumstantial evidence to support 
rape claims even in traditionally Ma � lik ı  �  jurisdictions. The underlying 
consistent bias of contemporary sex crimes laws against the interests of 
female rape victims is evident: Non-Ma � lik ı  �  jurisdictions apply the preg-
nancy as evidence doctrine, while historically Ma � lik ı  �  regions do not inte-
grate circumstantial evidence into their evidence laws any better than 
other regions do. 

 A third example of discord between classical  fi qh  and contempo-
rary  shar ı  � ‘a  laws is the tendency to exclude or undermine female plain-
tiff testimony, presumably in part on the grounds that female testimony 
is excluded in  h 	 add  cases. As we have seen, classical jurisprudence did 
exclude female testimony in the  h 	 udu � d.  However, it also distinguished 
carefully between parties to a suit and third-party witnesses. Classically, 
a woman who said she had been raped was not considered a witness but 
a claimant. In the area of claims, classical jurisprudence made no distinc-
tions based on gender. While the exclusion of female witness testimony 
from  h 	 add  cases is an important problem, it must be distinguished from 
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the gender of parties to suits. The slippage of roles that is seen in contem-
porary applications of the  shar ı  � ‘a  thus requires critique. 

 A fourth discrepancy between classical jurisprudence and present-day 
court practice is related to the conversion of rape charges into confes-
sions of  zina �  . While Muslim jurists of the earliest period briefl y grappled 
with this question, it was put to rest quite quickly and does not emerge 
in classical jurisprudence. Although a woman who was determined to 
have falsely accused a man might be subject to a punishment for slander 
( qadhf ) and have her case dismissed, this was quite different from turning 
her rape charge against her. 

 So, the unusually weak situation of rape victims in a country like 
Pakistan, in which women – most specifi cally during the  Hudood  period – 
are effectively unable to initiate rape charges without running the risk of 
themselves being accused of  zina �  , and in which male perpetrators are 
routinely acquitted because of lack of witness testimony, is considerably 
explained once we understand classical H � anaf ı  �  rape law. At the same 
time, the use of pregnancy as evidence of  zina �   in those laws represents 
a divergence from the  madhhab , and an example of the legal bricolage 
that characterizes so much of modern  shar ı  � ‘a  application. Conversely, 
the use of pregnancy as evidence of  zina �   in African contexts becomes 
comprehensible. However, the lack of attention to, or nondeployment 
of, circumstantial evidence is glaring, given its prominence in traditional 
Ma � lik ı  �  thought. Pregnancy as evidence, as I have shown, did not stand 
by itself in Ma � lik ı  �   f ı  � qh , but was counterbalanced by an array of doctrines 
such that its harshness was softened, and it actually spurred elaboration 
in evidence and procedure. While  talf ı  � q  is not necessarily a problem in 
itself, it is problematic when it is done in a manner that is prejudicial to 
women and without concern for juridical coherence. 

 The rift between contemporary  shar ı  � ‘a  laws on rape and classical 
jurisprudence can be seen at the level of substantive law, as well. For 
example, some Islamic feminist groups in Malaysia – most notably Sisters 
in Islam – have recently begun to agitate for civil awards for rape victims. 
In the current legal landscape, the idea appears at fi rst sight to be quite 
innovative – a modernization of a system that presumably has not tra-
ditionally mandated that. The irony, as we have seen, is that the idea of 
rape as a compensable tort has been a mainstay in Islamic law from its 
inception – not only in Ma � lik ı  �  law, but also in Sha � fi ‘ ı  �  law, which pre-
dominates in Southeast Asia. A better understanding of classical jurispru-
dence could facilitate efforts to reinstate civil awards in contemporary 
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contexts, by allowing legal activists in Muslim states to argue that such 
awards are consistent with classical jurisprudence.  1   The common thread 
throughout is that there exist substantial degrees of misunderstanding 
about and misapplication of classical Islamic rape theory, and that they 
result in overwhelmingly discriminatory outcomes for victims of sexual 
assault in Muslim states that seek to implement  shar ı  � ‘a -based laws. An 
accurate understanding of Islamic jurisprudence on this topic would, at 
a practical level, enable more precise critiques of problematic laws and 
more effective reforms of those laws. Just as importantly, distinguish-
ing that which originates in classical jurisprudence from the numerous 
 fi qh esque or quasi- fi qh  laws that dominate the contemporary legal land-
scape allows us to rescue what was – particularly among the Ma � lik ı  � s – a 
highly nuanced, rationally coherent, and justice-oriented discourse about 
sexual violence, from the various systems that currently present them-
selves as “Islamic law.” 

 A fi nal point to be highlighted here is the extent to which particular 
legal doctrines were the result of both scriptural texts and human reason. 
To be more specifi c: Certain aspects of Islamic rape theory stemmed from 
the Qur’an, agreed upon by the authorities to be the absolute unchanging 
expression of the divine will, or from undisputed sayings and judgments 
of the Prophet and his venerated Companions. But a greater propor-
tion of the law of both schools results from post-Prophetic and even 
post-Companionate judicial action and juristic contemplation. First, the 
meanings and applications of particular Qur’anic verses or agreed-upon 
Prophetic  h 	 ad ı  � th s were debated. Second, the reliability and legal signif-
icance of the legal  a � tha � r  – to which, I have shown, the majority of early 
doctrine can be traced – were also contested. Third, the legal  a � tha � r  only 
provide the barest foundations for classical jurisprudence. The process 
of articulating, defending, systematizing, and rationalizing those early 
doctrines took detailed exposition over centuries, and the end products 
of both H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  doctrine bear only the slightest resemblance 
to the Qur’an, the  a � tha � r , or each other. Rather, they each refl ect an array 
of socially and culturally rooted ideas about the nature of legal agency, 

  1     See a review of the Malaysian situation in    Siti Zubaidah   Ismail  , “ Constructing Some 
Possibilities for Compensation as Part of Legal Remedies for Rape Survivors: The Case of 
Malaysia ,”  European Journal of Social Sciences   26 : 2  ( 2011 ),  176–84  . Ismail suggests that 
classical Islamic law might provide a model for compensation legislation but, in doing 
so, does not refer to the classically mandated dower payment. Rather, she draws on the 
institutions of  diya  (blood money) for bodily injury. Other than this, Ismail appeals to 
Western laws to bolster her argument.  
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gender, and sexuality; the purposes of punishment; the monetary worth 
of sexual functions; and the nature of evidence and legal epistemology, 
among others. One gave primacy to what was conceived as God’s rights 
in the sexual transaction, while the other emphasized the rights of the 
human parties. One gave greater weight to the moral status of the sex act, 
while the other gave greater weight to the exchange value of female sex-
uality. One arrived at a place where the rape victim herself nearly disap-
peared from judicial view, while the other devised multiple ways in which 
a rape victim could assert her rights in court. Indeed, the differences 
between H � anaf ı  �  and Ma � lik ı  �  jurisprudence point to an indeterminateness 
of meaning in the Qur’an, the Prophetic  sunna , and “Islamic law” itself. 
In the Introduction, after presenting some problematic cases of sexual 
violence in Muslim countries, I ask whether Muslims, as a world com-
munity, can do anything differently. The answer should be a resounding 
“yes.” Studying the history of Islamic laws concerning sexual violence 
reveals creativity as much as it reveals constraint, and encourages us to 
regard the interpretation of Islamic moral law more as an ongoing pro-
cess than as a predetermined or static collection of doctrines and direc-
tives. Historically, there has been signifi cant room for juristic discourse 
to maneuver and yet remain grounded in the Islamic tradition. Using the 
scriptural sources and the treasury of traditional jurisprudence to center 
Islamic moral and legal discourses, the contemporary interpretive com-
munity can and should make choices in the direction of gender justice.       
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  214  ,    220  –  222   ,   223  ,    231  –  233   ,   236   

  Banı �  Numayr,      56   
   bayyina  (direct evidence).      See    evidence in 

rape cases  
  Biale, Rachel,      34  ,   35  ,   38   
  Biblical legislation on unlawful sex,       32  –  38   

  corporal punishment in,      33  ,   37    
  bride price.      See     s � ada � q  (bridal dower)  ;  

 monetary penalties  
  Brownmiller, Susan,      36   
  Brundage, James,      43   
  Bukha � rı � ,      72    
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   Cicero,      44   
  claimant ( mudda‘ı �  ).      See also    evidence in 

rape cases 
  rape victim’s right to petition violator,   

   89  ,    196  –  199   ,   203  ,    209  –  216   ,    224  –  226    
  as witness,      244    

  classifi cation of sex acts.      See also   
 adultery    ;   raptus  ;   stuprum  ;    zina �   
(extramarital sex) 

  in Biblical/rabbinic law,       30  –  33   ,    38  –  40    
  dichotomous approach to legal 

categorization of,      97  ,   138  ,    143  –  146   , 
  153  ,    156  –  162    

  delineating illicit, questionable and licit 
relations in Islamic context,       61  –  62   , 
   67  –  69   ,    88  –  92   ,   120  ,   121  ,    157  –  159   , 
   170  –  183   ,    185  –  188    

  and gender asymmetry,      38  ,   42  ,    183  –  184    
  in the Qur’an,       61  –  62    
  in Roman law,       41  –  50     

  coercion, sexual.      See also    consent 
( rid � a �  ) in sexual relations  ;    ightis � a � b  
(sexual usurpation)  ;    istikra � h 
‘ala’l-zina �   (coercive  zina �  )  ;    raptus   ;  
 sexual violation  ;    stuprum   ;    zina �   
(extramarital sex) 

  as established in Qur’an and h 	 adı � th,   
    80  –  81   ,    83  –  84   ,   177   

  establishing coercive nature of  zina �  ,      2  , 
   198  –  200   ,   202  ,    204  –  205   ,    207  –  209   , 
   215  –  222   ,    241  –  242    

  Islamic legal doctrines of non-culpability 
related to,      77  ,    82  –  84   ,    101  –  104   ,   114  , 
   132  –  134   ,    142  –  143   ,    154  –  155   ,   218   

  non-culpability for victims of coercive 
 zina �   according to Ma � likı �  doctrine,   
   118  ,    132  –  134   ,   137  ,    165  –  166   , 
   204  –  205   ,    207  –  212   ,    215  –  216   , 
   218  –  219   ,   223  ,   225  ,   226  ,   232   

  non-culpability for victims of coercive 
 zina �   according to H � anafı �  doctrine,   
   151  ,   157  ,   159  ,   161  ,   162  ,    165  –  166   , 
   167  –  168   ,    176  –  177   ,    178  –  182   , 
   190  –  196   ,   198    

  concubinage,      19  ,   41  ,   57  ,   62  ,   69  ,   85  ,   86  , 
  92  ,   120  ,   240   .  See also    female slaves  ;  
 female sexuality  

  confession ( iqra � r )    
  conversion of failed rape cases to 

confessions of  zina �  ,       2  –  3   ,   242  ,   245   
  in H � anafı �  adjudication of rape cases,   

   188  ,   197  ,   205   

  in Ma � likı �  adjudication of rape cases,   
   203  ,   221  ,   223  ,   234    

  consent ( rid � a �   ) in sexual relations.   
   See also    legal capacity ( ahlı � ya )  ;  
 coercion, sexual 

  assumption of,      27  ,   31   
  confl ation of consensual and coercive 

 zina �        69  ,    92  –  93   ,    165  –  169   ,   180  , 
   187  –  200   ,    241  –  244    

  versus coercion in biblical law/Semitic 
sexual ethics,      27  ,    31  –  34    

  versus coercion in Roman/early 
Christian sexual ethics,       47  –  51    

  versus coercion in theocentric view,   
    67  –  69   ,   87  ,    101  –  104     

  Constantine I,      41  ,    46  –  49    
  corporal punishment.      See     h 	 add  

punishments  ;    ta‘zı � r ( discretionary) 
punishments  

  Coulson, Noel,      14    

    da‘wa �  .      See    petition ( da‘wa �  )  
  Dinah and Shechem, story of,   

   31n.30  ,   35   
  Diocletian,      46   
  divine sovereign,      66  ,    73  –  74    
  dower.      See     s � ada � q  (bridal dower)  
  Durayd b. al-S 	 umma,       55  –  56     

   Emon, Anver,      96  ,    139  –  140   ,   141   
  Epstein, Louis,      33   
  Erhart, Victoria,       50  –  51    
  Eshnunna kingdom,      26   
  ethico-legal subject, woman as.      See also   

 female slaves  ;   free woman  ;   legal 
capacity ( ahlı � ya ) 

  and legal conceptions of rape,       17  –  18   , 
   24  –  25   ,   40  ,    48  –  51   ,   62  ,   81   

  and sexual-marital status,      80   
  as subject of divine address,       79  –  81     

  evidence in rape cases.      See also     h 	 add  
punishments 

   bayyina  (direct evidence/eyewitness 
testimony),       188  –  189   ,    201  –  202   , 
  204  ,   205  ,    206  –  208   ,   220  ,    222  –  224   , 
  232  ,   234   

  circumstantial (indirect) evidence, 
admission of,       204  –  205   ,    207  –  217   ,   219  , 
   222  –  234    

  and claims of interpersonal injury 
( ghas � b ) in Ma � likı �  law,       210  –  216   ,   223  , 
   224  –  226   ,   234  ,   237   
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  contemporary evidentiary standards for 
rape,       241  –  244    

  distinction between female claimant 
(party-to-suit) and female witness,      229   

  female testimony,      15  ,   77  ,    189  –  190   ,   228  , 
  243     

  H � anafı �  evidentiary principles for 
adjudicating rape,      12  ,    187  –  200   , 
   243  –  244    

  Ma � likı �  evidentiary principles for 
adjudicating rape,       201  –  219   ,    219  –  238   , 
   243  –  244    

  oaths ( yamı � n, h 	 ilf ),      203  ,   210  ,   234   
  oath of defendant,       213  –  214    
  oath of plaintif,       212  –  214   ,   215  , 

  225  ,   226   
  pregnancy-as-evidence of  zina �  , Ma � likı �  

doctrine of,       2  –  4   ,   103  ,   202  ,    204  –  209   , 
   215  –  219   ,    221  –  222   ,   233  ,    235  –  236   , 
   242  –  243   ,   245   

  reputation,      215  ,   223  ,   227  ,   228  ,   229  , 
  230  ,   231  ,    234  –  235    

   taʿalluq  (persistence),      210  ,   212  ,   214  , 
  226  ,    227  –  232   ,   235     

   al-Fandala � wı � , Yu � suf b. Du � na � s,      118  , 
   122  –  123   ,   137  ,    143  –  146    

  female sexuality,       16  –  17    .  See also   
 personal status 

  as commodity of exchange in Islamic 
law,      10  ,   62  ,    84  –  88   ,   92  ,    104  –  109   , 
  115  ,    119  –  120   ,    127  –  138   ,    141  –  148   , 
   151  –  153   ,    158  –  162   ,    171  –  173   ,   175  , 
   179  –  180   ,    201  –  203    

  as commodity of exchange in late 
antique societies,      10  ,   24  ,    32  –  36   , 
   42  –  44   ,   48  ,   53   

  as commodity of exchange in pre-Islamic 
Arabia,       53  –  57   ,    58  –  9    

  as commodity of exchange in pre-Islamic 
Near East,       21  –  22   ,    26  –  28   ,   31  , 
   33  –  36   ,   43   

  sexual-marital status and penalties 
for violation of,       26  –  28   ,   29  ,    36  –  39   , 
  42  ,    44  –  45   ,   76n.31  ,    104  –  111   , 
   114  –  115   ,   129  ,    132  –  133   ,   185  , 
   205  –  206     

  female sexual volition ( ira � da, rid � a �  ),       16  –  18   , 
   24  –  25   ,    101  –  104    .  See also    coercion, 
sexual  ;   consent ( rid � a �   ) in sexual 
relations 

  in ancient Mesopotamia,       27  –  29    

  under Biblical law,      27  ,    31  –  37    
  in Islamic framework,      81  ,    87  –  88    
  invalidation of in legal proceedings,   

    24  –  25   ,    165  –  169   ,   180  ,   192   
  under rabbinic law,       39  –  40    
  under Roman law,       43  –  45   ,    47  –  52     

  female slaves,      10  ,   12  ,    18  –  19   ,    41  –  42   , 
   104  –  106   ,   113  ,   115  ,    120  –  121   , 
   128  –  133   ,   161   .  See also    concubinage  ;  
 personal status  

  fi nancial reparations for sexual violation.   
   See    monetary penalties  

  free woman.      See also    female sexuality  ;  
 personal status 

  defi ned as self-ownership,       85  –  86   , 
  119  ,   140   

  rape of,      12  ,   62  ,   104  ,   106  ,   113  ,    115  –  117   , 
  121  ,    128  –  133   ,    135  –  136   ,    141  –  143   , 
   152  –  155   ,   167  ,   169     

   gender disparity,      38  ,   42  ,    183  –  184   ,   242   . 
 See also    classifi cation of sex acts 

  and female witness testimony,      15  ,   77  , 
   189  –  190   ,   228  ,   243   

  in views on sexuality,      166  ,    183  –  184     
  al-Gha � midı � ya,       74  –  75    
   ghas � b  (usurpation of property),   

    128  –  129n41    .  See also    abduction  ;  
  ightis � a � b  (sexual usurpation)  ;    raptus  

  defi ning rape as a form of,       128  –  131   , 
  137  ,    153  –  154   ,    201  –  202   , 
   211  –  213   ,   237   

  law of       233  –  234   ,   237   
  in pre-Islamic Arabia,       54  –  55   ,   56    

  Gil, Moshe,      30   
  Goldziher, Ignaz,      14   
  Gravett, Sandie,      34   
  Grubbs, Judith Evans,      42    

    h 	 add  punishments,       70  –  72   
  constraints on application of,      77  , 

   82  –  84   ,    101  –  104   ,   114  ,    132  –  134   , 
  151  ,    165  –  166   ,    167  –  168   ,    176  –  180   , 
   190  –  195   ,   202  ,    204  –  205   ,    207  –  212   , 
   215  –  216   ,    215  –  216   ,   218  ,    222  –  224   , 
  237  ,    240  –  211    

  corporal nature of,      27  ,    72  –  76   ,   92  , 
  114  ,   185   

  and doctrinal disputes over penalties 
for rape,       95  –  99   ,    104  –  111   , 
   115  –  118   ,    137  –  138   ,    140  –  146   ,   153  , 
   210  –  211    
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  dual-rights/dual-penalty doctrine,      93  , 
  95  ,   97  ,    104  –  109   ,    111  –  112   ,   117  , 
  127  ,    130  –  140   ,   141  ,    143  –  145   ,   153  , 
   157  –  158   ,    201  –  203   ,   234   

   h 	 add qadhf  (punishment for slander),      70  , 
  72  ,   95  ,   140  ,    192  –  193   ,   215  ,    220  –  222   , 
   224  –  225   ,    229  –  233   ,   235   

   h 	 add zina � ,        2  –  5   ,   72  ,    74  –  78   ,    82  –  84   ,   93  , 
   99  –  104   ,    114  –  118   ,    133  –  134   ,    140  –  144   , 
   150  –  151   ,    154  –  155   ,    184  –  200   , 
   215  –  218   ,    220  –  222    

  list of  h 	 add  crimes,      70  ,   72  ,   94   
  relationship to  h 	 udu � d Alla � h  (divinely 

imposed boundaries on human 
action),       67  –  76    

  single-penalty/ h 	 add -only doctrine,   
    92  –  93   ,   104  ,    109  –  112   ,   117  ,    129  –  132   , 
  138  ,   141  ,    143  –  146   ,    153  –  165   ,   186  , 
   195  –  198     

   h 	 adı � th ,      14   .  See also    a � tha � r (legal reports) 
  on averting the  h 	 add  punishments,   

   77n.33  ,    83  –  84   ,    101  –  104   ,   151  ,   178  , 
  181  ,   196  ,   217  ,   237   

  compared to  a � tha � r  (legal reports),      10  , 
   13  –  14   ,    98  –  99   ,   218   

   h 	 add zina �  : fl ogging,      75  ,    99  –  101   ,   102  , 
  114  ,   185   

   h 	 add zina �  : stoning,      74  ,    75  –  76   ,    90  –  91   , 
  99  ,   114  ,   116  ,   185   

  on  h 	 udu � d Alla � h,       66  ,    79  –  80    
  as source for classical Islamic rape 

theory,      8  ,   15  ,    74  –  75   ,    90  –  91   ,   246    
  al-H � akam b. ‘Utayba,      99  ,    110  –  111   ,   112   
  Hallaq, Wael,      22   
  H � amma � d b. Abı �  Sulayma � n,      99  ,    110  –  111   , 

  112  ,   156   
  Hammurabi,      26   
  H � anafı �  school of law    

  on averting  h 	 add  punishments,      151  , 
  157  ,   159  ,   161  ,   162  ,    165  –  166   , 
   167  –  168   ,    176  –  177   ,    178  –  182   , 
   190  –  196   ,   198   

  and the concept of “locus” ( mah 	 all ),   
   159  ,   160  ,    175  –  177   ,    178  –  180    

  confl ation of consensual and coercive 
 zina � ,        165  –  169   ,   180  ,    187  –  200    

  development of,      11  ,   11n.23  ,   16  ,   112  , 
   147  –  150   ,   155   

  evidentiary principles for adjudicating 
rape of,      12  ,    187  –  195   ,    243  –  244    

  hierarchy of divine/human rights,      163   

  inadequacies for fair adjudication of 
rape in,      12  ,   188  ,   194  ,    196  –  198   ,   199  , 
  200  ,   201  ,   202   

  on legal capacity to consent,       176  –  177   , 
  180  ,    183  –  184   ,   187   

  procedural principles for adjudicating 
rape in,      12  ,    170  –  173   ,    187  –  200   ,   202   

  single-penalty /h 	 add -only doctrine 
of,      95  ,   117  ,    129  –  132   ,   138  , 
  141  ,    143  –  146   ,    153  –  165   ,   186  , 
   195  –  198    

  substantive defi nition of  zina �  ,       150  –  151   , 
  155  ,   169  ,    170  –  172   ,   175  ,   180  , 
   183  –  184   ,    185  –  187   ,   194  ,   195   

  theocentric approach to sexual violation,   
    153  –  154   ,    157  –  158   ,   164  ,    167  –  168   , 
  195  ,   197  ,   199   

  on the uncertainty of liability,       181  –  183    
  victimless  h 	 add  crimes in,       197  –  200     

  H � anı � fı � ya,      22   
  H � anbalı �  jurisprudence,      12   
  harlotry ( zenut ),       31  –  32   ,   39  ,   58  

  dower of the harlot ( mahr al-baghı �  ) 
 h 	 adı � th,       88  ,    143  –  145   ,   160  ,   165   

  H � anafı �  refusal to compensate rape 
victims on grounds that it is like 
paying a harlot,       143  –  145   ,   165  ,   239    

  H � asan al-Bas � rı � ,      99  ,   100  ,   103  ,   106  , 
  108  ,   112   

  Henninger, Joseph,      65   
   h 	 ilf  (oath).      See    evidence in rape cases  
  Hind,       56  –  57    
  Hittite law,      27   
  Hodgson, Marshall,      23   
   h 	 udu � d Alla � h  (divinely imposed boundary 

on human action).      See also     h 	 add  
punishments 

  defi ned as divinely imposed boundaries 
in Qur’an and  h 	 adı � th ,       66  –  73   ,    90  –  92   , 
  157  ,   194   

  as legal concept,       69  –  78    
  in relation to divine rights ( h 	 uqu � q 

Alla � h,),        93  –  99    
  sexual relations as a domain of,      18  , 

   67  –  68   ,    81  –  82   ,   119  ,   127  ,   157   
   zina �   as a crossing of,       76  –  77   ,    81  –  82   , 

   88  –  89   ,    90  –  92   ,   99  ,   107  ,   114  ,   130  ,   171    
  al-H � ufı � , Ah 	 mad,      30  ,   55   
  H � ujr,       56  –  57    
   h 	 uqu � q  (rights).      See also     h 	 udu � d Alla � h  

(divinely imposed boundary on human 
action) 

h	add punishments (cont.)
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  divine rights ( h 	 uqu � q Alla � h ) and 
interpersonal rights ( h 	 uqu � q al-ʿiba � d ) 
defi ned in classical Islamic law,      9  , 
  18  ,    93  –  99   ,   114  ,    139  –  140   ,    196  –  197   , 
  206  ,   210   

  legal theory of,       94  –  98    
  relationship between divine and 

interpersonal rights according to 
H � anafı �  school,      138  ,   141  ,    163  –  165   , 
   195  –  199   ,   202   

  relationship between divine and 
interpersonal rights according to 
Ma � likı �  school,       126  –  127   ,    138  –  146   , 
  163  ,    202  –  203   ,   210     

   Ibn al-Jalla � b,      118   
  Ibn al-Ma � jishu � n,      213  ,   214  ,   223  ,   228  , 

  230  ,   236   
  Ibn al-Mawwa � z,       132  –  134   ,   214  ,   231   
  Ibn al-Qa � sim,      130  ,   132  ,    211  –  214   , 

   220  –  221   ,   223  ,    224  –  225   ,   226  ,   229  , 
  230  ,    231  –  232   ,   236   

  Ibn ʿAbba � s,      206   
  Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Abu �  ‘Umar,      118  ,    123  –  124   , 

  142  ,   145  ,   203  ,    217  –  219   ,   223  , 
  233  ,   236   

  Ibn Abı �  Zayd al-Qayrawa � nı � ,      16  ,   118  ,   124  , 
  126  ,    132  –  134   ,   203  ,   210  ,    211  –  212   , 
  213  ,   214  ,   215  ,   222  ,   231   

  Ibn H � abı � b,      214  ,   230   
  Ibn Rushd al-H � afı � d,      16  ,   118  ,    137  –  138   , 

  203  ,   204   
  Ibn Rushd al-Jadd,      118  ,   203  ,    219  –  220   , 

  231  ,    233  –  237s    
  Ibn Shiha � b al-Zuhrı � ,      15  ,   99  ,    100  –  101   , 

  103  ,   105  ,    106  –  107   ,   112  ,   116  ,   129  , 
  189  ,   205   

  Ibn Shubruma,      99  ,   109  ,   112  ,   155   
  Ibn Wahb,      229  ,   230  ,   231  ,   232   
   ightis � a � b  (sexual usurpation),      18  ,    55  –  57   , 

  224   .  See also    abduction  ;    ghas � b  
(usurpation of property)  ;    zina �   
(extramarital sex) 

  applied to slave women in H � anafı �  law,   
    153  –  154    

  as term for rape in Ma � likı �  school 
of law,       128  –  132   ,   137  ,    141  –  142   , 
   153  –  154   ,    201  –  203   ,    210  –  212   , 
   222  –  226   ,   237    

   ikra � h .      See    coercion, sexual  ;    istikra � h 
‘ala’l-zina �   (coercive  zina �  )  ;    zina �   
(extramarital sex)  

  illicit sexual activity.      See    classifi cation of 
sex acts  ;    zina �   (extramarital sex)  

  individual subject.      See    ethico-legal subject, 
woman as  ;    taklı � f  (moral agency)  ;  
 volition  

  individualistic society, in the 
Qur’an,       79  –  80    

  interpellation of the ethico-legal 
subject,       79  –  80    

  Islamic law.      See also    H � anafı �  school of law  ;  
 Ma � likı �  school of law 

  conception of sexuality as a commodity 
in Sunni jurisprudence,      10  ,   62  ,   102  , 
   104  –  112   ,    114  –  116   ,    119  –  121   ,   125   

  discrepancies between classical Islamic 
and modern  sharia -based rape laws,   
    6  –  7   ,    241  –  246    

  sources for,      8  ,   10  ,    13  –  20   ,    62  –  64   , 
  239  ,   246   

  stance on sexual violation in the 
formative period of,       9  –  11   ,    15  –  16   , 
   62  –  64   ,    99  –  111   ,    114  –  116   ,    119  –  121   , 
  125  ,   128  ,   132    

   istikra � h ‘ala’l-zina �   (coercive  zina �  ),   
    81  –  84   ,    128  –  129   ,    153  –  154   ,   177   . 
 See also    coercion, sexual    ;    zina �   
(extramarital sex)  

   isti’ja � r.       See    sex-for-hire  
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